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PASEO DEL SOL SPECIFIC PLAN, PA-4/
TTM 36483

Initial Study/Mitigated Negative Declaration
General Information About This Initial Study
The purpose of this Initial Study (IS) is to evaluate the potential environmental effect associated
with implementation of the 42.64-acre Paseo del Sol Specific Plan, Planning Area 4 (PA-4)
Tentative Tract Map (TTM) 36483, the only remaining Planning Area yet to be developed within
the Specific Plan, and to determine the appropriate California Environmental Quality (CEQA) Act
document. In accordance with CEQA Guidelines (Title 14, California Code of Regulations [CCR],
Section 15000 et seq.), this IS includes a brief description of the project, a description of the
environmental setting, identification and explanation of potential environmental impacts, a
discussion of the significance of the impacts and proposed mitigation (where required), and an
analysis of the project’s consistency with existing City of Temecula land use policies.
The City of Temecula, as the lead agency, has determined that a mitigated negative declaration
(MND), based upon this IS, is the appropriate CEQA document for the project. The project will not
result in any unmitigated significant unavoidable impacts. All applicable mitigation measures for
previously identified impacts associated with the Certified Environmental Impact Report (EIR) and
previous Addenda would be implemented as part of this project. For potentially significant impacts
not previously addressed in the Certified EIR (SCH 8707003 – 1988) and four EIR Addenda,
mitigation measures will be implemented to reduce the impact to a less-than-significant level.
Therefore, an MND is the appropriate environmental document for this project. This IS/MND tiers
off of the previously certified and adopted CEQA documents pursuant to CEQA Guidelines
Sections 15177 and 15385, to focus the analysis on current project specific design features and
associated environmental analysis. A detailed discussion of the previously certified/adopted CEQA
documents is contained in Section 6 of the IS.

California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) Requirements
and Guidelines for Implementing CEQA
As defined by CEQA Guidelines Section 15063, an initial study is prepared primarily to provide
the Lead Agency with information to use as the basis for determining whether an EIR, negative
declaration, or MND would be appropriate for providing the necessary environmental
documentation and clearance for any proposed project.
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According to CEQA Guidelines Section 15065, an EIR is deemed appropriate for a particular
proposal if the following conditions occur:


The proposal has the potential to substantially degrade quality of the environment.



The proposal has the potential to achieve short-term environmental goals to the disadvantage
of long-term environmental goals.



The proposal has possible environmental effects that are individually limited but cumulatively
considerable.



The proposal could cause direct or indirect adverse effects on human beings.

According to Section 15070(a), a negative declaration is deemed appropriate if the proposal
would not result in any significant effect on the environment.
According to Section 15070(b), a mitigated negative declaration is deemed appropriate if it is
determined that though a proposal could result in a significant effect, mitigation measures are
available to reduce these significant effects to less-than-significant levels.
It is not the intent of this document to “overlap” or restate project mitigation measures or conditions
of approval previously certified, approved or adopted for the proposed project or Specific Plan. In
addition, other standard requirements and regulations that any development projects must comply
with, or that are outside the City’s jurisdiction, are also not considered mitigation measures and
therefore, will not be identified/restated in this document.
This IS has determined that the proposed applications will not result in any unmitigated significant
environmental impacts and therefore, an MND is deemed as the appropriate document to provide
necessary environmental evaluations and clearance.
This IS/MND is prepared in conformance with the California Environmental Quality Act of 1970,
as amended (Public Resources Code Section 21000 et. seq.). In accordance with CEQA Guidelines
Section 15050, the Lead Agency is the public agency which has the principal responsibility for
approving the necessary environmental clearances and analyses for any project in the City. Pursuant
to CEQA Guidelines Section 15050, and Section 1.2 of the Temecula Environmental Review
Procedures Handbook, (approved by Resolution No. 09-29 of the Temecula City Council) the City
of Temecula is designated as the Lead Agency for both publicly and privately initiated projects.
Consequently, the City is responsible for ensuring all projects comply with CEQA, pursuant to
Section 17.01 of the Temecula Municipal Code. In addition, pursuant to Section 17.03.010 of the
Temecula Municipal Code, the City of Temecula City Council, Planning Commission and/or
Director of Community Development have the principal authority and responsibility for reviewing
and approving projects and the necessary environmental clearances and analyses.
This IS/MND is an informational document which is intended to inform decision makers, other
responsible or interested agencies, and the general public of potential environmental effects of the
proposed applications. The environmental review process has been established to enable public
agencies to evaluate environmental consequences and to examine and implement methods of
eliminating or reducing any potentially adverse impacts.
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Initial Study Checklist
1.

Project Title

Paseo del Sol Specific Plan, PA-4/Tentative Tract Map 36483

2.

Lead Agency Name and Address

City of Temecula
Community Development Department
41000 Main Street
Temecula, California 92590

3.

Contact Person and Phone Number

Eric Jones, Associate Planner 1
951.506.5115

4.

Project Sponsor’s Name and Address

Woodside 05S, LP
11870 Pierce Street, Suite 250
Riverside, CA 992505

5.

Project Location and Existing Site Conditions

The Paseo del Sol Specific Plan area, which encompasses approximately 1,391.5 acres of land, is
bounded by Pauba Road on the north, Temecula Parkway (Highway 79 south) on the south,
Butterfield Stage Road to the east, and Margarita Road to the west. The Paseo del Sol Specific Plan
is divided into 38 planning areas, with a total of 5,137 allowable residential dwelling units. The
proposed project encompasses the 42.64-acre PA-4, which is the last undeveloped portion of the
Specific Plan, and proposes 168 single-family residential lots, a community park, open space/trails,
and major drainage and water quality improvements. PA-4 is currently designated as Medium
Density Residential (2 du/ac–5 du/ac), with a target 188 residential unit count in the Specific Plan
and is zoned Specific Plan. The General Plan designates the project site as Low Medium Residential
(3 du/ac–6 du/ac). The project site currently contains a series of temporary drainage facilities
(earthen channels, basins and erosion control features, designed to convey stormwater through the
site, until such time as permanent facilities are constructed. The project site’s regional location and
vicinity map are shown in Figures 1 and 2, respectively. Figure 3 depicts the current proposed
configuration for TTM 36483. Figure 4 shows the landscape/habitat restoration concept and
Figure 5 depicts the drainage plan.
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6.

Previous CEQA Documents

The Paseo del Sol Specific Plan EIR (the Certified EIR) was approved and certified by the County
of Riverside on September 6, 1988. Subsequently, nine Specific Plan Amendments and four EIR
Addenda have been prepared for the Specific Plan, and the project area was included in the City of
Temecula, during incorporation in 1989. Addendum No. 1 was prepared in conjunction with
Specific Plan Amendment Nos. 1, 2, 3, and 4 of the Paseo del Sol Specific Plan and was adopted
by the Temecula City Council in 1992. When Specific Plan Amendment Nos. 5 and 6 were
approved in January 1997 and January 1998, respectively, the City Council determined that the
project was consistent with the 1988 EIR which had already been prepared. Therefore, the Council
concluded that no further environmental analysis was required for these amendments. Addendum
No. 2 was adopted on March 17, 1999, by the City of Temecula. Addendum No. 2 evaluated
Specific Plan land uses changes such as facilities for the aged, congregate care residential facilities,
an information center and nursery schools, and found that no additional CEQA environmental
impact evaluation would be required. Addendum No. 3 evaluated the potential impacts resulting
from Specific Plan Amendment No. 7. Addendum No. 4, which was prepared in conjunction with
Specific Plan Amendment No. 8, evaluated the reduction of the total number of dwelling units
within the overall Paseo del Sol Specific Plan to allow for more land to be allocated to single-family
detached residential units. Amendment No. 8 also removed the elementary school site since the
Temecula Valley Unified School District (TVUSD) indicated that the site was no longer needed.
The Certified EIR and all four Addenda are hereby incorporated by reference into this document,
which is tiered pursuant to CEQA Guidelines Section 15152. In compliance with Section 15152(g),
the City as lead agency advises that it is using tiering for this environmental review as discussed
above, and that copies of the Certified EIR and subsequent Addenda are available at the City of
Temecula Community Development, 41000 Main Street, Temecula, California 92590.
Specific Plan Amendment No. 8 established the current Specific Plan land use designation for PA-4
and the project site, and EIR Addendum No. 4 evaluated any change in impacts as a result of the
Specific Plan Amendment. EIR Addendum No. 4 evaluated each environmental factor originally
analyzed in the certified EIR and previous three EIR Addenda, and determined that none of the
environmental impacts increased beyond what had already been documented. Several of the
environmental impacts were reduced due to the reduction in the number of residential units in the
Specific Plan. Please refer to EIR Addendum No. 4 for specific details of that analysis. TTM 36483
proposes a total of 168 residential units, 20 less than that allowed by the Specific Plan for PA-4,
which will result in reduced impacts as compared to the projects evaluated in the Certified EIR and
four EIR Addenda.
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7.

Project Description

The Paseo del Sol Specific Plan (Specific Plan 219) was originally prepared and approved as a
master planned community within the unincorporated County of Riverside, and subsequent phases
have been processed through the City of Temecula, within the framework of a detailed and
comprehensive multi-disciplinary planning program. The Paseo del Sol Specific Plan divides the
development into 38 planning areas.

Tentative Tract Map 36483
TTM 36483 proposes the development of 168 residential units on the 42.64-acre project site. PA-4
in the Specific Plan is planned for the development of medium density residential land use at a
density of 2 du/ac–5 du/ac. The proposed density is 3.9 du/ac, which is consistent with the Specific
Plan density range. Amendment No. 8 to the Specific Plan has a target density of 4.4 du/ac which
would allow for the development of up to 188 dwelling units.
For the proposed project, TTM 36483 proposes to decrease the land use density to 3.9 du/ac, which
is consistent with the density range of 2 du/ac–5 du/ac and adheres to the Specific Plan medium
density land use designation. The project is proposing 168 dwelling units, which is consistent with
the allowable development of 174 dwelling units from the last approved specific plan amendment.
The project also proposes approximately 2.1 acres of community park and 5.7 acres of open space.
PA-4 (42.64 acres) is designated Medium Density Residential (2 du/ac–5 du/ac) in the Specific
Plan, with a target residential unit count of 188. This IS/MND focuses on PA-4, including revised
TTM 36483 and associated drainage and water quality improvements. TTM 36483 proposes 168
residential lots, public streets, a community park, open space/trails and drainage/water quality
improvements. Minimum residential lot size is 5,000 square feet, with an average lot size of 5,800
square feet. The stormwater/water quality improvements are designed to convey stormwater
through the project site and replace the existing temporary on-site drainage facilities. In addition,
the project proposes to create habitat on site within the proposed drainage and water quality
facilities to mitigate biological impacts created by implementation of the proposed project, in
accordance with resource agency permit requirements. The proposed project is consistent with the
existing Specific Plan, General Plan and zoning/land use designations. The TTM and associated
drainage and water quality facilities are summarized in Table 1-1.
TABLE 1-1
PA-4/TENTATIVE TRACT MAP 36483 LAND USE SUMMARY
Lot Number/Letter

Proposed Land Use

1–168

Single Family Residential

169, 171–177

Drainage Channel/Habitat Restoration/Open Space –HOA Maintained

170

Community Park

A–J

Streets
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Drainage
The project site is located within the Temecula Creek watershed, near the confluence of Temecula
Creek and Murrieta Creek. The site generally drains in an east to west direction, and is eventually
tributary to Temecula Creek through a number of existing culvert crossings of Temecula Parkway.
The total off-site tributary area is approximately 192 acres from Butterfield Stage Road to the east
and north of the site. The project site currently has been graded to control and detain storm water
on site within earthen drainage facilities, with only major storm flows exiting the site. The proposed
project will replace the existing on-site temporary drainage facilities with an improved stormwater
conveyance and surface water quality system.
The original drainage report dated August 1987 for the Paseo del Sol Specific Plan was prepared
concurrently with the County of Riverside’s drainage studies for the Temecula Valley backbone
drainage system for the Assessment District 159 (AD 159).1 AD 159 was created to mitigate
potential flooding impacts to Temecula Creek and downstream land uses. The AD 159 EIR was
certified before the Paseo del Sol Specific Plan was approved on September 6, 1988, by Riverside
County. Implementation of AD 159 included the construction of Temecula Creek Channel, major
roadways like Temecula Parkway and Butterfield Stage Road as well as backbone drainage
facilities. The original drainage report by RBF & Associates stated that the westerly drainage basins
north of De Portola Road, which drained toward Butterfield Stage Road, would be picked up and
the off-site flow would be conveyed through Paseo del Sol in storm drains. Per the original Paseo
del Sol Tract 24185 Drainage Plan, drainage flows into PA-4 at the 78-inch reinforced concrete
pipe stubbed into the site south of De Portola.
The City concluded in previous Specific Plan amendments that the Certified EIR did not address
the drainage flows East of Butterfield Stage Road. AD 159 mitigated this by building Butterfield
Stage Road with two 120-inch pipes under the roadway to handle the stormflows and stubbed a 72inch pipe into the property (APN 965-540-001) east of Butterfield Stage Road to pick up a small
portion of the larger east west drainage. The County and City required Paseo del Sol to construct
an interim detention stormwater collection and basin on PA-4 until the County approves and
constructs an up stream drainage facility. The County was unable to receive approvals from
upstream property owners and was unable to construct any upstream drainage facilities.
In order to remediate this drainage problem and to address current surface water quality treatment
requirements, the project proposes a multi-functional Paseo del Sol drainage and water quality
system, including a major channel and two water quality basins along the southern portion of the
PA-4 site adjacent to Temecula Parkway. Drainage and water quality improvements are shown in
Figure 5.
Drainage and water quality improvement are divided into two separate systems: (1) off-site
stormwater conveyance through the project site to downstream facilities and (2) on-site stormwater
collection and conveyance through the project site to on-site and downstream drainage and water
quality facilities. Improvements include a major drainage channel to convey regional storm water
through the project site, two water quality basins to treat on-site-generated storm water, an 84-inchdiameter storm drain (Line S), and a 96-inch-diameter storm drain parallel to the existing Line S
1

Conclusions of Preliminary Drainage Assessment for Vail Meadows
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storm drain, an extension of the existing 78-inch Line S-1 storm drain from De Portola through the
site to the Channel, and in-tract local drainage system improvements. The proposed channel has
been designed to convey storm water from areas east and north of the project site through a soft
bottom channel and water quality basins to the existing culvert under Temecula Parkway in the
south west corner of the project site. These improvements effectively protect the Paseo del Sol
Specific Plan and downstream areas from flooding from the off-site watershed, and at the same
time maintain the existing level of flood protection to the existing developments and property near
the project site. Channel and water quality basins areas are proposed to be fenced and have all
weather access for maintenance purposes. In addition, the primary drainage channel is proposed to
be restored utilizing native wetland plant materials.

Project Design Features
In addition to the above described drainage/water quality and habitat restoration improvements, the
following Project Design Features (PDFs) have been incorporated into the project to avoid indirect
project-related impacts to the proposed riparian/riverine habitat creation area during project
operation. These PDFs are based on provisions of the Western Riverside County Multiple Species
Habitat Conservation Plan (MSHCP). Applicable MSHCP provisions were sourced from the
Urban/Wildlife Interface Guidelines in Section 6.1.4 of the MSHCP.
PDF BIO-1: Post-Construction Human Disturbances. The project shall incorporate
special edge treatments designed to minimize edge effects by providing a safe transition
between developed areas and created riparian/riverine habitat, and which would be
compatible with project operation and the protection and sustainability of habitat
restoration areas. Special edge treatments shall include native landscaping on manufactured
slopes within the conserved areas and fencing/signage near the top of slope adjacent to
conserved areas to prevent unauthorized public access, vandalism, illegal dumping, and
other adverse human disturbances.
PDF BIO-2: Drainage. The project’s stormwater shall be directed to a stormwater basin
on the project site, pursuant to the proposed drainage and water quality plan. The channel
and basins shall be designed in accordance with all federal, state, regional, and local
standards and regulations concerning water quality. In particular, measures shall be put in
place to avoid discharge of untreated surface runoff from developed and paved areas into
MSHCP Conservation Areas. These measures will ensure that the project stormwater
discharges are no greater in volume and velocity than current undeveloped conditions and
that the water leaving the site complies with all applicable water quality standards.
PDF BIO-3: Toxics. Land uses proposed in proximity to the habitat restoration area that
use chemicals or generate bioproducts, such as manure, that are potentially toxic or may
adversely affect wildlife species, habitat, or water quality shall incorporate measures to
ensure that application of such chemicals does not result in discharge to the habitat
restoration Area. The greatest risk is from landscaping fertilization overspray and runoff.
PDF BIO-4: Lighting. Light sources shall be designed with internal baffles to direct the
lighting towards the ground and the developed areas and have a zero side angle cut off to
the horizon. Night lighting shall be directed away from the habitat restoration area to
protect species within the MSHCP Conservation Area from direct night lighting. Shielding
shall be incorporated in project designs to ensure ambient lighting in the habitat restoration
area is not increased.
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PDF BIO-5: Noise. Proposed noise-generating land uses affecting the habitat restoration
area shall incorporate setbacks, berms, or walls to minimize the effects of noise on sensitive
Area resources pursuant to applicable rules, regulations, and guidelines related to land use
noise standards.
PDF BIO-6: Invasive Plant Species. Plant species acceptable for the project’s
landscaping and restoration must not be considered an invasive species pursuant to
Table 6.2 of the MSHCP. To ensure this, the final landscape plans must be reviewed and
verified by the City and Regional Conservation Authority for consistency with the plant
species list in Table 6.2 of the MSHCP.
PDF BIO-7: Fuels Management. Weed abatement and fuel modification activities shall
not be permitted in the habitat creation area. Any areas planted with fire-resistant, noninvasive plants shall not encroach into the habitat restoration area.
PDF HYDRO-1: Site Design Best Management Practices. The following design
concepts were recommended by the project-specific Water Quality Management Plan and
have been integrated into project design. To minimize potential water quality degradation,
the project has been designed to:


Maintain natural drainage pathways and hydrologic features;



Minimize impervious areas;



Minimize soil compaction;



Disperse impervious areas throughout the project site;



Collect runoff; and



Landscape with native and/or drought tolerant species.

PDF HYDRO-2: Source Control Best Management Practices (BMPs). The following
source control BMPs were recommended by the project-specific Water Quality
Management Plan and will be implemented during project construction and/or operation.
To avoid impacts to water quality, the project will:


Prevent illicit discharges into the municipal separate storm sewer system;



Include storm drain stenciling or signage; and



Protect trash storage areas from rainfall, run-on, runoff, and wind dispersal.

In addition, the project will implement BMPs during project operation to prevent water
quality impacts from the following potential sources: storm drain inlets; indoor and
structural pest control; landscape/outdoor pesticide use; pools, spas, ponds, fountains, and
other water features; refuse areas; and plazas sidewalks, and parking lots. A qualified
stormwater pollution prevention plan developer shall be consulted for specific source
control BMP implementation details.
PDF HYDRO-3: Treatment Control Best Management Practices (BMPs).
Biofiltration with partial retention of surface flow on site was recommended by the projectspecific Water Quality Management Plan during project operation. The project site will
thus incorporate three treatment control BMPs, including one biofiltration basin and two
Filterra units (or equivalent), for treating stormwater runoff generated on the project site.
Flows from certain portions of the project site will be conveyed to two Filterra units for
treatment. The remainder of the project site will be collected via subsurface storm drain
and treated within the biofiltration basin. The biofiltration basin and Filterra units will be
Paseo del Sol Specific Plan, PA-4/TTM 36483
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maintained by periodic visits to check for appropriate functioning. The biofiltration basin
and Filterra units will be constructed before other structures on site to accommodate for
excess flows caused by construction activities.
PDF HYDRO-4: Minimum Construction Best Management Practices (BMPs). The
following BMPs were recommended by the project-specific Water Quality Management
Plan for implementation during project construction. A qualified stormwater pollution
prevention plan developer shall be consulted for specific construction BMP
implementation details.

8.



Erosion Control. Slopes disturbed during construction shall be stabilized via
hydraulic stabilization (e.g., hydroseeding) in the summer.



Sediment Control. Sediment control BMPs that will be implemented on the
project site include a silt fence, fiber rolls, gravel/sand bags, storm drain inlet
protection, and an engineered desilting basin.



Off-Site Sediment Tracking Control. Off-site sediment tracking control BMPs
that will be implemented on the project site include a stabilized construction
entrance, construction road stabilization, an entrance/exit tire wash, and street
sweeping and vacuuming.



Materials and Waste Management. Materials and waste management BMPs that
will be implemented on site include spill prevention and control as well as waste
management and concrete management.

General Plan Designation and Zoning

The project site has LM- Low Medium Residential (LM) General Plan Land Use Designation and
Specific Plan Zoning Designation, which will not change with implementation of the proposed
project.

9.

Requested Entitlements and Other Approvals

The City of Temecula is the Lead Agency for the project, pursuant to the State Guidelines of
Implementation of CEQA, Section 15050.
This documents will be used by the City of Temecula to take the following actions:


Adoption of the MND



Approval of TTM 36483

The following permits /agreements have been approved by other responsible agencies (included as
Appendices B1 through B8b):


A Section 404 Permit was issued for the project by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
(USACE) for the project on July 17, 2017. This authorizes the project to discharge fill into
waters of the U.S according to various conditions specified in the permit. The permit conditions
pertain to the general project, pre-construction, construction, cultural resources, and postconstruction.



A Streambed Alteration Agreement was issued for the project by the California Department of
Fish and Wildlife (CDFW). Based on the project’s anticipated impacts to birds, mammals, and
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plants, the agreement includes various measures to protect these resources. Undated – Expires
October 1, 2022.


A Letter of Intent (LOI) for a Conservation Easement Agreement was issued for the project by
the Rivers & Lands Conservancy (RLC) on March 15, 2018. The LOI states the project site
will be evaluated by the RLC by way of a baseline survey and baseline report to accept the
project site as a conservation easement. The LOI includes details and funding pertaining for
preparation of the baseline survey and baseline report as well as ongoing maintenance of the
property.



A Section 401 Water Quality Certification was issued for the project by the San Diego Regional
Water Quality Control Board on June 15, 2016. The 401 certification includes various
requirements to be implemented on site, including conditions, BMPs, compensatory mitigation,
and monitoring and reporting requirements.



A Joint Project Review (JPR) was issued for the project by the Western Riverside County
Regional Conservation Authority (RCA) on April 25, 2016, and updated on April 6, 2018. The
JPR determined consistency of the project with the MSHCP. The RCA also included a plan
requirements section that detailed requirements to be implemented on the project site in
addition to what was already proposed. Please refer to the plan section for the specific RCA
requirements (Appendix B).

The following agencies may be required to issue permits or approve certain aspects of the project:


Regional Water Quality Control Board (RWQCB)—Construction activities would be
required to be covered under the National Pollution Discharge Elimination System (NPDES);



RWQCB—Permitting of State jurisdictional areas, including isolated wetlands pursuant to the
Porter-Cologne Water Quality Act;



RWQCB—Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP) approval prior to construction
activities pursuant to the Clean Water Act (CWA);



USACE, RWQCB, RCA—Habitat Management and Monitoring Program (HMMP) review;



RCA—landscape plan review for consistency with MSHCP plant species.

ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS POTENTIALLY AFFECTED:
The environmental factors checked below would be potentially affected by this project, involving
at least one impact that is “Less Than Significant with Mitigation Incorporated” as indicated by the
checklist on the following pages.
Aesthetics

Agriculture and Forestry
Resources
Cultural Resources

Air Quality

Geology, Soils and
Seismicity
Hydrology and Water
Quality
Noise

Greenhouse Gas Emissions

Hazards and Hazardous
Materials
Mineral Resources

Recreation

Transportation and Traffic

Tribal Cultural Resources

Utilities and Service
Systems

Wildfire

Mandatory Findings of
Significance

Biological Resources
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DETERMINATION:
On the basis of this initial evaluation:
I find that the proposed project COULD NOT have a significant effect on the environment,
and a NEGATIVE DECLARATION will be prepared.
I find that although the proposed project could have a significant effect on the environment,
there will not be a significant effect in this case because revisions on the project have been made
by or agreed to by the project proponent. A MITIGATED NEGATIVE DECLARATION will
be prepared.
I find the proposed project MAY have a significant effect on the environment, and an
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REPORT is required.
I find the proposed project MAY have a “potentially significant impact” or “potentially
significant unless mitigated” impact on the environment, but at least one effect 1) has been
adequately analyzed in an earlier document pursuant to applicable legal standards, and 2) has
been addressed by mitigation measures based on earlier analysis as described on attached sheets.
An ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REPORT is required, but it must analyze only the effects
that remain to be addressed.
I find that although the proposed project could have a significant effect on the environment,
because all potentially significant effects (a) have been analyzed adequately in an earlier EIR or
NEGATIVE DECLARATION pursuant to applicable standards, and (b) have been avoided or
mitigated pursuant to that earlier EIR or NEGATIVE DECLARATION, including revisions or
mitigation measures that are imposed upon the proposed project, nothing further is required.

SIGNATURE
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Environmental Checklist
This section addresses each of the environmental issues discussed in the Certified EIR and
subsequent CEQA documents to determine if the currently proposed project has the potential to
create new significant impacts or a result in a substantial increase in the severity of a significant
impact as compared to what was identified in the Certified EIR and subsequent CEQA documents.
Additionally, impacts are compared to existing on-the-ground conditions.” Topics that were scoped
out in the Certified EIR’s IS, hereby referred to simply as Certified EIR, are included in this
analysis.

I.

Aesthetics
Potentially
Significant
Less than
Same or less
Impact Not
Significant
Impact than Less-thanIdentified in the with Mitigation Identified in the Significant No
Certified EIR Incorporated Certified EIR
Impact Impact

1. AESTHETICS. Would the project:
a. Have a substantial adverse effect on a scenic vista?
b. Substantially damage scenic resources, including, but
not limited to, trees, rock outcroppings, and historic
buildings within a state scenic highway?
c.

In non-urbanized areas, substantially degrade the
existing visual character or quality of public views of the
site and its surroundings? (Public views are those that
are experienced from publicly accessible vantage point).
If the project is in an urbanized area, would the project
conflict with applicable zoning and other regulations
governing scenic quality?

d. Create a new source of substantial light or glare which
would adversely affect daytime or nighttime views in the
area?

1988 Paseo del Sol Specific Plan EIR and Addendum No. 4 Findings
The project site is not directly bordered by any designated scenic highways. However, Highway 79
is eligible for designation as a County scenic highway. This designation occurs by action of the
Board of Supervisors; subsequent “upgrading: to the status of a designated County scenic highway
requires a corridor study by the Planning Department and subsequent approval by the State
Department of Transportation.” As discussed in the Certified EIR, Landscape Guidelines and
Community Elements proposed in the Paseo del Sol Specific Plan, buildout will incorporate a
special setback and landscaping concept to buffer the site from traffic and enhance the project’s
visual image.


Change in Project Impact from Certified EIR and EIR Addendum No. 4:



Additional Mitigation Measures Required: No
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Proposed Project Analysis
Response 1.a
Less-than-Significant Impact. For analysis purposes, a scenic vista is generally defined as a view
of undisturbed natural lands exhibiting a unique or unusual feature that comprises an important or
dominant portion of the view shed. Scenic vistas may also be represented by a particular distant
view that provides visual relief from less attractive views of nearby features. Other designated
federal and State lands, as well as local open space or recreational areas, may also offer scenic
vistas if they represent a valued aesthetic view within the surrounding landscape of nearby features.
Temecula’s natural setting offers a variety of scenic vistas and view sheds. The City of Temecula
General Plan Community Design Element designates the southern, eastern, and western rolling
hills surrounding the City, as well as Murrieta and Temecula Creeks, as significant natural features,
and indicates that public views of these features should be protected and enhanced. The General
Plan explains that all public or private development projects are subject to City review to ensure
that they will not obstruct public views of scenic resources, and projects may be subject to redesign
or height limitations if it is determined that development would block public views.
The project would develop 168 single-family residential lots, streets, parks, greenbelt areas, and
major drainage and water quality improvements. The project is the last undeveloped portion of the
Paseo del Sol Specific Plan. The project site is bordered to the east and north by residential
communities. There are distant views of the rolling hills to the east of the site from public
viewpoints on Highway 79. Although development would introduce new land uses to a previously
undeveloped site, of the project is consistent with the development in the surrounding vicinity.
Additionally, the project is designed in such a way that there is an approximately 5.7-acre open
space corridor that creates the project’s southern boundary. Therefore, development of the site
would not interfere with existing public views of the rolling hills to the east from Highway 79 and
the project would not alter public views of scenic vistas from public roadways.

Response 1.b
Same or Less Impact than Identified in the Certified EIR. As discussed above, the project site
is directly bordered by Highway 79 which is on the Master Plan of State Highways Eligible for
Official Scenic Highway Designation list, although it is not currently designated a State Scenic
Highway.
According to the Certified EIR, mitigation measures will include special setback and landscaping
concepts to buffer the site from traffic and enhance the project’s visual image for drivers and
persons viewing the site from adjoining properties. Therefore, the project would not substantially
damage scenic resources, including, but not limited to, trees, rock outcroppings, and historic
buildings within a state scenic highway. The project is consistent with the mitigation requirements,
as it provides an approximately 5.7-acre open space area, that separates Highway 79 from the
project development. This open space area serves as a buffer the site from traffic and enhance the
project’s visual image for drivers and persons viewing the site from adjoining properties, therefore
no new or different impact would occur.
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Response 1.c
Less-than-Significant Impact. The project site is currently undeveloped and contains an interim
drainage basin. The project site is bordered to the east and north by residential communities and is
bordered to the south by commercial buildings. The change in character of the project site, once
developed, was anticipated by the Certified EIR and would be visually compatible with surrounding
existing residential neighborhoods to the east and north. Thus, no new or different impacts
associated with the visual character and quality of the site and its surroundings would result from
implementation of the project.

Response 1.d
Less-than-Significant Impact. The project site is currently undeveloped and does not contain
sources of light. There is a potential for the project to create new sources of light and glare.
Examples of lighting would include construction lighting, street lighting, security lighting along
sidewalks, exterior building lighting, interior building lighting, and automobile lighting. Examples
of glare would include reflective building materials and sometimes automobiles.
Residential development and streets to the north and east currently produce a moderate amount of
nighttime lighting from street lighting, residential interiors, and exterior building lighting. Because
light sources from the project would be consistent with the type and intensity of existing lighting
sources, the existing, ambient condition would not substantially change. With development of the
project, sources of nighttime lighting would be added and would increase nighttime lighting in the
area with a type and intensity of lighting consistent with residential neighborhoods located north,
northwest, and west of the project site. When viewed from more distant areas, the lighting
associated with the residential development could appear to increase skyglow in the area because
the existing project site is currently dark.
The project would be subject to the City of Temecula’s City-Wide Design Guidelines (adopted
August 9, 2005), which provide direction on appropriate project lighting. The project would also
be designed consistent with §17.24.050F of the Development Code that requires new outdoor
lighting sources to be designed in a manner that avoids light intrusion onto adjacent property.
Additionally, City of Temecula General Plan Policy 2.5 of the Community Design Element limits
light and glare pollution through design standards for outdoor lighting, the use of low intensity
lights, and lighting that supports the continued use of the Mt. Palomar Observatory.
Outdoor lighting would be installed in conformance with all City codes and ordinances, applicable
safety and illumination requirements, and California Title 24 requirements. Lighting would be
installed at pedestrian crossings, as appropriate for public safety, and where lighting is needed for
public safety. Limited safety and security lighting and indirect shielded lighting would also be
provided. Further, proposed lighting would also be placed to ensure it illuminates only the intended
areas and does not penetrate into residential communities.
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II.

Agricultural and Forest Resources
Potentially
Significant
Less than
Same or less
Impact Not
Significant
Impact than Less-thanIdentified in the with Mitigation Identified in the Significant No
Certified EIR Incorporated Certified EIR
Impact Impact

2. AGRICULTURAL AND FOREST RESOURCES. Would
the project:
a. Convert Prime Farmland, Unique Farmland, or
Farmland of Statewide Importance, as shown on the
maps prepared pursuant to the Farmland Mapping and
Monitoring Program of the California Resources Agency,
to non-agricultural use?
b. Conflict with existing zoning for agricultural use, or a
Williamson Act Contract?
c.

Conflict with existing zoning for, or cause rezoning of,
forest land (as defined in Public Resources Code
section 12220(g)), timberland (as defined by Public
Resources Code section 4526), or timberland zoned
Timberland Production (as defined by Government
Code section 51104(g))?

d. Result in the loss of forest land or conversion of forest
land to non-forest use?
e. Involve other changes in the existing environment
which, due to their location or nature, could result in
conversion of Farmland, to non-agricultural use?

1988 Paseo del Sol Specific Plan EIR and Addendum No. 4 Findings
As outlined in the previously Certified EIR, the Paseo del Sol Specific Plan was evaluated for
potential environmental impacts to agricultural resources. Past agricultural use of the Paseo del Sol
Specific Plan Area was limited to dryland farming and grazing by sheep and cattle. Some of the
soils on site fall into the Class I and Class II categories, which are considered “Prime” agricultural
soils because they are suitable for all crops. These soils occur on the project site in isolated pockets,
primarily along drainage washes. However, the Paseo del Sol Specific Plan Area was not
designated as prime, statewide important, unique of locally important farmland within the
Environmental Hazards and Resources Element of the Riverside County Comprehensive General
Plan. Due to no designation and minor Class I and Class II soils, the discontinuation of farming on
Specific Plan area was not considered significant and, therefore, did not require mitigation.


Change in Project Impact from Certified EIR and EIR Addendum No. 4:



Additional Mitigation Measures Required: No

Unchanged

Proposed Project Analysis
Response 2.a
Same or Less Impact than Identified in the Certified EIR. As discussed above, the project site
does not contain prime farmland, unique farmland, or farmland of statewide importance. The
project would result in the conversion of undeveloped land to non-agricultural use. The same
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amount of impacts to agriculture will occur with the changes found in the project as with the
Certified EIR.
Although the project proposes changes to land use density in PA-4, it does not substantially increase
or reduce the amount of land being graded. As such, the same amount of impacts to agriculture will
occur with implementation of the project as with the Certified EIR, and subsequent Addenda. As
such, no mitigation is required.

Response 2.b
No Impact. The project site is not zoned for agricultural use nor is it under a Williamson Act
contract. The Department of Conservation designates the project site as “Other Land”. The project
would not conflict with existing zoning for agricultural use, or a Williamson Act contract.
Implementation of the project would have no impact relative to this issue.

Response 2.c
No Impact. The project site contains very little trees and is not forest land (as defined in Public
Resources Code Section 1222(g)) or timberland (as defined in Public Resources Code
Section 4526). The project would not conflict with existing zoning for, or cause rezoning of, forest
land or timberland. Implementation of the project would have no impact relative to this issue.

Response 2.d
No Impact. The project site is not forest land. The project would not result in the loss of forest land
or conversion of forest land to non-forest use. Implementation of the project would have no impact
relative to this issue.

Response 2.e
No Impact. As discussed above, the project site and surrounding land uses are located in an area
designated as Prime Farmland, Unique Farmland, or Farmland of Statewide Importance, and nor is
the site utilized for agricultural purposes. Implementation of the project would have no impact
relative to this issue.
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III.

Air Quality
Potentially
Significant
Less than
Same or less
Impact Not
Significant
Impact than Less-thanIdentified in the with Mitigation Identified in the Significant No
Certified EIR Incorporated Certified EIR
Impact Impact

3. AIR QUALITY. Would the project:
a. Conflict with or obstruct implementation of the applicable
air quality plan?
b. Result in a cumulatively considerable net increase of
any criteria pollutant for which the project region is nonattainment under an applicable federal or state ambient
air quality standard?
c.

Expose sensitive receptors to substantial pollutant
concentrations?

d. Result in other emissions (such as those leading to
odors) adversely affecting a substantial number of
people?

1988 Paseo del Sol Specific Plan EIR and Addendum No. 4 Findings
The project site lies within the South Coast Air Basin, which is under the jurisdiction of the South
Coast Air Quality Management District (SCAQMD). SCAQMD maintains monitoring stations
throughout the County. At the time the project EIR was certified in 1988, the monitoring station
nearest the site with published data available was Perris Air Quality Monitoring Station, where only
quantities of oxidant (ozone) were measured at that station. The Certified EIR found that ozone
was the most serious problem in the project area. As ozone is formed by a multi-step photochemical
reaction between oxides of nitrogen (NOx) and reactive hydrocarbons (reactive organic gases
[ROGs] or volatile organic compounds [VOCs]), extended periods of intense sunlight, which are
characteristic of the project area, contribute to the high oxidant levels. Total suspended particulates
also continued to be a major problem in the South Coast Air Basin.
The Certified EIR found there were two Land Use Standards in the Environmental Hazards and
Resources Element of the Riverside County Comprehensive General Plan relative to air quality,
which concern air quality impact mitigation sensitive land uses:
Air Quality Impact Mitigation—Major development proposals which may create a significant new
source of air pollutant emissions must contribute to the mitigation of adverse air quality impacts.
Major projects may include large industrial, mining, residential, commercial, or recreational
projects. Air quality mitigation measures to reduce automobile or energy use include the following:


Bicycle facilities such as bike lanes, racks, and lockers



Transit facilities, such as benches, shelters, and turnouts



Park-n-Ride facilities



Carpool preferential parking programs



Energy-efficient buildings
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Solar access orientation of structures



Solar heated and cooled structures and swimming pools

Sensitive Land Uses—Sensitive land uses should not be located adjacent to sources of heavy air
pollution, such as major roadways or heavy industrial land uses.
The Certified EIR found that heavy- duty trucks, earth movers, air compressors and generators will
be used during site preparation and construction. Various pollutants, principally exhaust emissions,
dust and particulates, will be emitted on a short-term basis. The amount of pollutants emitted during
site preparation and construction could not be determined, because of a lack of specific information,
such as location, extent and techniques of grading and construction. The Certified EIR recognized
that approximately 100 pounds of fugitive dust per acre per day of construction activity could be
generated by project development. However, fugitive dust can be controlled by revegetation of
graded surfaces.
The Certified EIR also found that when the project is completed and occupied, air quality in the
project area will be directly affected by: (1) motor vehicle emissions from project traffic, and
(2) indirectly influenced by pollutants emitted by power generation plants which serve the project
in the South Coast Air Basin.
1. Motor Vehicle Emissions—The greatest project-related air quality impact results from the daily
vehicle trips the project will generate at build-out. The amount of motor vehicle emissions
associated with the proposed project is calculated based upon the total vehicle miles traveled
(VMT) at various phases of development. VMT is determined by multiplying the 47,600
average daily trips generated by the development times the average trip length of 11.6 miles
for a total of 553,000 VMT. An average vehicle speed of 35 miles per hour was assumed for
the projections. In accordance with the project’s estimated l0-year phasing plan, the emissions
are projected for the year 1998.
As outlined in the previously certified EIR Addendum No. 4, the Paseo del Sol Specific Plan was
evaluated for potential environmental impacts to air quality resulting from development in the
Specific Plan area (which includes the project site). Air quality impacts associated with Paseo del
Sol Specific Plan include both short-term impacts from project construction grading, and long-term
impacts from project buildout. Short-term air quality impacts would result from emissions from
construction equipment and the dust generated during site grading and preparation. In Addendum
No. 4, the short-term impacts from construction are considered not significant as they do not exceed
significant impact thresholds established by SCAQMD. According to SCAQMD, constructionrelated significance thresholds are based on exceeding any of the following maximum daily
amounts of criteria pollutants: 550 pounds per day of carbon monoxide (CO), 75 pounds per day
of ROGs, 100 pounds per day of NOx, 150 pounds per day of oxides of sulfur (SOx), or 150 pounds
per day of particulate matter (PM). Long-term impacts included the energy demand and
consumption of natural gas from the operation of the development, and project generated vehicle
trip emissions. Long-term air quality impacts are considered significant with respect to CO, NOx,
PM, and ROG emissions.
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Mitigation measures contained within the Certified EIR to alleviate impacts from the Paseo del Sol
Specific Plan were provided. The quality of PM and other pollutants emitted during the grading
and construction phase of the proposed project may be reduced through watering graded surfaces
and planting ground cover as dust palliatives.
Because most of the project-related air pollution emissions are generated by automobiles, there is
a very limited potential for any effective mitigation on the part of any single developer. However,
where feasible, the project will integrate the following features into the project design:


Transit facilities, such as benches, shelters, and turnouts;



Energy efficient buildings;



Solar access orientation of structures;



Solar heated and cooled structures and swimming pools

Additionally, the design of efficient and direct traffic flow patterns on the project site can help
reduce the quantity of air pollutants generated by minimizing the places in the roadways system
where automobiles would be idling unnecessarily. The Circulation Plan for the project has been
designed to meet these criteria.
Mitigation measures contained within the Certified EIR and subsequent addenda required to
alleviate impacts from the Paseo del Sol Specific Plan are as follows:
AIR-1: Reduce the quantity of particulate matter and other pollutants emitted during the
grading and construction phase through watering graded surfaces and planting ground
cover as dust palliatives
AIR-2: Integrate design elements such as transit facilities, energy efficient buildings, and
solar access orientation of structures.
AIR-3: Design for alternative modes of transportation, such as pedestrian, bicycle, and
equestrian trails, within and adjacent to the site.


Change in Project Impact from Certified EIR and EIR Addendum No. 4:



Additional Mitigation Measures Required: No

Decreased

Proposed Project Analysis
Responses 3.a–3.d
Same or Less Impact than Identified in the Certified EIR. The project does not propose any
more residential units or grading of the property outside of the planning area, than was previously
evaluated in the Certified EIR and considered significant for long term CO, NOx, PM, and ROG
emissions. The Certified EIR analyzed PA-4 as planned for the development of 43.2 acres of
medium density residential use at a land use density of 4.04 du/ac. In the subsequent Addenda, the
land use density increased to 4.4 du/ac which would allow for the development of up to 188
dwelling units.
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For the proposed project, TTM 36483 proposes to decrease the land use density to 4.08 du/ac,
which is consistent with the density range of 2–5 du/ac and adheres to the Specific Plan medium
density land use designation. The project is proposing 168 dwelling units, which is less than the
allowable development of 174 dwelling units from the last approved specific plan amendment.
Thus, because the project as proposed has fewer units than the approved Certified EIR and
subsequent Addenda, and because emission factors have decreased substantially in the 30 years
due to fuel efficiency standards, modernized equipment standards, etc. emissions from residential
projects such as this project are less than previously anticipated, say in 1998 or 2002; therefore, no
additional or revised mitigation measures are necessary and no changes are anticipated to occur.
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IV.

Biological Resources
Potentially
Significant
Less than
Same or less
Impact Not
Significant
Impact than Less-thanIdentified in the with Mitigation Identified in the Significant No
Certified EIR Incorporated Certified EIR
Impact Impact

4. BIOLOGICAL RESOURCES. Would the project:
a. Have a substantial adverse effect, either directly or
through habitat modifications, on any species identified
as a candidate, sensitive, or special-status species in
local or regional plans, policies, or regulations, or by the
California Department of Fish and Game or U.S. Fish
and Wildlife Service?
b. Have a substantial adverse effect on any riparian habitat
or other sensitive natural community identified in local or
regional plans, policies, regulations, or by the California
Department of Fish and Game or U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service?
c.

Have a substantial adverse effect on state or federally
protected wetlands (including, but not limited to, marsh,
vernal pool, coastal, etc.) through direct removal, filling,
hydrological interruption, or other means?

d. Interfere substantially with the movement of any native
resident or migratory fish or wildlife species or with
established native resident or migratory wildlife
corridors, or impede the use of native wildlife nursery
sites?
e. Conflict with any local policies or ordinances protecting
biological resources, such as a tree preservation policy
or ordinance?
f.

Conflict with the provisions of an adopted Habitat
Conservation Plan, Natural Community Conservation
Plan, or other approved local, regional, or state habitat
conservation plan?

1988 Paseo del Sol Specific Plan EIR and Addendum No. 4 Findings
The Certified EIR analyzed biological impacts of implementation of the Paseo del Sol Specific Plan
using a Biological Assessment conducted for the project site in 1987 (Nelson 1987). Introduced
grassland and coastal sage scrub were the only truly biotic communities found on site. The project
site also contained recharge ponds in the extreme southeastern portion of the site. Although many of
the ponds contained surface water and supported waterfowl, the ponds were not considered to
represent independent community types. Several ground-nesting birds, grassland foraging birds,
burrowing mammals, rodents, and small mammals were observed. It was determined the site had the
potential to support Stephens’ kangaroo rat (SKR) habitat and bird species listed on Audubon’s early
warning “Blue List.” The Certified EIR concluded that although proposed conversion of the project
site’s introduced grassland and coastal sage scrub biotic communities to urban development would
reduce area wide foraging habitat for raptors and habitat supporting other grassland and coastal sage
scrub species of wildlife, the area was considered not to be of high significance in this regard, nor did
it contain the habitat for rare and endangered species. The loss of habitat from the site would also
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avoid potential harassment of wildlife. Based on these findings, the Certified EIR concluded that the
project will not result in significant adverse biological impacts. However, the Certified EIR concluded
the project would result in loss of potential Stephen’s kangaroo rat habitat, as well as cumulative
habitat loss impacts with regard to an overall reduction in native biotic resources of the region, loss
of secondary foraging habitat for birds of prey. As mitigation for significant impacts to Stephen’s
kangaroo rat, the EIR recommended preserving areas that could possess Stephen’s kangaroo rat and
participating in County programs that provide for off-site mitigation for impacts to the Stephen’s
kangaroo rat. The Certified EIR also noted that the Paseo del Sol Specific Plan would include
242.3 acres of recreational uses that would provide opportunities for rehabitation by urban adapted
bird and wildlife species.
Addendum No. 4 to the Certified EIR updated the original 1987 Biological Assessment to include
three new studies: a Quino checkerspot butterfly (QCB) Survey completed in 1999, a Final Paloma
del Sol SKR Update Survey completed in 1996, and a Focused Survey for California gnatcatcher
completed in 1995. The studies found no native vegetation existed on the site as a result of past
diking and grading activities. No California gnatcatchers were observed on site. No QCB or suitable
QCB habitat was observed on site. The Addendum concluded the mitigation in the 1987 EIR
pertaining to the Stephen’s kangaroo rat was sufficient to comply with the requirements of the
Stephen’s Kangaroo Rat Habitat Conservation Plan. The Addendum identified 7.1 acres of the
project site as falling under jurisdiction of USACE—1.32 acres of which was classified as
jurisdictional wetlands. The Addendum concluded the proposed preservation of this 7.1-acre
natural open space area would avoid impacting 2.18 acres of drainage area (including 0.84 acres of
wetlands) under USACE jurisdiction present on the project site. No mitigation was proposed in the
Addendum to reduce impacts to biological resources.
To analyze the current biological conditions on site, a Habitat Assessment and Western Riverside
County MSCHP Consistency Analysis was prepared for the project in 2015 and updated in 2016
(MBI 2016). A Determination of Biologically Equivalent or Superior Preservation (DBESP) was
also prepared for the project in 2016 and updated in 2017 (MBI 2017). A jurisdictional delineation
was also performed for the project site in 2014 (RBF 2014). The analysis below is based on the
updated biological resources information from these three studies.
Additionally, the following permits and consistency letters have been issued for the proposed
project:


A Section 404 Permit was issued for the project by USACE for the project on July 17, 2017.
This authorizes the project to discharge fill into waters of the U.S according to various
conditions specified in the permit. The permit conditions pertain to the general project, preconstruction, construction, cultural resources, and post-construction.



A Streambed Alteration Agreement was issued for the project by CDFW. Based on the
project’s anticipated impacts to birds, mammals, and plants, the agreement includes various
measures to protect these resources. Unsigned. Expires October 1, 2022.



An LOI for a Conservation Easement Agreement was issued for the project by RLC on
March 15, 2018. The LOI states the project site will be evaluated by the RLC by way of a
baseline survey and baseline report to accept the project site as a conservation easement. The
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LOI includes details and funding pertaining for preparation of the baseline survey and baseline
report as well as ongoing maintenance of the property.


A Section 401 Water Quality Certification was issued for the project by the San Diego Regional
Water Quality Control Board on June 15, 2016. The 401 certification includes various
requirements to be implemented on site, including conditions, BMPs, compensatory mitigation,
and monitoring and reporting requirements.



A JPR was issued for the project by the Western Riverside County RCA on April 25, 2016,
and updated on April 6, 2018. The JPR determined consistency of the project with the MSHCP.
The RCA also included a plan requirements section that detailed requirements to be
implemented on the project site in addition to what was already proposed.

Project Design Features
The following PDFs shall be incorporated into project design to avoid indirect project-related
impacts to riparian/riverine habitat during project operation. These PDFs are based on provisions
of the Western Riverside County MSHCP. Applicable MSHCP provisions were sourced from the
Urban/Wildlife Interface Guidelines in Section 6.1.4 of the MSHCP.
PDF BIO-1: Post-Construction Human Disturbances. The project shall incorporate
special edge treatments designed to minimize edge effects by providing a safe transition
between developed areas and created riparian/riverine habitat, and which would be
compatible with project operation and the protection and sustainability of habitat
restoration areas. Special edge treatments shall include native landscaping on manufactured
slopes within the conserved areas and fencing/signage near the top of slope adjacent to
conserved areas to prevent unauthorized public access, vandalism, illegal dumping, and
other adverse human disturbances.
PDF BIO-2: Drainage. The project’s stormwater shall be directed to a stormwater and
water quality system on the project site, pursuant to the proposed drainage and water
quality plan. The channel and basins shall be designed in accordance with all federal, state,
regional, and local standards and regulations concerning water quality. In particular,
measures shall be put in place to avoid discharge of untreated surface runoff from
developed and paved areas into MSHCP Conservation Areas. These measures will ensure
that the project stormwater discharges are no greater in volume and velocity than current
undeveloped conditions and that the water leaving the site complies with all applicable
water quality standards.
PDF BIO-3: Toxics. Land uses proposed in proximity to the habitat restoration area that
use chemicals or generate bioproducts, such as manure, that are potentially toxic or may
adversely affect wildlife species, habitat, or water quality shall incorporate measures to
ensure that application of such chemicals does not result in discharge to the habitat
restoration Area. The greatest risk is from landscaping fertilization overspray and runoff.
PDF BIO-4: Lighting. Light sources shall be designed with internal baffles to direct the
lighting towards the ground and the developed areas and have a zero side angle cut off to
the horizon. Night lighting shall be directed away from the habitat restoration area to
protect species within the MSHCP Conservation Area from direct night lighting. Shielding
shall be incorporated in project designs to ensure ambient lighting in the habitat restoration
area is not increased.
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PDF BIO-5: Noise. Proposed noise-generating land uses affecting the Habitat restoration
area shall incorporate setbacks, berms, or walls to minimize the effects of noise on sensitive
Area resources pursuant to applicable rules, regulations, and guidelines related to land use
noise standards.
PDF BIO-6: Invasive Plant Species. Plant species acceptable for the project’s
landscaping and restoration must not be considered an invasive species pursuant to
Table 6.2 of the MSHCP. To ensure this, the final landscape plans must be reviewed and
verified by the city and Regional Conservation Authority for consistency with the plant
species list in Table 6.2 of the MSHCP.
PDF BIO-7: Fuels Management. Weed abatement and fuel modification activities shall
not be permitted in the habitat creation area. Any areas planted with fire-resistant, noninvasive plants shall not encroach into the habitat restoration area.


Change in Project Impact from Certified EIR and EIR Addendum No. 4:



Additional Mitigation Measures Required: No

Unchanged

Proposed Project Analysis
Response 4.a
Plant Impacts

As a result of previous grading activities, the majority of the project site is composed of a nonnative
grassland plant community, with the exception of dirt access roads and a few other disturbed areas.
The existing manmade channel present on site is classified as an emergent freshwater marsh
dominated by broadleaf cattail (Typha latifolia) and patches of sandbar willow (Salix exigua) (MBI
2016) (Appendix C1). As a result of previous City and County temporary retention basin
requirements, the existing manmade channel created some habitat on the project site that was not
previously identified in previous environmental documentation. Based on the Habitat Assessment
conducted for the project site (MBI 2016), no candidate, sensitive, or special-status plant species
are present or have the potential to occur on site; therefore, no impacts to candidate, sensitive, or
special-status plant species would occur as a result of project construction or operation.
Wildlife Impacts

Two special-status wildlife species—Cooper’s hawk (Accipiter cooperii) and San Diego blacktailed jackrabbit (Lepus californicus bennettii) were observed foraging on the project site during
the Habitat Assessment. Cooper’s hawk is designated by the CDFW as a watch list species and San
Diego black-tailed jackrabbit is a California Species of Special Concern (MBI 2016). Based on
habitat requirements for specific species and the availability and quality of on-site habitats, it was
determined that the project site has a potential (although low) to support other sensitive wildlife
species including golden eagle (Aquila chrysaetos), ferruginous hawk (Buteo regalis), Swainson’s
hawk (Buteo swainsoni), northwestern San Diego pocket mouse (Chaetodipus fallax fallax),
northern harrier (Circus cyaneus), Stephens’ kangaroo rat (Dipodomys stephensi), western pond
turtle (Emys marmorata), and western mastiff bat (Eumops perotis californicus). The project’s
Habitat Assessment was conducted consistent with the March 29, 2006, Western Riverside County
MSHCP Burrowing Owl Survey Requirements. The burrowing owl survey area included the
project site, as well as an extension 500 feet east of the project site to an undeveloped area across
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Butterfield Stage Road. Systematic searches of suitable rodent burrows found on the project site
resulted in no observations of burrowing owls or evidence (i.e., scat, pellets, feathers, tracks, and
prey remains) to suggest recent or historical use of the survey area by burrowing owl. The Habitat
Assessment concluded that burrowing owl were not present in the survey area, but the survey area
had a moderate potential to support burrowing owl (designated as a California Species of Special
Concern) (MBI 2016). Therefore, all the aforementioned special-status species have the potential
to be affected by project construction.
To reduce potential construction impacts to Cooper’s hawk and other avian species, Mitigation
Measure BIO-1 would require that construction activities and vegetation removal avoid the avian
nesting season when possible; any activities conducted during the avian nesting season would
require pre-construction nesting bird clearance surveys. Mitigation Measure BIO-2 would require
a 30-day preconstruction survey for burrowing owls prior to initial ground-disturbing activities
consistent with the 2006 MSHCP Burrowing Owl Survey Requirements. If surveys determine
burrowing owl has colonized the property site prior, the initiation of construction, coordination
with appropriate agencies is required for the preparation of a Burrowing Owl Protection and
Relocation Plan. To reduce potential impacts to San Diego black-tailed jackrabbit, Mitigation
Measure BIO-3 would require pre-construction surveys for jackrabbit and trapping and relocation
of jackrabbit to habitat suitable according to the Western Riverside County RCA. Given the
potential for the project site’s drainage on site to maintain water during prolonged dry periods due
to nuisance flows from adjacent development (MBI 2016), western pond turtle could be
encountered on the project site. Mitigation Measure BIO-4 would require pre-construction
surveys for western pond turtle. No mitigation is proposed to reduce construction impacts to the
western mastiff bat since the western mastiff bat tends to forage at high altitudes unlike the project
site. Therefore, with implementation of Mitigation Measures BIO-1 through BIO-4, impacts to
candidate, sensitive, or special-status wildlife species would be reduced to less than significant
during construction.
Once operational, the project would result in the permanent loss of potential habitat for the wildlife
species. However, the small loss of foraging habitat for the Cooper’s hawk and other avian species
resulting from the project would be accommodated by the MSCHP. There would be no operational
impacts to San Diego black-tailed jackrabbit or burrowing owl as the project would eliminate all
potential habitat for jackrabbits and burrowing owls on site. Mitigation Measure BIO-5 would also
require payment of a mitigation fee to compensate for impacts to the SKR as required by the Riverside
County Stephens’ Kangaroo Rat Habitat Conservation Plan (SKR HCP). With implementation of
Mitigation Measures BIO-4 and BIO-5, impacts from the project to candidate, sensitive, or specialstatus wildlife species would be reduced to less than significant during operation.
Mitigation Measures

BIO-1: Construction Impacts to Nesting Avian Species Including Cooper’s Hawk:
(a) Pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act and California Fish and Game Code, future
construction activities and/or the removal of any trees, shrubs, or any other potential
nesting habitat should be conducted outside the avian nesting season, to the extent
feasible. The nesting season generally extends from February 1 through August 31,
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beginning as early as January 1 for raptor species, but can vary slightly from year to
year based upon seasonal weather conditions.
(b) If construction or vegetation clearing activities occur during the avian nesting season,
a pre-construction nesting bird clearance survey will be required within 7 days prior to
the start of construction. The nest survey shall cover all reasonably potential nesting
locations on and within 300 feet of the proposed areas where construction activities
will occur. If grading or other construction activity begins in the non-breeding season
and proceeds continuously into the breeding season, no surveys shall be required.
However, if there is a break of 7 days or more in grading or construction activities
during the breeding season, a new nesting bird survey shall be conducted before these
activities begin again.
(c) If an active nest is detected, an appropriate avoidance buffer will be established as
follows: a 300-foot minimum avoidance buffer for special-status species (e.g.,
Cooper’s hawk); a 500-foot minimum avoidance buffer for all raptor species; and 300foot minimum avoidance buffer (or other buffer as determined appropriate by the
Project Biologist) for other passerine birds. Buffer distances for other species will be
determined by the Project Biologist based on the species and its breeding or nesting
requirements. The nest site area shall not be disturbed until the nest becomes inactive
or the young have fledged.
(d) Noise monitoring may be required to verify that noise levels from construction would
not disturb nesting birds. If noise levels are above acceptable thresholds (60 dBA Leq),
then noise attenuation measures would be necessary to reduce noise levels to below
the acceptable threshold.
BIO-2: Construction Impacts to Burrowing Owl. A 30-day preconstruction survey for
burrowing owls is required prior to initial ground-disturbing activities per the March 29,
2006, Western Riverside County Multiple Species Habitat Conservation Plan Burrowing
Owl Survey Requirements. The surveys should specifically focus on the presence/absence
of burrowing owl. If burrowing owls have colonized the property site prior to the initiation
of construction, the Permittee should immediately inform the Wildlife Agencies and the
Western Riverside County Regional Conservation Authority, and coordinate on the
potential need for a Burrowing Owl Protection and Relocation Plan, prior to initiating
ground disturbance.
BIO-3: Construction Impacts to San Diego Black-Tailed Jackrabbit. A qualified
biologist shall survey the project site for the presence of San Diego black-tailed jackrabbit
no earlier than 3 days prior to any grading activity. Specifically, the survey shall include
an examination of the nonnative grassland on the site that will be affected during project
implementation. If individuals are identified, traps shall be deployed for relocation and
allowed to stay open for 7 days, but checked on a daily basis. Trapped jackrabbits shall be
relocated to nearby suitable habitat within dedicated open space approved by the Western
Riverside County Regional Conservation Authority.


If no San Diego black-tailed jackrabbit are observed during the pre-construction
survey, then construction activities may begin. If construction is delayed or halted
for more than 30 days, another pre-construction survey for San Diego black-tailed
jackrabbit shall be conducted. Within 7 days of the pre-construction survey, a
report of findings from the survey shall be submitted to the California Department
of Fish and Wildlife with a Copy to the City of Temecula.
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BIO-4: Construction Impacts to Western Pond Turtle. Within 14 days prior to the onset
of construction activities, a qualified biologist shall conduct pre-construction surveys for
Western pond turtle within all areas that fall within 100 feet of any suitable aquatic and
upland nesting habitat for this species. If Western pond turtles are observed during the preconstruction survey, fencing that is impervious to reptile movement (partially buried silt
fencing) shall be erected around the survey area to prevent turtles from entering the
construction area. Additionally, the Lead Agency and the California Department of Fish
and Wildlife shall be contacted; any and all construction activities will be delayed within
the turtle survey area until an appropriate course of action is established and approved by
the California Department of Fish and Wildlife.


If no Western pond turtles are observed during the pre-construction survey, then
construction activities may begin. If construction is delayed or halted for more than
30 days, another pre-construction survey for Western pond turtle shall be
conducted. Within 7 days of the pre-construction survey, a report of findings from
the survey shall be submitted to the California Department of Fish and Wildlife
with a copy to the City of Temecula.

BIO-5: Stephens’ Kangaroo Rat Impacts. Given the project site’s location within the
Fee Area for Stephens’ kangaroo rat identified in the Riverside County Stephens’
Kangaroo Rat Habitat Conservation Plan (SKR HCP) (County Ordinance No. 663.10), the
project applicant shall pay the SKR HCP mitigation fee prior to project construction. The
Mitigation Fee for the proposed project is estimated to be $21,600 ($500.00 per gross acre
of the parcels proposed for development with 42.6 acres proposed for development).

Response 4.b
Less than Significant with Mitigation. The project would directly impact existing riparian habitat
during construction. The project site contains a total of 0.79 acres of riparian habitat, consisting of
0.10 acres of surface waters in the temporary detention/sediment basin and 0.69 acres of wetland
habitat [referred to as Wetland A] located around the temporary detention/sediment basin and in
the existing channel on site (RBF 2014). The project would remove the existing riparian habitat to
develop the project site, and would thus directly and permanently impact all 0.79 acres of
riparian/riverine habitat present. As concluded by the DBESP for the project (Appendix C2),
avoidance of direct project impacts to this riparian habitat was not feasible as the existing detention
basin and bermed ditch attenuate storm flows but do not eliminate flooding to Butterfield Stage
Road, Highway 79, the project site, existing commercial centers to the south of Highway 79 and
other nearby parcels. Therefore, flood control improvements are required on site and would be
installed on the southerly portion of the project site; the area containing the existing drainage
features would be developed with residences (MBI 2017). To offset direct, permanent impacts to
riparian/riverine habitat, Mitigation Measure BIO-6 involves the establishment biologically
superior riparian/riverine habitat on site that would be managed by an HMMP. [Construction of the
project also has the potential to indirectly impact riparian habitat located south of the project site
along Temecula Creek. Mitigation Measure BIO-7 details various measures required by the
Western Riverside MSHCP that would be implemented during construction to avoid indirect
impacts to downstream riparian habitat. Therefore, Mitigation Measures BIO-6 and BIO-7 would
reduce project construction impacts to riparian/riverine habitat to less-than-significant levels.
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Once operational, the project could indirectly impact both the new riparian habitat created on site
per Mitigation Measure BIO-6 or downstream riparian habitat. However, the project would
include various PDFs based on MSHCP provisions that would avoid or minimize indirect projectrelated impacts to newly created riparian/riverine habitat on site and adjacent riparian habitat
located south of the project site. The PDFs would reduce potential impacts to riparian/riverine
habitat from toxics, lighting, noise, invasive plant species, barriers, grading, and land development.
No direct or indirect impacts to other sensitive natural communities would result from the project,
as the one special-status plant community of southern willow scrub listed by the CNDDB on the
Pechanga quadrangle where the project is located was not observed on site (MBI 2016). Therefore,
implementation of PDFs BIO-1 through BIO-7 would reduce indirect riparian/riverine habitat
impacts to less-than-significant levels during project operation.
Mitigation Measures
BIO-6: Riparian Habitat Creation. To offset impacts to 0.79 acres of riparian/riverine
habitat on site that is both federally- and state-protected, the proposed project shall
establish riparian/riverine wetland habitat in accordance with the approval of all pertinent
regulatory agencies. The on-site wetland habitat shall be relocated along the southerly
portion of the project site. The on-site mitigation area shall be owned by the HOA and but
maintained by a third party approved by the regulatory agencies.



The Applicant shall be responsible for developing and implementing a Habitat
Mitigation and Monitoring Plan (HMMP) plan for the mitigated habitat that is
consistent with the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) standards. The
HMMP shall describe the methods used for invasive species and trash removal,
fencing and signage replacement, will identify success criteria and reporting
requirements, and will define the responsibilities, adaptive management, and
expected maintenance. The long-term management and maintenance costs,
identified in the HMMP, would transfer to a third party as approved by the
regulatory agencies. The wetland shall be off limits to the public and residents.
Furthermore, signage and homeowner education materials would be provided to
residents regarding these restrictions. The HMMP shall require that:



All plant species installed within the mitigation areas include only local California
native container plants and cuttings, and shall be typical of the existing native plant
species present in the existing riparian areas within and adjacent to the project site;



Plant material is installed between October 1 and April 30 to maximize the benefits
of the winter rainy season; and



The planted area has a conservation easement placed over it and shall be
maintained by a third party approved by the regulatory agencies that would provide
for the long-term management and maintenance in perpetuity.



The HMMP shall include success criteria including timelines of when success is
anticipated for various components of the mitigation site, including but not limited
to native cover and nonnative cover standards. These specific success criteria
would be decided upon by a restoration ecologist using best professional judgment.
The applicant shall submit a copy of the final HMMP to the Western Riverside
County Regional Conservation Authority that must include all mitigation
implementation details including success criteria as well as future activities that
could potentially negate conservation value such as vector control and weed
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abatement. A long-term manager for the mitigation site should be identified prior
to construction and detailed in the HMMP. The HMMP shall be approved by the
Western Riverside County Regional Conservation Authority, USACE, and the
Regional Water Quality Control Board prior to project construction.
BIO-7: Impact Avoidance to Riparian Habitat during Construction. The proposed
project shall implement the Western Riverside County Multiple Species Habitat
Conservation Plan (MSHCP). Applicable MSHCP provisions include best management
practices (BMPs) from MSHCP Volume I Appendix C and Urban/Wildlife Interface
Guidelines from MSHCP Section 6.1.4.
1) MSHCP BMP Implementation. The BMPs, as applicable, shall be implemented
for the duration of construction.
a) A qualified biologist shall conduct a training session for construction
personnel prior to grading. The training shall include a description of the
species of concern and its habitats, the general provisions of the MSHCP, the
need to adhere to the provisions of the MSHCP, the penalties associated with
violating the provisions of the MSHCP, the general measures that are being
implemented to conserve the species of concern as they relate to the project,
and the access routes to and project site boundaries within which the project
activities must be accomplished.
b) Water pollution and erosion control plans shall be developed and implemented
in accordance with Regional Water Quality Control Board requirements.
c) The footprint of disturbance shall be minimized to the maximum extent
feasible. Access to sites shall be via pre-existing access routes to the greatest
extent possible.
d) The upstream and downstream limits of projects disturbance plus lateral limits
of disturbance on either side of the stream shall be clearly defined and marked
in the field and reviewed by a qualified biologist prior to initiation of work.
e) The placement of equipment and personnel within the stream channel or on
sand and gravel bars, banks, and adjacent upland habitats used by target
species of concern should be avoided.
f) Stream flow diversions shall be conducted using sandbags or other methods
requiring minimal instream impacts. Silt fencing of other sediment trapping
materials shall be installed at the downstream end of construction activity to
minimize the transport of sediments off site. Settling ponds where sediment is
collected shall be cleaned out in a manner that prevents the sediment from
reentering the stream. Care shall be exercised when removing silt fences, as
feasible, to prevent debris or sediment from returning to the stream.
g) Equipment storage, fueling, and staging areas shall be located on upland sites
with minimal risks of direct drainage into riparian areas or other sensitive
habitats. These designated areas shall be located in such a manner as to prevent
any runoff from entering sensitive habitat. Project-related spills of hazardous
materials shall be reported to appropriate entities including but not limited to
the applicable jurisdictional city, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, California
Department of Fish and Wildlife (CDFW), and Regional Water Quality
Control Board and shall be cleaned up immediately and contaminated soils
removed to approved disposal areas.
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h) Erodible fill material shall not be deposited into water courses. Brush, loose
soils, or other similar debris material shall not be stockpiled within the stream
channel or on its banks.
2) Habitat Disturbance Avoidance. A qualified project biologist shall monitor
construction activities for the duration of the project to ensure that practicable
measures are being employed to avoid incidental disturbance of habitat and species
of concern outside of the project footprint. These measures are listed below.
a) The removal of native vegetation shall be avoided and minimized to the
maximum extent practicable. Temporary impacts shall be returned to preexisting contours and revegetated with appropriate native species.
b) Exotic species that prey upon or displace target species of concern shall be
permanently removed from the site to the extent feasible.
c) To avoid attracting predators of the species of concern, the project site shall be
kept as clean of debris as possible. All food related trash items shall be
enclosed in sealed containers and regularly removed from the site(s).
d) Construction employees shall strictly limit their activities, vehicles,
equipment, and construction materials to the proposed project footprint and
designated staging areas and routes of travel. The construction area(s) shall be
the minimal area necessary to complete the project and shall be specified in
the construction plans. Construction limits shall be fenced with orange snow
screen. Exclusion fencing should be maintained until the completion of all
construction activities. Employees shall be instructed that their activities are
restricted to the construction areas.
e) The Permittee shall have the right to access and inspect any sites of approved
projects including any restoration/enhancement area for compliance with
project approval conditions, including these BMPs.
3) Fugitive Dust. During soil excavation, grading, or other subsurface disturbance
within 100 feet of conserved riparian/riverine habitat on site, the construction
superintendent shall supervise provision and maintenance of all standard dust
control BMPs to reduce fugitive dust emissions, including but not limited to the
following actions:
a) Water any exposed soil areas a minimum of twice per day, or as allowed under
any imposed drought restrictions. On windy days or when fugitive dust can be
observed leaving the construction site, additional water shall be applied at a
frequency to be determined by the on-site construction superintendent.
b) Pave, periodically water, or apply chemical stabilizer to construction access/
egress points.
c) Minimize the amount of area disturbed by clearing, grading, earthmoving, or
excavation operations at all times.
d) Operate all vehicles on graded areas at speeds less than 15 miles per hour.
e) Cover all stockpiles that will not be utilized within 3 days with plastic or
equivalent material, to be determined by the on-site construction
superintendent, or spray them with a non-toxic chemical stabilizer.
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4) Noise. The on-site construction superintendent shall implement the following
measures to minimize short-term noise levels caused by construction activities.
Measures to reduce construction noise shall be included in contractor
specifications and include, but not be limited to, the following:
a) Properly outfit and maintain construction equipment with manufacturerrecommended noise-reduction devices to minimize construction-generated
noise.
b) Operate all diesel equipment with closed engine doors and equip with factory
recommended mufflers.
c) Use electrical power, when feasible, to operate air compressors and similar
power tools.
d) Employ additional noise attenuation techniques, as needed, to reduce
excessive noise levels within conserved riparian/riverine habitat on site, such
as placement of temporary sound barriers or sound blankets at the top of slope
adjacent to these areas.
e) Locate construction staging areas at least 100 feet from Drainage A.
5) Lighting. To avoid light spillover into the adjacent conserved riparian/riverine
habitat on site, any proposed lighting fixtures within 100 feet of these areas shall
incorporate internal baffles to direct the light towards the ground and shall have a
zero side-angle cut-off to the horizon. All lighting and fencing for infrastructure
adjacent to jurisdictional areas shall be designed or reviewed by a qualified
biologist to allow wildlife to move without hindrance.
6) Runoff-Toxics. To address potential short-term impacts to water quality within
the on-site drainages from construction runoff that may carry storm water
pollutants, a storm water pollution prevention program (SWPPP) shall be
implemented by the construction contractor as required by the State Water
Resources Control Board (SWRCB) Construction General Permit. The SWPPP
shall identify BMPs related to the control of toxic substances, including
construction fuels, oils, and other liquids. These BMPs shall be implemented by
the Applicant’s contractor prior to the start of any ground clearing activity, shall
be subject to periodic inspections by the County and the project’s hydrological
consultant, shall be maintained throughout the construction period and remain in
place until all landscape and permanent BMPs are in place. BMPs shall be
monitored and repaired if necessary to ensure maximum erosion, sediment, and
pollution control. In addition, the permittee shall:
a) Prohibit the use of erosion control materials potentially harmful to fish and
wildlife species, such as mono-filament netting (erosion control matting) or
similar material, within and adjacent to CDFW jurisdictional areas;
b) Utilize fiber rolls, straw wattles, and/or hay bales free of non-native plant
materials;
c) Ensure compliance with all litter and pollution laws by all contractors,
subcontractors, and employees;
d) Not allow water containing mud, silt, or other pollutants from grading,
aggregate washing, or other activities to enter a lake, streambed, or flowing
stream or be placed in locations that may be subjected to high storm flows.
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In addition, the measures listed below apply to project construction.
e) Spoil sites shall not be located within a lake, streambed, or flowing stream or
locations that may be subjected to high storm flows, where spoil shall be
washed back into a lake, streambed, or flowing stream where it will impact
streambed habitat and aquatic or riparian vegetation.
f) Raw cement/concrete or washings thereof, asphalt, paint, or other coating
material, oil or other petroleum products, or any other substances which could
be hazardous to fish and wildlife resources resulting from project related
activities shall be prevented from contaminating the soil and/or entering the
waters of the state. These materials, placed within or where they may enter a
lake, streambed, or flowing stream by Permittee or any party working under
contract or with the permission of Permittee, shall be removed immediately.
g) No equipment maintenance shall be done within or near any lake, streambed,
or flowing stream where petroleum products or other pollutants from the
equipment may enter these areas under any flow.
h) No broken concrete, cement, debris, soil, silt, sand, bark, slash, sawdust,
rubbish, or washings thereof, oil or petroleum products, or other organic or
earthen material from any construction or associated activity of whatever
nature shall be allowed to enter into or be placed where it may be washed by
rainfall or runoff into waters of the state. When operations are completed, any
excess materials or debris shall be removed from the work area. No rubbish
shall be deposited within 150 feet of the high-water mark of any lake,
streambed, or flowing stream.
i)

Construction operations shall be staged far away from the MSHCP
Conservation Area as possible.

7) Additional Encroachments During Construction. The following measures shall
also be incorporated into the construction documents and specifications, and
implemented by the contractor, to avoid potential construction-related impacts to
conserved riparian/riverine habitat outside of the approved disturbance limits.
a) Construction worker training shall be provided by a qualified biologist at the
first preconstruction meeting.
b) Exclusionary fencing and signs shall be erected near the top of slope adjacent
to conserved riparian/riverine habitat to prevent accidental/unauthorized
intrusions during construction.
c) No equipment shall be operated in areas of flowing water.
d) Construction access and staging areas for storage of materials and heavy
equipment, and for fueling, cleaning, or maintenance of construction vehicles
or equipment, shall be prohibited within 20 feet from the top of slope adjacent
to conserved riparian/riverine habitat.
e) A qualified biologist shall be on site during initial clearing/grubbing, grading,
and/or construction activities within the riparian/riverine habitat within
Drainage B to be impacted, or within 100 feet of the habitat to be avoided, and
shall periodically monitor these activities to ensure they do not exceed the
fenced construction limits.
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Response 4.c
Less than Significant with Mitigation. The project will impact federally protected waters.
According to a jurisdictional delineation, the project site contains 0.71 acres of land considered
jurisdictional by USACE and thus federally protected. There is 0.79 acres of land considered
jurisdictional by CDFW and thus state-protected. The project would develop over and thus directly
and permanently impact the entire 0.71 acres and 0.79 acres of federally protected and stateprotected waters on site, respectively (RBF 2014). Therefore, the project was required to obtain a
CWA Section 404 permit from USACE, CWA Section 401 Water Quality Certification from the
San Diego Regional Water Quality Control Board (SDRWQCB), and a Section 1602 Streambed
Alteration Agreement from CDFW (MBA 2016). Mitigation Measure BIO-6 requires the
establishment of 3.3 acres of biologically superior riparian/riverine habitat on site, which would
appropriately compensate for impacts to federally protected and state-protected waters. Further,
Mitigation Measure BIO-7 requires the implementation of MSHCP provisions to avoid or
minimize indirect project-related impacts to federally protected and state-protected
riparian/riverine habitat located south of the project site during construction. In addition, the project
includes PDFs based on MSHCP provisions that would avoid indirect impacts to newly created
riparian/riverine habitat on site that would be within both federal and state jurisdiction, as well as
indirect impacts to off-site riparian habitat. Therefore, implementation of PDFs BIO-1 through
BIO-7 and Mitigation Measures BIO-6 and BIO-7 would reduce jurisdictional water impacts to
less-than-significant levels.

Response 4.d
Less than Significant with Mitigation. The project has the potential to affect migratory corridors.
No migratory corridors or linkages identified in the Western Riverside County MSHCP are located
on the project site. However, the Proposed Constrained Linkage 24, which consists of the portion
of Temecula Creek located between Redhawk Parkway and Pauba Road, is located south of the
project site. This linkage focuses on the conservation of riparian scrub, woodland, forest, and
Riversidean alluvial fan sage scrub habitat along Temecula Creek and in adjacent grasslands. The
project could indirectly affect Proposed Constrained Linkage 24 through sedimentation (MBI
2017) caused by ground disturbance during construction and an altered drainage regime during
operation. Sedimentation within this linkage could alter habitat such that it is rendered unusable by
migrating species. However, implementation of Mitigation Measure BIO-7 requires development
of a SWPPP per SWRCB Construction General Permit requirements. The SWPPP would include
various BMPs designed to prevent erosion during construction, which would in turn avoid
sedimentation from occurring and impacting downstream areas. PDF BIO-2 of the project would
ensure the project did not result in excessive runoff thereby reducing distribution of substantial
sediment downstream during operation. Furthermore, 3.3 acres of newly created wetland, riparian
scrub, and non-wetland waters/streambed proposed by Mitigation Measure BIO-6 would act as a
natural sediment trap for any sediment leaving the project site during operation, thereby preventing
excess sediment from migrating south and impacting the Proposed Constrained Linkage 24. With
implementation of PDF BIO-2 and Mitigation Measures BIO-6 and BIO-7, impacts would be
less than significant.
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Response 4.e
Less than Significant with Mitigation. The project would not conflict with local policies or
ordinances protecting biological resources. As described in response 4.f below, the project would
comply with the Western Riverside County MSHCP. The project would comply with provisions in
the City of Temecula General Plan Open Space/Conservation Element and Land Use Element
pertaining to the protection of biological resources. There are no other local policies or ordinances
in place to protect the plant and wildlife resources present or with the potential to occur on the
project site as described in response 4.a above. There would be no impact.

Response 4.f
Less than Significant with Mitigation. The project has the potential to conflict with the provisions
of an adopted Habitat Conservation Plan. The project site is located within the Western Riverside
County MSHCP, Southwest Area Plan; a portion of the project site extends into Criteria Cell 7273,
designed to contribute to Proposed Constrained Linkage 24 that protects riparian habitat in
Temecula Creek and provides movement for large mammals (MBI 2016). Consistent with MSHCP
Burrowing Owl Survey Requirements, a habitat assessment for burrowing owls and nesting birds
was conducted and determined moderate potential to occur on the project site as described in
response 4.a above. A DBESP was also prepared due to anticipated impacts to riparian/riverine
areas. Based on DBESP conclusions that direct impacts to riparian/riverine areas could not be
avoided (MBI 2017), new riparian/riverine habitat would be created as proposed by Mitigation
Measure BIO-6. Mitigation Measure BIO-7 requires implementation of applicable MSHCP
provisions including Urban/Wildlife Interface Guidelines to avoid indirect impacts during
construction and operation to riparian/riverine areas and the migratory habitat within the Proposed
Constrained Linkage 24. In addition, various PDFs have been incorporated into the project based
on the MSHCP provisions designed to avoid impacts to riparian/riverine areas during project
operation. The project site is also located within the SKR Fee Area according to the Riverside
County SKR HCP. Mitigation Measure BIO-5 would require payment of a mitigation fee for
consistency with the Riverside County SKR HCP. With implementation of PDFs BIO-1 through
BIO-7 and Mitigation Measures BIO-5 through BIO-7, impacts associated with the MSCHP and
SKR HCP would be less than significant.
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V.

Cultural Resources
Potentially
Significant
Less than
Same or less
Impact Not
Significant
Impact than Less-thanIdentified in the with Mitigation Identified in the Significant No
Certified EIR Incorporated Certified EIR
Impact Impact

5. CULTURAL RESOURCES. Would the project:
a. Cause a substantial adverse change in the significance
of a historical resource as defined in §15064.5?
b. Cause a substantial adverse change in the significance
of an archaeological resource pursuant to §15064.5?
c.

Disturb any human remains, including those interred
outside of formal cemeteries?

1988 Paseo del Sol Specific Plan EIR and Addendum No. 4 Findings
The Paseo del Sol Specific Plan was surveyed for cultural resources in 1979 and was incorporated
into a report. One prehistoric and one historic resource were identified on site. The historic site no
longer exists on site [as of the time of the 1988 Paseo del Sol Plan]. The prehistoric site [located
within the Paseo del Sol Specific Plan Area, but not within PA-4 TTM 36483] consisted of two
unifacial manos and a 40-by-20-meter area of sporadic occupation. In order to mitigate this
prehistoric site, it is recommended that the ground cover be reduced by removal of vegetation and
trash to provide better surface visibility and all artifacts and features mapped and collected.
Subsurface testing shall be conducted consisting minimally of two 1-by-1-meter excavation units.


Change in Project Impact from Certified EIR and EIR Addendum No. 4:



Additional Mitigation Measures Required: No

Unchanged

Proposed Project Analysis
Response 5.a
No Impact. The following discussion focuses on historic architectural resources. Archaeological
resources, including archaeological resources that are potentially historical resources according to
CEQA Guidelines Section 15064.5, are addressed under response 5.b. Numerous cultural resources
studies have been previously conducted that covered the project site including: Environmental
Impact Evaluation: An Archaeological Assessment of Vail Meadows Specific Land Use Plan
prepared by Consulting Archaeology (Drover 1988); Cultural Resource Management
Investigations of Paloma del Sol Development, Temecula, California prepared by Consulting
Archaeology (Drover 1996); Cultural Resource Management Investigations of Paloma del Sol
Development, Temecula, California: Archaeological Grading Monitoring prepared by Consulting
Archaeology (Drover 1997); and Paseo del Sol PA-4 Development Site and Off-Site Storm Drain
Section 106 Assessment completed by Brian F. Smith and Associates, Inc. (Smith 2015)
(Appendices D1 through D4). No historic architectural resources are located within the project site,
and no impact would occur to historical resources.
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Response 5.b
Less than Significant with Mitigation. This section discusses archaeological resources that are
potentially historical resources according to CEQA Guidelines Section 15064.5 as well as unique
archaeological resources defined in Section 21083.2(g). As discussed under response 5.a,
numerous cultural resources studies have been previously conducted that covered the project site.
Most recently, Brian F. Smiths and Associates, Inc. prepared a study in 2015 that consisted of a
records search at the California Historical Resources Information System—Eastern Information
Center and pedestrian survey.
The records search results indicated that five cultural resources studies that included the project site
have been previously conducted, and the entirely of the project site has been surveyed multiple
times. One previously recorded cultural resource (CA-RIV-1753H) has been documented
overlapping the northwestern portion of the project site. CA-RIV-1753H was originally recorded
in 1979 as a historic dairy and mill built in 1910. The dairy was then significantly modified and
converted to a feedlot in 1948, and by 1988 the historic dairy had been destroyed. The property
was subsequently graded in 1997. Consulting Archaeology monitored grading of the project site
and of four trenches excavated within CA-RIV-1753H. No new archaeological resources or
deposits related to CA-RIV-1753H were identified. The pedestrian survey conducted by Brian F.
Smiths and Associates, Inc. in 2015 indicate that the project site has been previously disturbed by
grading and landform modification, and no cultural resources were identified within the project site
(Smith 2015)
A review of historic maps and aerial photographs confirms that the project site has significantly
changed over the past 80 years. The project site appears undeveloped and in a natural state in a
1938 aerial. By the 1960s, it appears to be under agricultural cultivation. In a 1978 aerial, there is
a large reservoir present, and development related to the dairy and mill are visible within the project
site. A 2002 aerial depicts the current condition of the project site, with graded pads and a drainage
canal bisecting the property (historicaerials.com 2018).
An updated geotechnical investigation report was completed for the project on March 27, 2015, by
Converse Consultants (Appendices E1 and E2), and was reviewed by ESA to assess the project’s
potential to encounter undisturbed soils that could contain buried archaeological resources. This
report supplements a previous geotechnical investigation report completed by Convers Consultants
in 1997. While the original report did not include a map indicating the lateral and vertical extent of
the grading and fill placement, it states that “during the grading, surficial colluvium and alluvium
in the northern portion of the site was excavated to expose dense older alluvium or Pauba Formation
bedrock. Surficial alluvium and up to 15 feet of existing fills were excavated from the southern
portion of the site to expose fine to medium grained sandy alluvium” (Quazi 2015). The subsequent
report describes the project site as containing three “superpads”—two on an upper level in the
northern portion of the project site, and one on the lower level in the southern portion of the project
site (Quazi 2015). This investigation found that the northern pads are underlain by approximately
15 to 35 feet of fill, and the southern pad is underlain by approximately 5 to 15 feet of fill (Quazi
2015). Converse Consultants indicated that in general, the superpads should be excavated to a depth
of approximately 3 feet below existing grade, and that if after the planned lowering of the northern
upper superpads, uncompacted alluvium soil is encountered, such alluvium should be
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overexcavated and recompacted to a minimum depth of 3 feet below the bottom of the proposed
footing elevation. The maximum cuts and fills are expected to be 15 to 20 feet.
CA-RIV-1753H has been destroyed by previous grading and the site no longer exists within the
project site. Therefore, the project would not impact known archaeological resources. Given that
the project site has been subject to previous ground disturbance (as described in the geotechnical
investigation report), that archaeological monitoring was conducted for previous grading with no
significant archaeological resources being identified, and that the majority of project-related
excavation is anticipated to occur in fill soil, it appears the majority of excavation is unlikely to
encounter unknown archaeological resources during project construction. However, cuts and fills
could extend up to 15 to 20 feet and could extend into undisturbed soils. If subsurface cultural
deposits are encountered, the project could result in an impact to archaeological resources. With
implementation of Mitigation Measures CUL-1 and CUL-2, which require archaeological
monitoring and treatment of inadvertent discoveries, impacts to archaeological resources would be
reduced to a less-than-significant level.
Mitigation Measures
CUL-1: The Applicant shall retain a Riverside County qualified/City of Temecula
approved archaeological monitor to monitor all ground-disturbing activities in an effort to
identify any unknown archaeological resources. Any newly discovered cultural resource
deposits shall be subject to a cultural resources evaluation. The archaeological monitor’s
authority to stop and redirect grading will be exercised in consultation with the Pechanga
Tribe in order to evaluate the significance of any potential resources discovered on the
property. Archaeological monitors shall be allowed to monitor all grading, excavation, and
groundbreaking activities, and shall also have the limited authority to stop and redirect
grading activities should an inadvertent cultural resource be identified. The archaeologist
shall provide a Phase IV monitoring report at the end of all earthmoving activities to the
City of Temecula, the Pechanga Tribe and the Eastern Information Center at UC, Riverside.

CUL-2: In the event of the unanticipated discovery of archaeological materials, the
contractor shall immediately cease all work activities in the area (within approximately
100 feet) of the discovery until it can be evaluated by a Qualified Archaeologist meeting
the Secretary of the Interior’s Professional Qualifications Standards for archaeology
(codified in 36 CFR Part 61; 48 FR 44738-44739. The Applicant shall immediately notify
the City of any discoveries and implement protective measures (such as cordoning off the
area). Construction in the vicinity of the find shall not resume until authorized by the City.
If it is determined that the discovered archaeological resource constitutes a historical
resource or unique archaeological resource pursuant to CEQA, avoidance and preservation
in place shall be the preferred manner of mitigation. Preservation in place maintains the
important relationship between artifacts and their archaeological context and also serves to
avoid conflict with traditional and religious values of groups who may ascribe meaning to
the resource. Preservation in place may be accomplished by, but is not limited to,
avoidance, incorporating the resource into open space, capping, or deeding the site into a
permanent conservation easement. In the event that preservation in place is determined to
be infeasible and data recovery through excavation is the only feasible mitigation available,
an Archaeological Resources Research Design and Treatment Plan shall be prepared and
implemented by the Qualified Archaeologist in consultation with the City that provides for
the adequate recovery of the scientifically consequential information contained in the
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archaeological resource. For discoveries of Native American cultural resources, the City
shall follow the provisions of Mitigation Measure TCR-2 and consult with the Pechanga
Band of Luiseño Indians in determining treatment for the resource to ensure cultural values
ascribed to the resource, beyond those that are scientifically important, are considered.

Response 5.c
Less-than-Significant Impact. No human remains or cemeteries are known to exist within the
project site, and it is unlikely that the project would disturb unknown human remains since the
majority of project-related excavation is anticipated to occur in fill soil. If human remains were
encountered, the project would comply with provisions of state law regarding discovery of human
remains, including Public Resources Code Section 5097.98 and Health and Safety Code
Section 7050.5. The Riverside County Coroner would be notified in the event human remains are
encountered, and if the County Coroner determines that the remains are Native American, the
Native American Heritage Commission (NAHC) would be notified in accordance with Health and
Safety Code Section 7050.5, subdivision (c), and Public Resources Code Section 5097.98. The
NAHC would designate a Most Likely Descendent for the remains per Public Resources Code
Section 5097.98. As such, impacts would be less than significant.
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VI.

Energy
Potentially
Significant
Less than
Same or less
Impact Not
Significant
Impact than Less-thanIdentified in the with Mitigation Identified in the Significant No
Certified EIR Incorporated Certified EIR
Impact Impact

6. ENERGY. Would the project:
a) Result in potentially significant environmental impact due
to wasteful, inefficient, or unnecessary consumption of
energy resources, during project construction or
operation?
b) Conflict with or obstruct a state or local plan for
renewable energy or energy efficiency?

1988 Paseo del Sol Specific Plan EIR and Addendum No. 4 Findings
The Paseo del Sol Specific Plan was not evaluated for potential environmental impacts of energy
use. When the project EIR was certified in 1988, there was no legislation or regulatory guidance
with respect to CEQA analysis, therefore the project EIR did not assess project energy impacts.
The project EIR and Addenda included energy efficiency and conservation mitigation measures
including Mitigation Measures AIR-2 and AIR-3, as discussed in Section III, Air Quality, and
also included General Plan air quality impact mitigation measures in the project EIR and Addenda
to reduce automobile or energy use. In addition, the project EIR addresses the project’s energy
consumption, as provided in this excerpt from the EIR.
Energy Consumption—Electricity: The proposed project will create a demand for electrical energy
which is generated from power plants utilizing fossil fuels. Electric power generating plants are
distributed throughout the SCAQMD area, and their emissions contribute to the total regional
pollutant burden, as well as to local pollution concentrations. The level of emissions that could
result from generation of electricity for the proposed residential units and commercial use is
computed by multiplying the project’s total energy demand by the emission factor for each
pollutant (as determined by the SCAQMD).
According to Southern California Edison, residential units utilize an estimated 6,081 kilowatt-hour
(kwh)/year/unit. This estimate is based on the “Air Quality Handbook for EIR’s” (revised April
1987). Utilizing this estimate, the 5,654 units proposed by The Meadows at Rancho California
Specific Plan would utilize 34,974,381 kwh/year. Assuming that the 33 acres of Neighborhood and
Community Commercial uses proposed by the project will support approximately 500,000 square
feet of space, 7,560,000 kwh/year would be utilized (15.3 kwh/square feet/year). Based on the
above information, the total annual electrical usage for The Meadows at Rancho California Specific
Plan is estimated to be 42,975,030 kwh. See Table IX, Power Plant Emissions, for emissions
associated with this demand for electricity.


Change in Project Impact from Certified EIR and EIR Addendum No. 4:



Additional Mitigation Measures Required: No
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Proposed Project Analysis
Response 6.a
Less-than-Significant Impact. With respect to construction and operational transportation energy,
the proposed project would increase the demand for transportation fuel (diesel and gasoline) from
construction equipment and vehicles traveling to and from the site. The project would require
construction contractors and truck operators to comply with applicable State regulations governing
heavy duty diesel on- and off-road equipment. As discussed in Section III, Air Quality, the
California Air Resources Board (CARB) adopted a regulation to limit heavy-duty diesel motor
vehicle idling to no more than five minutes at any location. According to the CARB staff report
that was prepared at the time the anti-idling ATCM was proposed for adoption in late 2004/early
2005, the regulation was estimated to reduce non-essential idling and associated emissions of diesel
PM and NOx emissions by 64 and 78 percent, respectively, in analysis year 2009 (CARB 2004).
These reductions in emissions are directly attributable to overall reduced idling times and reduced
idling fuel combustion as a result of compliance with the regulation. Additionally, the project would
most likely be using newer construction equipment than was analyzed for in the original EIR and
therefore the fuel efficiency of the equipment would exceed that of the older equipment analyzed
under the original EIR. Compliance with these regulations and the use of newer equipment would
reduce the inefficient, wasteful, and unnecessary consumption of transportation energy demand and
impacts would be considered less than significant.
Furthermore, the project would not only implement the energy efficiency procedures required by
regulations, such as the current Title 24 standards and the CALGreen Code, but would also
incorporate features that would reduce energy and water consumption by meeting the criteria
established in Mitigation Measures AIR-2 and AIR-3, as discussed in Section III, Air Quality. As
a result, the project would not result in wasteful or unnecessary consumption of energy and impacts
would be considered less than significant.

Response 6.b
Same or Less Impact than Identified in the Certified EIR. The State of California and the City
of Temecula have implemented energy policies relevant to this project. As discussed above, the
project would require construction contractors and truck operators to comply with applicable State
regulations governing heavy duty diesel on- and off-road equipment to minimize transportation
fuel consumption. In addition to meeting the energy efficiency measures that are required by
regulation, such as the current Title 24 standards and the CALGreen Code, the project would
incorporate features that would reduce energy and water consumption by meeting criteria described
in Mitigation Measures AIR-2 and AIR-3, as discussed in Section III, Air Quality. Overall, the
project would not conflict with applicable energy efficiency policies or standards. As such, impacts
would be considered less than significant.

References
California Air Resources Board (CARB), 2004. Staff Report: Initial Statement of Reasons for
Proposed Rulemaking, Airborne Toxic Control Measure to Limit Diesel-Fueled
Commercial Motor Vehicle Idling, Appendix F. July 2004. Available:
https://www.arb.ca.gov/regact/idling/idling.htm. Accessed April 2017.
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VII. Geology and Soils Seismicity
Potentially
Significant
Less than
Same or less
Impact Not
Significant
Impact than Less-thanIdentified in the with Mitigation Identified in the Significant No
Certified EIR Incorporated Certified EIR
Impact Impact

7. GEOLOGY AND SOILS SEISMICITY. Would the project:
a. Directly or indirectly cause potential substantial adverse
effects, including the risk of loss, injury or death involving:
i.

Rupture of a known earthquake fault, as delineated
on the most recent Alquist-Priolo Earthquake Fault
Zoning Map issued by the State Geologist for the
area or based on other substantial evidence of a
known fault, caused in whole or in part by the
project’s exacerbation of the existing environmental
conditions? Refer to Division of Mines and Geology
Special Publication 42.

ii.

Strong seismic ground shaking caused in whole or
in part by the project’s exacerbation of the existing
environmental conditions?

iii. Seismic-related ground failure, including liquefaction
caused in whole or in part by the project’s
exacerbation of the existing environmental
conditions?
iv. Landslides, caused in whole or in part by the
project’s exacerbation of the existing environmental
conditions?
b. Result in substantial soil erosion or the loss of topsoil?
c.

Be located on a geologic unit or soil that is unstable, or
that would become unstable as a result of the project,
and potential result in on- or off-site landslide, lateral
spreading, subsidence, liquefaction, or collapse caused
in whole or in part by the project’s exacerbation of
existing environmental conditions?

d. Be located on expansive soil, as defined in Table 18-1-B
of the Uniform Building Code (1994), creating
substantial direct or indirect risks to life or property
caused in whole or in part by the project’s exacerbation
of the existing environmental conditions?
e. Have soils incapable of adequately supporting the use
of septic tanks or alternative waste water disposal
systems where sewers are not available for the disposal
of waste water?
f.

Directly or indirectly destroy a unique paleontological
resource or site or unique geologic feature?

1988 Paseo del Sol Specific Plan EIR and Addendum No. 4 Findings
Several geotechnical investigations have been conducted on the project site, including:
Geotechnical Report for Environmental Impact Purposes (May 1987), Fault Study, 1,400-acre The
Meadows at Rancho California Project (August 1987), and Evaluation of Liquefaction Potential,
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Portion of Vail Meadows (September 1987), which concluded that the site does not have any active
faults within its boundaries. The project site is expected to experience ground motion from
earthquakes on regional and/or local causative faults. The dominant seismic feature, the Elsinore
Fault Zone, is approximately located 7,000 feet northwest of the project site. The project site is
subject to liquefaction in the southwestern portion of the Paseo del Sol Specific Plan project site
where the flat historic flood plain of Temecula Creek is located. When mitigation measures are
implemented, the impacts regarding seismic hazards are considered non-significant.
Mitigation measures contained within the Certified EIR and subsequent Addenda required to
alleviate impacts from the Paseo del Sol Specific Plan are as follows:


Conformance with the latest Uniform Building Code and City Ordinances can be expected to
satisfactorily mitigate the effect of seismic groundshaking.



Mitigation of the liquefaction potential within the southern portion of the site will occur as a
result of project development, which will lower artificially high ground water levels by removal
of recharge ponds, as well as increased overburden as a result of site grading.



During site development, additional geological evaluation should be continued in order to
verify the extent and relative age of fault activity, according to Pacific Soils Engineering, Inc.



Change in Project Impact from Certified EIR and EIR Addendum No. 4:



Additional Mitigation Measures Required: No

Unchanged

Proposed Project Analysis
Responses 7.a, 7.c, 7.d
Same or Less Impact than Identified in the Certified EIR. The project site is within the City of
Temecula, Riverside County. The City contains land within a delineated Alquist-Priolo Earthquake
Fault Zone, although the project site is not located within a Fault Zone. Additionally, mapped
earthquake faults exist within the City and region, although none cross the project site. The nearest
mapped fault, the Wildomar fault, which is in the Elsinore Fault Zone, is located approximately
2 miles west of the site.
All of Southern California, including the project site, is considered to be a seismically active region.
Seismic hazards that may affect the site include ground shaking, liquefaction, and dynamic
settlement. Due to lack of active faults in the immediate vicinity of the project site, other hazards
such as ground rupture along a pre‐existing fault of grounds lurching are considered unlikely.
Liquefaction normally occurs when sites underlain by saturated, loose to medium dense, granular
soils are subjected to relatively high ground shaking. During an earthquake, ground shaking may
cause certain types of soil deposits to lose shear strength, resulting in ground settlement, oscillation,
loss of bearing capacity, land sliding, and the buoyant rise of buried structures. The majority of
liquefaction hazards are associated with sandy soils, silty soils of low plasticity, and some gravelly
soils. Cohesive soils are generally not considered to be susceptible to liquefaction. In general,
liquefaction hazards are most severe within the upper 50 feet of the surface, except where slope
faces or deep foundations are present. The project site is subject to liquefaction in the southwestern
portion of the project site where the flat historic flood plain of Temecula Creek is located.
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In order to minimize potential damage to the buildings and site improvements, all construction in
California is required to be designed in accordance with the latest seismic design standards of the
California Building Code. The California Building Code, Title 24, Part 2, Chapter 16 addresses
structural design and Chapter 18 addresses soils and foundations. Collectively, these state
requirements, which have been adopted by the City of Temecula, include design standards and
requirements that are intended to minimize impacts to structures in seismically active areas of
California. Section 1613 specifically provides structural design standards for earthquake loads.
Sections 1803.5.11 and 1803.5.12 provide requirements for geotechnical investigations for
structures assigned varying Seismic Design Categories in accordance with Section 1613. Design in
accordance with these standards and policies would reduce any potential impact to the extent
feasible. Absent any known faults, and because development of the project must be designed in
conformance with state and local standards and policies that minimize risk from seismic shaking
to the extent practicable, any potential impact would be less than significant.
As indicated in the 2016 California Geological Survey, the project site is not located within a
landslide zone.
The Certified EIR and subsequent Addenda concluded that project-level and cumulative impacts
would be less than significant with mitigation. The extent of project impacts upon existing seismic
conditions will be the same since no increase in the overall developable area is proposed. Therefore,
impacts would remain less than significant with mitigation and no new mitigation is required.

Response 7.b
Same or Less Impact than Identified in the Certified EIR. The project site is currently
undeveloped and is not at significant risk of erosion under the existing conditions. Construction
activities including grading could temporarily increase soil erosion during and shortly after project
construction if not properly managed. Construction-related erosion could result in the loss of a
substantial amount of nonrenewable topsoil and could adversely affect water quality in nearby
surface waters. All projects are required to develop in accordance with City standards, including
NPDES standards, which require the implementation of erosion control and BMPs. Less-thansignificant impacts are anticipated as a result of implementation of the project.

Response 7.e
No Impact. The project would not require the use of septic tanks or alternative waste water disposal
systems for the disposal of waste water. Implementation of the project would result in no impact
relative to this topic.

Response 7.f
Less than Significant with Mitigation. The project site is located within the Pauba Valley, a broad
alluvial valley eroded into the Pleistocene Pauba Formation by Temecula Creek. Geologic maps
indicate that the site is primarily underlain by Holocene alluvial deposits (Qa). The Pleistocene
Pauba Formation (Qp) is located in the northwest corner of the project site and also underlies the
Holocene alluvium (Quazi 2015). Holocene alluvium (Qa) has a low paleontological sensitivity
and is generally too young to have preserved fossils, although sensitivity can increase with depth.
The Pauba Formation (Qp) has a high paleontological sensitivity. Fossils recovered from the Pauba
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Formation include specimens of ground sloth, mammoth, mastodon, horse, tapir, camel, llama,
pronghorn antelope, dire wolf, short-faced bear, saber-toothed cat, woodrat, vole, rabbit, bat, shrew,
bird, lizard, turtle, tortoise, plants, and snails.
As discussed under response 5.b, above, the majority of project-related excavation is anticipated to
occur in fill soil. However, cuts and fills could extend up to 15 to 20 feet. If the Pauba Formation
is encountered, the project could result in an impact to paleontological resources. With
implementation of Mitigation Measure GEO-1, which requires treatment of inadvertent
discoveries, impacts to unique paleontological resources would be reduced to a less-thansignificant level.
Mitigation Measures
GEO-1: If construction or other project personnel discover any potential fossils during
construction, work shall cease in a 100-foot radius of the discovery until a Qualified
Paleontologist meeting the Society of Vertebrate Paleontology (SVP) standards (SVP
2010) has assessed the discovery and made recommendations as to the appropriate
treatment. The Applicant shall immediately notify the City of any discoveries and
implement protective measures (such as cordoning off the area). Construction in the
vicinity of the find shall not resume until authorized by the City.

If the find is deemed significant, it shall be salvaged following the standards of the SVP
(2010) and curated with a certified repository. Following a discovery, the Qualified
Paleontologist shall also provide the City with recommendations regarding future
paleontological monitoring, if deemed warranted.
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VIII. Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Potentially
Significant
Less than
Same or less
Impact Not
Significant
Impact than Less-thanIdentified in the with Mitigation Identified in the Significant No
Certified EIR Incorporated Certified EIR
Impact Impact

8. GREENHOUSE GAS EMMISIONS. Would the project:
a. Generate greenhouse gas emissions, either directly or
indirectly, that may have a significant impact on the
environment?
b. Conflict with an applicable plan, policy or regulation
adopted for the purpose of reducing the emissions of
greenhouse gases?

Paseo del Sol Specific Plan EIR and Addendum No. 4 Findings
The Paseo del Sol Specific Plan was not evaluated for potential environmental impacts of
greenhouse gases (GHG) and climate change. When the project EIR was certified in 1988, there
was no legislation or regulatory guidance with respect to CEQA analysis, therefore the project EIR
did not assess project GHG impacts. Subsequent to certification of the 1988 EIR, the State adopted
GHG legislative and regulatory GHG guidance. However, as GHG was a “known” environmental
issue in 1988, when the 1988 EIR was certified, an addendum to the 1988 EIR is not required to
address GHG issues (based on Citizens for Responsible Equitable Environmental Development v.
City of San Diego (2011) 196 Cal.App.4th 515).
As described above, the project EIR and Addenda included energy efficiency and conservation
mitigation measures including Mitigation Measures AIR-2 and AIR-3, as discussed in Section III,
Air Quality, and the General Plan air quality impact mitigation measures in the project EIR and
Addenda to reduce automobile or energy use. In addition, the project EIR address the project’s
energy consumption, as provided in this excerpt from the EIR.
Energy Consumption - Electricity: The proposed project will create a demand for electrical energy
which is generated from power plants utilizing fossil fuels. Electric power generating plants are
distributed throughout the SCAQMD area, and their emissions contribute to the total regional
pollutant burden, as well as to local pollution concentrations. The level of emissions that could
result from generation of electricity for the proposed residential units and commercial use is
computed by multiplying the project’s total energy demand by the emission factor for each
pollutant (as determined by the SCAQMD).
According to Southern California Edison, residential units utilize an estimated 6,081 kwh/year/unit.
This estimate is based on the “Air Quality Handbook for EIR’s” (revised April 1987). Utilizing this
estimate, the 5,654 units proposed by The Meadows at Rancho California Specific Plan would
utilize 34,974,381 kwh/year. Assuming that the 33 acres of Neighborhood and Community
Commercial uses proposed by the project will support approximately 500,000 square feet of space,
7,560,000 kwh/year would be utilized (15.3 kwh/square foot/year). Based on the above
information, the total annual electrical usage for The Meadows at Rancho California Specific Plan
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is estimated to be 42,975,030 kwh. See Table IX, Power Plant Emissions, for emissions associated
with this demand for electricity.
Natural Gas: The primary use of natural gas by the project will be for combustion to produce space
heating, water heating and other miscellaneous heating or air conditioning. Consumption for
residential use is estimated by Southern California Gas Co. at 6,665 cubic feet/month/unit. The
5,611 units proposed by this project would require 37,910,683 cubic feet of natural gas per month.
Utilizing a factor of 2.9 cubic feet/square foot/month, the 500,000 square feet of commercial uses
proposed by the project is projected to create a demand for 1,000,450 cubic feet of natural gas per
month. Based on the above information, the average monthly consumption of natural gas for The
Meadows at Rancho California Specific Plan is projected to be 39,910,133 cubic feet. See Table X,
Natural Gas Emissions, for emissions associated with this consumption of natural gas.
In 1982, the Air Quality Management District and the Southern California Association of
Governments adopted the Air Quality Management Plan (AQMP) for the South Coast Air Basin.
In order to demonstrate consistency with the AQMP, a project must conform to the local general
plan. The majority of The Meadows at Rancho California Specific Plan project site is located in
the “Rancho Villages” area on the Open Space Conservation Map of the Riverside County
Comprehensive General Plan, while the portion of the site lying south of De Portola Road is located
in an area “Not Designated as Open Space.” The proposed Specific Plan complies with the Goals
and Objectives of the Rancho Villages Policy Plan in terms of land use and is, therefore, consistent
with the Riverside County Comprehensive General Plan. This, in turn, results in consistency with
the AQMP.
Relationship to General Plan Policies It is intended that the project conform with the Air Quality
Land Use Standards by employing mitigation measures listed in the following discussion titled
“Mitigation:”
c. Mitigation
The quality of particulate matter and other pollutants emitted during the grading
and construction phase of the proposed project may be reduced through watering
graded surfaces and planting ground cover as dust palliatives Because most of the
project-related air pollution emissions are generated by automobiles, there is very
limited potential for any effective mitigation on the part of any single developer.
However, where feasible, the project will integrate the following features into the
project design: Transit facilities, such as benches, shelters and turnouts Energy
Efficient Buildings Solar access orientation of structures Solar heated and cooled
structures and swimming pools Additionally, the design of efficient and direct
traffic flow patterns on the project site can help reduce the quantity of air
pollutants generated by minimizing the places in the roadway system where
automobiles would be idling unnecessarily. The Circulation Plan for the project
has been designed to meet this criteria [sic]. The Meadows at Rancho California
project site contains most Rancho of Villages Planning Area Policy C and Plan.
all of Development Planning Area Criteria D of the for these planning areas
require that commercial areas provide for pedestrian and bus stop facilities in the
design of the project and that projects be designed to facilitate safe pedestrian
access. In addition, the Rancho Villages Policy Plan is based upon the “New
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Town” concept, which will minimize external trips by incorporating working,
shopping and living in close proximity.
The Meadows at Rancho California Specific Plan also (provides opportunity) for alternative modes
of transportation within and adjacent to the site, including pedestrian, bicycle, and equestrian trails.
The provision of these facilities will somewhat mitigate air quality impacts. A Parkway System
will be provided on all collector higher volume roadways adjacent to and throughout the project
site. This system will contain sidewalks on each side of the street. The pedestrian pathways will
provide linkages to each neighborhood within the community, but also to major destination points
including schools, parks, community recreation centers, shopping facilities, and the Rancho
California Sports Park just northwest of the site. Class II or Class I bicycle trails will be located on
the majority of all interior roadways with a classification of collector or greater, as shown on
Figure 58, Bicycle Plan.
Pauba Road contains a bicycle trail at the northern trail. This boundary system will connect the
project larger Specific Plan area and provides access to the neighborhoods and points of destination
throughout the site (Specific Plan area). In addition, an equestrian trail will be provided in the
parkway area on the south side of Pauba Road


Change in Project Impact from Certified EIR and EIR Addendum No. 4:



Additional Mitigation Measures Required: No

Decreased

Proposed Project Analysis
Response 8.a
Less-than-Significant Impact. Construction and operation of the proposed project would generate
GHG emissions. Due to the complex physical, chemical and atmospheric mechanisms involved in
global climate change, there is no basis for concluding that the project’s individual annual GHG
emissions would cause a measurable change in global GHG emissions necessary to influence global
climate change. The GHG emissions of the project alone would not likely cause a direct physical
change in the environment. As discussed above, an addendum to the 1988 EIR is not required to
specifically address the project GHG issues (based on Citizens for Responsible Equitable
Environmental Development v. City of San Diego (2011) 196 Cal.App.4th 515) Here, given the
significant environmental review that already has occurred for the overall Paseo del Sol Specific
Plan, including the Certified EIR and four Addenda, and the limited scope of the current project
refinements, the City analyzes the project impacts qualitatively based on the applicable analysis
included in the project EIR. CEQA Guidelines 15064.4 states “A lead agency shall have discretion
to determine, in the context of a particular project, whether to … [u]se a model or methodology to
quantify greenhouse gas emissions resulting from a project … or …[r]ely on a qualitative analysis
or performance based standards” (AEP 2018).
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The project would implement energy efficiency and conservation mitigation measures of the
project EIR and Addenda including Mitigation Measures AIR-2 and AIR-3, as discussed in
Section III, Air Quality:
AIR-2: Integrate design elements such as transit facilities, energy efficient buildings, and
solar access orientation of structures; and
AIR-3: Design for alternative modes of transportation, such as pedestrian, bicycle, and
equestrian trails, within and adjacent to the site.
The Certified EIR analyzed PA-4 as planned for the development of 43.2 acres of medium density
residential use at a land use density of 4.04 du/ac. In the subsequent Addenda the land use density
increased to 4.4 du/ac which would allow for the development of up to 188 dwelling units.
For the proposed project, TTM 36483 proposes to decrease the land use density to 4.08 du/ac,
which is consistent with the density range of 2–5 du/ac and adheres to the Specific Plan medium
density land use designation. The project is proposing 168 dwelling units, which is less than the
allowable development of 174 dwelling units from the last approved specific plan amendment.
Because, the project would implement General Plan air quality impact mitigation measures
identified in the EIR and Addenda to reduce automobile or energy use to include bicycle facilities
such as bike lanes, racks, and lockers; transit facilities, such as benches, shelters, and turnouts;
Park-n-Ride facilities; carpool preferential parking programs; energy efficient buildings; solar
access orientation of structures; and solar heated and cooled structures and swimming pools.
Therefore, implementation of these measures would reduce project GHG emissions. In addition,
the California Green Building Code (CALGreen) is much stricter now compared to 1988 building
standards, as well as vehicle have much lower emissions and higher fuel economy. Therefore, GHG
emissions generated by the project would not result in a significant impact on the environment.

Response 8.b
Less-than-Significant Impact. Since the project EIR was published in 1988, the State has
promulgated regulations aimed at reducing GHG emissions from sectors relevant to the project,
including the residential and commercial energy, waste, and transportation sectors. The primary
focus of many of the Statewide and regional GHG mandates, plans, policies and regulations is to
address worldwide climate change.
The City of Temecula General Plan does not directly address GHG emissions and climate change.
However, some of the goals and policies contained in the Air Quality Element of the City’s General
Plan would also result in the reduction of GHG emissions. The goals and polices in the Air Quality
Element that would also apply to GHGs are provided below:
Goal 3: Enhance mobility to minimize air pollutant emissions.
Policy 3.1: Use transportation demand reduction techniques to reduce motor vehicle trips.
Policy 3.5: Promote the use of alternative clean-fueled vehicles, new transportation
technologies, and combustion engine alternatives for personal and business use.
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Goal 4: Adopt effective energy conservation and recycling practices to reduce emissions.
Policy 4.1: Encourage community-wide reductions in energy consumption through
conservation.
Policy 4.2: Promote local recycling of wastes and the use of recycled materials.
Policy 4.3: Encourage energy-efficient design in new development projects.
The project would implement these General Plan air quality impact mitigation measures in the
project EIR and Addenda to reduce automobile or energy use to include bicycle facilities such as
bike lanes, racks, and lockers; transit facilities, such as benches, shelters, and turnouts; Park-n-Ride
facilities; carpool preferential parking programs; energy efficient buildings; solar access orientation
of structures; and solar heated and cooled structures and swimming pools. Therefore,
implementation of these measures would reduce project GHG emissions and would be consistent
with the City’s General Plan. Mitigation measures in the City’s General Plan and project EIR will
meet or exceed energy efficiency standards. The project would meet or exceed the following
requirements of the CALGreen Code as part of its compliance with the City’s requirements:


HVAC Systems will be designed to meet ASHRAE standards.



Energy commissioning shall be performed for buildings larger than 10,000 square feet.



Air filtration systems are required to meet a minimum of MERV 8 or higher.



Refrigerants used in newly installed HVAC systems shall not contain any CFCs.



Parking spaces shall be designed for carpool or alternative fueled vehicles.



Up to 8 percent of total parking spaces will be designed for such vehicles.



Long-term and short-term bike parking shall be provided for up to 5 percent of vehicle trips.



SWPPP will be required.



Indoor water usage must be reduced by 20 percent compared to current California Building
Code Standards for maximum flow.



All irrigation controllers must be installed with weather sensing or soil moisture sensors.



Wastewater usage shall be reduced by 20 percent compared to current California Building
Standards.



A minimum of 50 percent recycle or reuse of nonhazardous construction and demolition debris.



Documentation of types of waste recycled, diverted or reused.



Use of low-VOC coatings consistent with AQMD Rule 1168. 100 percent of vegetation, rocks,
soils from land clearing shall be recycled or stockpiled on site.

Therefore, the proposed project would not conflict with an applicable plan, policy or regulation
adopted for the purpose of reducing emissions of GHGs, and impacts would be less than significant.
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IX.

Hazards and Hazardous Materials
Potentially
Significant
Less than
Same or less
Impact Not
Significant
Impact than Less-thanIdentified in the with Mitigation Identified in the Significant No
Certified EIR Incorporated Certified EIR
Impact Impact

9. HAZARDS AND HAZARDOUS MATERIALS. Would the project:
a. Create a significant hazard to the public or the
environment through the routine transport, use, or
disposal of hazardous materials?
b. Create a significant hazard to the public or the
environment through reasonably foreseeable upset and
accident conditions involving the release of hazardous
materials into the environment?
c.

Emit hazardous emissions or handle hazardous or
acutely hazardous materials, substances, or waste
within one-quarter mile of an existing or proposed
school?

d. Be located on a site which is included on a list of
hazardous materials sites compiled pursuant to
Government Code Section 65962.5 and, as a result,
would it create a significant hazard to the public or the
environment caused in whole or in part by the project’s
exacerbation of existing environmental conditions?
e. For a project located within an airport land use plan or,
where such a plan has not been adopted, within
two miles of a public airport or public use airport, would
the project result in a safety hazard or excessive noise
for people residing or working in the project area?
f.

Impair implementation of or physically interfere with an
adopted emergency response plan or emergency
evacuation plan?

g. Expose people or structures, either directly or indirectly,
to a significant risk of loss, injury or death involving
wildland fires?

1988 Paseo del Sol Specific Plan EIR and Addendum No. 4 Findings
The residential, recreational, and neighborhood commercial uses proposed by the Paseo del Sol
Specific Plan will not generate any toxic substances. This topic was not identified as an area of
concern within the Notice of Preparation and is therefore not addressed in the Certified EIR No. 235
or subsequent Addenda.


Change in Project Impact from Certified EIR and EIR Addendum No. 4:



Additional Mitigation Measures Required: No
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Proposed Project Analysis
Response 9.a
Less-than-Significant Impact. Construction of the project would involve the temporary use of
hazardous substances in the form of paint, adhesives, surface coatings and other finishing materials,
and cleaning agents, fuels, and oils. All materials would be used, stored, and disposed of in
accordance with applicable laws and regulations and manufacturers’ instructions. Also, all
construction work would be performed consistent with applicable Federal Occupational Safety and
Health Administration (OSHA) Safety and Health Standards and Cal/OSHA requirements to ensure
the safety and well-being of construction workers. Operation of the residential uses would involve
the use and storage of small quantities of potentially hazardous materials in the form of cleaning
solvents, painting supplies, pesticides for landscaping, and pool maintenance. The use of these
materials would be in small quantities and in accordance with the manufacturers’ instructions for
use, storage, and disposal of such products, and would be transported to the site in small quantities.
Therefore, operation of the project would not create a significant hazard to the public or the
environment through the routine transport, use, or disposal of hazardous materials. Impacts would
be less than significant.

Response 9.b
Less-than-Significant Impact. The project is proposed within the same PA-4 previously slated for
development under the originally approved Paseo del Sol Specific Plan. Project construction would
not involve the use of hazardous materials in substantial amounts such that a measurable risk to onsite workers or off-site residents would result from temporary construction activities.
As noted above, operation of the project would not involve the routine use, storage, transport, or
disposal of notable quantities of hazardous materials. Hazardous materials to be used in association
with operation of the project such as small quantities of potentially hazardous materials in the form
of cleaning solvents, painting supplies, pesticides for landscaping, would be contained, stored, and
used in accordance with manufacturers’ instructions and handled in compliance with applicable
standards and regulations. Impacts would be less than significant.

Response 9.c
Less-than-Significant Impact. The nearest schools to the project site are the Abby Reinke
Elementary School located approximately 0.24 miles to the northwest and the Vail Ranch Middle
School located approximately 0.25 miles to the south.
Construction of the project would also involve the temporary use of hazardous substances in the
form of paint, adhesives, surface coatings and other finishing materials, and cleaning agents, fuels,
and oils. All construction materials would be used, stored, and disposed of in accordance with
applicable laws and regulations and manufacturers’ instructions and are not expected to cause risk
to the public or nearby schools.
The types of hazardous materials to be used in association with the operation of the project such as
small quantities of potentially hazardous materials in the form of cleaning solvents, painting
supplies, pesticides for landscaping, and pool maintenance would be contained, stored, and used in
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accordance with manufacturers’ instructions and handled in compliance with applicable standards
and regulations. Therefore, operation of the project would not create a significant risk of exposure
to hazardous materials for the public or the environment, including schools.

Response 9.d
No Impact. Government Code Section 65962.5, amended in 1992, requires the California
Environmental Protection Agency (CalEPA) to develop and update annually the Cortese List,
which is a list of hazardous waste sites and other contaminated sites. While Government Code
Section 65962.5 makes reference to the preparation of a list, many changes have occurred related
to web-based information access since 1992 and information regarding the Cortese List is now
compiled on the websites of the Department of Toxic Substances Control (DTSC), the State Water
Board, and CalEPA. The DTSC maintains the EnviroStor database, which includes sites on the
Cortese List and also identifies potentially hazardous sites where cleanup actions (such as a removal
action) or extensive investigations are planned or have occurred. The database provides a listing of
Federal Superfund sites [National Priorities List]; State Response sites; Voluntary Cleanup sites;
and School Cleanup sites. GeoTracker is the State Water Resources Control Board’s data
management system for managing sites that impact groundwater, especially those that require
groundwater cleanup [underground storage tanks (USTs), Department of Defense, Site Cleanup
Program] as well as permitted facilities such as operating USTs and land disposal sites. CalEPA’s
database includes lists of sites with active Cease and Desist Orders or Cleanup and Abatement
Orders from the State Water Board.
After a review of the aforementioned lists, the project site is not located on a listed hazardous
materials site compiled pursuant to Government Code Section 65962.5. As such, no impacts would
occur for the Paseo del Sol Specific Plan PA-4 implementation.

Response 9.e
No Impact. The Federal Aviation Administration establishes distances of ground clearance for
take-off and landing safely based on such items as the type of aircraft using the airport. The nearest
airport, French Valley Airport, is located approximately 6 miles north of the project site. The airport
has a compatibility plan, however, the project site is located outside of the compatibility plan. The
project site is not located within an airport land use plan or, where such a plan has not been adopted,
within 2 miles of a public airport or public use airport, and would not result in a safety hazard for
people residing or working in the project area. However, the closest private airstrip is the Billy Joe
Airport approximately 1.33 miles northeast of the project site. Due to the distance of the project
site from the private airport, implementation of the project would not result in a safety hazard for
the people residing or working in the area.

Response 9.f
No Impact. While the project will minimally impact traffic flow during the temporary construction
period, it will not conflict with or interfere with emergency evacuation of the project area.
Furthermore, the project would add a negligible number of additional trips to Temecula
Highway 79, and the surrounding roadways and is consistent with the Certified EIR and approved
Specific Plan. The local roadways would continue to function as emergency access routes as
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necessary. No revisions to an adopted emergency plan would be required as a result of the project.
The project does not include any actions that would impair or physically interfere with an adopted
emergency response plan or emergency evacuation plan. Implementation of the project would result
in no impact on an emergency evacuation plan.

Response 9.g
Same or Less Impact than Identified in the Certified EIR. The risk of wildfire is related to a
variety of parameters, including fuel loading (vegetation), fire weather (winds, temperatures,
humidity levels and fuel moisture contents), and topography (degree of slope). Steep slopes
contribute to fire hazard by intensifying the effects of wind and making fire suppression difficult.
Fuels such as grass are highly flammable because they have a high surface area to mass ratio and
require less heat to reach the ignition point, while fuels such as trees have a lower surface area to
mass ratio and require more heat to reach the ignition point.
The California Department of Forestry has designated the western edge of the City as a Local
Responsibility Area (LRA), which is within the very high fire hazard severity zone; however, this
rating does not extend to the project site. Because the project site is not located within a designated
wildfire hazard area, this is a less-than-significant impact and no mitigation is required.
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X.

Hydrology and Water Quality
Potentially
Significant
Less than
Same or less
Impact Not
Significant
Impact than Less-thanIdentified in the with Mitigation Identified in the Significant No
Certified EIR Incorporated Certified EIR
Impact Impact

10. HYDROLOGY AND WATER QUALITY. Would the project result in:
a. Violate any water quality standards or waste discharge
requirements or otherwise substantially degrade surface
or ground water quality?
b. Substantially decrease groundwater supplies or interfere
substantially with groundwater recharge such that the
project may impede sustainable groundwater
management of the basin?
c.

Substantially alter the existing drainage pattern of the
site or area, including through the alteration of the
course of a stream or river or through the addition of
imperious surfaces, in a manner which would:
i.

Result in substantial erosion or siltation on- or offsite;

ii.

substantially increase the rate or amount of surface
runoff in a manner which would result in flooding on
or off site;

iii. create or contribute runoff water which would
exceed the capacity of existing or planned
stormwater drainage systems or provide substantial
additional sources of polluted runoff; or
iv. impede or redirect flood flows?
d. In flood hazard, tsunami, or seiche zones, risk release of
pollutants due to project inundation?
e. Conflict with or obstruct implementation of a water
quality control plan or sustainable groundwater
management plan?

1988 Paseo del Sol Specific Plan EIR and Addendum No. 4 Findings
The Certified EIR described impacts to water quality that could occur from project grading
activities and project operation that would involve additional impervious surfaces, irrigation of
landscaped areas, and use of urban pollutants on site. This runoff, typical of urban use, would
contribute to the degradation of water quality downstream in the Murrieta and Temecula Creeks.
To mitigate for potential water quality impacts during grading, the Certified EIR required
employment of erosion control devices during grading in accordance with the requirements of the
Riverside County Flood Control District. The Certified EIR recommended use of the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency’s (U.S. EPA’s) “Water Pollution Aspects of Street Surface
Contaminants” program to reduce urban runoff impacts. This program provided recommendations
for street cleaning and prevention of pollutant generation and requires implementation via local
agencies, Homeowners Associations and individual residents.
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On-site investigations found groundwater at shallow depths ranging from 5 feet near percolation basins
to 25 feet. The Certified EIR concluded adequate water supply could be provided to the project by
Rancho California Water District (RCWD), which had an abundant water supply from groundwater.
No mitigation was proposed for potential impacts to groundwater quality, supply or recharge.
The Certified EIR concluded that the Paseo del Sol Specific Plan would alter the existing on-site
drainage patterns of the area and implementation of the Paseo del Sol Specific Plan would result in
increased runoff due to impervious surfaces. The original drainage report dated August 1987 for
the Paseo del Sol Specific Plan was prepared concurrently with the County of Riverside’s drainage
studies for the Temecula Valley backbone drainage system for the AD 159.2 The AD 159 was
created to mitigate potential flooding impacts to Temecula Creek. The AD 159 EIR was certified
before the Paseo del Sol Specific Plan were approved on September 6, 1988, by the County.
Implementation of AD 159 included the construction of Temecula Creek Cannel, major roadways
like Temecula Parkway and Butterfield Stage Road as well as backbone drainage facilities. The
original drainage report by RBF Associates stated that the westerly drainage basins north of De
Portola, which drained toward Butterfield Stage Road, would be picked up and the off-site flow
would be conveyed through Paseo del Sol in storm drains. As seen in the Paseo del Sol Original
Drainage Map, the Tract 24185 drainage system flows into PA-4 at the 78-inch reinforced concrete
pipe stubbed into the site south of De Portola.
The Certified EIR suggested realigning the storm drain to discharge directly into Temecula Creek
in order to mitigate the increase in runoff at Margarita Road outlet. The configuration of the major
storm drain outlet at Margarita Road would be a concrete energy dissipation/flow spreading device
in order to mitigate higher pipe exit velocities and provide a non-erosive velocity into the existing
stream. The Certified EIR also recommended the use of erosion control devices in hillside
development areas to mitigate the effect of increased runoff at points of discharge. Devices
suggested include temporary berms, culverts, sandbagging or desilting basins.
The City concluded in previous amendments that the Certified EIR did not address the drainage
flows East of Butterfield Stage Road. AD 159 mitigated this by building Butterfield Stage Road
with two 120-inch pipes in the road way to handle the north basin and stubbed a 72-inch pipe into
the Savala property to pick up a small portion of the larger east west basin. The County and City
required Paseo del Sol to construct an interim detention basin on PA-4 until the County approves
and constructs an up stream drainage facility. The County was unable to receive approvals from
upstream property owners and was unable to construct any drainage facilities.
In order to remediate this drainage problem, the project proposes a multi-functional Paseo del Sol
Interceptor Channel along the southern portion of the PA-4 site adjacent to Temecula Parkway,
which includes an 84-inch-diameter storm drain, and a 96-inch-diameter storm drain parallel to the
existing Line S storm drain, an extension of the existing 78-inch Line S-1 storm drain from De
Portola through the site to the Interceptor Channel, and in-tract local drainage system
improvements. The proposed interceptor channel has been designed to convey stormwater from
areas east and north of the project site through a soft bottom channel and water quality basins to
2

Preliminary Drainage Assessment for Vail Meadows
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the existing culvert under Temecula Parkway in the south west corner of the project site. These
improvements effectively protect the Paseo del Sol specific plan and downstream area from
flooding from the off-site watershed and at the same time maintain the existing level of flood
protection to the existing developments and property near the project site.
Although the Paseo del Sol Specific Plan site is not within a 100-year flood zone, the Certified EIR
concluded it is subject to inundation from Vail Dam. As mitigation, the Certified EIR concluded
that all improvements would be constructed in accordance with the standards of the Riverside
County Flood Control District.
Subsequent Addenda concluded there would be no change to the Certified EIR conclusions
regarding project impacts to water quality, erosion, and flooding.
A Preliminary Water Quality Management Plan (JLC 2018) (Appendix A)], an updated
Geotechnical Investigation Report (Dudek 2015) (Appendices E1 and E2), and a Water
Management Report (Dudek 2018) (Appendix F) were both prepared for the Paseo del Sol Specific
Plan and are incorporated therein.


Change in Project Impact from Certified EIR and EIR Addendum No. 4:



Additional Mitigation Measures Required: No

Decreased

Project Design Features
The following PDFs shall be incorporated into project design to avoid Project-related impacts to
hydrology and water quality during project operation. These PDFs are based on recommendations
of the Preliminary Water Quality Management Plan (WQMP) prepared for the project.
PDF HYDRO-1: Site Design Best Management Practices. The following design
concepts were recommended by the project-specific Water Quality Management Plan and
have been integrated into project design. To minimize potential water quality degradation,
the project has been designed to:


Maintain natural drainage pathways and hydrologic features;



Minimize impervious areas;



Minimize soil compaction;



Disperse impervious areas throughout the project site;



Collect runoff; and



Landscape with native and/or drought tolerant species.

PDF HYDRO-2: Source Control Best Management Practices (BMPs). The following
source control BMPs were recommended by the project-specific Water Quality
Management Plan and will be implemented during project construction and/or operation.
To avoid impacts to water quality, the project will:


Prevent illicit discharges into the municipal separate storm sewer system;



Include storm drain stenciling or signage; and
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Protect trash storage areas from rainfall, run-on, runoff, and wind dispersal.

In addition, the project will implement BMPs during project operation to prevent water
quality impacts from the following potential sources: storm drain inlets; indoor and
structural pest control; landscape/outdoor pesticide use; pools, spas, ponds, fountains, and
other water features; refuse areas; and plazas sidewalks, and parking lots. A qualified
stormwater pollution prevention plan developer shall be consulted for specific source
control BMP implementation details.
PDF HYDRO-3: Treatment Control Best Management Practices (BMPs).
Biofiltration with partial retention of surface flow on site was recommended by the projectspecific Water Quality Management Plan during project operation. The project site will
thus incorporate three treatment control BMPs, including one biofiltration basin and two
Filterra units (or equivalent), for treating stormwater runoff generated on the project site.
Flows from certain portions of the project site will be conveyed to two Filterra units for
treatment. The remainder of the project site will be collected via subsurface storm drain
and treated within the biofiltration basin. The biofiltration basin and Filterra units will be
maintained by periodic visits to check for appropriate functioning. The biofiltration basin
and Filterra units will be constructed before other structures on site to accommodate for
excess flows caused by construction activities.
PDF HYDRO-4: Minimum Construction Best Management Practices (BMPs). The
following BMPs were recommended by the project-specific Water Quality Management
Plan for implementation during project construction. A qualified stormwater pollution
prevention plan developer shall be consulted for specific construction BMP
implementation details.


Erosion Control. Slopes disturbed during construction shall be stabilized via
hydraulic stabilization (e.g., hydroseeding) in the summer.



Sediment Control. Sediment control BMPs that will be implemented on the
project site include a silt fence, fiber rolls, gravel/sand bags, storm drain inlet
protection, and an engineered desilting basin.



Off-Site Sediment Tracking Control. Off-site sediment tracking control BMPs
that will be implemented on the project site include a stabilized construction
entrance, construction road stabilization, an entrance/exit tire wash, and street
sweeping and vacuuming.



Materials and Waste Management. Materials and waste management BMPs that
will be implemented on site include spill prevention and control as well as waste
management and concrete management.

Response 10.a
Less than Significant with Mitigation. Construction of the project has the potential to violate
existing water quality standards within its receiving waters, including Temecula Creek and the
Santa Margarita River. Loose sediment from ground disturbance and construction-related
chemicals could be washed into receiving waters and impact surface water quality. Since
construction would disturb greater than an acre of ground surface, construction activities would
require compliance with the State Water Resources Control Board (SWRCB) Construction General
Permit. This includes preparation and implementation of an SWPPP that involves various BMPs
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designed to protect water quality during construction. Types of BMPs include but are not limited
to erosion control, sediment control, good housekeeping, and waste management. Per PDF
HYDRO-4, the project would implement various erosion control, sediment control, off-site
tracking control, and materials and waste management BMPs designed to reduce potential water
quality impacts during construction. Implementation of various erosion and sediment control
measures during construction and grading is also required by Section 18.18.020 of the City of
Temecula Municipal Code. All grading within the City of requires obtainment of a grading permit;
City review of the grading permit application would ensure adequate compliance with the erosion
and sediment control measures in the Municipal Code.
The project also has the potential to impact both surface water and groundwater quality during
construction during potential groundwater dewatering activities. According to the Geotechnical
Investigation Report, shallow perched groundwater may be encountered in the channel and pond
areas (Dudek 2015) and would require dewatering. If inappropriately discharged, the mixing of
surface water and groundwater could impact one or both of their water qualities. However, all
dewatering activities would be required to comply with SDRWQCB General Waste Discharge
Requirements (WDRs) for Groundwater Extraction Discharges to Surface Waters within the San
Diego Region (Order R9-2015-0013). These WDRs include discharge prohibitions and effluent
limitations to ensure dewatered groundwater is appropriately discharged such that its quality and
receiving water qualities are maintained (SWRCB 2015). Therefore, compliance with the
Construction General Permit, City Municipal Code, and WDRs for groundwater dewatering would
reduce impacts to surface water and groundwater quality to less-than-significant levels during
project construction.
Once operational, the project could also violate existing water quality standards. The City of
Temecula ensures compliance with these requirements through the review of a project-specific
WQMP (City of Temecula 2018). Similar to the conclusions of the Certified EIR that anticipated
water quality impacts associated with urban use, the Preliminary WQMP identified various
pollutants associated with urban runoff as potential pollutants of concern including nutrients,
bacteria and viruses, and pesticides (JLC 2018). To reduce potential impacts to surface water and
groundwater quality from these pollutants, the project would implement PDFs HYDRO-1 through
HYDRO-3, which are based on the recommendations of the Preliminary WQMP. Similar to the
U.S. EPA’s “Water Pollution Aspects of Street Surface Contaminants” recommended for use by
the Certified EIR, PDFs include prevention of pollutant generation by way of site design, source
control, and treatment control BMPs, many of which require implementation and maintenance by
the Homeowner’s Association. Site design BMPs (detailed in PDF HYDRO-1) are geared toward
reducing and dispersing impervious areas while maintaining existing and creating new pervious
surfaces on the project site. Source control BMPs (detailed in PDF HYDRO-2) are geared towards
preventing stormwater quality contact with various potential sources of water quality degradation
present on site. Implementation of the treatment control BMPs (detailed in PDF HYDRO-3)
includes the biofiltration and partial retention of surface flows on site through the use of a
biofiltration basin and two Filterra units. Further, Mitigation Measure HYDRO-1 requires the
preparation of a Final WQMP following finalization of site design and its approval by the City. As
PDFs are based on the recommendations of the Preliminary WQMP, PDFs would be updated as
appropriate per any updates made in the Final WQMP. Implementation of PDFs HYDRO-1
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through HYDRO-4 and Mitigation Measure HYDRO-1 would result in less-than-significant
impacts to water quality during project operation.
Mitigation Measures
HYDRO-1: Final Water Quality Management Plan (WQMP). A Final WQMP shall be
prepared during the final project design period that Project Design Features HYDRO-1
through HYDRO-4 shall be updated as necessary to be consistent with the Final WQMP.

Response 10.b
Less than Significant with Mitigation. The proposed project has the potential to impact both
groundwater recharge and supplies.
As mentioned in response 10.a above, shallow groundwater conditions on parts of the project site
may require dewatering during construction. Disposal of dewatered groundwater off site could
directly reduce local groundwater supplies. Per Mitigation Measure HYDRO-2, any groundwater
encountered during construction on the project site would be recharged on the project site itself,
thereby ensuring no net loss of groundwater. The project also has the potential to indirectly result
in decreased groundwater supplies through dependence on the RCWD for water supplies, which
obtains its water partially from the Temecula Valley Groundwater Basin. However, the District
anticipates it will be able to meet 100 percent of its projected water demands (RCWD 2016), which
include the water demands for the proposed project.
The project would introduce a large amount of impervious surfaces to the project site and would
thus reduce the area on site capable of groundwater recharge. However, PDF HYDRO-1 includes
measures geared toward reducing and dispersing impervious areas while maintaining existing and
creating new pervious surfaces on the project site Therefore, with implementation of Mitigation
Measure HYDRO-2 and PDF HYDRO-1, the project is not expected to result in significant
impacts to groundwater recharge.
Mitigation Measures
HYDRO-2: Any groundwater encountered on site during construction that requires
dewatering shall be collected and stored until it can be recharged on site. Dewatered
groundwater shall be recharged in a manner appropriate with San Diego Regional Water
Quality Control Board General Waste Discharge Requirements for Groundwater
Extraction Discharges to Surface Waters within the San Diego Region
(Order R9-2015-0013).

Responses 10.c.i, 10.c.ii
Same or Less Impact than Identified in the Certified EIR. Construction of the project would
involve grading and other ground-disturbing activities that would change the site’s drainage pattern
and could result in erosion, siltation and/or flooding could occur on or off site. As detailed in
response 10.a above, an SWPPP would be prepared for the project per the requirements of the
Construction General Permit that would include erosion and sediment control BMPs designed to
prevent erosion and siltation from occurring from construction activities. In addition, erosion and
sediment control BMPs to be implemented during construction have been folded into the project
design as detailed in PDF HYDRO-4. Per PDF HYDRO-3, the proposed treatment control BMPs
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including the bioretention basin and two Filterra systems would be constructed first such that any
excess runoff generated during construction would be retained for treatment, thereby avoiding
flooding. Therefore, construction of the project would not result in erosion, siltation or flooding
during construction.
Once operational, the project would result in a permanent change to drainage patterns on site that
could result in erosion, siltation and/or flooding. However, per PDF HYDRO-1, the proposed
project has been designed to maintain natural drainage pathways and hydrologic features where
possible. Additional measures detailed under PDF HYDRO-1 are designed to minimize
impervious surface connectivity and maintain or expand on pervious surfaces such that flooding
would be reduced. Further, direction of runoff to treatment control PDFs designed to retain and
treat runoff (as detailed in PDF HYDRO-3) would reduce flooding. Control of flood flows on site
in turn helps reduce the potential for erosion and sedimentation on site. Contrary to what was
suggested by the 1988 EIR, the proposed project would not realign the project storm drain to
discharge directly into Temecula Creek to mitigate increases in runoff at the Margarita Road outlet.
This treatment control PDFs would serve a function similar to the desilting basin recommended by
the 1988 EIR. Therefore, runoff would be controlled leaving the site and flooding would not occur
off site. Therefore, impacts related to erosion, siltation, and flooding during project operation would
be less than significant with implementation of PDFs HYDRO-1 and HYDRO-4.

Responses 10.c.iii
Same or Less Impact than Identified in the Certified EIR. The project would permanently
increase the impervious surfaces on site and thus could create or contribute runoff that would
exceed the capacity of existing stormwater drainage systems. However, as described in
responses 10.c–10.d above, PDF HYDRO-1 details various site design BMPs geared toward
reducing and dispersing impervious areas while maintaining existing and creating new pervious
surfaces on the project site. This would help reduce the creation of excessive runoff on site. In
addition, the treatment control BMPs detailed in PDF HYDRO-3 would be designed to retain and
treat surface flows, thereby resulting in a more controlled release of surface runoff off site.
Therefore, implementation of PDFs HYDRO-1 and HYDRO-3 would reduce impacts related to
stormwater drainage system capacity exceedance to less-than-significant levels.

Response 10.c.iv
The project site is not located within a 100-year floodplain (Dudek 2018). However, the project
site is located within the Vail Lake Dam inundation area (City of Temecula 2005) and could thus
impede or redirect flood flows related to dam failure. The Vail Lake Dam has a high hazard
potential, meaning its failure or misoperation would likely cause loss of human life (Riverside
County 2015); as mitigation, the Certified EIR concluded that all project improvements should be
constructed in accordance with the standards of the Riverside County Flood Control District. Per
Mitigation Measure HYDRO-3, the project site shall be designed to comply with Riverside
County Ordinance No. 458 that specifies requirements to avoid impacts to public and structures
caused by flooding. Site plans shall be submitted to the Riverside County Flood Control District
for approval to ensure appropriate measures have been taken to avoid impacts to people and
structures from Vail Lake Dam failure. PDF HYDRO-1 would help increase the project’s
impervious surfaces on site, increasing the projects ability to absorb some flood flows from dam
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failure rather than impeding or redirecting the flows. With implementation of Mitigation Measure
HYDRO-3 and PDF HYDRO-1, impacts would be less than significant.
Mitigation Measures
HYDRO-3: The proposed project shall be designed in accordance with Riverside County
Ordinance No. 458, which details design requirements for projects located in special flood
hazard areas. Site plans shall be submitted to the Riverside County Flood Control District
for review and approval to ensure appropriate measures have been taken to avoid impacts
to humans and structure in the event of inundation resulting from Vail Lake Dam failure.

Response 10.d
Less than Significant with Mitigation. As described above, the project site is located within the
Vail Lake Dam inundation area, and thus could result in the release of pollutants if inundated in the
event of dam failure. However, per Mitigation Measure HYDRO-3, the project would be designed
in accordance with Riverside County requirements for projects located in special flood hazard
areas. This would increase the project’s ability to resist damage and thereby reduce the potential
for pollutant release in the event of dam inundation. PDF HYDRO-1 would ensure the project
retains pervious surfaces on site, thereby increasing the project’s ability to absorb some flood flows
from dam inundation that could contain pollutants. PDFs HYDRO-2 and HYDRO-3 involve the
use of source control and treatment control BMPs that would help reduce the persistence of
pollutants on site that could mix with flood flows during project operation. PDF HYDRO-4 would
require implementation of minimum construction BMPs that would minimize pollutants on site,
thereby preventing introduction of pollutants to flood flows during construction. With
implementation of Mitigation Measure HYDRO-3 and PDFs HYDRO-1 through HYDRO-4,
impacts would be less than significant.

Response 10.e
The proposed project overlies the Temecula Valley groundwater basin. Since this groundwater
basin is not considered a high or medium priority groundwater basin, a sustainable groundwater
management plan is not required by the California Sustainable Groundwater Management Act
(SGMA) for this groundwater basin (DWR 2019). Therefore, there would be no impact related to
compliance with a sustainable groundwater management plan. The proposed project is located
within the jurisdiction of SDRWQCB and is thus is required to comply with the Water Quality
Control Plan for the San Diego Region (Basin Plan), which sets forth water quality standards for
surface water and groundwater within the region. Implementation of PDF HYDRO-1 would
increase the project site’s ability to infiltrate runoff, thereby reducing impacts water quality. PDFs
HYDRO-2 through HYDRO-4 would involve implementation of various structural and nonstructural measures on site during construction and operation to reduce impacts to water quality.
Mitigation Measure HYDRO-1 would involve the finalization of the project’s water quality
management plan and Mitigation Measure HYDRO-2 would require appropriate discharge of any
groundwater encountered during construction, thereby avoiding water quality impacts. Mitigation
Measure HYDRO-3 would increase the project’s ability to resist damage thereby reduce the
potential for pollutant release in the event of dam inundation. Thus, implementation of PDFs
HYDRO-1 through HYDRO-4 and Mitigation Measures HYDRO-1 through HYDRO-3 would
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help ensure compliance with the Water Quality Control Plan for the San Diego Region and result
in less-than-significant impacts.

References
Department of Water Resources (DWR). 2019. Sustainable Groundwater Management Act. 2019
Basin Prioritization. Process and Results. April 2019. Available at
https://water.ca.gov/Programs/Groundwater-Management/Basin-Prioritization; accessed on
May 28, 2019.
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XI.

Land Use and Planning
Potentially
Significant
Less than
Same or less
Impact Not
Significant
Impact than Less-thanIdentified in the with Mitigation Identified in the Significant No
Certified EIR Incorporated Certified EIR
Impact Impact

11. LAND USE AND PLANNING. Would the project:
a. Physically divide an established community?
b. Cause a significant environmental impact due to a
conflict with any land use plan, policy, or regulation
adopted for the purpose of avoiding or mitigating an
environmental effect?

1988 Paseo del Sol Specific Plan EIR and Addendum No. 4 Findings
The Certified EIR and Addendum No. 4 found that the proposed project was consistent with the
general plan and zoning land use designations, and associated general plan policies.


Change in Project Impact from Certified EIR and EIR Addendum No. 4:



Additional Mitigation Measures Required: No

Unchanged

Proposed Project Analysis
Response 11.a
Same or Less Impact than Identified in the Certified EIR. The project would not physically
divide an established community. The project site is the last undeveloped planning area of the Paseo
del Sol Specific Plan and does not contain an established community. The project’s proposed uses
are consistent with what was previously planned for the area and would not physically divide an
established community, and no new or different land use impacts would occur than those previously
identified in past environmental documents prepared for the Paseo del Sol Specific Plan.

Response 11.b
Same or Less Impact than Identified in the Certified EIR. The key planning documents that are
directly related to, or that establish a framework within which the project must be consistent,
include:


City of Temecula General Plan;



City of Temecula Zoning Ordinance; and



Riverside County Airport Land Use Compatibility Plan Policy Document.

The project site currently has an LM Specific Plan Land Use Designation and an SP Zoning
Designation. The LM designation denotes areas for typical single-family neighborhoods, including
single-family detached, single-family zero lot line, patio homes, and duplexes. The allowed density
under the LM designation is 3.0 to 6.9 du/ac. The proposed 168 residential units on 42.6 acres
would result in 4.08 du/ac. This is consistent with the Temecula General Plan and Zoning
Ordinance.
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The project is not located within an Airport Land Use Compatibility Plan; thus the project would
not conflict with the Riverside County Airport Land Use Compatibility Plan Policy.
The project would not conflict with any applicable land use plan, policy, or regulation of an agency
with jurisdiction over the project (including, but not limited to the general plan, specific plan, local
coastal program, or zoning ordinance) adopted for the purpose of avoiding or mitigating an
environmental effect.
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XII. Mineral Resources
Potentially
Significant
Less than
Same or less
Impact Not
Significant
Impact than Less-thanIdentified in the with Mitigation Identified in the Significant No
Certified EIR Incorporated Certified EIR
Impact Impact

12. MINERAL RESOURCES. Would the project:
a. Result in the loss of availability of a known mineral
resource that would be of value to the region and the
residents of the state?
b. Result in the loss of availability of a locally-important
mineral resource recovery site delineated on a local
general plan, specific plan, or other land use plan?

1988 Paseo del Sol Specific Plan EIR and Addendum No. 4 Findings
The Certified EIR found the State Division of Mines and Geology has prepared mineral resource
reports designating mineral deposits of statewide or regional significance. The State Geologist has
classified areas into Mineral Resources Zones (MRZ) and Scientific Resource Zones (SZ). The
zones identify the statewide or regional significance of mineral deposits based on the economic
value of the deposits and accessibility. As discussed in the Open Space/Conservation Element of
the City of Temecula General Plan, the zoning classification of MRZ-3 has been applied to the City
and its Sphere of Influence by the State. “The MRZ-3 areas contain sedimentary deposits which
have the potential for supplying sand and gravel for concrete and crushed stone for aggregate,
however; these areas are determined as not containing deposits of significance economic value
based on the available data”. Therefore, potential impacts to mineral resources resulting from
implementation of the Approved Project would be below a level of significance, and as such, no
mitigation is required.
The area and extent of impact for the project is within the same area and extent of impact for the
Certified EIR. Therefore, there would be no change in the level of anticipated impacts to mineral
resources, and no mitigation measures would be required.


Change in Project Impact from Certified EIR and EIR Addendum No. 4:



Additional Mitigation Measures Required: No

Unchanged

Proposed Project Analysis
Responses 12.a, 12.b
No Impact. The City’s General Plan EIR determined that impacts related to mineral resources as
a result of General Plan buildout would not be significant. No mineral extraction operations exist
at the property. Additionally, there are no oil and gas extraction wells within or near the property.
Implementation of the project would have no impact relative to these issues.
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XIII. Noise
Potentially
Significant
Less than
Same or less
Impact Not
Significant
Impact than Less-thanIdentified in the with Mitigation Identified in the Significant No
Certified EIR Incorporated Certified EIR
Impact Impact

13. NOISE. Would the project:
a. Generation of a substantial temporary or permanent
increase in ambient noise levels in the vicinity of the
project in excess of standards established in the local
general plan or noise ordinance, or applicable standards
of other agencies?
b. Generation of excessive groundborne vibration or
groundborne noise levels?
c.

For a project located within the vicinity of a private
airstrip or an airport land use plan or, where such a plan
has not been adopted, within two miles of a public
airport or public use airport, would the project expose
people residing or working in the project area to
excessive noise levels?

1988 Paseo del Sol Specific Plan and Addendum No. 4 Findings
In the Certified EIR, noise related impacts would be generated from both short-term and long-term
sources. The short-term sources are construction-related activities at the time of project
implementation; the long-term sources are vehicular traffic generated by the project development.
The project site is adjacent to Highway 79 to the south, Pauba Road to the north, Margarita Road
to the west, and Butterfield Stage to the east. The existing vehicle traffic on these roadways adjacent
to the project site generates noise, which is mitigated by expanded setbacks that reduce traffic noise
levels to below a level of significance.


Change in Project Impact from Certified EIR and EIR Addendum No. 4:



Additional Mitigation Measures Required: No

Unchanged

Proposed Project Analysis
Responses 13.a–13.c
Same or Less Impact than Identified in the Certified EIR. In October 2015, Michael Baker
International (MBI 2015) prepared the Acoustical Assessment (Appendix G) that evaluated
potential mobile noise impacts to sensitive uses proposed by the Paseo del Sol TTM 36483. Mobile
noise impacts were assessed in accordance with applicable laws, ordinances, and guidelines
established by the County of Riverside Department of Environmental Health. The analysis
identified soundwall locations and heights necessary for the proposed project. In order to reduce
mobile noise levels at the project site to remain under or within the County’s daytime exterior noise
standard of 65 dBA for single-family residences the report indicated that minimum sound wall
heights of 6, 7, and 8 feet were required to ensure proposed residential units within TTM 36483 are
not exposed to sound levels in excess of the County’s daytime exterior noise standards for singlefamily residences.
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Since completion of the June 2015 Acoustical Assessment and County approval on July 2, 2015,
the project has undergone minor modifications. The modifications involve the removal of an
emergency fire access (adjacent to Lot 37) to add in a pedestrian walkway, the addition of a second
entrance from De Portola Road, the addition of an entrance median on the Eastern Entrance, and
increased the landscape zone on Butterfield Stage Road.
The MBI report found that the minor modifications to TTM 36483 and determined that the
conclusions of the June 2015 Acoustical Assessment would remain unchanged. The minor
modifications to the emergency fire access, eastern access, and entrance to De Portola Road would
require modifications to the recommended soundwalls. These minor modifications would not affect
the overall location or height of the perimeter soundwalls. Therefore, with implementation of the
soundwalls depicted on the revised Exhibit 7 of the Acoustical Assessment, residences would not
be exposed to sound levels in excess of the County’s daytime exterior noise standards for singlefamily residences
The project proposes a decrease of residential density in PA-4 to 4.08 du/ac, with the reduction of
20 residences from the residential component of the Paseo del Sol Specific Plan in Addendum
No. 4, which would shorten the duration of short-term construction noise impacts associated with
the residences, and reduce vehicle trips, reducing the long-term noise impacts associated with
traffic noise on roadways. The Paseo del Sol Specific Plan has been mostly built out and has
adhered to the noise mitigation measures outlined in the Certified EIR. The project proposes the
construction of 168 dwelling units and drainage improvements. This is consistent with the change
that was anticipated and analyzed in the Certified EIR and the subsequent Acoustical Assessment;
therefore, no additional or revised mitigation measures—with the exception of Mitigation
Measure NOI-1, below—are necessary.
Mitigation Measures

NOI-1: The project Applicant shall develop sound walls in accordance with the
recommendations of the updated 2016 letter report to the Acoustical Assessment of 2015,
Exhibit 7. Prior to the issuance of the first occupancy permit, the City Building Engineer
shall confirm that all recommended sounds walls are installed per the recommendations or
the study.
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XIV. Population and Housing
Potentially
Significant
Less than
Same or less
Impact Not
Significant
Impact than Less-thanIdentified in the with Mitigation Identified in the Significant No
Certified EIR Incorporated Certified EIR
Impact Impact

14. POPULATION AND HOUSING. Would the project:
a. Induce substantial unplanned population growth in an
area either directly (for example, by proposing new
homes and businesses) or indirectly (for example,
through extension of roads or other infrastructure)?
b. Displace substantial numbers of existing people or
housing necessitating the construction of replacement
housing elsewhere?

1988 Paseo del Sol Specific Plan EIR and Addendum No. 4 Findings
The certified EIR identified the expected population growth and associated housing associated with
the proposed project.


Change in Project Impact from Certified EIR and EIR Addendum No. 4:



Additional Mitigation Measures Required: No

Unchanged

Proposed Project Analysis
Response 14.a
Same or Less Impact than Identified in the Certified EIR. According to the 2016 US Census
population estimates, the population in Temecula is 113,054 people. Additionally, the average
household size is 3.184, according to the General Plan. The project would result in the construction
of 168 residential units that would generate an estimated 535 people. This is an estimated
0.47 percent growth in Temecula. An estimated 0.47 percent growth in Temecula is not considered
substantial growth in Temecula or the region and it is consistent with the assumed growth in the
General Plan. The 535 people may come from Temecula or surrounding communities.
Additionally, the project is within the General and Specific Plan’s assumptions for projected new
populations introduced into PA-4 and would provide housing for fewer individuals than expected
under these Plans. Thus, the project would not induce substantial population growth in an area
either directly or indirectly that was not previously anticipated under current planning documents
prepared for the City.

Response 14.b
No Impact. The project site is currently undeveloped and does not contain housing or residents.
The project would not displace housing or people. Implementation of the project would have no
impact relative to this topic.
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XV. Public Services
Potentially
Significant
Less than
Same or less
Impact Not
Significant
Impact than Less-thanIdentified in the with Mitigation Identified in the Significant No
Certified EIR Incorporated Certified EIR
Impact Impact

15. PUBLIC SERVICES. Would the project result in
substantial adverse physical impacts associated with the
provision of new or physically altered governmental
facilities, construction of which could cause significant
environmental impacts, in order to maintain acceptable
service ratios, response times or other performance
objectives for any of the public services:
a. Fire protection?
b. Police protection?
c.

Schools?

d. Parks?
e. Libraries and other governmental services?

1988 Paseo del Sol Specific Plan EIR and Addendum No. 4 Findings
The project site is presently provided with fire protection services by the Riverside County Fire
Department in cooperation with and under contract to the City of Temecula and Police Service is
provided to the Specific Plan area by the Riverside County Sheriff’s Department.
The Paseo del Sol Specific Plan lies within the TVUSD for grades K–12. The entire project will be
served by three existing elementary schools:


Abby Reinke Elementary School (K–5), 43799 Sunny Meadows Drive, Temecula PA-11 on
site);



Paseo Elementary School (K–5), 42940 Via Rami, Temecula (located off site); and



Joan F. Sparkman Elementary School (K–5), 32225 Pio Pico Road, Temecula PA-7 on site).

Although the Specific Plan designates an additional site for another elementary school within the
project (PA-32), the TVUSD has indicated that they no longer need that school site, since most of
the dwelling units within the Paseo del Sol Specific Plan have already been built and did not
generate as many students as previously predicted.
The Certified EIR assumed that build out of the Paseo del Sol Specific Plan would generate 3,086 K–
8 students and 1,178 high school students. Addendum No. 4 to the Paseo del Sol Specific Plan
resulted in a reduction of 539 single-family dwelling units. Using generation factors of 0.55 students
per unit for grades K–8 and 0.21 students per unit for high school, there would be a decrease of 296
K–8 students and 113 high school students from those generated by the Certified EIR.
The Certified EIR identified that implementation of the Paseo del Sol Specific Plan would create a
demand for parks and recreation facilities in the project area. To meet that demand, the Paseo del
Sol Specific Plan proposed a number of community recreation facilities for members of the Paseo
del Sol Community. The Paseo del Sol Specific Plan includes and extensive Open Space and
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Recreation Program, which is planned as a major unifying element of the proposed community.
According to the Paseo del Sol Specific Plan, the program is significant in that 242.3 acres of land
will be devoted to recreation open space, parkway and paseo uses, which is equivalent to 16.6 acres
per 1,000 residents. The subsequent addenda reduced the amount of space dedicated to park,
recreational open space, parkway, and paseo uses to 142.5 acres, which decreases the ratio to
9.53 acres of park and recreation land per 1,000 residents. This reduction still adequately mitigated
the increased recreation demands generated by the Paseo del Sol Specific Plan.


Change in Project Impact from Certified EIR and EIR Addendum No. 4:



Additional Mitigation Measures Required: No

Decreased

Proposed Project Analysis
Response 15.a
Same or Less Impact than Identified in the Certified EIR. The developer will be required to
participate in the fire protection impact mitigation program as approved by the County Board of
Supervisors. This program includes a fee of $400.00 per residential dwelling unit to be paid when
the first building permit is completed. The fees cover the cost of building, equipping and staffing a
fire station. They are generated and used with specific geographical “Fire Management Areas.”
Land division and/or any other discretionary permits for development within a Fire Management
Area require payment of fees or other mitigation determined by the County Fire Department to
mitigate the impact of the development on fire protection services. The project will be required to
service to the satisfaction of the Department.
The Certified EIR analyzed PA-4 as planned for the development of 43.2 acres of medium density
residential use at a land use density of 4.04 du/ac. In the subsequent Addenda the land use density
increased to 4.4 du/ac which would allow for the development of up to 188 dwelling units.
For the proposed project, TTM 36483 proposes to decrease the land use density to 4.08 du/ac,
which is consistent with the density range of 2–5 du/ac and adheres to the Specific Plan medium
density land use designation. The project is proposing 168 dwelling units, which is less than the
allowable development of 174 dwelling units from the last approved specific plan amendment.
Thus, because the project as proposed has fewer units than the approved Certified EIR and
subsequent Addenda, the project is relatively limited in scope and is decreasing intensity in relation
to the previously approved project. Therefore, the effect of this land use change would not
significantly change the response times from the existing fire station to the project site, therefore
no mitigation measures are required.

Response 15.b
Same or Less Impact than Identified in the Certified EIR. The Certified EIR proposed 5,611
dwelling units, which would equate to an approximate population of 17,865 persons, assuming a
generation factor of 3.184 persons per unit as indicated in the City of Temecula General Plan.
Addendum No. 4 to the Paseo del Sol Specific Plan proposed a maximum of 5,137 dwelling units,
which represents a reduction of 474 dwelling units or approximately 1,509 project residents, which
would bring the total down to 16,356 project residents. Assuming a County standard of one deputy
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per 1,000 persons, the project would generate a need for 16.4 deputies. This is a reduction from the
17.9 deputies required under the Certified EIR (as recalculated using the Sheriff Department’s
current ratio of one deputy per 1,000 persons).
In order to mitigate the project’s impacts associated with police services, the Applicant of the Paseo
del Sol Specific Plan PA-4 would be required to coordinate with the Riverside County Sheriff’s
Department to assure that proper protection facilities and personnel would be available. To ensure
safety to the residents of Paseo del Sol, safety measures would be incorporated in the design of the
project’s circulation components (for pedestrians, vehicles, and police), street lighting, residential
door and window visibility from street and buildings, and fencing.
In subsequent Addenda, PA-4 was planned for a land use density of 4.4 would result in
approximately 600 project residents, which would generate a need for 0.60 deputies. The project
proposes a decrease to 4.08 du/ac in PA-4, which results in approximately 535 project residents.
This would generate a need for 0.535 deputies for the project site. Consequently, impacts to services
would be reduced, and no mitigation is required.

Response 15.c
Same or Less Impact than Identified in the Certified EIR. The project proposes a land use
density in PA-4 of 4.08 du/ac, which is a slight increase from the original planned land use density
of 4.04 du/ac and a decrease from the last approved Addenda, which planned for a land use density
of 4.4 du/ac. The project proposes to reduce the number of dwelling units in PA-4 from 188
dwelling units to 168 dwelling units. Using the generation factors of 0.55 students per unit for
grades K–8 and 0.21 students per unit for high school, there would be a decrease of 8 K–8 students
and 3 high school students within PA-4. Consequently, impacts to schools would be reduced, and
no mitigation is required.

Response 15.d
Same or Less Impact than Identified in the Certified EIR. PA-4 is the last undeveloped site of
the Paseo del Sol Specific Plan and plans for approximately 2.1 acres of park and recreation and
5.7 acres of open space. The falls within the Open Space and Recreation Program, therefore, there
would be no change in the level of anticipated impacts to parks and recreation, and no mitigation
measures would be required.

Response 15.e
Same or Less Impact than Identified in the Certified EIR. The project site is currently served
by library facilities located near the intersection of Ynez Road and Rancho California Road in
Rancho California. Due to the increase in population that Paseo del Sol generates, mitigation fees
are required to help increase the facility size, book collection and library staff.
The reduction in population associated with the project would result in less demand for books,
library space, and library facilities. Since impacts to libraries would be reduced, no mitigation is
required.
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XVI. Recreation
Potentially
Significant
Less than
Same or less
Impact Not
Significant
Impact than Less-thanIdentified in the with Mitigation Identified in the Significant No
Certified EIR Incorporated Certified EIR
Impact Impact

16. RECREATION. Would the project:
a. Would the project increase the use of existing
neighborhood and regional parks or other recreational
facilities such that substantial physical deterioration of
the facility would occur or be accelerated?
b. Does the project include recreational facilities or require
the construction or expansion of recreational facilities
which might have an adverse physical effect on the
environment?

1988 Paseo del Sol Specific Plan EIR and Addendum No. 4 Findings
The proposed project would result in a slight increase in impacts to recreation due to the additional
residential units as comparted to the currently proposed project.


Change in Project Impact from Certified EIR and EIR Addendum No. 4:



Additional Mitigation Measures Required: No

Decreased

Proposed Project Analysis
Response 16.a
Same or Less Impact than Identified in the Certified EIR. The project would result in the
construction of 168 single-family residential homes. As noted previously, the addition of 168
single-family units at the site would increase population by up to 535 individuals. The basic park
acreage standard for the City of Temecula is 5.0 acres of usable City-owned parkland per 1,000
residents. This would require the project to create 2.75 acres of parks or pay an in-lieu fee for
2.75 acres of park land. The approved Development Agreement allows for parks, greenbelts, and
roadway paseos to count towards park and recreation credit. The project proposes approximately
2.1 acres of park and recreation and 5.7 acres of open space. This exceeds the minimum
requirement of park acreage standards; therefore, no mitigation measures are required.

Response 16.b
Same or Less Impact than Identified in the Certified EIR. The proposed approximate 2.1 acres
of park and recreation and 5.7 acres of open space is consistent with the analyzed land uses in the
Certified EIR, therefore no mitigation is required.
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XVII. Transportation/Traffic
Potentially
Significant
Less than
Same or less
Impact Not
Significant
Impact than Less-thanIdentified in the with Mitigation Identified in the Significant No
Certified EIR Incorporated Certified EIR
Impact Impact

17. TRANSPORTATION/TRAFFIC. Would the project:
a. Conflict with a program, plan, ordinance or policy
addressing the circulation system, including transit,
roadway, bicycle and pedestrian facilities?
b. Conflict with an applicable congestion management
program, including, but not limited to level of service
standards and travel demand measures, or other
standards established by the county congestion
management agency for designated roads or highways?
c.

Substantially increase hazards to a geometric design
feature (e.g., sharp curves or dangerous intersections)
or incompatible uses (e.g., farm equipment)?

d. Result in inadequate emergency access?

1988 Paseo del Sol Specific Plan EIR and Addendum No. 4 Findings
The Riverside County Master Plan of Highways was used in preparing the Certified EIR. The Paseo
del Sol Specific Plan site has since been incorporated as a part of the City of Temecula and is
subject to the criteria and standards set forth in the City’s Circulation Element. The Vail Meadows
Development Traffic Impact Study was prepared by Wilbur Smith Associates for the Paseo del Sol
Specific Plan in November 1987. In September 1999, Wilbur Smith Associates prepared an update
to the traffic report. This update related specifically to PA-1(a) and PA-1(b), which border the north
side of Highway 79 South. Wilbur Smith Associates prepared a partial traffic update in February
2001, which evaluated the traffic generation impacts associated the land use changes in Addendum
No. 4 to the Paseo del Sol Specific Plan.
project generated traffic was calculated at approximately 47,600 vehicle trips per day based on the
land use mix proposed in the Certified EIR. Addendum No. 4 resulted in a combined net reduction
in residential units, commercial acreage, and school acreage. This land use change decreased the
estimated vehicle trips per day by 7,963. Although a substantial decrease, traffic improvements are
still necessary.
Mitigation measures contained within the Certified EIR and subsequent Addenda required to
alleviate impacts from the Paseo del Sol Specific Plan are as follows:


Extend Meadow Parkway from De Portola Road, south to Highway 79



Improve signalization at Highway 79 and Margarita Road Intersection, Highway 79 and
Meadows Parkway Intersection, and at Margarita Road and designated “gateway” street (south
of Pauba Road)



Provision of four lanes on: Meadows Parkway between Temecula Parkway and De Portola Road,
designated secondary road connecting Meadows Parkway to De Portola Road, which provides
access to the proposed community shopping center; and, designated “gateway” streets.
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Inclusion of separate left and right turn lanes at certain intersections.



Widen and signalize various off-site roads and intersections.



Change in Project Impact from Certified EIR and EIR Addendum No. 4:



Additional Mitigation Measures Required: No

Decreased

Proposed Project Analysis
Responses 17.a–17.d
Same or Less Impact than Identified in the Certified EIR. The Paseo del Sol Specific Plan has
been mostly built out and has adhered to the traffic and circulation mitigation measures outlined in
the Certified EIR.
The Certified EIR analyzed PA-4 as planned for the development of 43.2 acres of medium density
residential use at a land use density of 4.04 du/ac. In the subsequent Addenda the land use density
increased to 4.4 du/ac which would allow for the development of up to 188 dwelling units.
For the proposed project, TTM 36483 proposes to decrease the land use density to 4.08 du/ac,
which is consistent with the density range of 2–5 du/ac and adheres to the Specific Plan medium
density land use designation. The project is proposing 168 dwelling units, which is less than the
allowable development of 174 dwelling units from the last approved specific plan amendment.
Thus, because the project as proposed has fewer units than the approved Certified EIR and
subsequent Addenda, the project is relatively limited in scope and is decreasing intensity in relation
to the previously approved project. Thus, this reduction in residential dwelling units would decrease
the estimated vehicle trips per day; therefore, no new impacts are anticipated from the previous
environmental documents, and no new mitigation measures are required.
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XVIII. Tribal Cultural Resources
Potentially
Significant
Less than
Same or less
Impact Not
Significant
Impact than Less-thanIdentified in the with Mitigation Identified in the Significant No
Certified EIR Incorporated Certified EIR
Impact Impact

18. TRIBAL CULTURAL RESOURCES. Would the project:
a. Cause a substantial adverse change in the significance
of a tribal cultural resource, defined in Public Resources
Code section 21074 as either a site, feature, place,
cultural landscape that is geographically defined in
terms of the size and scope of the landscape, sacred
place, or object with cultural value to a California Native
American tribe, and that is:
i.

Listed or eligible for listing in the California Register
of Historical Resources, or in a local register of
historical resources as defined in Public Resources
Code section 5020.1(k), or

ii.

A resource determined by the lead agency, in its
discretion and supported by substantial evidence, to
be significant pursuant to criteria set forth in
subdivision (c) of Public Resources Code
Section 5024.1. In applying the criteria set forth in
subdivision (c) of Public Resource Code
Section 5024.1, the lead agency shall consider the
significance of the resource to a California Native
American tribe.

1988 Paseo del Sol Specific Plan EIR and Addendum No. 4 Findings
The certified EIR and Addendum No. 4 did not have a Tribal Cultural Resources section.

Proposed Project Analysis
Response 18.a
On July 17, 2018, the City notified the designated contact of, or a tribal representative of,
traditionally and culturally affiliated California Native American tribes that have requested
notification of projects within the City, pursuant to Public Resources Code Section 21080.3.1
(Appendix H). The letters included a description of the proposed project, a map depicting the
project location, and contact information for the City. Recipients were requested to respond within
30 days of receipt of the letter if they wished to engage in government-to-government consultation.
Five tribes were notified, including the Agua Caliente Band of Cahuilla Indians, Pechanga Band of
Luiseño Indians, Rincon Band of Luiseño Indians, Soboba Band of Luiseño Indians, and the Torres
Martinez Desert Cahuilla Indians.
Three responses were received. In an email response dated July 18, 2017, Soboba Band of Luiseño
Indians declined consultation and deferred to the Pechanga Band of Luiseño Indians. In a letter
dated July 25, 2018, the Pechanga Band of Luiseño Indians formally requested consultation. In a
letter dated August 24, 2018, the Rincon Band of Luiseño Indians formally requested consultation.
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The City conducted consultation with the Pechanga Band of Luiseño Indians and Rincon Band of
Luiseño Indians in accordance with Assembly Bill (AB) 52.
The following information was provided by the Pechanga Band of Luiseño Indians. The project
site and the surrounding area are situated within a culturally sensitive area. There is a complex of
related sites and features having cultural value and meeting the definition of tribal cultural resources
(Public Resources Code Section 21074). The sites and features surrounding the Paseo del Sol
project consist of an ‘Atáaxum place name, tóota yixélval (rock art, pictographs, petroglyphs),
human remains, sacred sites, and an extensive Luiseño artifact record in the vicinity of the project.
The Pechanga Band of Luiseño Indians is currently assessing these components, their connectivity
and interrelatedness as a potential Traditional Cultural Property. The Pechanga Band of Luiseño
Indians understands that the project site was previously mass graded; however, the proposed project
design has potential to impact native soils. A project with an effect that may cause a substantial
adverse change in the significance of a tribal cultural resource is a project that may have a
significant effect on the environment (Public Resources Code Section 21084.2). Public agencies
shall, when feasible, avoid damaging effects to any tribal cultural resource (Public Resources Code
Section 21084.3(a)). Because avoidance and preservation in place are preferences for treatment of
tribal cultural resources, the Pechanga Band of Luiseño Indians prefers that any unanticipated finds
discovered during ground-disturbing activities that cannot be avoided be relocated and preserved
in perpetuity in a dedicated open space area within the project site, which will protect the tribal
cultural resources and avoid materially impairing the physical resources. With the inclusion of the
below mitigation measures, the project’s impacts on tribal cultural resources will be less than
significant. Through AB 52 consultation and upon reaching agreement with the Pechanga Band of
Luiseño Indians, the City requires implementation of the following mitigation measures.
TCR-1: The developer is required to enter into a Cultural Resources Treatment Agreement
with the Pechanga Band of Luiseño Indians. The agreement shall be in place prior to
issuance of a grading permit. To accomplish this, the applicant should contact the Pechanga
Band of Luiseño Indians no less than 30 days and no more than 60 days prior to issuance
of a grading permit. This Agreement will address the treatment and disposition of cultural
resources, the designation, responsibilities, and participation of professional Pechanga
Tribal monitors during grading, excavation and ground disturbing activities; project
grading and development scheduling; terms of compensation for the monitors; and
treatment and final disposition of any cultural resources, sacred sites, and human remains
discovered on site. The Pechanga Tribal monitor’s authority to stop and redirect grading
will be exercised in consultation with the project’s Qualified Archaeologist in order to
evaluate the significance of any potential resources discovered on the property. Pechanga
monitors shall be allowed to monitor all grading, excavation and groundbreaking activities,
and shall also have the limited authority to stop and redirect grading activities should an
inadvertent cultural resource be identified.
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TCR-2: In the event that Native American cultural resources are discovered during the
course of grading (inadvertent discoveries), the following procedures shall be carried out
for final disposition of the discoveries:
a) One or more of the following treatments, in order of preference, shall be employed
with the Pechanga Band of Luiseño Indians. Evidence of such shall be provided to
the City of Temecula Planning Department:
i)

Preservation-In-Place of the cultural resources, if feasible. Preservation in
place means avoiding the resources, leaving them in the place where they were
found with no development affecting the integrity of the resources.

ii) Reburial of the resources on the project property. The measures for reburial
shall include, at a minimum measures and provisions to protect the future
reburial area from any future impacts in perpetuity. Reburial shall not occur
until all legally required cataloging and basic recordation have been
completed, with an exception that sacred items, grave goods, Native American
human remains and any items deemed sensitive by the Pechanga Band of
Luiseño Indians are excluded. The reburial process shall be culturally
appropriate. Listing of contents and location of the reburial shall be included
in a confidential Phase IV monitoring report. The Phase IV monitoring report
shall be filed with the City under a confidential cover and not subject to
disclosure under the California Public Records Act.
If preservation in place or reburial is not feasible then the resources shall be
curated in a culturally appropriate manner at a Riverside County curation
facility that meets State Resources Department Office of Historic Preservation
Guidelines for the Curation of Archaeological Resources ensuring access and
use pursuant to the Guidelines. The collection and associated records shall be
transferred, including title, and are to be accompanied by payment of the fees
necessary for permanent curation. Evidence of curation in the form of a letter
from the curation facility stating that subject archaeological materials have
been received and that all fees have been paid, shall be provided by the
landowner to the City, the Developer and the consulting Tribes. There shall be
no destructive or invasive testing on sacred items, burial goods and Native
American human remains. Results concerning finds of any inadvertent
discoveries shall be included in the Phase IV monitoring report
iii) The landowner agrees to relinquish ownership of tribal cultural resources,
including sacred items and grave goods, to the Pechanga Band of Luiseño
Indians.
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XIX. Utilities and Service Systems
Potentially
Significant
Less than
Same or less
Impact Not
Significant
Impact than Less-thanIdentified in the with Mitigation Identified in the Significant No
Certified EIR Incorporated Certified EIR
Impact Impact

19. UTILITIES. Would the project:
a. Require or result in the relocation or construction of new
or expanded water, wastewater treatment or storm
water drainage, electric power, natural gas, or
telecommunications facilities, the construction or
relocation of which could cause significant
environmental effects?
b. Have sufficient water supplies available to serve the
project and reasonably foreseeable future development
during normal, dry and multiple dry years?
c.

Result in a determination by the wastewater treatment
provider which serves or may serve the project that it
has adequate capacity to serve the project’s projected
demand in addition to the provider’s existing
commitments?

d. Generate solid waste in excess of State or local
standards, or in excess of the capacity of local
infrastructure, or otherwise impair the attainment of solid
waste reduction goals?
e. Comply with federal, state, and local management and
reduction statutes and regulations related to solid
waste?

1988 Paseo del Sol Specific Plan EIR and Addendum No. 4 Findings
A preliminary water and sewer report was prepared for the Certified EIR in 1987. Paseo del Sol
site lies within the jurisdiction of the Rancho Villages Assessment District for major infrastructure
improvements, RCWD for water services, and Eastern Municipal Water District for sewer services.
The Specific Plan lies within the RCWD 1305, 1380, and 1485 pressure zone systems, with the
majority of the site lying within the 1380 pressure zone system. According to the Certified EIR, the
Specific Plan site lies within the jurisdiction of the RCWD for water service, as noted previously.
Water supply and storage requirements were calculated using RCWD’s criteria. Based on an
average day demand (ADD) factor of 1 gallon per minute/dwelling unit and a peaking factor of two
times the ADD, the maximum day demand (MDD) for the specific plan will be approximately
25 cubic feet per second. RCWD’s criteria for above ground reservoir storage is not clearly
established at this time due to the abundant ground water supplies which underlie its service area.
For purposes of the Certified report, it has been assumed that 25 percent of the MDD will be
sufficient to meet normal fluctuations in demand as well as fireflow storage. Therefore, for the
Specific Plan project, the required storage is approximately 4 million gallons. The RCWD currently
has an abundant water supply from the underlying groundwater basins within its service area. In
addition, the RCWD currently has interconnections with the existing MWD pipelines which cross
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its service area and can be utilized to supplement groundwater supplies. The majority of this
capacity will be required in the 1380 system.
Sewage from the Paseo del Sol Specific Plan would be treated at the Eastern Municipal Water
District’s Rancho California Regional Water Reclamation Facility. Reservoir storage will be
provided from existing reservoirs. It has been estimated that approximately 4 million gallons of
reservoir storage will be required to serve the entire Paseo del Sol site.
It was estimated that 100 gallons of sewage per person per day would be generated by the project, which
is approximately 1,453,771 million gallons per day for the entire the Paseo del Sol Specific Plan.
Mitigation measures contained within the Certified EIR and subsequent Addenda required to
alleviate impacts from the Paseo del Sol Specific Plan are as follows:


USS-1: Health and Safety Code Section 17921.3 requires low-flush toilets and urinals in all
buildings.



USS-2: Title 20, California Administrative Code Section 1606(b) establishes efficiency
standards that set the maximum flow rate of all new showerheads, lavatory faucets, etc.



USS-3: Title 20 of the CAD Sections prohibits the sale of fixtures that do not comply with
regulation.



USS-4: Title 24 CAD 2-5307(b) prohibits the installation of fixtures unless the manufacturer
has certified to the CEC compliance with flow rate standards.



USS-5: Title 24 CAD Sections 2-5352(i) and (j) address pipe insulation requirements, which
can reduce water used before hot water reaches equipment or fixtures.



USS-6: Health and Safety Code Section 4047 prohibits installation of residential water
softening or conditioning appliances unless certain conditions are satisfied.



USS-7: Government Code Section 7800 specifies that lavatories in all public facilities be
equipped with self-closing faucets that limit the flow of hot water.



Change in Project Impact from Certified EIR and EIR Addendum No. 4:



Additional Mitigation Measures Required: No

Decreased

Proposed Project Analysis
Responses 19.a–19.e
Same or Less Impact than Identified in the Certified EIR. The Paseo del Sol Specific Plan has
been mostly built out and has adhered to the utilities and service systems mitigation measures
outlined in EIR.
The Certified EIR analyzed PA-4 as planned for the development of 43.2 acres of medium density
residential use at a land use density of 4.04 du/ac. In the subsequent Addenda the land use density
increased to 4.4 du/ac which would allow for the development of up to 188 dwelling units.
For the proposed project, TTM 36483 proposes to decrease the land use density to 4.08 du/ac,
which is consistent with the density range of 2–5 du/ac and adheres to the Specific Plan medium
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density land use designation. The project is proposing 168 dwelling units, which is less than the
allowable development of 174 dwelling units from the last approved specific plan amendment.
Thus, because the project as proposed has fewer units than the approved Certified EIR and
subsequent Addenda, the project is relatively limited in scope and is decreasing intensity in relation
to the previously approved project. Thus, this reduces the estimated population of PA-4 from 600
residents to 535 residents. The project would have an approximate decrease in sewage of
6,500 gallons of sewage per day, and therefore, would reduce project impacts and require no new
mitigation measures. Because the project would increase the population and use of public services
and systems; but is consistent with the planning document that have been prepared for the Specific
Plan, specifically the project site, the public services and systems would have adequate capacity for
to accommodate the project development.
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XX. Wildfire
Potentially
Significant
Less than
Same or less
Impact Not
Significant
Impact than Less-thanIdentified in the with Mitigation Identified in the Significant No
Certified EIR Incorporated Certified EIR
Impact Impact

20. Wildfire. Would the project:
a. Substantially impair an adopted emergency response
plan or emergency evacuation plan?
b. Due to slope, prevailing winds, and other factors,
exacerbate wildfire risks, and thereby expose project
occupants to, pollutant concentrations from a wildfire or
the uncontrolled spread of a wildfire?
c.

Require the installation or maintenance of associated
infrastructure (such as roads, fuel breaks, emergency
water sources, power lines or other utilities) that may
exacerbate fire risk or that may result in temporary or
ongoing impacts to the environment?

d. Expose people or structures to significant risks,
including downslope or downstream flooding or
landslides, as a result of runoff, post-fire slope
instability, or drainage changes?

1988 Paseo del Sol Specific Plan EIR and Addendum No. 4 Findings
This topic was not identified as an area of concern within the Notice of Preparation and is therefore
not addressed in the Certified EIR No. 235 or subsequent Addenda.


Change in Project Impact from Certified EIR and EIR Addendum No. 4:



Additional Mitigation Measures Required: No

Unchanged

Proposed Project Analysis
Responses 20.a–20.d
Less-than-Significant Impact. As mentioned under response 9.g, above, the risk of wildfire is
related to a variety of parameters, including fuel loading (vegetation), fire weather (winds,
temperatures, humidity levels and fuel moisture contents), and topography (degree of slope). Steep
slopes contribute to fire hazard by intensifying the effects of wind and making fire suppression
difficult. Fuels such as grass are highly flammable because they have a high surface area to mass
ratio and require less heat to reach the ignition point, while fuels such as trees have a lower surface
area to mass ratio and require more heat to reach the ignition point.
The California Department of Forestry has designated the western edge of the City as an LRA,
which is within the very high fire hazard severity zone; however, this rating does not extend into
the project site. Because the project site is not located within a designated wildfire hazard area, this
is a less-than-significant impact and no mitigation is required.
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XXI. Mandatory Findings of Significance
Potentially
Significant
Less than
Same or less
Impact Not
Significant
Impact than Less-thanIdentified in the with Mitigation Identified in the Significant No
Certified EIR Incorporated Certified EIR
Impact Impact

21. MANDATORY FINDINGS OF SIGNIFICANCE.
a. Does the project have the potential to degrade the
quality of the environment, substantially reduce the
habitat of fish or wildlife species, cause a fish or wildlife
population to drop below self-sustaining levels, threaten
to eliminate a plant or animal community, reduce the
number or restrict the range of a rare or endangered
plant or animal or eliminate important examples of the
major periods of California history or prehistory?
b. Does the project have impacts which are individually
limited, but cumulatively considerable?(“Cumulatively
considerable” means that the incremental effects of an
individual project are considerable when viewed in
connection with the effects of past projects, the effects
of other current projects, and the effects of probable
future projects).
c.

Does the project have environmental effects which
cause substantial adverse effects on human beings,
either directly or indirectly?

1988 Paseo del Sol Specific Plan EIR and Addendum No. 4 Findings
The certified EIR and EIR Addendum No. 4 identified significant and unavoidable impacts
(following mitigation) to Fire, Sheriff and Schools. The remainder of the environmental topical
areas discussed in the certified EIR and Addendum No. 4 were identified as less than significant.
As a result, none of the changes in the proposed project resulted in a change in the previously
documented impacts and no additional mitigation measures are required.

Proposed Project Analysis
Response 21.a
Less than Significant with Mitigation. This IS includes an analysis of the project impacts associated
with aesthetics, agricultural and forest resources, air quality, biological resources, cultural resources,
geology and soils, GHG emissions, hazards and hazardous materials, hydrology and water quality,
land use and planning, mineral resources, noise, population and housing, public services, recreation,
transportation and traffic, tribal cultural resources, and utilities and service systems. The analysis
covers a broad spectrum of topics relative to the potential for the project to have environmental
impacts. This includes the potential for the project to substantially degrade the quality of the
environment, substantially reduce the habitat of a fish or wildlife species, cause a fish or wildlife
population to drop below self-sustaining levels, threaten to eliminate a plant or animal community,
reduce the number or restrict the range of a rare or endangered plant or animal or eliminate important
examples of the major periods of California history or prehistory. It was found that the project would
have either no impact, a less-than-significant impact, or a less-than-significant impact with the
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implementation of mitigation measures. For the reasons presented throughout this IS, the project
would not substantially degrade the quality of the environment, substantially reduce the habitat of a
fish or wildlife species, cause a fish or wildlife population to drop below self-sustaining levels,
threaten to eliminate a plant or animal community, reduce the number or restrict the range of a rare
or endangered plant or animal or eliminate important examples of the major periods of California
history or prehistory. With the implementation of mitigation measures presented in this IS, the project
would have a less-than-significant impact relative to this topic.

Response 21.b
Same or Less Impact than Identified in the Certified EIR. This IS includes an analysis of the
project impacts associated with aesthetics, agricultural and forest resources, air quality, biological
resources, cultural resources, geology and soils, GHG emissions, hazards and hazardous materials,
hydrology and water quality, land use and planning, mineral resources, noise, population and
housing, public services, recreation, transportation/traffic, tribal cultural resources, and utilities and
service systems. The analysis covers a broad spectrum of topics relative to the potential for the
project to have environmental impacts. It was found that the project would have either no impact,
a less-than-significant impact, or a less-than-significant impact with the implementation of
mitigation measures. These mitigation measures would also function to reduce the project’s
contribution to cumulative impacts.
The project would increase the population and use of public services and systems; however,
because project is consistent with the planning document that have been prepared for the Specific
Plan, specifically the project site, it was found that there is adequate capacity for public services
facilities and systems to accommodate the project. There are no significant cumulative or
cumulatively considerable effects that are identified associated with the project after the
implementation of all mitigation measures presented in this IS. With the implementation of all
mitigation measures presented in this IS, the project would have a less-than-significant impact.

Response 21.c
Same or Less Impact than Identified in the Certified EIR. The construction phase could affect
surrounding neighbors through increased air emissions, noise, and traffic; however, the
construction effects are temporary and are not substantial. The operational phase could also affect
surrounding neighbors through increased noise and traffic; however, mitigation measures have
been incorporated into the project that would reduce the impacts to a less-than-significant level.
The project would not cause substantial adverse effects on human beings. With the implementation
of all mitigation measures presented in this IS, the project would have a less-than-significant impact
relative to this topic.
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Board of Directors
Chairman
Eugene Montanez
City of Corona
George Moyer
City of Banning
Brenda Knight
City of Beaumont
Jeffrey Hewitt
City of Calimesa
Tim Brown
City of Canyon Lake

April 26, 2016
Eric Jones
City of Temecula
41000 Main Street
Temecula, California 92590

Clint Lorimore
City of Eastvale
Linda Krupa
City of Hemet
Verne Lauritzen
City of Jurupa Valley
Natasha Johnson
City of Lake Elsinore
Matt Liesemeyer
City of Menifee
D. LaDonna Jempson
City of Moreno Valley
Jonathan Ingram
City of Murrieta
Kevin Bash
City of Norco
David Starr Rabb
City of Perris
Andy Melendrez
City of Riverside
Crystal Ruiz
City of San Jacinto
Maryann Edwards
City of Temecula

Dear Mr. Eric Jones:
Please find the following JPR attached:
JPR 15-06-16-01. The Local Identifier is PA14-0087. The JPR file attached
includes the following:







RCA JPR
Exhibit A, Vicinity Map with MSHCP Schematic Cores and Linkages
Exhibit B, Criteria Area Cells with MSHCP Vegetation and Project Location
Exhibit C, Criteria Area Cells with MSHCP Soils and Project Location
Exhibit D, Criteria Area Cells with Aerial Photograph and Proposed
Project Impacts
Regional Map.

Thank you,

Ben Benoit
City of Wildomar
Kevin Jeffries
County of Riverside
John Tavaglione
County of Riverside
Chuck Washington
County of Riverside

________________________
Wendy Worthey
Western Riverside County Regional Conservation Authority

John Benoit
County of Riverside
Vice-Chairman
Marion Ashley
County of Riverside
Executive Staff
Charles Landry
Executive Director
3403 10th Street, Suite 320
Riverside, California 92501
P.O. Box 1667
Riverside, California 92502-1667
Phone: (951) 955-9700
Fax: (951) 955-8873
www.wrc-rca.org

cc:

Karin Cleary-Rose
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
777 East Tahquitz Canyon Way,
Suite 208
Palm Springs, California 92262

Heather A. Pert
California Dept. of Fish and Wildlife
3602 Inland Empire Blvd. #C220
Ontario, California 91764
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EXHIBIT A

JPR Log No. 15-06-16-01 - Vicinity Map with MSHCP Schematic Cores and Linkages
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7183

7184

Criteria Cell with Unique ID
Cell Group with Identifier

7273

7274

7275

JPR Project Site
American Indian Lands (Not a Part)
Public/Quasi-Public Conserved Lands
Preexisting Conservation Agreements
San Jacinto Wildlife Area Additional Acquisition
Vegetation Communities
Montane Coniferous Forest
Woodlands and Forests
Peninsular Juniper Woodland and Scrub
Coastal Sage Scrub

7358

7359

Riversidean Alluvial Fan Sage Scrub
Desert Scrubs
Chaparral
Playas and Vernal Pools
Grassland
Riparian Scrub, Woodland, Forest
Meadow
Meadows and Marshes
Cismontane Alkali Marsh

7445

7446

Water
Developed or Disturbed Land
Agricultural Land

0

750

1,500
Feet
SOURCE: County of Riverside 2015

Unknown

EXHIBIT B

JPR Log No. 15-06-16-01 - Criteria Area Cells with MSHCP Vegetation and Project Location

7182

7273

7274

7183

7184

7275

Criteria Cell with Unique ID
Cell Group with Identifier
American Indian Lands (Not a Part)

7358

7359

Public/Quasi-Public Conserved Lands
Preexisting Conservation Agreements
San Jacinto Wildlife Area Additional Acquisition
Soil Types:
Chino silt loam, drained, saline-alkali
Grangeville fine sandy loam, drained, 0 to 2 percent sl opes
Grangeville fine sandy loam, poorly drained, saline-alk ali, 0 to 5 percent slopes
Grangeville fine sandy loam, saline-alkali, 0 to 5 perc ent slopes
Grangeville sandy loam, drained, saline-alkali, 0 to 5 percent slopes

7445

7446

Greenfield sandy loam, 2 to 8 percent slopes, eroded
Hanford coarse sandy loam, 2 to 8 percent slopes
Hanford coarse sandy loam, 8 to 15 percent slopes, erod ed

0

750

1,500
Feet
SOURCE: USDA/NRCS Soils; County of Riverside 2015

Rough broken land

EXHIBIT C

JPR Log No. 15-06-16-01 - Criteria Area Cells with MSHCP Soils and Project Location

Cell with Unique ID
Cell Group with Identifier
Proposed Development - 42.39 acres
Proposed Conservation Area - 1.4 acres
American Indian Lands (Not a Part)
Public/Quasi-Public Conserved Lands
Preexisting Conservation Agreements
0

750

1,500
Feet
SOURCE: County of Riverside 2015; Bing Maps 2015

San Jacinto Wildlife Area Additional Acquisition

EXHIBIT D

JPR Log No. 15-06-16-01 - Criteria Area Cells with Aerial Photography and Proposed Project Impacts

Regional Map
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COMMUNITIES
AT THE HEART OF GREAT LIVING

4790 Eastgate Mall Suite 150
San Diego, CA 92121
Tel. 858.974.1300 Fax. 858.455.5398

TRANSMITTAL
TD:

FROM;

Cindy McGehee for Mike L Rust

Attention: CESPL RG
-

COMPANY;

DATE;

US Army Corps of Engineers

7/28/2DI7

1451 Research Park Drive Suite IDD

Riverside, CA 92507
SENDER'S PAX NUMBER;

PHONE NUMBER;

S5I/27G-GG24
RE :

CC:

Paseo del Sol Project SPL-20I4-0D423-PJB
X Fedex

PLEASE REPLY

PLEASE RECYCLE

N OTES / CO MMENTS:

Enclosed:
2 Original Department of the Army Permit executed by Douglas L. Hageman (July 25, 2017)
(Please Note this is a change of OLLT street address only)
Return a fully executed copy to:
Attention Mike Rust
Cal-Paseo del Sol, LLC,
4790 Eastgate Mall Suite 150
San Diego, CA 92121.

Check #8555 payable to Finance and Accounting Officer USAED LA $100.00 dated July 28/17
permit processing fee.

DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY
LOS ANGELES DISTRICT, U.S. ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS
1451 Research Park Drive, Suite 100
Riverside, California 92507

July 17, 2017
Michael Rust
Cal- Paseo Del Sol LLC 0830 Towne Centre
Drive San Diego, California 92121

DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY STANDARD INDIVIDUAL PERMIT
Dear Mr. Rust:

I received your application for a Department of the Army Permit application, dated July 14,
2014. Enclosed are two copies of the permit authorizing you to discharge fill into waters of the
U.S., in association with the Paseo Del Sol Specific Plan Project (SPL-2014-00423-PJB). The
proposed work would take place in the city of Temecula, Riverside, California.
THIS PERMIT WILL NOT BECOME VALID UNTIL ALL OF THE FOLLOWING
STEPS HAVE BEEN COMPLETED:
\ y The owner or authorized responsible official must sign and date both copies of the
permit indicating that he/she agrees to the work as described and agrees to comply
with all conditions stated in the permit.

.

2

The signer's name and title ( if any) must be typed or printed below the signature.

3. Both signed copies of the permit must be returned to the U.S. Army Corps of
y Engineers (Corps) at the above address (Attention: CESPL-RG). Upon receipt of
the signed copies, the Corps will sign and forward one of the copies back to you.

L /The owner or authorized responsible official shall return the signed copies of the
permit and include a check for the processing fee of $100.00, payable to the Finance
and Accounting Officer USAED LA .

Furthermore, you are hereby advised that the Corps has established an Administrative Appeal
Process that is fully described in 33 CFR Part 331. The complete appeal process is diagrammed
in the enclosed Appendix B. If you object to the terms or special conditions of this permit, you
may submit the attached appeal form stating your objections and describing your proposed
modifications to the permit terms and special conditions to:

Colonel Kirk E. Gibbs, District Engineer
Los Angeles District, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
915 Wilshire Boulevard, Suite 930
Los Angeles, California 90017
Telephone (213) 452-3961; Fax (213) 452-4214
electronic-mail: Kirk.E.Gibbs@ usace.armv. mil

-2-

The District Engineer would then evaluate your objections and determine whether it is
appropriate to change some, all, or none of the terms and special conditions of the permit. The
permit would then be provided to you a second time, at which point you could accept the permit,
appeal the permit conditions to the Corps South Pacific Division office, or withdraw your permit
request.

If we do not receive the signed copies of the permit by August 17, 2017 our request for the
proposed work will be withdrawn. It is not necessary to submit an appeal form unless you
object to the conditions of the permit.
Thank you for participating in the Regulatory Program. If you have questions, please contact
Peggy Bartels at 951-276-6624 or via e-mail at Peggy.J . Bartels@ usace.annv.mil . Please help
me to evaluate and improve the regulatory experience for others by completing the customer
survey form at http://corpsmapu.usace.army.mil /cm _apex/f ? p=regulatory_survey.
Sincerely,
Digitally vtgncd by

F ARRAR.COR1CE.JEAN.1251907020
FARRAR.CORICEJ DN
: US, "lJ5.
DoD,
,
ou-PKl. ou=
.CORICEJEAN.
EAN.1251907028 cn=FARRAR
:
03 -07 00
Corice J. Farrar
Chief, Orange and Riverside Counties Section
South Coast Branch
Regulatory Division
c=

Govpfnment< ou=

0

USA

Date 2017 07.17 09:39:

Enclosures

1251907020
' '

NOTIFICATION OF ADMINISTRATIVE APPEAL OPTIONS AND PROCESS AND
REQUEST FOR APPEAL
File Number: SPL- 2014-00423- PJB

Applicant: Michael Rust
Cal-Paseo Del Sol LLC

9820 owwo Centre Drive

^

'

&F\S
,

San Diego. CA 92121 Cal-Paseo Del Sol LLC

r^rFYT I £

fYlf\ L L

SU

Date: JUNE 30, 2017

ISo

Attached is:
X
INITIAL PROFFERED PERMIT ( Standard Permit or Letter of permission )
PROFFERED PERMIT ( Standard Permit or Letter of permission)
PERMIT DENIAL
APPROVED JURISDICTIONAL DETERMINATION
PRELIMINARY JURISDICTIONAL DETERMINATION

See Section below
A
B
C
D
E

SECTION I - The following identifies your rights and options regarding an administrative appeal of the above decision.
Additional information may be found at http://www.usace.annv.mil /cecw/ pages/reg materials.aspx or Corps regulations
at 33 CFR Part 331.
A: INITIAL PROFFERED PERMIT: You may accept or object to the permit.

•

ACCEPT: If you received a Standard Permit, you may sign the permit document and return it to the district engineer
for final authorization. If you received a Letter of Permission (LOP), you may accept the LOP and your work is
authorized . Your signature on the Standard Permit or acceptance of the LOP means that you accept the permit in its
entirety, and waive all rights to appeal the permit, including its terms and conditions, and approved jurisdictional
determinations associated with the permit.

•

OBJECT: If you object to the permit (Standard or LOP) because of certain terms and conditions therein, you may
request that the permit be modified accordingly. You must complete Section II of this form and return the form to
the district engineer. Your objections must be received by the district engineer within 60 days of the date of this
notice, or you will forfeit your right to appeal the permit in the future. Upon receipt of your letter, the district
engineer will evaluate your objections and may: (a) modify the permit to address all of your concerns, ( b) modify the
permit to address some of your objections, or (c) not modify the permit having determined that the permit should be
issued as previously written . After evaluating your objections, the district engineer will send you a proffered permit
for your reconsideration, as indicated in Section B below.
B: PROFFERED PERMIT: You may accept or appeal the permit

•

•

ACCEPT: If you received a Standard Permit, you may sign the permit document and return it to the district engineer
for final authorization . If you received a Letter of Permission (LOP), you may accept the LOP and your work is
authorized. Your signature on the Standard Pennit or acceptance of the LOP means that you accept the permit in its
entirety, and waive all rights to appeal the permit, including its terms and conditions, and approved jurisdictional
determinations associated with the permit.

APPEAL: If you choose to decline the proffered permit ( Standard or LOP) because of certain terms and conditions
therein , you may appeal the declined permit under the Corps of Engineers Administrative Appeal Process by
completing Section II of this form and sending the form to the division engineer. This form must be received by the
division engineer within 60 days of the date of this notice.
C: PERMIT DENIAL: You may appeal the denial of a permit under the Corps of Engineers Administrative Appeal
Process by completing Section II of this form and sending the form to the division engineer. This form must be received
by the division engineer within 60 days of the date of this notice.
D: APPROVED JURISDICTIONAL DETERMINATION: You may accept or appeal the approved JD or provide new
information .

•

ACCEPT: You do not need to notify the Corps to accept an approved JD. Failure to notify the Corps within 60
days of the date of this notice means that you accept the approved JD in its entirety, and waive all rights to appeal
the approved JD.

•

APPEAL: If you disagree with the approved JD, you may appeal the approved JD under the Corps of Engineers
Administrative Appeal Process by completing Section II of this form and sending the form to the division engineer.
This form must be received by the division engineer within 60 days of the date of this notice.

E: PRELIMINARY JURISDICTIONAL DETERMINATION: You do not need to respond to the Corps regarding the
preliminary JD. The Preliminary JD is not appealable. If you wish, you may request an approved JD (which may be
appealed), by contacting the Corps district for further instruction. Also you may provide new information for further
consideration by the Corps to reevaluate the JD.

SECTION II - REQUEST FOR APPEAL or OBJECTIONS TO AN INITIAL PROFFERED PERMIT
REASONS FOR APPEAL OR OBJECTIONS: ( Describe your reasons for appealing the decision or your objections to
an initial proffered permit in clear concise statements. You may attach additional information to this form to clarify
where your reasons or objections are addressed in the administrative record .)

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION : The appeal is limited to a review of the administrative record, the Corps
memorandum for the record of the appeal conference or meeting, and any supplemental information that the review
officer has determined is needed to clarify the administrative record. Neither the appellant nor the Corps may add new
information or analyses to the record. However, you may provide additional information to clarify the location of
information that is already in the administrative record .
POINT OF CONTACT FOR QUESTIONS OR INFORMATION:
If you have questions regarding this decision and/or the
If you only have questions regarding the appeal process
appeal process you may contact: Peggy Bartels
you may also contact: Thomas J. Cavanaugh
Project Manager
Administrative Appeal Review Officer,
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
Los Angeles District
South Pacific Division
1451 Research Park Drive, Suite 100
1455 Market Street, 2052 B
Riverside, California 92507
San Francisco, California 94103-1399
Phone: (951) 276-6624
Phone: (415) 503-6574
Email:
Fax: (415) 503-6646
Peggy . J . Bartels@usace.army .mil
Email : thomas.j .cavanaugh@usace.army.mil
RIGHT OF ENTRY: Your signature below grants the right of entry to Corps of Engineers personnel , and any
government consultants, to conduct investigations of the project site during the course of the appeal process. You will
be provided a 15 day notice of any site investigation, and will have the opportunity to participate in all site
investigations
Date:
Telephone number:

.

Signature of appellant or agent.

Applicant Options with Initial Proffered Permit

Initial proffered
permit sent to
applicant

Applicant/Corps sign standard
permit or applicant accepts
letter of permission.
The project is authorized

Does

Yes

.

N

^ applicant accept the^
terms and conditions of the
s.
Initial proffered /
permit?

No

Applicant sends specific objections to
district engineer. The district engineer
will either modify the permit to remove all
objectionable conditions, remove some
of the objectionable conditions, or not modify
the permit. A proffered permit is sent to the
applicant for reconsideration with an NAP
and an RFAform.

Applicant/Corps sign standard
permit or applicant accepts
letter of permission
The project is authorized.

Yes

Does the \
applicant accept the
terms and conditions of
the proffered
permit?

.

No
Applicant declines the proffered permit ,
The declined individual permit may be
appealed by submitting a RFA to the
division engineer within 60 days of the
date of the NAP (see Appendix A)

Appendix B

DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY PERMIT
Permittee:

Cal-Paseo Del Sol LLC; Michael Rust

Project Name:

Paseo Del Sol Specific Plan Project

Permit Number:

SPL-2014-00423-PJB

Issuing Office:

Los Angeles District

Note: The term "you" and its derivatives, as used in this permit, means the permittee or any future
transferee. The term "this office" refers to the appropriate district or division office of the Corps of
Engineers having jurisdiction over the permitted activity or the appropriate official acting under the
authority of the commanding officer.
You are authorized to perform work in accordance with the terms and conditions specified below.

Project Location: Riverside County, in the city of Temecula, California
Project Description: The proposed project consists of Planning Area 4 of the Paloma Del Sol
Villages at Paseo del Sol Specific Plan No. 219 (Sheet 1). The proposed project comprises
approximately 42.64 acres and includes residential development of 174 dwelling units, a 2.15 acre park, and associated roads, basins, and infrastructure needed to construct the proposed
project. The proposed project had previously been entitled and received approvals from both the
city of Temecula and the regulatory agencies during 1996-1998 for a residential and commercial
mixed- use proposed project. The current proposed project eliminates the commercial component
of the proposed project, and constructs only the residential component.

The proposed project’s grading would permanently impact the existing jurisdictional conveyance
features, which is currently a storm water conveyance system to Temecula Creek. The proposed
project would construct a regional flood control basin consistent with past permit approvals. A
proposed water quality basin would handle nuisance flows and first flush flows from 171.6 acres
from nearby properties (including 39.3 acres northwest of Butterfield Stage Road and Temecula
Parkway). Additionally, a concrete water quality system would be utilized at the outlet of the
pipe discharging flows into the infiltration basin. Flows would be conveyed to the infiltration
basin via a splitter structure.
During construction, best management practices (BMPs) for the proposed project site would
include, but not be limited to: gravel basins, gravel bag inlet protection, fiber rolls, mulching, silt
fencing, off-site sediment control, energy dissipation, and designated maintenance and storage
areas. Equipment will be stored in upland areas, outside of drainages. The water quality BMPs
will be implemented throughout the proposed project to capture and treat contaminants. A
complete discussion of the construction BMPs for this proposed project is found in the
referenced Water Quality Certification (WQC-R9-2015-0176).

The proposal would permanently impact with a discharge of clean soil a total of 0.71-acre, of
which 0.10 acre (1,350 linear feet) are non-wetland waters of the U.S. and 0.61 acre are wetland
waters of the U.S.

The Permittee will employ Native American Monitors to review the site during grading,
excavation and filling.

Specifically, you are authorized to:

1. To permanently fill with clean soil 0.61 acre of wetland waters of the U.S. in an unnamed
stream that conveys flows to the Temecula Creek (Exhibit 6a).
2. To permanently fill with clean soil 0.10 acre of non-wetland waters of the U.S. into an
unnamed stream that conveys flows to Temecula Creek (Exhibit 6a)
PERMIT CONDITIONS

General Conditions:
1. The time limit for completing the authorized activity ends on June 30, 2022. If you find that
you need more time to complete the authorized activity, submit your request for a time extension to
this office for consideration at least one month before the above date is reached.
2. You must maintain the activity authorized by this permit in good condition and in conformance
with the terms and conditions of this permit. You are not relieved of this requirement if you
abandon the permitted activity, although you may make a good faith transfer to a third party in
compliance with General Condition 4 below. Should you wish to cease to maintain the authorized
activity or should you desire to abandon it without a good faith transfer, you must obtain a
modification from this permit from this office, which may require restoration of the area.

3. If you discover any previously unknown historic or archeological remains while accomplishing
the activity authorized by this permit, you must immediately notify this office of what you have
found. We will initiate the Federal and state coordination required to determine if the remains
warrant a recovery effort or if the site is eligible for listing in the National Register of Historic
Places.
4. If you sell the property associated with this permit, you must obtain the signature of the new
owner in the space provided and forward a copy of the permit to this office to validate the transfer
of this authorization.

5. If a conditioned water quality certification has been issued for your project, you must comply
with the conditions specified in the certification as special conditions to this permit (WQC-R92

2015-0176) from the San Diego Regional Water Quality Control Board (RWQCB). For your
convenience, a copy of the certification is attached if it contains such conditions.
6. You must allow representatives from this office to inspect the authorized activity at any time
deemed necessary to ensure that it is being or has been accomplished with the terms and conditions
of your permit.
Special Conditions:

Pre-construction:

1. Prior to initiating construction in waters of the U.S., the Permittee shall submit to the Corps
Regulatory Division a complete set of final detailed grading/construction plans showing all work
and structures in waters of the U.S. All plans shall be in compliance with the Final Map and
Drawing Standards for the South Pacific Division Regulatory Program dated February 10, 2016
(http://www.spd.usace.army.mil/Missions/Regulatory/PublicNoticesandReferences/tabid/10390/Arti
cle/651327/updated-map-and-drawing-standards.aspx). All plan sheets shall be signed, dated, and
submitted on paper no larger than 1 lx 17 inches. No work in waters of the U.S. is authorized until
the Permittee receives, in writing (by letter or e-mail), Corps Regulatory Division approval of the
final detailed grading/construction plans. The Permittee shall ensure that the project is built in
accordance with the Corps-approved plans.
2. Prior to initiating construction in waters of the U.S., and to mitigate for impacts to 0.61 acre(s)
of wetland waters of the U.S. and 0.1 acre of non-wetland waters of the U.S., the Permittee shall
provide documentation verifying purchase of 0.1 acre of credits for the re-establishment of nonwetland waters of the U.S. and 0.61 acre of wetland waters of the U.S. from the Corps approved San
Luis Rey Mitigation Bank. The Permittee shall not initiate work in waters of the U.S. prior to
receiving written confirmation (by letter or e-mail) from the Corps Regulatory Division as to
compliance with this special condition. The permittee retains responsibility for providing the
compensatory mitigation until the number and resource type of credits described above have been
secured from a sponsor and the district engineer has received documentation that confirms that the
sponsor has accepted the responsibility for providing the required compensatory mitigation. This
documentation may consist of a letter or form signed by the sponsor, with the permit number and a
statement indicating the number and resource type of credits that have been secured from the
sponsor.

Construction:

3. Adverse impacts to waters of the U.S. beyond the Corps-approved construction footprint are not
authorized. Such impacts could result in permit suspension and revocation, administrative, civil or
criminal penalties, and/or substantial, additional, compensatory mitigation requirements.
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Cultural Resources:

4. Pursuant to 36 C.F.R. section 800.13, in the event of any discoveries during construction of
either human remains, archeological deposits, or any other type of historic property, the Permittee
shall notify the Corps' Archeology Staff within 24 hours (Danielle Storey at 213-452-3855 OR Meg
McDonald at 213-452-3849). The Permittee shall immediately suspend all work in any area(s)
where potential cultural resources are discovered. The Permittee shall not resume construction in
the area surrounding the potential cultural resources until the Corps Regulatory Division reauthorizes project construction, per 36 C.F.R. section 800.13.

Post-Construction:
5. Within 45 calendar days of completion of authorized work in waters of the U.S., the Permittee
shall submit to the Corps Regulatory Division a post-project implementation memorandum
including the following information:
A. Date(s) work within waters of the U.S. was initiated and completed;
B. Summary of compliance status with each special condition of this permit (including any
noncompliance that previously occurred or is currently occurring and corrective actions taken or
proposed to achieve compliance);
C. Color photographs (including map of photopoints) taken at the project site before and after
construction for those aspects directly associated with permanent impacts to waters of the U.S. such
that the extent of authorized fills can be verified;
D. One copy of "as built" drawings for the entire project. Electronic submittal (Adobe PDF
format) is preferred. All sheets must be signed, dated, and to-scale. If submitting paper copies, sheets
must be no larger than 11 x 1 7 inches; and
E. Signed Certification of Compliance (attached as part of this permit package).
Further Information:
1. Congressional Authorities. You have been authorized to undertake the activity described above
pursuant to:
( ) Section 10 of the River and Harbor Act of 1899 (33 U.S.C. 403).
(X) Section 404 of the Clean Water Act (33 U.S.C. 1344).

( ) Section 103 of the Marine Protection, Research and Sanctuaries Act of 1972 (33 U.S.C. 1413).

2. Limits of this authorization.
a. This permit does not obviate the need to obtain other Federal, state, or local authorizations
required by law.
b. This permit does not grant any property rights or exclusive privileges.
4

c. This permit does not authorize any injury to the property or rights of others.
d. This permit does not authorize interference with any existing or proposed Federal project.

3. Limits of Federal Liability. In issuing this permit, the Federal Government does not assume any
liability for the following:

a. Damages to the permitted project or uses thereof as a result of other permitted or
unpermitted activities or from natural causes.
b. Damages to the permitted project or uses thereof as a result of current or future activities
undertaken by or on behalf of the United States in the public interest.
c. Damages to persons, property, or to other permitted or unpermitted activities or structures
caused by the activity authorized by this permit.
d. Design or construction deficiencies associated with the permitted work.

e. Damage claims associated with any future modification, suspension, or revocation of this
permit.
4. Reliance on Applicant's Data. The determination of this office that issuance of this permit is not
contrary to the public interest was made in reliance on the information you provided.

5. Reevaluation of Permit Decision. This office may reevaluate its decision on this permit at any
time the circumstances warrant. Circumstances that could require a reevaluation include, but are
not limited to, the following:
a. You fail to comply with the terms and conditions of this permit.

b. The information provided by you in support of your permit application proves to have been
false, incomplete, or inaccurate (See 4 above).
c. Significant new information surfaces which this office did not consider in reaching the
original public interest decision.

Such a reevaluation may result in a determination that it is appropriate to use the suspension,
modification, and revocation procedures contained in 33 CFR 325.7 or enforcement procedures
such as those contained in 33 CFR 326.4 and 326.5. The referenced enforcement procedures
provide for the issuance of an administrative order requiring you to comply with the terms and
conditions of your permit and for the initiation of legal action where appropriate. You will be
required to pay for any corrective measure ordered by this office, and if you fail to comply with
such directive, this office may in certain situations (such as those specified in 33 CFR 209.170)
accomplish the corrective measures by contract or otherwise and bill you for the cost.
5

6. Extensions. General condition 1 establishes a time limit for the completion of the activity
authorized by this permit. Unless there are circumstances requiring either a prompt completion of
the authorized activity or a reevaluation of the public interest decision, the Corps will normally
give you favorable consideration to a request for an extension of this time limit.

Your signature below, as permittee, indicates that you accept and agree to comply with the terms
and conditions of this permit.

J

ut~

tbbglas L Hagaman

2.% Zo / 1

DATE

Executive Vice President
and General Counsel „

This permit becomes effective when the Federal official, designated to act for the Secretary of the
Army, has signed below.

Michelle R. Lynch, South Coast Branch
Chief, Los Angeles District,
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers

DATE

When the structures or work authorized by this permit are still in existence at the time the property
is transferred, the terms and conditions of this permit will continue to be binding on the new
owner(s) of the property. To validate the transfer of this permit and the associated liabilities
associated with compliance with its terms and conditions, have the transferee sign and date below.

TRANSFEREE

DATE
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RIVERS & LANDS
CONSERVANCY
Formerly Riverside Land Conservancy

Cal-Paseo Del Sol, LLC
do Michael L. Rust
4790 Eastgate Mall Suite 150
San Diego, CA 92121

Re: Paseo Del Sol Specific Plan Conservation Easement Project

BOARD OF DIRECTORS

-

President Michael Linton
V. President - Michele McKinney
Treasurer Fred Ryan
Secretary - Greg Ballmer
DIRECTORS
Kelly Alhadeff Black
Jeff Beehler
Jane Block
Keith Butler
Jim Davis
Eric Johnson
Patricia Lock Dawson
Beth Martinez
Fortino Morales III
Sarah Suverkrup
Dusty Williams
Kevin Wolf

-

Dear Mr. Rust:
Cal-Paseo Del Sol, LLC, its successors or assigns (“Client”) previously requested that
Rivers & Lands Conservancy (“RLC”) evaluate the proposed conveyance to RLC of a
conservation easement or other property interest (“Property Interest”) for the abovereferenced Project. RLC has completed the Evaluation and is willing to proceed with the
acceptance of the conveyance of the Property Interest, on the following terms and
conditions:

Property Interest. The Property Interest RLC is willing to accept is described
on Exhibit “A”, attached hereto.

-

STAFF
Jack Easton
Executive Director
Julie Yezzo
Office Manager
Nicole Padron
Stewardship Director
Rebecca O’Connor
Development Director
Rachael Hamilton
Outreach Coordinator
Kristan Culbert
Land Steward
Michael Viramontes
Land Steward

Rivers & Lands Conservancy
enhances the quality of life in our
community by conserving open
spaces, habitats, and agricultural
lands through acquisition,
stewardship, and community
engagement. We primarily serve the
lands, people, and wildlife of inland
Southern California.

2.

of Parties. The obligations of each of RLC and Client with
respect to any mitigation measures, and the on-going long term maintenance
of the Property Interest that will be undertaken by each of RLC and Client is
set forth on Exhibit “B”, attached hereto.

3.

Funding. A copy of the Property Analysis Record (“PAR”) outlining the costs
approved by RLC is set forth on Exhibit “C”, attached hereto. In addition to
any other costs set forth on the PAR, and in accordance with the Conservation
Easement Agreement, RLC will require payment of Initial and Capital Costs
and an Endowment in the amounts set forth on the PAR at the time the
Conservation Easement Agreement is executed.

4.

Assumptions. RLC has made certain assumptions identified on Exhibit “D”,
attached hereto. RLC’s agreement to proceed on the terms outlined in this
LOI is contingent upon all such assumptions being true and correct upon
RLC’s acceptance of the Property Interest.

5.

Cost Reimbursement . In consideration of, and as a condition to, RLC’s
agreement to proceed with the conveyance of the Property Interest pursuant to
this LOI, Client shall make a payment to RLC concurrently with the execution
of this LOI in the amount of Twenty Thousand Dollars ($20,000.00) in order
to cover RLC’s costs associated with the baseline survey, preparation of the
baseline report, and negotiation of the appropriate documents to accept the
Property Interest. Any remaining portion of the fees that are not expended
shall be credited against the Initial & Capital Costs as set forth in the PAR. It
is anticipated that the cost reimbursement will be adequate to complete the
required tasks, however, should the negotiations require more funds than
currently anticipated, RLC reserves the right to request additional funding and
to halt the negotiation if such funds are not provided. Should the negotiations
terminate, RLC reserves the right to retain Twenty Two Percent (22%) of the
unexpended funds as an administrative fee, and the remaining balance shall be
refunded to Client.

Rivers & Lands Conservancy
4075 Mission Inn Ave.
Riverside, CA 92501
(951) 788 0670
Fax (951) 788 0679
npadron@riversandlands.org
www.riversandlands.org

-

-

Non-Profit Organization
Section 501 (c) (3)
TIN: 33-0294311

Obligations

-
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6.

Baseline Report . In accordance with RLC’s policies and the standards and practices of the Land Trust
Alliance, RLC will conduct a Baseline Survey and prepare a Baseline Report to document site
conditions at the time the Property Interest is conveyed to RLC. RLC will complete the Baseline
Survey and Report prior to execution of the legal agreement conveying the property interest. The
Baseline Report will be submitted to Client for their review and signature, indicating their concurrence
with the report, prior to execution of the Conservation Easement Agreement.

7.

Board Approval . RLC’ s obligations to accept the Property Interest will be subject to final approval by
RLC’s Board of Directors (or a committee appointed by the Board), after the appropriate agreements
have been negotiated. Nothing contained herein shall be construed as an obligation of RLC to accept
the Property Interest until the final documents are approved by RLC’s Board of Directors.

Each Party to this Agreement specifically acknowledges that it had sufficient opportunity to review this
Agreement, confer with its separate legal counsel regarding the meaning of this Agreement and any provision
contained herein, and negotiate revisions to this Agreement. Each Party relies solely upon its own judgment and
the advice of its separate legal counsel in interpreting the provisions of this Agreement and is not relying on any
representation, interpretation, presumed assent or implied agreement of the other Party which is not expressly
contained in this Agreement. Accordingly, neither Party shall use or rely upon California Civil Code Section
1654 in order to interpret any uncertainty in the meaning of this Agreement.
RLC and Client contemplate proceeding to negotiate the appropriate documents to consummate the conveyance
of the Property Interest by Client to RLC, on the terms and conditions outlined herein. RLC’s agreement to
proceed is based upon all assumptions set forth above, and upon the understanding that the conveyance of the
Property Interest will be completed, if at all, within eighteen (18) months of the date of this LOI. In the event that
the transaction is not completed within such eighteen (18) month period , this LOI shall terminate, unless the
parties enter into a new agreement to proceed at such time.
Sincerely,
RIVERS & LANDS CONSERVANCY

7
Nicole Padron
Stewardship Director

Client agrees to the terms and conditions of this LOI. Enclosed is the check in the amount of Twenty Thousand
Dollars ($20,000.00) made payable to Rivers & Lands Conservancy. RLC will commence preparation of the
appropriate documents after receipt of this signed letter agreement and the fee.

:

/
signature

L. Hageman

CE Phase IT 000
R522-000 754990 I

-

March 20 , 2018

date

Executive Vice President
title and General Counsel

PROPERTY INTEREST

A single Conservation Easement comprising approximately 3.3 acres of Assessor’s Parcel
Numbers 959-400-001 and 959-400-002, located within the City of Temecula, Riverside
County, California. The subject property is within the Paseo Del Sol Specific Plan project
located at the northwest comer of the intersection of Temecula Parkway and Butterfield
Stage Road.

R522-000 - 754990 1

Exhibit “A”

OBLIGATIONS OF PARTIES
RIVERS & LANDS CONSERVANCY ( RLO

Baseline Survey and Report - Document the conditions at time Property is accepted; to be
completed prior to conveyance of the property interest. Send copy of report to Property Owner for
signature prior to conveyance of property interest; send copy to involved regulatory agencies
upon request.
1. Review relevant documents and permits
2. Examine site to document baseline conditions
3. Document and map existing onsite improvements and general conditions of adjacent lands
4. Establish and map photo points, take baseline photos
5. Describe habitat conditions
6. Examine property for evidence of prohibited uses and disturbance
7. Prepare report describing site conditions, include maps and photographs
8. Submit report to Property Owner for review and signature indicating concurrence with
description of existing conditions
Recordation of Conveyance Agreement- Record the conservation easement or grant deed with the
Clerk Recorder of the County of Riverside
1 . Confirm the agreement is fully executed and contains all exhibits in recordable format.
2. Complete the necessary forms, pay the associated fees, and submit the document to the
Clerk Recorder.
3. Upon receipt of conformed copy, distribute copies to Property Owner and other involved
parties as required.

-

Field Survey, Semi -annual Monitor property twice per year to document site conditions and to
identify any activity or use that is inconsistent with the purpose of conservation of the property
1. Conduct site visit on property and fill out standard monitoring form
2. Document existing site conditions
3. Look for and document changes in site conditions and uses prohibited under the easement
document
4. Visit photo points, take photos
5. Arrange for corrective actions as needed
6. File all relevant documents in project stewardship file
7. Notify Property Owner within one week of monitoring visit of any observed conditions
that require corrective measures
8. A follow-up survey will be conducted as needed to review any management issues, it is
estimated that the follow- up surveys will be required once every three years

from the Low Flow Channel - Maintain a width of 6-9 feet of the
low-flow channel clear of vegetation to promote water conveyance.
1. Monitor the growth of vegetation in the low-flow channel during semi-annual monitoring
visits
2. Retain contractor to implement measures for clearing vegetation from the low-flow
channel on an annual basis

Clearing/Thinnimz Vegetation

Removal of dead /dying vegetation - Remove dead/dying vegetation that has the potential to
impact flows through the system
1. Note presence, location, and number of dead/dying plants during semi-annual monitoring
visits

Exhibit “B”
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2. Retain contractor to implement measures for removing dead / dying vegetation that has the
potential to impact flows through the system on an annual basis
Control of Invasive Plants - Plan and implement measures to control invasive plants species.
1. Note presence, location, and number of invasive plants during semi -annual monitoring
visits
2. Determine appropriate techniques for control of specific invasive plants
3. Retain contractor to implement measures for control of invasive plants on an annual basis
Removal of Trash - Remove by hand wind and water borne trash/litter
1 . Remove wind and water borne trash /litter by hand annually.

Property Owner Contact - Coordinate with Property Owner regarding any problems or any
prohibited uses/ activities that may be in conflict with the purpose of the conservation easement;
follow- up as needed
1. Introductory contact, follow up after baseline survey if any issues require attention.
2. Follow up after monitoring visit if any issues require attention.
3. Outline plans and schedule for monitoring visits
4. Meet annually with Property Owner (i.e. Homeowners Association), or less frequently
depending on circumstances, regarding the conservation easement terms and any
prohibited uses occurring onsite.
Annual Report - Document the results of monitoring ; establish written record for files , send copy
to Property Owner , send copies to regulatory agencies upon request
1. Summarize activities undertaken during preceding year including monitoring, contacts
with Property Owner, and other relevant activities
2. Describe general conditions of property, describe changes in site conditions and uses
prohibited under the easement document
3. Define problems or management issues
4. Identify actions planned for upcoming year
5. Attach photos, maps, and other relevant exhibits
6. Submit final report to Property Owner and to regulatory agencies ( upon request)
7. Store file materials including field notes, photos, photo location map, maps of site

conditions
Endowment Reporting - Prepare an annual fiscal report for submittal to the California
Department of Fish and Wildlife in accordance with applicable regulations. The report will
include the following elements:
1. The balance of the endowment at the beginning of the reporting period.
2. The amount of any contribution to the endowment during the reporting period including,
but not limited to, gifts, grants, and contributions received.
3. The net amounts of investment earnings, gains, and losses during the reporting period ,
including both realized and unrealized amounts.
4. The amounts distributed during the reporting period that accomplish the purpose for which
the endowment was established .
5. The administrative expenses charged to the endowment from internal or third -party
sources during the reporting period.
6. The balance of the endowment or other fund at the end of the reporting period.
7. The specific asset allocation percentages including, but not limited to, cash, fixed income,
equities, and alternative investments.

Exhibit “B”
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8. The most recent financial statements for the organization audited by an independent
auditor who is, at a minimum, a certified public accountant.

PROPERTY OWNER

All responsibilities and obligations associated with property ownership except those listed
above. Such responsibilities and obligations include, but are not limited to, maintaining,
repairing, and replacing fencing and signage, controlling trespass, removing dumped materials
or other large trash items (including any hazardous waste), maintaining and repairing any
man-made structures (manufactured slopes, channels, and inlet/outlet pipes) and removing
sedimentation from the low-flow channel.

Exhibit “B”
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PROPERTY ANALYSIS RECORD (“PAR”)

Section 16 - Financial Summary
Property Title: Paseo Del Sol v. 02 15Mar201S
1st Budget Year: 2019

State:

Date: 03/ 15 / 2018

CA

PAR Code:

PDS02

Item Descriptions

Total

Initial <& Capital Financial Requirements

Revenues
Management Costs
Contingency Expense
Initial & Capital Management Total Costs

$0
$34,650
$3, 465

$38,115

Administrative Costs of Total Management Costs
Initial & Capital Gross Costs

$46,500

Initial <& Capital Net Costs

$46,500

$8, 385

Annual Ongoing Financial Requirements
$0

Revenues
Ongoing Costs
Contingency Expense

$9,013

$901

Ongoing Management Total Costs

$9,915

Administrative Costs of Total Management Costs
Ongoing Gross Costs
Ongoing Net Costs

$2, 181

$12,096
$12,096

Endowment Requirements for Ongoing Stewardship
Endowment to Produce Income of $12,096

$302,395

Endowment per acre $ 91, 635
Stewardship costs are based on 4.00% of Endowment Earnings per Year
Ongoing management funding per year is $12,096
Resulting in a per acre per year cost of $3,665

Total Funding Required

$348,895

Property Analysis Record 3 - Version 1 05 (C) 1999-2008 Center for Natural Lands Management

www cnlm org

Sect 16 Page 1
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Section 14 - Initial & Capital Tasks and Costs
Properly Title: Paseo Del Sol v 02 15Mar2018
Task
List

PAR ID: PDS02

Specific
Description

Unit

Camera
Field Gps Unit
Mileage (2 WD)

Item
Item
Miles

Quantity

Cost /
Unit

03/15/2018

Annual Times Cont
Cost Years
%

Total
Cost

FIELD EQUIPMENT
Camera - Digital
Gps
Vehicle

1 00
1 00
185 00

1000
10.00
0.55

1000
10 00
101 75

10
10
10

100
10 0
10.0

11.00
11.00
111.92

Sub-Total

133 92

HABITAT MAINTENANCE
Manage & Maintain

Herbicide, thinning, removal Contractor

1 00

3,960.00

3,960 00

10 0

10

-

Sub Total

4,356 00

4,356.00

MONITORING AND REPORTING
Monitoring
Monitoring
Monitoring Report
Monitoring Report

Field Survey 1
Field Survey 2
Report Preparation
Report Preparation

L Hours
L Hours
L Hours
L. Hours

800
8.00
4.00
24.00

100 00
100 00
180 00
100 00

800.00
800 00
720 00
2,400 00

100
100
10 0
10 0

10
10

10
10

Sub-Total

880 00
880 00
792 00

2,640.00
5,192 00

OPERATIONS
Audit-cost share
Acre
Conservation Easement
Item
Liability/Consv Easemt
Insurance
Acre
Legal & Emergency Fund Establish Fund
Item
Project Accounting
Endowment Reporting
L Hours
Project Accounting
Setup And Maintain
l Hours
Project Management
Coordinate with Property
L Hours
Project Management
Manage various elements of L Hours
Year 2 Costs
Year 2 Management Costs Item
Year 3 Costs
Year 3 Management Costs Item

Audit

Insurance

3.00
1 00
3 00

1 00
4 00
4 00
6.00
16.00

too
1.00

055
60 00
0 22
4,000.00
185 00
65 00
180 00
100.00
9,013 00
9,013 00

1 65

10

60 00
0.66

10
1.0

4,000.00

1.0

740.00
340.00

1.0

1,080.00
1,600 00
9,013.00
9,013 00

10 0
100
10.0
10.0
10.0
10 0
10.0
10.0
10 0
10.0

1.0
1.0
10
10
1.0

Sub-Total

1 81
66 00
0 72
4,400 00
814.00
374 00
1,188 00
1,760.00
9,914 30
9,914 30
28,433.14

Subtotal

38,115 06

8,385.31

Administration

46,500.38

Total

-
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Section 15 - Ongoing Tasks and Costs
Property Title: Paseo Del Sol v 02 15 Mar2018

Task
List

Specific
Description

FIELD EQUIPMENT
Camera - Digital
Camera
Field Gps Unit
Mileage (2 WD)

Gps

Vehicle

Unit

Item
Item
Miles

PAR ID: PDS02

Number
of Units
1 00
1.00
310.00

Cost /
Unit

10 00
10.00

0 55

03/15/2018

Annual Years Cont
%
Cost Divide
10.00
10 00
170.50

Total
Cost

11 ,00
11.00
107.55

100

1.0
10
10

10.0

10 0

Sub-Total

209 55

HABITAT MAINTENANCE
Manage & Maintain

Herbicide, thinning,

Contractor

1.00

3,020.45

3,020.45

1.0

10 0

Sub-Total

3,322 49

3, 322.49

MONITORING AND REPORTING
Monitoring

Monitoring

Monitoring
Monitoring Report

Monitoring Report

Field Survey 1
Field Survey 2
Follow-up Survey
Report Preparation
Report Preparation

L. Hours
L Hours
L Hours

8 00
0 00
6.00

L. Hours
L Hours

2.00

180 00
180.00

8 00

100.00

100 00
100.00

800 00
800 00
1, 080 00
360.00
800 00

10
10
30
10
1.0

080.00
880 00

10.0
10.0
10.0
100
100

Sub- Total

396 00
396.00
000 00

3 , 432 00

OPERATIONS
Audit
Insurance
Insurance

Prefect Accounting
Project Accounting
Project Management

Project Management

Audit-cost share
Conservation Easement
Liability/Consv. Easemt.
Endowment Reporting
Setup And Maintain
Coordinate with Property
Manage various elements

Acre
Item
Acre
L Hours
L. Hours

L Hours
L Hours

3.00
1 00
3 00

2 00
2 00
6.00
10.00

0 55
60 00
0.22

165
60 00

185.00
85 00

370.00

180.00
100.00

0.66

170.00
1,080.00
1, 000.00

10
1.0
10
1.0
1.0
1.0

10.0
10 0
10 0
10 0

1.0

10.0

10.0
10 0

Sub-Total

1 81
66 00
0.72
407 00
107.00
1,188 00
1,100.00
2,950 54

Subtotal

9,914 50

Administration

2,181.20

Total

12,095 79

-
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ASSUMPTIONS
1) RLC accepts a single Conservation Easement over a portion of APNs 959-401-001 and 959-400-001
encompassing approximately 3.3 acres, located within the City of Temecula, Riverside County,

California.

a) Upon meeting CDFW success criteria for the mitigation areas, the site will comprise wetland and
riparian scrub habitat and unvegetated waters/streambed.
b) The site provides mitigation in accordance with requirements of the California Department of
Fish and Wildlife, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, and Regional Water Quality Control Board.

c) Land uses on the site will be consistent with the objectives of long-term conservation of open
space and habitat
d) The entire site is held by a single owner

2) To date, RLC’s evaluation of the proposed conservation project has consisted of the following tasks:

a) RLC coordinated internally and corresponded with Mr. Chris Johnson of Michael Baker
International and Mr. Michael Rust of Newland Real Estate Group LLC regarding project
requirements.

b) RLC conducted a site visit on 26Jan2018

c) RLC reviewed the following documents provided by Mr. Chris Johnson of Michael Baker
International and assumes no other documents are relevant to the proposed conservation easement
project at this time:
i) CDFW. 2015. Streambed Alteration Agreement. Notification No. 1600-2015-0174-R6
Revision 3
ii) RWQCB San Diego. 2016. Clean Water Act Section 401 Water Quality Certification No. R92015-0176 for the Paseo Del Sol Specific Plan Project
iii) ACOE. Unsigned 2004. Permit No. SPL-2014-00423-PJB
iv) DBESP report. 2016, updated 2017. Prepared by Michael Baker International
v) Habitat Assessment and MSHCP Consistency Analysis. 2014. Prepared by RBF Consulting
vi) Phase I ESA. 2012. Prepared by Converse Consultants

3) Costs for preparation for the Baseline Survey and Report and for preparation of the Conservation
Easement agreement including legal costs, RLC staff time, and other related costs will be in addition
to costs listed in the PAR and will be funded by the Client; these costs are estimated to be $20,000.00.
4) The Initial and Capital Costs and Endowment amounts listed in the PAR will be funded by the Client
at the time the Conservation Agreement is executed.

5) Client will be responsible for the cost of recording the conservation easement, the premium of a title
insurance policy in favor of RLC insuring its interests (and associated title reports), and all other
associated costs.

Exhibit “D”
-

R522 000

- 754990 1

6) If required by US Army Corps of Engineers for approval of the easement, Client will provide current
aerial photograph with easement area delineated, color photographs showing manmade improvements
and major distinct natural features.
7) Client will survey and monument the conservation easement boundary or will provide files in Google
Earth format (i.e. .KMZ or .KML), prepared by a California registered civil engineer or licensed
surveyor, that precisely and accurately depict the conservation easement boundary.
8) The anticipated rate of return investment of the PAR endowment funds is 4%.
9) RLC shall have no obligation to expend any monies other than the Initial and Capital Costs listed in
the PAR and the earnings on the PAR Endowment to monitor and manage the Conservation
Easement.

Exhibit “ D”
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San Diego Regional Water Quality Control Board
June 15, 2016

Certified Mail - Return Receipt Requested
Article Number 7011 0470 0002 8952 8158

Mr . Michael L. Rust
Cal Paseo Del Sol LLC
4790 Eastgate Mall Suite 150
San Diego, CA 92121
Subject:

In reply/refer to:

R 9-2015-0176:818991: dbradford

Clean Water Act Section 401 Water Quality Certification No. R 9-2015-0176
for the Paseo Del Sol Specific Plan Project

Mr. Rust:
Enclosed find Clean Water Act Section 401 Water Quality Certification No. R 9-2015-0176
(Certification) issued by the California Regional Water Quality Control Board, San Diego
Region ( San Diego Water Board ) in response to the application submitted by Cal Paseo Del
Sol LLC for the Paseo Del Sol Specific Plan Project ( Project). A description of the Project and
Project location can be found in the Certification and site maps which are included as
attachments to the Certification.

Cal Paseo Del Sol LLC is enrolled under State Water Resources Control Board Order No.
2003-017-DWQ as a condition of the Certification and is required to implement and comply
with all terms and conditions of the Certification in order to ensure that water quality standards
are met for the protection of wetlands and other aquatic resources. Failure to comply with this
Certification may subject Cal Paseo Del Sol LLC to enforcement actions by the San Diego
Water Board including administrative enforcement orders requiring Cal Paseo Del Sol LLC to
cease and desist from violations or to clean up waste and abate existing or threatened
conditions of pollution or nuisance; administrative civil liability in amounts of up to $10,000 per
day per violation; referral to the State Attorney General for injunctive relief; and, referral to the
District Attorney for criminal prosecution.
Please submit all reports and information required under this Certification in electronic format
via e-mail to SanDieqo@ waterboards , ca.gov. Documents over 50 megabytes will not be
accepted via e-mail and must be placed on a disc and delivered to the San Diego Water
Board, 2375 Northside Drive, San Diego, CA 92108. Each electronic document must be
submitted as a single file, in Portable Document Format (PDF), and converted to text
searchable format using Optical Character Recognition (OCR). All electronic documents must
include scanned copies of ail signature pages; electronic signatures will not be accepted .
Electronic documents submitted to the San Diego Water Board must include the following
identification numbers in the header or subject line: Certification No. R 9-2015-0176: 818991:
dbradford.
HENRV AQARBANEL, PH.D,

.

CHAIR

I DAVID GlIiSON,

.

EXECUTIVE OFFICER

2375 Northsid Onve Suita 100. San Diego California 92108 - 2/ 00 I www . Aaferboaids ca.gov / sandiago

*
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M
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Mr Rust
Cal Paseo Del Sol LLC
Certification No R 9-2015-0176
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For questions or comments regarding the Certification, please contact Darren Bradford by
telephone at (619) 521-3356 or by email at darren.bradford@ waterboards.ca. gov.

Respectfully ,

DAVID W. GIBSON
Executive Officer

Enclosure:

Clean Water Act Section 401 Water Quality Certification No. R 9-2015-0176 for the Paseo Del
Sol Specific Plan Project
DWG: jgs: eb:dlb

cc:
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Regulatory
Branch
San Diego Field Office
Peggy Bartels
Peggy. J.Bartels@ usace.army .mil
California Department of Fish and Game
South Coast Region
Habitat Conservation Planning - South
Jeff Brandt
Jeff.brandt@ wildlife. ca .gov

Mr . Eric Becker
San Diego Water Board
Eric . Becker@ waterboards.ca.gov
Mr. David Barker
San Diego Water Board
David.Barker@ waterboards.ca. gov
Chris Johnson
Michael Baker International
chrisjohnson@mbakerintl.com

U.S. EPA, OWOW, Region 9
R 9-WTR8-Mailbox@epa.gov
Tech Staff nformation

State Water Resources Control Board
Division of Water Quality
401 Water Quality Certification and
Wetlands Unit
Stateboard401@waterboards.ca.gov

Certification No.
Party ID
Reg. Meas . ID
Place ID
Person ID
WDID

R 9-2015-0176
553480
403451
818991
553480
9000002919

CALIFORNIA REGIONAL WATER QUALITY CONTROL BOARD
SAN DIEGO REGION
2375 Northside Drive , Suite 100, San Diego , CA 92108
Phone (619) 516-1990 • Fax (619) 516-1994
http:// www. waterboards.ca.gov/ sandiego/

Clean Water Act Section 401 Water Quality Certification
and Waste Discharge Requirements
for Discharge of Dredged and/or Fill Materials

PROJECT:

Paseo Del Sol Specific Plan
Certification Number R 9- 2015-0176
WDID: 9000002919

APPLICANT: Cal Paseo Del Sol LLC
4790 Eastgate Mall Suite 150
San Diego, CA 92121

ACTION:
Order for Low Impact Certification

0 Order for Technically-conditioned
Certification
0 Enrollment in SWRCB GWDR
Order No. 2003-017-DWQ

Reg. Meas. ID: 403451
Place ID: 818991
Party ID 553480
Person ID: 553480

Order for Denial of Certification

Enrollment in Isolated Waters Order
No. 2004-004-DWQ

PROJECT DESCRIPTION

An application dated October 15, 2015 was submitted by Cal Paseo Del Sol LLC (hereinafter
Applicant), for Water Quality Certification pursuant to section 401 of the Clean Water Act
(United States Code ( USC) Title 33, section 1341) for the proposed Paseo Del Sol Specific
Plan Project (Project) . The California Regional Water Quality Control Board, San Diego
Region ( San Diego Water Board) deemed the application to be complete on May 5 , 2016 . The
Applicant proposes to discharge dredged or fill material to waters of the United States and/or
State associated with construction activity at the Project site. The Applicant has also applied
for a Clean Water Act section 404 permit from the United States Army Corps of Engineers for
the Project (USACE File No. 2014-00423-PJB).
The Project is located within the City of Temecula , Riverside County , California at the north of
SR -79, east of Mantova Drive , South of De Portola Road, and west of Butterfield Stage Road.
The Project center reading is located at latitude 33.486918 and longitude -117.082011. The
Applicant has paid all required application fees for this Certification in the amount of
$18,549.00. On an annual basis , the Applicant shall also pay all active discharge fees and
post discharge monitoring fees, as appropriate 1. On May 6, 2016, the San Diego Water Board
1
The Applicant shall pay an annual active discharge fee each fiscal year or portion of a fiscal year during which discharges
occur until the regional board or the State Board issues a Notice of Completion of Discharges Letter to the discharger .
Dischargers shall pay an annual post -discharge monitoring fee each fiscal year or portion of a fiscal year commencing with the
first fiscal year following the fiscal year in which the regional board or State Board issued a Notice of Completion of Discharges
Letter to the discharger , but continued water quality monitoring or compensatory mitigation monitoring is required. Dischargers
( footnote continued on next page )
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provided public notice of the Project application pursuant to California Code of Regulations,
title 23, section 3858 by posting information describing the Project on the San Diego Water
Board’s web site and providing a period of twenty-one days for public review and comment .
No comments were received .
The Applicant proposes to construct 173 single-family dwelling units on approximately 42.9
acres. In 1998, regulatory permits were issued for a mixed-use project. Rough grading of the
site , including authorized impacts to approximately 4.9-acres of waters of the United States
and/or State occurred between 1999 and 2001. The applicant mitigated for impacts to waters
of the State by preserving 9.4 acres of willow riparian habitat within Temecula Creek . Project
construction stopped in 2002 and is yet to be completed. On-site waters/wetlands that are
present today consist of the stormwater best management practices (BMPs) that were
constructed in 2001. Additional permitting is required for impacts to the onsite waters. The
previously planned commercial component of the Project has been eliminated .
The Project will convert approximately 34.11 acres of pervious ground cover to impervious
surfaces. Runoff leaving the developed Project area would be significantly greater in volume ,
velocity, peak flow rate , and duration than pre-development runoff from the same area without
mitigation. Post-construction best management practices (BMPs) to manage and control the
effects of these runoff increases will consist of an infiltration basin, landscape buffer areas
between sidewalks and streets; and perforated pipes in suitable soils for low-flow infiltration.
These BMP will be designed , constructed, and maintained to meet the City of Temecula’s Low
Impact Development (LID) Capture Volume and hydromodification treatment requirements.

The Project application includes a description of the design objective , operation , and degree of
treatment expected to be attained from equipment, facilities, or activities (including
construction and post-construction BMPs) to treat waste and reduce runoff or other effluents
which may be discharged. Compliance with the Certification conditions will help ensure that
construction and post-construction discharges from the Project will not cause on-site or off-site
downstream erosion, damage to downstream properties , or otherwise damage stream habitats
in violation of water quality standards in the Water Quality Control Plan for the San Diego
Basin ( 9) (Basin Plan) .
Project construction will permanently impact 0.10 acre (26 linear feet) of streambed waters of
the United States and/or State and 0.61 (1,350 linear feet) acre of wetland waters of the United
States and/or State . The Applicant reports that the Project purpose cannot be practically
accomplished in a manner which would avoid or result in less adverse impacts to aquatic
resources considering all potential practicable alternatives, such as the potential for alternate
available locations, designs , reductions in size , configuration or density.

The Applicant reports that compensatory mitigation for the permanent loss of 0.71 acre (1, 376
linear feet) of jurisdictional waters will be achieved through the on-site and off-site
establishment and re-establishment of 3.55 acres (1,720 linear feet) of waters of the United
( footnote continued from previous page )
shall pay the annual post- discharge monitoring fee each fiscal year until the regional board or the State Board issues a Notice
of Project Complete Letter to the discharger. Additional information regarding fees can be found electronically at the following
location: http://www. waterboards.ca.qov/water issues/proqrams/cwa401/docs/dredqefiHcalculator.xlsx
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States and/or State. All waters of the United States and/or State receiving temporary
discharges of fill material will be restored upon removal of the fill. Mitigation for discharges of
fill material to waters of the United States and/or State will be completed by the Applicant onsite in the Pechanga hydrologic sub-area (HSA 902.51) at a minimum compensation ratio of
4:1 ( area mitigated : area impacted), and off -site at the San Luis Rey Mitigation Bank located in
the Mission hydrologic sub-area (HSA 903.11) at a minimum compensation ratio of 1:1 ( area
mitigated:area impacted) . Mitigation purchased from the San Luis Rey Mitigation Bank is
required to be protected and maintained in perpetuity by Wildlands according to the conditions
of Water Quality Certification No. R9-2013-0050. By purchasing credits: the Performance
Standards ; Mitigation Site Design; Long Term Management , Maintenance, and Monitoring ; and
Mitigation Site Preservation Mechanism for the Project will be implemented by Wildlands
through San Luis Rey Mitigation Bank according to the conditions of Water Quality Certification
No. R 9-2013-0050.
Detailed written specifications and work descriptions for the compensatory mitigation project
including , but not limited to, the geographic boundaries of the project, timing, sequence ,
monitoring , maintenance, ecological success performance standards and provisions for longterm management and protection of the mitigation areas are described in the Habitat Mitigation
and Monitoring Plan Paseo Del Sol Specific Plan Project (Mitigation Plan) , dated April 2016.
San Diego Water Board acceptance of the Mitigation Plan applies only to the Project described
in this Certification and must not be construed as approval for other current or future projects
that are planning to use additional acreage at the site for mitigation. The Mitigation Plan is
incorporated in this Certification by reference as if set forth herein. The Mitigation Plan
provides for implementation of compensatory mitigation which offsets adverse water quality
impacts attributed to the Project in a manner that protects and restores the abundance, types
and conditions of aquatic resources and supports their beneficial uses. Implementation of the
Mitigation Plan will reduce significant environmental impacts to resources within the San Diego
Water Board’s purview to a less than significant level. Based on all of these considerations,
the Mitigation Plan will adequately compensate for the loss of beneficial uses and habitat
within waters of the United States and/or State attributable to the Project .

Additional Project details are provided in Attachments 1 through 4 of this Certification.
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STANDARD CONDITIONS

Pursuant to section 3860 of title 23 of the California Code of Regulations, the following
three standard conditions apply to all water quality certification actions:
A. This Certification action is subject to modification or revocation upon administrative or
judicial review, including review and amendment pursuant to section 13330 of the Water
Code and chapter 28, article 6 (commencing with title 23, section 3867), of the
California Code of Regulations.

B . This Certification action is not intended and shall not be construed to apply to any
discharge from any activity involving a hydroelectric facility and requiring a Federal
Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) license or an amendment to a FERC license
unless the pertinent Certification application was filed pursuant to California Code of
Regulations title 23, section 3855 subdivision (b) , and that application specifically
identified that a FERC license or amendment to a FERC license for a hydroelectric
facility was being sought.
C. This Certification action is conditioned upon total payment of any fee required under title
23, chapter 28 (commencing with section 3830) of California Code of Regulations and
owed by the applicant
.

II.

GENERAL CONDITIONS
A . Term of Certification . Water Quality Certification No . R 9-2015-0176 (Certification)
shall expire upon a) the expiration or retraction of the Clean Water Act section 404 (33
USC Title 33, section1344) permit issued by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers for this
Project, or b) five (5) years from the date of issuance of this Certification, whichever
occurs first.

B . Duty to Comply. The Applicant must comply with all conditions and requirements of
this Certification. Any Certification noncompliance constitutes a violation of the Water
Code and is grounds for enforcement action or Certification termination, revocation and
reissuance, or modification.
C. General Waste Discharge Requirements The requirements of this Certification are
enforceable through Water Quality Order No. 2003-0017-DWQ, Statewide General
Waste Discharge Requirements for Discharges of Dredged or Fill Material that have
Received State Water Quality Certification (Water Quality Order No. 2003-0017DWQ). This provision shall apply irrespective of whether a) the federal permit for which
the Certification was obtained is subsequently retracted or is expired, or b) the
Certification is expired . Water Quality Order No . 2003-0017-DWQ is accessible at:
http://www waterboards . ca . gov /water issues/proqrams/cwa401/docs /qeneralorders/ qo
wdr401regulated projects. pdf.

D. Project Conformance with Application. All water quality protection measures and
BMPs described in the application and supplemental information for water quality

Cal Paseo Del Sol LLC
Paseo Del Sol Specific Plan Project
Certification No . R 9-2015-0176
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certification are incorporated by reference into this Certification as if fully stated herein.
Notwithstanding any more specific conditions in this Certification, the Applicant shall
construct , implement and comply with all water quality protection measures and BMPs
described in the application and supplemental information. The conditions within this
Certification shall supersede conflicting provisions within the application and
supplemental information submitted as part of this Certification action.
E Project Conformance with Water Quality Control Plans or Policies . Notwithstanding
any more specific conditions in this Certification, the Project shall be constructed in a
manner consistent with the Basin Plan and any other applicable water quality control
plans or policies adopted or approved pursuant to the Porter Cologne Water Quality Act
( Division 7, commencing with Water Code Section 13000) or section 303 of the Clean
Water Act (33 USC section 1313). The Basin Plan is accessible at:
http : // www . waterboards . ca.gov / sandieqo/water issues/proqrams/basin plan/index. shtml

F. Project Modification The Applicant must submit any changes to the Project, including
Project operation, which would have a significant or material effect on the findings,
conclusions, or conditions of this Certification, to the San Diego Water Board for prior
review and written approval. If the San Diego Water Board is not notified of a significant
change to the Project , it will be considered a violation of this Certification.

G. Certification Distribution Posting. During Project construction, the Applicant must
maintain a copy of this Certification at the Project site. This Certification must be
available at all times to site personnel and agencies. A copy of this Certification shall
also be provided to any contractor or subcontractor performing construction work , and
the copy shall remain in their possession at the Project site.

H. Inspection and Entry The Applicant must allow the San Diego Water Board or the
State Water Resources Control Board, and/or their authorized representative(s)
(including an authorized contractor acting as their representative) , upon the
presentation of credentials and other documents as may be required under law , to:
1. Enter upon the Project or Compensatory Mitigation site( s) premises where a
regulated facility or activity is located or conducted, or where records must be kept
under the conditions of this Certification;

2 . Have access to and copy, at reasonable times, any records that must be kept under
the conditions of this Certification;
3. Inspect, at reasonable times , any facilities, equipment (including monitoring and
control equipment) , practices, or operations regulated or required under this
Certification; and
4. Sample or monitor, at reasonable times, for the purposes of assuring Certification
compliance , or as otherwise authorized by the Clean Water Act or Water Code, any
substances or parameters at any location .

Cal Paseo Del Sol LLC
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I. Enforcement Notification . In the event of any violation or threatened violation of the
conditions of this Certification, the violation or threatened violation shall be subject to
any remedies, penalties, process or sanctions as provided for under State law. For
purposes of section 401(d) of the Clean Water Act, the applicability of any State law
authorizing remedies , penalties, process or sanctions for the violation or threatened
violation constitutes a limitation necessary to assure compliance with the water quality
standards and other pertinent requirements incorporated into this Certification.

J. Certification Actions . This Certification may be modified, revoked and reissued, or
terminated for cause including but not limited to the following:
1. Violation of any term or condition of this Certification;
2. Monitoring results indicate that continued Project activities could violate water quality
objectives or impair the beneficial uses of Temecula Creek or its tributaries;

3. Obtaining this Certification by misrepresentation or failure to disclose fully all
relevant facts;
4. A change in any condition that requires either a temporary or permanent reduction or
elimination of the authorized discharge; and

5. Incorporation of any new or revised water quality standards and implementation
plans adopted or approved pursuant to the Porter-Cologne Water Quality Control Act
or section 303 of the Clean Water Act.
The filing of a request by the Applicant for modification, revocation and reissuance, or
termination, or a notification of planned changes or anticipated noncompliance does not
stay any Certification condition.

K. Duty to Provide Information. The Applicant shall furnish to the San Diego Water
Board, within a reasonable time, any information which the San Diego Water Board may
request to determine whether cause exists for modifying, revoking and reissuing, or
terminating this Certification or to determine compliance with this Certification .
L. Property Rights . This Certification does not convey any property rights of any sort, or
any exclusive privilege.
M Petitions. Any person aggrieved by this action of the San Diego Water Board may
petition the State Water Resources Control Board (State Water Board) to review the
action in accordance with the California Code of Regulations , title 23, sections 3867 and
following. The State Water Board must receive the petition by 5 :00 p.m., 30 days after
the date of this Certification. Copies of the law and regulations applicable to filing
petitions may be found on the Internet at:
http: //www. waterboards . ca.gov /public notices/petitions/water quality or will be
provided upon request.
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CONSTRUCTION BEST MANAGEMENT PRACTICES
A. Approvals to Commence Construction . The Applicant shall not commence Project
construction until all necessary federal, State , and local approvals are obtained .

B . Personnel Education. Prior to the start of the Project, and annually thereafter, the
Applicant must educate all personnel on the requirements in this Certification, pollution
prevention measures, spill response measures , and BMP implementation and
maintenance measures .
C . Spill Containment Materials. The Applicant must , at all times, maintain appropriate
types and sufficient quantities of materials on-site to contain any spill or inadvertent
release of materials that may cause a condition of pollution or nuisance if the materials
reach waters of the United States and /or State.

D. General Construction Storm Water Permit. Prior to start of Project construction, the
Applicant must, as applicable, obtain coverage under, and comply with, the
requirements of State Water Resources Control Board Water Quality Order No. 20090009-DWQ , the General Permit for Storm Water Discharges Associated with
Construction and Land Disturbance Activity, (General Construction Storm Water Permit)
and any reissuance. If Project construction activities do not require coverage under the
General Construction Storm Water Permit , the Applicant must develop and implement a
runoff management plan ( or equivalent construction BMP plan) to prevent the discharge
of sediment and other pollutants during construction activities.

E. Waste Management. The Applicant must properly manage, store, treat, and dispose of
wastes in accordance with applicable federal, state , and local laws and regulations.
Waste management shall be implemented to avoid or minimize exposure of wastes to
precipitation or storm water runoff . The storage, handling, treatment, or disposal of
waste shall not create conditions of pollution, contamination or nuisance as defined in
Water Code section 13050. Upon Project completion, all Project generated debris,
building materials , excess material, waste , and trash shall be removed from the Project
site(s ) for disposal at an authorized landfill or other disposal site in compliance with
federal, state and local laws and regulations.
F. Waste Management. Except for a discharge permitted under this Certification, the
dum818991g, deposition, or discharge of trash, rubbish, unset cement or asphalt,
concrete, grout , damaged concrete or asphalt, concrete or asphalt spoils, wash water,
organic or earthen material, steel, sawdust or other construction debris waste from
Project activities directly into waters of the United States and or State, or adjacent to
such waters in any manner which may permit its being transported into the waters , is
prohibited.

G. Downstream Erosion. Discharges of concentrated flow during construction or after
Project completion must not cause downstream erosion or damage to properties or
stream habitat .
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H. Construction Equipment. All equipment must be washed prior to transport to the
Project site and must be free of sediment , debris, and foreign matter . All equipment
used in direct contact with surface water shall be steam cleaned prior to use. All
equipment using gas, oil, hydraulic fluid , or other petroleum products shall be inspected
for leaks prior to use and shall be monitored for leakage. Stationary equipment (e.g.,
motors, pumps, generator , etc.) shall be positioned over drip pans or other types of
containment.

I. Process Water. Water containing mud, silt, or other pollutants from equipment
washing or other activities, must not be discharged to waters of the United States and/or
State or placed in locations that may be subjected to storm water runoff flows.
Pollutants discharged to areas within a stream diversion must be removed at the end of
each work day or sooner if rain is predicted .
J. Surface Water Diversion. All surface waters , including ponded waters, must be
diverted away from areas of active grading, construction, excavation, vegetation
removal, and/or any other activity which may result in a discharge to the receiving
water. Diversion activities must not result in the degradation of beneficial uses or
exceedance of the receiving water quality objectives. Any temporary dam or other
artificial obstruction constructed must only be built from materials such as clean gravel
which will cause little or no siltation. Normal flows must be restored to the affected
stream immediately upon completion of work at that location.

K . Re- vegetation and Stabilization. All areas that have 14 or more days of inactivity
must be stabilized within 14 days of the last activity. The Applicant shall implement and
maintain BMPs to prevent erosion of the rough graded areas. After completion of
grading, all areas must be re-vegetated with native species appropriate for the area.
The re-vegetation palette must not contain any plants listed on the California Invasive
Plant Council Invasive Plant Inventory , which can be accessed at http: //www.calipc.org/ip /inventorv /.
L. Hazardous Materials. Except as authorized by this Certification, substances
hazardous to aquatic life including, but not limited to, petroleum products, unused
cement/concrete, asphalt , and coating materials, must be prevented from contaminating
the soil and/ or entering waters of the United States and/or State. BMPs must be
implemented to prevent such discharges during each Project activity involving
hazardous materials.

M. Vegetation Removal. Removal of vegetation must occur by hand, mechanically , or
through application of United States Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA)
approved herbicides deployed using applicable BMPs to minimize adverse effects to
beneficial uses of waters of the United States and/or State. Discharges related to the
application of aquatic pesticides within waters of the United States must be done in
compliance with State Water Resources Control Board Water Quality Order No. 20040009-DWQ, the Statewide General National Pollution Discharge Elimination System
Permit for the Discharge of Aquatic Weed Control in Waters of the United States, and
any subsequent reissuance as applicable ,
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N . Limits of Disturbance. The Applicant shall clearly define the limits of Project
disturbance to waters of the United States and/ or State using highly visible markers
such as flag markers, construction fencing , or silt barriers prior to commencement of
Project construction activities within those areas.
O. On-site Qualified Biologist. The Applicant shall designate an on-site qualified
biologist to monitor Project construction activities within or adjacent to waters of the
United States and /or State to ensure compliance with the Certification requirements.
The biologist shall be given the authority to stop all work on-site if a violation of this
Certification occurs or has the potential to occur. Records and field notes of the
biologist' s activities shall be kept on-site and made available for review upon request by
the San Diego Water Board.

P Beneficial Use Protection . The Applicant must take all necessary measures to protect
the beneficial uses of waters of Temecula Creek or its tributaries. This Certification
requires compliance with all applicable requirements of the Basin Plan. If at any time ,
an unauthorized discharge to surface waters (including rivers or streams) occurs or
monitoring indicates that the Project is violating, or threatens to violate , water quality
objectives, the associated Project activities shall cease immediately and the San Diego
Water Board shall be notified in accordance with Notification Requirement VILA of this
Certification. Associated Project activities may not resume without approval from the
San Diego Water Board .
Q. Groundwater Dewatering. If groundwater dewatering is required for the Project, the
Applicant shall enroll in and comply with the requirements of San Diego Water Board
Order No. R 9-2008-0002 NPDES No. CAG919002, General Waste Discharge
Requirements For Groundwater Extraction Waste Discharges From Construction,
Remediation, and Permanent Groundwater Extraction Projects to Surface Waters within
the San Diego Region Except for San Diego Bay or its successor permit.

IV.

POST-CONSTRUCTION BEST MANAGEMENT PRACTICES

A. Post-Construction Discharges. The Applicant shall not allow post-construction
discharges from the Project site to cause or contribute to on-site or off- site erosion or
damage to properties or stream habitats.

B. Storm Drain Inlets. All storm drain inlet structures within the Project boundaries must
be stamped or stenciled ( or equivalent) with appropriate language prohibiting non-storm
water discharges .
C. Post-Construction BMP Design. The Project must be designed to comply with the
most current Standard Storm Water Mitigation and Hydromodification Plans for the City
of Temecula. Post-construction BMPs are described in the Project Specific Preliminary
Water Quality Management Plan For: Planning Area 4 of Specific Plan #219 (WQMP) .

D. Post-Construction BMP Implementation. All post-construction BMPs must be
constructed, functional, and implemented prior to completion of Project construction,
occupancy , and/or planned use, and maintained in perpetuity. The post construction
BMPs must include those described in the WQMP , dated November 18, 2015, prepared
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on behalf of the Applicant by JLC Engineering and Consulting, Inc.; or any subsequent
version of the WQMP approved by the City of Temecula.
E. Post-Construction BMP Maintenance. The post construction BMPs must be
designed, constructed, and maintained in accordance with the most recent California
Storm Water Quality Association (CASQA) 2 guidance. The Applicant shall:
1. No less than two times per year , assess the performance of the BMPs to ensure
protection of the receiving waters and identify any necessary corrective measures;

2. Perform inspections of BMPs, at the beginning of the wet season no later than
October 1 and the end of the wet season no later than April 1, for standing water ,
slope stability, sediment accumulation, trash and debris, and presence of burrows,
3. Regularly perform preventative maintenance of BMPs , including removal of
accumulated trash and debris, as needed to ensure proper functioning of the BMPs;
4. Identify and promptly repair damage to BMPs; and

5 . Maintain a log documenting all BMP inspections and maintenance activities. The log
shall be made available to the San Diego Water Board upon request.
F. Bridge , Crossing, and Culvert Design. Bridges, culverts, dip crossings, or other
stream crossing structures shall be designed and installed so they will not cause
scouring of the stream bed and/or erosion of the banks in the vicinity of the Project .
Storm drain lines/culverts and other stream crossing structures shall be designed and
maintained to accommodate at least a 100-year, 24-hour storm event , including
associated bedload and debris, with a similar average velocity as upstream and
downstream sections. Bottoms of temporary culverts shall be placed at stream channel
grade and bottoms of permanent culverts shall be open bottom or embedded and
backfilled below the grade of the stream greater than or equal to a depth of 1 foot.

V.

PROJECT IMPACTS AND COMPENSATORY MITIGATION

A . Project Impact Avoidance and Minimization. The Project must avoid and minimize
adverse impacts to waters of the United States and/or State to the maximum extent
practicable.

B. Project Impacts and Compensatory Mitigation. Unavoidable Project impacts to
Temecula Creek and its unnamed tributaries within the Santa Margarita Watershed
must not exceed the type and magnitude of impacts described in the table below. At a
minimum, compensatory mitigation required to offset unavoidable temporary and
permanent Project impacts to waters of the United States and/or State must be
achieved as described in the table below:

California Storm Water Quality Association ( California Storm Water BMP Handbook, New Development and Redevelopment
2003), available on-line at: http://www. cabmphandbooks. org/ [Accessed on January 15. 2012]
*
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Mitigation
for Impacts
( acres )

1.71

1

Establishment
1.23
Establishment2
0.61
Reestablishment3

Mitigation
Ratio
(area
mitigated
:area
impacted )

Mitigation for
Impacts
( linear ft. )

Mitigation
Ratio
(linear
feet
mitigated
:linear
feet
impacted )

17.1: 1

1,163
Establishment

44.7:1

2: 1

557
Establishment

0.41:1

1:1

N /A 4

N/A 4

1. Streambed establishment on-site.
2. Wetland establishment on-site.
3. Purchase of 0.61-acre of re-established floodplain credits from the San Luis Rey Mitigation Bank. Mitigation
purchased from the San Luis Rey Mitigation Bank is required to be protected and maintained in perpetuity by
Wildlands according to the conditions of Water Quality Certification No. R 9-2013-0050. The mitigation
provided for Project impacts contributes to the net gain of wetlands per the State of California Net Gain Policy
( Executive Order W-59-93. )
4 . The amount of mitigation credits purchased is not reported in terms of linear feet of mitigation.

C. Compensatory Mitigation Plan Implementation. The Applicant must fully and
completely implement the Mitigation Plan; any deviations from, or revisions to , the
Mitigation Plan must be pre-approved by the San Diego Water Board.

D . Performance Standards. Compensatory mitigation required under this Certification
shall be considered achieved once it has met the ecological success performance
standards contained in the Mitigation Plan (Section 6, page 22) to the satisfaction of the
San Diego Water Board.

E. Compensatory Mitigation Site Design. The compensatory mitigation site(s) shall be
designed to be self-sustaining once performance standards have been achieved . This
includes minimization of active engineering features (e.g. , pumps) and appropriate siting
to ensure that natural hydrology and landscape context support long-term sustainability
in conformance with the following conditions:
1. Most of the channels through the mitigation sites shall be characterized by
equilibrium conditions, with no evidence of severe aggradation or degradation;
2. As viewed along cross-sections, the channel and buffer area(s) shall have a variety
of slopes, or elevations , that are characterized by different moisture gradients. Each
sub-slope shall contain physical patch types or features that contribute to irregularity
in height , edges, or surface and to complex topography overall; and
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3. The mitigation sites shall have a well-developed plant community characterized by a
high degree of horizontal and vertical interspersion among plant zones and layers.
F . Temporary Project Impact Areas. The Applicant must restore all areas of temporary
impacts and all other areas of temporary disturbance which could result in a discharge
or a threatened discharge of pollutants to waters of the United States and/or State.
Restoration must include grading of disturbed areas to pre-project contours and revegetation with native species. The Applicant must implement all necessary BMPs to
control erosion and runoff from areas associated with the Project.
G. Long-Term Management and Maintenance. The compensatory mitigation site( s)
must be managed, protected , and maintained, in perpetuity , in conformance with the
long-term management plan and the final ecological success performance standards
identified in the Mitigation Plan. The aquatic habitats , riparian areas, buffers and
uplands that comprise the mitigation site(s) must be protected in perpetuity from landuse and maintenance activities that may threaten water quality or beneficial uses within
the mitigation area( s ) in a manner consistent with the following requirements:
1. Any maintenance activities on the mitigation site(s) that do not contribute to the
success of the mitigation site( s) and enhancement of beneficial uses and ecological
functions and services are prohibited;

2 . Maintenance activities must be limited to the removal of trash and debris, removal of
exotic plant species, replacement of dead native plant species, and remedial
measures deemed necessary for the success of the compensatory mitigation
project;

3. The Mitigation site( s) must be maintained, in perpetuity , free of perennial exotic plant
species including , but not limited to, pampas grass, giant reed, tamarisk , sweet
fennel, tree tobacco, castor bean, and pepper tree. Annual exotic plant species
must not occupy more than 5 percent of the mitigation site(s); and
4. If at any time a catastrophic natural event (e g., fire, flood) causes damage(s) to the
mitigation site(s) or other deficiencies in the compensatory mitigation project , the
Applicant must take prompt and appropriate action to repair the damage(s) including
replanting the affected area(s) and address any other deficiencies. The San Diego
Water Board may require additional monitoring by the Applicant to assess how the
compensatory mitigation site ( s) or project is responding to a catastrophic natural
event.

H. Timing of Mitigation Site Construction. The construction of proposed mitigation must
be concurrent with project grading and completed no later than 9 months following the
start of Project construction. Delays in implementing mitigation must be compensated
for by an increased mitigation implementation of 10% of the cumulative compensatory
mitigation for each month of delay .
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I. Mitigation Site( s ) Preservation Mechanism. Within 90 days from the issuance of
this Certification , the Applicant must provide the San Diego Water Board with a draft
preservation mechanism (e. g . deed restriction, conservation easement , etc.) that will
protect all mitigation areas and their buffers in perpetuity. Within one year of the start
of Project construction , the Applicant must submit proof of a completed final
preservation mechanism that will protect all mitigation areas and their buffers in
perpetuity. The conservation easement , deed restriction, or other legal limitation on the
mitigation properties must be adequate to demonstrate that the sites will be maintained
without future development or encroachment on the sites which could otherwise reduce
the functions and values of the sites for the variety of beneficial uses of waters of the
United States and/ or State that it supports. The legal limitation must prohibit, without
exception, all residential, commercial, industrial, institutional, and transportation
development, and any other infrastructure development that would not maintain or
enhance the wetland and streambed functions and values of the sites. The
preservation mechanism must clearly prohibit activities that would result in soil
disturbance or vegetation removal, other than the removal of non-native vegetation.
Other infrastructure development to be prohibited includes, but is not limited to,
additional utility lines, maintenance roads, and areas of maintained Iandsca 818991g for
recreation.

VI.

MONITORING AND REPORTING REQUIREMENTS

A . Representative Monitoring . Samples and measurements taken for the purpose of
monitoring under this Certification shall be representative of the monitored activity .
B. Monitoring Reports . Monitoring results shall be reported to the San Diego Water
Board at the intervals specified in section VI of this Certification .

C. Monitoring and Reporting Revisions The San Diego Water Board may make
revisions to the monitoring program at any time during the term of this Certification and
may reduce or increase the number of parameters to be monitored, locations monitored
the frequency of monitoring, or the number and size of samples collected .
D. Records of Monitoring Information. Records of monitoring information shall include:

1. The date , exact place, and time of sampling or measurements;
2. The individual( s) who performed the sampling or measurements;
3. The date( s) analyses were performed;
4. The individual( s) who performed the analyses;
5. The analytical techniques or methods used; and
6. The results of such analyses.

,
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California Rapid Assessment Method. California Rapid Assessment Method
(CRAM) 3 monitoring must be performed to assess the current and potential ecological
conditions (ecological integrity) of the impact site and proposed compensatory
mitigation site(s). These conditions reflect the overall level of ecological function of an
aquatic resource. Prior to initiating Project construction, the Applicant shall develop a
monitoring plan to implement California Rapid Assessment Method (CRAM) monitoring .
The Applicant must conduct a quantitative function-based assessment of the health of
streambed habitat to establish pre-project baseline conditions, set CRAM success
criteria , and assess the mitigation site( s) progress towards meeting the success criteria
CRAM monitoring must be conducted prior to the start of Project construction
authorized under this Certification and annually following construction completion for a
period of 5 years. The annual CRAM monitoring results shall be submitted with the
Annual Project Progress Report. An evaluation, interpretation, and tabulation of all
CRAM assessment data shall be submitted with the Final Project Completion Report.

E. Discharge Commencement Notification . The Applicant must notify the San Diego
Water Board in writing at least 5 days prior to the start of Project construction.

F. Geographic Information System Data . The Applicant must submit Geographic
Information System (GIS) shape files of the Project impact sites within 30 days of the
start of project construction and GIS shape files of the Project mitigation sites within 30
days of mitigation installation. All impact and mitigation site shape files must be
polygons. Two GPS readings (points) must be taken on each line of the polygon and
the polygon must have a minimum of 10 points. GIS metadata must also be submitted.

G. Annual Project Progress Reports. The Applicant must submit annual Project
progress reports describing status of BMP implementation, compensatory mitigation,
and compliance with all requirements of this Certification to the San Diego Water Board
prior to March 1 of each year following the issuance of this Certification , until the Project
has reached completion. The Annual Project Progress Reports must contain
compensatory mitigation monitoring information sufficient to demonstrate how the
compensatory mitigation project is progressing towards accomplishing its objectives and
meeting its performance standards. Annual Project Progress Reports must be
submitted even if Project construction has not begun. The monitoring period for each
Annual Project Progress Report shall be January 1st through December 31st of each
year Annual Project Progress Reports must include, at a minimum, the following:
.

1. Project Status and Compliance Reporting . The Annual Project Progress Report
must include the following Project status and compliance information:
a. The names, qualifications, and affiliations of the persons contributing to the
report;
b . The status, progress, and anticipated schedule for completion of Project
construction activities including the installation and operational status of best
3

The most recent versions of the California Rapid Assessment Method (CRAM) for Wetlands and
additional information regarding CRAM can be accessed at http: // www. cramwetlands . org/
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management practices project features for erosion and storm water quality
treatment;
c.

A description of Project construction delays encountered or anticipated that may
affect the schedule for construction completion; and

d . A description of each incident of noncompliance during the annual monitoring
period and its cause , the period of the noncompliance including exact dates and
times, and if the noncompliance has not been corrected, the anticipated time it is
expected to continue; and the steps taken or planned to reduce, eliminate, and
prevent reoccurrence of the noncompliance.

2. Compensatory Mitigation Monitoring Reporting. Mitigation monitoring
information must be submitted as part of the Annual Project Progress Report for a
period of not less than five years, sufficient to demonstrate that the compensatory
mitigation project has accomplished its objectives and met ecological success
performance standards contained in the Mitigation Plan. Following Project
implementation the San Diego Water Board may reduce or waive compensatory
mitigation monitoring requirements upon a determination that performance
standards have been achieved . Conversely the San Diego Water Board may extend
the monitoring period beyond five years upon a determination that the performance
standards have not been met or the compensatory mitigation project is not on track
to meet them. The Annual Project Progress Report must include the following
compensatory mitigation monitoring information:
a. Names , qualifications, and affiliations of the persons contributing to the report;

b. An evaluation, interpretation, and tabulation of the parameters being monitored
including the results of the Mitigation Plan monitoring program, and all
quantitative and qualitative data collected in the field;
c. A description of the following mitigation site( s) characteristics:

i.
ii.
iii.
iv.

Detritus cover;
General topographic complexity;
General upstream and downstream habitat and hydrologic connectivity; and
Source of hydrology

d . Monitoring data interpretations and conclusions as to how the compensatory
mitigation project(s) is progressing towards meeting performance standards and
whether the performance standards have been met;

e. A description of the progress toward implementing a plan to manage the
compensatory mitigation project after performance standards have been
achieved to ensure the long term sustainability of the resource in perpetuity ,
including a discussion of long term financing mechanisms, the party responsible
for long term management, and a timetable for future steps;
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f . Qualitative and quantitative comparisons of current mitigation conditions with preconstruction conditions and previous mitigation monitoring results;
g. Stream photo documentation, including all areas of permanent and temporary
impact, prior to and after mitigation site construction. Photo documentation must
be conducted in accordance with guidelines posted at
http://www. waterboards . ca . qov /sandieqo/water issues/proqrams/401 certificatio
n/docs/401c /401PhotoDocRB9 V713.pdf . In addition, photo documentation must
include Geographic Positioning System (GPS) coordinates for each of the photo
points referenced;

h. A qualitative comparison to adjacent preserved streambed areas;
i. The results of the California Rapid Assessment Method (CRAM) monitoring
required under section VI.E of this Certification;

j. As-built drawings of the compensatory mitigation project site(s) , no bigger than
11” X17”; and
k. A survey report documenting boundaries of the compensatory mitigation site(s).
H. Final Project Completion Report. The Applicant must submit a Final Project
Completion Report to the San Diego Water Board within 30 days of completion of the
Project. The final report must include the following information:

1. Date of construction initiation;
2. Date of construction completion;
3. BMP installation and operational status for the Project;
4. As -built drawings of the Project , no bigger than 11”X17”;

5. Photo documentation of implemented post- construction BMPs and all areas of
permanent and temporary impacts, prior to and after project construction. Photo
documentation must be conducted in accordance with guidelines posted at
http://www. waterboards. ca. qov / sandieqo/water issues/proqrams/401 certification /d
ocs/StreamPhotoDocSOP. pdf. In addition , photo documentation must include
Global Positioning System (GPS) coordinates for each of the photo points
referenced; and
6. An evaluation, interpretation, and tabulation of all California Rapid Assessment
Method (CRAM) assessment data collected throughout the term of Project
construction in accordance with section VI. E of this Certification .

I. Reporting Authority . The submittal of information required under this Certification , or
in response to a suspected violation of any condition of this Certification, is required
pursuant to Water Code section 13267 and 13383. Civil liability may be administratively
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imposed by the San Diego Water Board for failure to submit information pursuant to
Water Code sections 13268 or 13385.

J. Electronic Document Submittal. The Applicant must submit all reports and
information required under this Certification in electronic format via e-mail to
SanDieqo@ waterboards. ca . gov . Documents over 50 megabytes will not be accepted
via e-mail and must be placed on a disc and delivered to:
California Regional Water Quality Control Board
San Diego Region
Attn: 401 Certification No . R 9-2015 - 0176:818991:dbradford
2375 Northside Drive, Suite 100
San Diego, California 92108

Each electronic document must be submitted as a single file, in Portable Document
Format (PDF), and converted to text searchable format using Optical Character
Recognition (OCR ). All electronic documents must include scanned copies of all
signature pages; electronic signatures will not be accepted. Electronic documents
submitted to the San Diego Water Board must include the following identification
numbers in the header or subject line: Certification No. R 9-2015-0176:
818991:dbradford.
K. Document Signatory Requirements . All applications , reports , or information
submitted to the San Diego Water Board must be signed as follows:
1. For a corporation, by a responsible corporate officer of at least the level of vice
president.
2 . For a partnership or sole proprietorship , by a general partner or proprietor ,
respectively .

3. For a municipality , or a state, federal, or other public agency , by either a principal
executive officer or ranking elected official.
4. A duly authorized representative may sign applications , reports, or information if:
a. The authorization is made in writing by a person described above.

b. The authorization specifies either an individual or position having responsibility
for the overall operation of the regulated activity.
c. The written authorization is submitted to the San Diego Water Board Executive
Officer.
If such authorization is no longer accurate because a different individual or position has
responsibility for the overall operation of the Project , a new authorization satisfying the
above requirements must be submitted to the San Diego Water Board prior to or
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together with any reports , information, or applications, to be signed by an authorized
representative.

L. Document Certification Requirements. All applications, reports , or information
submitted to the San Diego Water Board must be certified as follows:
" I certify under penalty of law that I have personally examined and am familiar with the
information submitted in this document and all attachments and that , based on my
inquiry of those individuals immediately responsible for obtaining the information , I
believe that the information is true , accurate , and complete. I am aware that there are
significant penalties for submitting false information, including the possibility of fine and
imprisonment."
VII.

NOTIFICATION REQUIREMENTS

A Twenty Four Hour Non-Compliance Reporting. The Applicant shall report any
noncompliance which may endanger health or the environment. Any such information
shall be provided orally to the San Diego Water Board within 24 hours from the time the
Applicant becomes aware of the circumstances. A written submission shall also be
provided within five days of the time the Applicant becomes aware of the circumstances
The written submission shall contain a description of the noncompliance and its cause;
the period of noncompliance, including exact dates and times, and if the noncompliance
has not been corrected; the anticipated time it is expected to continue ; and steps taken
or planned to reduce, eliminate, and prevent recurrence of the noncompliance. The
San Diego Water Board, or an authorized representative, may waive the written report
on a case-by-case basis if the oral report has been received within 24 hours.
.

B. Hazardous Substance Discharge . Except for a discharge which is in compliance with
this Certification, any person who , without regard to intent or negligence, causes or
permits any hazardous substance or sewage to be discharged in or on any waters of
the State , shall as soon as ( a) that person has knowledge of the discharge, (b)
notification is possible, and (c) notification can be provided without substantially
impeding cleanup or other emergency measures, immediately notify the County of
Riverside, in accordance with California Health and Safety Code section 5411.5 and the
California Office of Emergency Services of the discharge in accordance with the spill
reporting provision of the State toxic disaster contingency plan adopted pursuant to
Government Code Title 2 , Division 1, Chapter 7, Article 3.7 (commencing with section
8574.17) , and immediately notify the State Water Board or the San Diego Water Board
of the discharge. This provision does not require reporting of any discharge of less than
a reportable quantity as provided for under subdivisions ( f) and (g) of section 13271 of
the Water Code unless the Applicant is in violation of a Basin Plan prohibition.

C . Oil or Petroleum Product Discharge. Except for a discharge which is in compliance
with this Certification, any person who without regard to intent or negligence, causes or
permits any oil or petroleum product to be discharged in or on any waters of the State,
or discharged or deposited where it is, or probably will be, discharged in or on any
waters of the State, shall, as soon as ( a) such person has knowledge of the discharge,
(b) notification is possible, and (c) notification can be provided without substantially
impeding cleanup or other emergency measures , immediately notify the California
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Office of Emergency Services of the discharge in accordance with the spill reporting
provision of the State oil spill contingency plan adopted pursuant to Government Code
Title 2 , Division 1, Chapter 7, Article 3.7 (commencing with section 8574.1) . This
requirement does not require reporting of any discharge of less than 42 gallons unless
the discharge is also required to be reported pursuant to Clean Water Act section 311 ,
or the discharge is in violation of a Basin Plan prohibition.
D. Anticipated Noncompliance . The Applicant shall give advance notice to the San
Diego Water Board of any planned changes in the Project or the Compensatory
Mitigation project which may result in noncompliance with Certification conditions or
requirements.

E. Transfers. This Certification is not transferable in its entirety or in part to any person or
organization except after notice to the San Diego Water Board in accordance with the
following terms:
1 . Transfer of Property Ownership: The Applicant must notify the San Diego Water
Board of any change in ownership of the Project area . Notification of change in
ownership must include, but not be limited to, a statement that the Applicant has
provided the purchaser with a copy of the Section 401 Water Quality Certification
and that the purchaser understands and accepts the certification requirements and
the obligation to implement them or be subject to liability for failure to do so; the
seller and purchaser must sign and date the notification and provide such notification
to the San Diego Water Board within 10 days of the transfer of ownership.
2 . Transfer of Mitigation Responsibility: Any notification of transfer of
responsibilities to satisfy the mitigation requirements set forth in this Certification
must include a signed statement from an authorized representative of the new party
(transferee) demonstrating acceptance and understanding of the responsibility to
comply with and fully satisfy the mitigation conditions and agreement that failure to
comply with the mitigation conditions and associated requirements may subject the
transferee to enforcement by the San Diego Water Board underwater Code section
13385, subdivision (a) . Notification of transfer of responsibilities meeting the above
conditions must be provided to the San Diego Water Board within 10 days of the
transfer date.
3. Transfer of Post-Construction BMP Maintenance Responsibility: The Applicant
assumes responsibility for the inspection and maintenance of all post-construction
structural BMPs until such responsibility is legally transferred to another entity. At
the time maintenance responsibility for post-construction BMPs is legally transferred
the Applicant must submit to the San Diego Water Board a copy of such
documentation and must provide the transferee with a copy of a long-term BMP
maintenance plan that complies with manufacturer specifications. The Applicant
must provide such notification to the San Diego Water Board within 10 days of the
transfer of BMP maintenance responsibility.

Upon properly noticed transfers of responsibility , the transferee assumes responsibility
for compliance with this Certification and references in this Certification to the Applicant
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will be interpreted to refer to the transferee as appropriate. Transfer of responsibility
does not necessarily relieve the Applicant of responsibility for compliance with this
Certification in the event that a transferee fails to comply.

VIII.

CALIFORNIA ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY ACT COMPLIANCE

A . The City of Temecula is the Lead Agency under the California Environmental Quality
Act (CEQA ) ( Public Resources Code section 21000, et seq. ) section 21067, and CEQA
Guidelines (California Code of Regulations , title 14, section 15000 et seq.) section
15367 , and has filed a Notice of Determination dated January 23, 2002 for the Final
Environmental Impact Report (FEIR ) titled Paloma Del Sol Villages at Paseo del Sol
Environmental Impact Report No. 235, Addendum #4 to Specific Plan No. 219,
Amendment No. 8 (Specific Plan No. SP- 4 ) ( State Clearing House Number
8707003). The Lead Agency has determined the Project will have a significant effect on
the environment and mitigation measures were made a condition of the Project.

B . The San Diego Water Board is a Responsible Agency under CEQA ( Public Resources
Code section 21069; CEQA Guidelines section 15381) The San Diego Water Board
has considered the Lead Agency’s FEIR and finds that the Project as proposed will
have a significant effect on resources within the San Diego Water Board’s purview .
.

C . The San Diego Water Board has required mitigation measures as a condition of this
Certification to avoid or reduce the environmental effects of the Project to resources
within the Board ' s purview to a less than significant level.

D . As a Responsible Agency under CEQA, the San Diego Water Board will file a Notice of
Determination in accordance with CEQA Guidelines section 15096 subdivision (i) .
IX.

SAN DIEGO WATER BOARD CONTACT PERSON

Darren Bradford, Environmental Scientist
Telephone: (619) 521-3356
Email: darren.bradford@ waterboards. ca.gov

X.

WATER QUALITY CERTIFICATION

I hereby certify that the proposed discharge from the Paseo Del Sol Specific Plan Project
(Certification No. R9-2015-0176) will comply with the applicable provisions of sections 301
("Effluent Limitations"), 302 ("Water Quality Related Effluent Limitations"), 303 ("Water
Quality Standards and Implementation Plans") , 306 ("National Standards of Performance") ,
and 307 ("Toxic and Pretreatment Effluent Standards") of the Clean Water Act. This
discharge is also regulated under State Water Board Order No . 2003-0017-DWQ,
“ Statewide General Waste Discharge Requirements for Dredged or Fill Discharges that
have Received State Water Quality Certification (General WDRs) ," which requires
compliance with all conditions of this Water Quality Certification . Please note that
enrollment under Order No. 2003-017-DWQ is conditional and, should new information
come to our attention that indicates a water quality problem, the San Diego Water Board
may issue individual waste discharge requirements at that time .
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Except insofar as may be modified by any preceding conditions, all Certification actions are
contingent on ( a ) the discharge being limited to, and all proposed mitigation being
completed in strict compliance with, the applicants’ Project description and /or the
description in this Certification, and (b) compliance with all applicable requirements of the
Basin Plan.

I, David W. Gibson, Executive Officer, do hereby certify the forgoing is a full, true, and
correct copy of Certification No. R 9-2015-0176 issued on June 15, 2016.

($
DAVID W. GIBSON
Executive Officer
San Diego Water Board

JIMC. 2.01i
Date

ATTACHMENT 1

DEFINITIONS
Activity - when used in reference to a permit means any action, undertaking , or project
including , but not limited to, construction, operation , maintenance, repair, modification, and
restoration which may result in any discharge to waters of the state.

Buffer - means an upland, wetland, and/or riparian area that protects and/or enhances aquatic
resource functions associated with wetlands, rivers, streams, lakes, marine, and estuarine
systems from disturbances associated with adjacent land uses.
California Rapid Assessment Method (CRAM) - is a wetland assessment method intended
to provide a rapid , scientifically-defensible and repeatable assessment methodology to monitor
status and trends in the conditions of wetlands for applications throughout the state It can
also be used to assess the performance of compensatory mitigation projects and restoration
projects. CRAM provides an assessment of overall ecological condition in terms of four
attributes: landscape context and buffer , hydrology, physical structure and biotic structure.
CRAM also includes an assessment of key stressors that may be affecting wetland condition
and a "field to PC" data management tool (eCRAM) to ensure consistency and quality of data
produced with the method.
Compensatory Mitigation Project - means compensatory mitigation implemented by the
Applicant as a requirement of this Certification (i. e., applicant -responsible mitigation) , or by a
mitigation bank or an in-lieu fee program.

Discharge of dredged material - means any addition of dredged material into, including
redeposit of dredged material other than incidental fallback within, the waters of the United
States and /or State.
Discharge of fill material - means the addition of fill material into waters of the United States
and /or State.
Dredged material - means material that is excavated or dredged from waters of the United
States and/or State.

Ecological Success Performance Standards - means observable or measurable physical
(including hydrological), chemical, and/or biological attributes that are used to determine if a
compensatory mitigation project meets its objectives.
Enhancement - means the manipulation of the physical, chemical, or biological
characteristics of an aquatic resource to improve a specific aquatic resource function( s) .
Enhancement results in the gain of selected aquatic resource function(s), but may also lead to
a decline in other aquatic resource function(s) . Enhancement does not result in a gain in
aquatic resource area .
Establishment - means the manipulation of the physical, chemical, or biological
characteristics present to develop an aquatic resource that did not previously exist. Creation
results in a gain in aquatic resource area .

1

Fill material - means any material used for the primary purpose of replacing an aquatic area
with dry land or of changing the bottom elevation of a water body.

Isolated wetland - means a wetland with no surface water connection to other aquatic
resources.
Mitigation Bank - means a site, or suite of sites , where resources (e.g., wetlands, streams,
riparian areas) are restored , established, enhanced, and/or preserved for the purpose of
providing mitigation for impacts authorized by this Certification.

Preservation - means the removal of a threat to, or preventing the decline of. aquatic
resources by an action in or near those aquatic resources. This term includes activities
commonly associated with the protection and maintenance of aquatic resources through the
implementation of appropriate legal and physical mechanisms. Preservation does not result in
a gain of aquatic resource area or functions.
Re-establishment - means the manipulation of the physical, chemical, or biological
characteristics of a site with the goal of returning natural/ historic functions to a former aquatic
resource. Re-establishment results in rebuilding a former aquatic resource and results in a
gain in aquatic resource area and functions.

Rehabilitation - means the manipulation of the physical, chemical, or biological characteristics
of a site with the goal of repairing natural/ historic functions to a degraded aquatic resource.
Rehabilitation results in a gain in aquatic resource function, but does not result in a gain in
aquatic resource area .
Restoration - means the manipulation of the physical, chemical, or biological characteristics of
a site with the goal of returning natural/historic functions to a former or degraded aquatic
resource. For the purpose of tracking net gains in aquatic resource area, restoration is divided
into two categories: re-establishment and rehabilitation.
Start of Project Construction - For the purpose of this Certification, "start of Project
construction" means to engage in a program of on-site construction, including site clearing ,
grading , dredging, landfilling, changing equipment , substituting equipment, or even moving the
location of equipment specifically designed for a stationary source in preparation for the
fabrication, erection or installation of the building components of the stationary source within
waters of the United States and/ or State.

Uplands - means non-wetland areas that lack any field-based indicators of wetlands or other
aquatic conditions. Uplands are generally well-drained and occur above (i.e., up-slope) from
nearby aquatic areas. Wetlands can, however , be entirely surrounded by uplands. For
example, some natural seeps and constructed stock ponds lack aboveground hydrological
connection to other aquatic areas. In the watershed context , uplands comprise the landscape
matrix in which aquatic areas form. They are the primary sources of sediment, surface runoff,
and associated chemicals that are deposited in aquatic areas or transported through them.

Water quality objectives and other appropriate requirements of state law - means the
water quality objectives and beneficial uses as specified in the appropriate water quality control
plan( s) ; the applicable provisions of sections 301, 302, 303 , 306, and 307 of the Clean Water
Act; and any other appropriate requirement of state law.
2
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Exhibit 1 – Regional Vicinity
Exhibit 2 – Site Vicinity
Figure 4 – Total Tributary Watershed Map
Exhibit 2 – Project Site
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Exhibit 6a - Corps/Regional Board Jurisdictional Map
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Figure 3 – WQMP Site Plan
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RCA Joint Project Review (JPR)
JPR #: 15-06-16-01
Date: 4/26/2016

Project Information
Permittee:
Case Information:
Site Acreage:
Portion of Site Proposed for
MSHCP Conservation Area:

City of Temecula
TTM 36483 / Paseo Del Sol / PA 14-0087
42.64 acres
0

Criteria Consistency Review
Consistency Conclusion: The project is consistent with both the Criteria and Other
Plan requirements.
Data:
Applicable Core/Linkage:
Area Plan:
APN(s)
959-400-001
959-400-002
959-400-003

Proposed Constrained Linkage 12
Southwest
Sub-Unit
SU 2 – Temecula and
Pechanga Creeks

Cell Group
Independent

Cell
7273

Criteria and Project Information
Criteria Comments:
a. As stated in Section 3.2.3 of the MSHCP, “Proposed Linkage 24 is comprised of the portion of
Temecula Creek east of Redhawk Parkway and west of Pauba Road. This Linkage provides Habitat for
wetland species and a connection to Core Areas in Wilson Valley. The Linkage is constrained by
existing roadways and planned community Development. Planning Species for which Habitat is
provided for within this Linkage include bobcat, mountain lion, Stephens’ kangaroo rat, Aguanga
kangaroo rat, western pond turtle, yellow warbler, southwestern willow flycatcher, arroyo chub,
loggerhead shrike, tree swallow, white-tailed kite, Cooper's hawk and least Bell's vireo. In addition to
maintenance of habitat quality, maintenance of existing floodplain processes along Temecula Creek is
important for these species. While specific studies of movement along this Linkage have not been
conducted, it likely provides for movement of common mammals such as bobcat.”
b. The project site is partially located within Cell 7273. As stated in Section 3.3.15 of the MSHCP,
“Conservation within this Cell will contribute to assembly of Proposed Constrained Linkage 24.
Conservation within this Cell will focus on riparian scrub, woodland, forest, and Riversidean alluvial
1 of 8

RCA Joint Project Review (JPR)
JPR #: 15-06-16-01
Date: 4/26/2016
fan sage scrub habitat along Temecula Creek and adjacent grassland habitat. Areas conserved within
this Cell will be connected to Riversidean alluvial fan sage scrub, riparian scrub, woodland, forest and
grassland habitat proposed for conservation in Cell #7274 to the east. Conservation within this Cell
will range from 5%-15% of the Cell focusing in the eastern central portion of the Cell.”
c. Rough Step: The proposed project is within Rough Step Unit 5. Rough Step 5 encompasses 91,734 acres
within the southwestern corner of western Riverside County and includes the Santa Rosa Plateau, the
Tenaja Corridor, and Murrieta Creek. It is bounded by Interstate 15 to the northeast, San Diego County
to the south and the Santa Ana Mountains in the Cleveland National Forest to the west. Within Rough
Step 5, 24,326 acres are located within the Criteria Area. Key vegetation communities within Rough
Step Unit 5 include coastal sage scrub; grasslands; riparian scrub, woodland, forest; and Riversidean
alluvial fan sage scrub and woodlands and forests. Based on the 2013 MSHCP Annual Report, all
vegetation categories are “in” rough step. Based on the MSHCP vegetation mapping, vegetation on the
proposed project site includes grassland, disturbed and water. Therefore, development on the project site
will not conflict with or interfere with the Rough Step Status of Unit 5.
d. Project information was provided by the Permittee in the JPR application and HANS package from the
Permittee which included a Habitat Assessment and MSHCP Consistency Analysis dated April 2014
prepared by RBF Consulting. An updated package, with a revised Habitat Assessment and MSHCP
Consistency Analysis (August 2015), Burrowing Owl Focused Survey Report (August 2015), and
Delineation of State and Federal Jurisdictional Waters (June 2014) was resubmitted in September 2015 by
Michael Baker International (Michael Baker) to include information requested during the initial JPR process.
Additional information was requested on several occasions, and the most recent submittal included a Habitat
Assessment and MSHCP Consistency Analysis (Analysis) revised April 2016 and a Riparian/Riverine
Determination of Biologically Equivalent or Superior Preservation (DBESP) revised March 2016. The
project site is located north of State Route 79 (SR-79), east of Mantova Drive, south of De Portola Road and
west of Butterfield Stage Road in the City of Temecula. The project site is part of the previously approved
(1998) Paseo Del Sol Specific Plan, and received permits from USACE, RWQCB, and CDFW at that time.
The site was previously graded and utilized as interim stormwater management facilities for the larger
specific plan area. Per the site plan provided in the application package, the site is being proposed for
approximately 174 single family residential units. The project site is generally located east of Interstate 15 (I15) in the City of Temecula, Riverside County, California. Specifically, the project site is located north of
SR-79, east of Mantova Drive, South of De Portola Road, and west of Butterfield Stage Road. The project
site is surrounded by residential development to the north, south, and west, and an agricultural field to the
northeast. Undeveloped lands are located to the east. Temecula Creek is located approximately 750 feet to
the south on the other side of SR-79. The site currently has a manmade channel flowing roughly in a north to
southwest direction, and is discussed below in Section 6.1.2. Non-native grassland is found throughout the
majority of the project site outside of the unnamed drainage feature, and has been heavily disturbed from
previous grading activities. Dominant plant species observed within this plant community include ripgut
2 of 8
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brome (Bromus diandrus), red brome (Bromus madritensis), shortpod mustard (Hirschfeldia incana),
Russian thistle (Salsola tragus), Chinese purslane (Portulaca oleracea), silverleaf nightshade (Solanum
elaeagnifolium), London rocket (Sisymbrium irio), and filaree (Erodium sp.).
e. Reserve Assembly: The project site is located in the northwestern corner of Cell 7273 which is not in the
area that would contribute to Proposed Constrained Linkage 12 described for conservation. The area
described for conservation is focused on Temecula Creek and the adjacent grassland areas in the eastern
central 5%-15% portion of the Cell. The proposed project site is constrained by development on the
north, west, and south sides, separated from Temecula Creek by SR-79 and a shopping center.
Furthermore, there is no connection between the project site and Riversidean alluvial fan sage scrub,
riparian scrub, woodland, forest or grassland habitat proposed for conservation in Cell #7274 to the east.
The proposed project is not contributing to conservation constraints or fragmentation in this area, and its
development will not affect the ability of this Proposed Constrained Linkage 12 to function or be
assembled. Therefore, the project does not affect the Reserve Assembly goals of the MSHCP.

Other Plan Requirements
Data:
Section 6.1.2 – Was Riparian/Riverine/Vernal Pool Mapping or Information Provided?
Yes.

There are riparian/riverine areas on the project site. There are no vernal pools on the project site and
soils are not consistent with vernal pool soil types and are not suitable for fairy shrimp habitat.

Section 6.1.3 – Was Narrow Endemic Plant Species Survey Information Provided?
Yes.

The project site is not located within a Narrow Endemic Plant Species Survey Area (NEPSSA).

Section 6.3.2 – Was Additional Survey Information Provided?
Yes.

The project site is not located within a Criteria Area Species Survey Area (CASSA). The project
site is located in an Additional Survey Needs and Procedures Area for burrowing owl.

Section 6.1.4 – Was Information Pertaining to Urban/Wildland Interface Guidelines Provided?
Yes.

The property is not directly adjacent to existing or described Conservation Areas. However,
flows from the site will ultimately drain to Temecula Creek, an area described for Conservation.

Other Plan Requirement Comments:
a. Section 6.1.2: According to the MSHCP Analysis prepared by Michael Baker, the project site currently has
a manmade channel which was constructed for temporary stormwater management of the previously
approved specific plan development. An unnamed manmade drainage feature bisects the site, flowing in a
north to southwest direction. This drainage enters the site roughly in the center of its northern boundary
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through a concrete culvert, where it then transitions to an earthen ditch, then curves to the southwest and is
temporarily retained in the southwest corner of the site within a detention/sedimentation basin. The
temporary detention/sedimentation basin drains via an off-site concrete [underground] culvert that runs
under SR-79 and into Temecula Creek via existing commercial developments on the southwest corner of
the site. Historical aerials from 1995 show an alluvial wash on the northern portion of the property running
east-west. With development surrounding the site to the north, south, and west, the Analysis indicates that
the primary function and value of the on-site wetland was “regulation of nuisance flows, energy
dissipation, conveyance of floodwaters, and nutrient/particulate uptake from off-site upstream
development.” As part of the grading operations in 2001, the project site was graded for the stormwater
conveyance features located on the site currently. Project development was ceased in 2006 and the
stormwater management facilities have remained in place. Since the time the project was halted in 2006,
the trench has continued to convey stormwater from the northern development north through the proposed
project site. The Analysis explains that the wetland basin provides limited flood protection/water storage
capabilities by attenuating flows but it does not eliminate flooding to Butterfield Stage Road, SR-79, the
project site, or commercial centers to the south of SR-79. Further, the areas upstream of the wetland are
developed, and the existing wetland does not provide a wildlife movement corridor or linkage from
Temecula Creek across the project site.
The Analysis concluded that a single 0.69-acre wetland (1,350 linear feet) associated with the unvegetated
streambed and the 0.10-acre non-wetland detention basin, both determined to be MSHCP riparian/riverine
resources, would be impacted by the proposed project and thus require mitigation and preparation of a
DBESP. All impacts would be considered permanent and no temporary impacts to riparian/riverine
resources are anticipated. The riparian habitat on site is broadleaf cattail (Typha spp.) and a sparsely
distributed sandbar/narrow leaf willow (Salix exigua).
According to the Analysis, none of the soils appropriate to create the impermeable restrictive layer are
present or have been mapped on the project site. A review of recent (1995-2014) and predevelopment
aerial photographs of the site and its immediate vicinity did not provide visual evidence of an astatic or
vernal pool on or in the near vicinity of the project site. While prolonged ponding may occur on-site, it is
the result of continuous flows from surrounding development and does not suggest suitability for fairy
shrimp which require astatic conditions. The continuous flows from surrounding development would
preclude the pond from developing into an astatic pond. No other ponding was observed on-site,
supporting the fact that the drainage patterns currently occurring on the project site do not follow
hydrologic regime needed for vernal pools. Based on this discussion, the Analysis concluded that there is
no indication of sensitive plant and wildlife species associated with vernal pools and clay soils, including
fairy shrimp, and that they are presumed absent from the project site. This habitat is also reportedly not
suitable for riparian birds, and therefore no focused surveys were warranted. The Analysis also concluded
that the development surrounding the site to the north, west, and south limits the potential of the site to
support migratory linkages of corridors for riparian species.
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To offset impacts to the riparian/riverine areas, the applicant proposes on-site creation of both wetland
(1.28 acres) and non-wetland (0.14 acre) habitat, and a vegetated stormwater conveyance riparian
scrub streambed (1.70 acres), totaling 3.12-acres. The applicant is responsible for implementing the
requirements of a Habitat Management and Monitoring Plant (HMMP) that will include establishment
of the on-site wetland and non-wetland features, invasive species control, trash removal, restriction of
human access, fencing and signage, maintenance, success criteria, and adaptive management. The onsite basin and channel would be owned by the Homeowners’ Association (HOA) a third party
approved by the regulatory agencies would be responsible for the long-term management and
maintenance. The applicant also proposes off-site mitigation in the form of purchasing credits at the
San Luis Rey Mitigation Bank to meet the requirements of regulated waters permitting. The applicant
understands that the San Luis Rey Mitigation Bank cannot be used to replace lost functions and values
of impacted MSHCP riparian/riverine resources.
According to the DBESP, the proposed on-site mitigation will result in equivalent or superior functions
and values relative to water quality as compared to pre-project conditions. The basin would facilitate better
water quality on site and to waters delivered downstream (e.g., Temescal Creek). Nuisance and stormwater
flows originating from both off-site and on-site sources would be expected to contain nutrients, oxygendemanding organic matter, heavy metals, hydrocarbons, pesticides, trace organics, and coliform bacteria
elevated from pre-construction background levels, at levels typical of other urban watersheds. However,
implementation of proposed water quality control measures, including use of structural and non-structural
BMPs to treat runoff, would ensure that implementation of the project would not result in degradation of
receiving body water quality. Upstream habitat connectivity to the project site is non-existent due to
existing residential development, and there is little to no sediment transport/sedimentation buildup issues
associated with the existing wetland. With the proposed on-site mitigation, flows from upstream locations
would remain unchanged. The DBESP also indicates that the on-site mitigation would incorporate greater
plant biodiversity and increase the ecological functions and values as compared to the current open water
and monoculture of Typha spp.
The RCA needs adequate additional information to ensure that the DBESP is implemented as proposed,
including a commitment that long-term management and maintenance of the on-site mitigation.


The Permittee or the applicant will submit a copy of the final HMMP with all mitigation
implementation details including activities that could potentially negate the conservation value
such as vector control and weed abatement.

Based on the information provided by Michael Baker, the project demonstrates compliance with
Section 6.1.2 of the MSHCP.
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b. Section 6.1.3: The project site is not located within a Narrow Endemic Plant Species Survey Area
(NEPSSA). Therefore, no focused surveys for NEPSSA were conducted. Based on the information
provided by Michael Baker, the project demonstrates compliance with Section 6.1.3 of the MSHCP.
c. Section 6.3.2: The project site is not located within a Criteria Area Species Survey Area (CASSA),
therefore no focused surveys were conducted for CASSA. The project site is located in an Additional
Survey Needs and Procedures Area for burrowing owls. Potential suitable burrows were mapped (refer
to BUOW Focused Survey) and focused surveys were conducted July 7, 15, 29, and August 4, 2015
consistent with the MSHCP Burrowing Owl Survey Requirements (2006). The project site contains a
large number of ground squirrel burrows and debris piles, many of which are suitable to support
burrowing owls. These are primarily located on slopes along the northern and southern boundaries of the
site and along the east-west centerline of the site, where the higher-elevation northern half drops into the
lower-elevation southern half. During the habitat assessment, all burrows encountered were examined
for shape, scat, pellets, feathers, tracks, and prey remains. Despite systematic searches of the suitable
burrows found on the project site, no burrowing owls or evidence to suggest recent or historical use of
the project site by burrowing owl was observed on or within 500 feet of the project site.


Pre-construction surveys for burrowing owls shall be conducted within all suitable
burrowing owl habitat, and shall be conducted within 30 days prior to the project
implementing ground disturbance.

Based on the information provided by Michael Baker, the project demonstrates consistency with Section
6.3.2 of the MSHCP.
d. Section 6.1.4: There are no existing or described Conservation Areas adjacent to the project site.
However, flows from the site drain under SR-79 and into Temecula Creek. To preserve the integrity of
areas dedicated as MSHCP Conservation Areas, the guidelines contained in Section 6.1.4 related to
controlling adverse effects for development adjacent to existing and described MSHCP Conservation
Areas shall be implemented by the Permittee in their actions relative to the project. According to the
DBESP, measures have been incorporated into the project design to ensure that all indirect projectrelated impacts to riparian/riverine habitat are avoided or minimized to the greatest extent feasible. At a
minimum, where applicable, these measures would apply to the flows to Temecula Creek and to the onsite detention basin. Specifically, the Permittee should include as project conditions the approval
measures i., ii., and v. as described below:
i. Incorporate measures to control the quantity and quality of runoff from the site entering the MSHCP
Conservation Area. In particular, measures shall be put in place to avoid discharge of untreated
surface runoff from developed and paved areas into MSHCP Conservation Areas. Any water quality
or other drainage discharges must be reviewed by RCA prior to conveyance into the MSHCP
Conservation Area.
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ii. Land uses proposed in proximity to the MSHCP Conservation Area that use chemicals or generate
bioproducts, such as manure, that are potentially toxic or may adversely affect wildlife species,
Habitat, or water quality shall incorporate measures to ensure that application of such chemicals
does not result in discharge to the MSHCP Conservation Area. The greatest risk is from landscaping
fertilization overspray and runoff.
iii. Night lighting shall be directed away from the MSHCP Conservation Area to protect species within
the MSHCP Conservation Area from direct night lighting. Shielding shall be incorporated in project
designs to ensure ambient lighting in the MSHCP Conservation Area is not increased.
iv. Proposed noise-generating land uses affecting the MSHCP Conservation Area shall incorporate
setbacks, berms, or walls to minimize the effects of noise on MSHCP Conservation Area resources
pursuant to applicable rules, regulations, and guidelines related to land use noise standards.
v. Consider the invasive, non-native plant species listed in Table 6-2 of the MSHCP in approving
landscape plans to avoid the use of invasive species for the portions of the project that are adjacent to
the MSHCP Conservation Area. Considerations in reviewing the applicability of this list shall include
proximity of planting areas to the MSHCP Conservation Areas, species considered in the planting
plans, resources being protected within the MSHCP Conservation Area and their relative sensitivity to
invasion, and barriers to plant and seed dispersal, such as walls, topography, and other features.
vi. Proposed land uses adjacent to the MSHCP Conservation Area shall incorporate barriers, where
appropriate, in individual project designs to minimize unauthorized public access, domestic animal
predation, illegal trespass, or dumping into the MSHCP Conservation Areas. Such barriers may include
native landscaping, rocks/boulders, fencing, walls, signage, and/or other appropriate mechanisms.
vii. Manufactured slopes associated with the proposed site development shall not extend into the
MSHCP Conservation Area.
viii.Weed abatement and fuel modification activities are not permitted in the Conservation Area,
including areas proposed or described for Conservation.

WW
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Project Information
Permittee:
Case Information:
Site Acreage:
Portion of Site Proposed for
MSHCP Conservation Area:

City of Temecula
TTM 36483 / Paseo Del Sol / PA 14-0087
42.64 acres
0 proposed, but result of CDFW Section 1602 permitting
requires conservation easement over approximately 3.0 acres

Criteria Consistency Review
Consistency Conclusion: The project is consistent with both the Criteria and Other
Plan requirements.
Data:
Applicable Core/Linkage: Proposed Constrained Linkage 12
Area Plan:
Southwest
APN(s)
959-400-001
959-400-002
959-400-003

Sub-Unit
SU 2 – Temecula and
Pechanga Creeks

__________
Cell Group
Independent

Cell
7273

Criteria and Project Information
Criteria Comments:
a. As stated in Section 3.2.3 of the MSHCP, “Proposed Linkage 24 is comprised of the portion of
Temecula Creek east of Redhawk Parkway and west of Pauba Road. This Linkage provides Habitat for
wetland species and a connection to Core Areas in Wilson Valley. The Linkage is constrained by
existing roadways and planned community Development. Planning Species for which Habitat is
provided for within this Linkage include bobcat, mountain lion, Stephens’ kangaroo rat, Aguanga
kangaroo rat, western pond turtle, yellow warbler, southwestern willow flycatcher, arroyo chub,
loggerhead shrike, tree swallow, white-tailed kite, Cooper's hawk and least Bell's vireo. In addition to
maintenance of habitat quality, maintenance of existing floodplain processes along Temecula Creek is
important for these species. While specific studies of movement along this Linkage have not been
conducted, it likely provides for movement of common mammals such as bobcat.”
b. The project site is partially located within Cell 7273. As stated in Section 3.3.15 of the MSHCP,
“Conservation within this Cell will contribute to assembly of Proposed Constrained Linkage 24.
Conservation within this Cell will focus on riparian scrub, woodland, forest, and Riversidean alluvial
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fan sage scrub habitat along Temecula Creek and adjacent grassland habitat. Areas conserved within
this Cell will be connected to Riversidean alluvial fan sage scrub, riparian scrub, woodland, forest and
grassland habitat proposed for conservation in Cell #7274 to the east. Conservation within this Cell
will range from 5%-15% of the Cell focusing in the eastern central portion of the Cell.”
c. Rough Step: The proposed project is within Rough Step Unit 5. Rough Step 5 encompasses 91,734 acres
within the southwestern corner of western Riverside County and includes the Santa Rosa Plateau, the
Tenaja Corridor, and Murrieta Creek. It is bounded by Interstate 15 to the northeast, San Diego County
to the south and the Santa Ana Mountains in the Cleveland National Forest to the west. Within Rough
Step 5, 24,326 acres are located within the Criteria Area. Key vegetation communities within Rough
Step Unit 5 include coastal sage scrub; grasslands; riparian scrub, woodland, forest; and Riversidean
alluvial fan sage scrub and woodlands and forests. Based on the 2013 MSHCP Annual Report, all
vegetation categories are “in” rough step. Based on the MSHCP vegetation mapping, vegetation on the
proposed project site includes grassland, disturbed and water. Therefore, development on the project site
will not conflict with or interfere with the Rough Step Status of Unit 5.
d. Project information was provided by the Permittee in the JPR application and HANS package from the
Permittee which included a Habitat Assessment and MSHCP Consistency Analysis dated April 2014
prepared by RBF Consulting. An updated package, with a revised Habitat Assessment and MSHCP
Consistency Analysis (August 2015), Burrowing Owl Focused Survey Report (August 2015), and
Delineation of State and Federal Jurisdictional Waters (June 2014) was resubmitted in September 2015
by Michael Baker International (Michael Baker) to include information requested during the initial JPR
process. Additional information was requested on several occasions, and the most recent submittal
included a Habitat Assessment and MSHCP Consistency Analysis (Analysis) revised April 2016 and a
Riparian/Riverine Determination of Biologically Equivalent or Superior Preservation (DBESP) revised
March 2016. The project site is located north of State Route 79 (SR-79), east of Mantova Drive, south of
De Portola Road and west of Butterfield Stage Road in the City of Temecula. The project site is part of the
previously approved (1998) Paseo Del Sol Specific Plan, and received permits from USACE, RWQCB,
and CDFW at that time. The site was previously graded and utilized as interim stormwater management
facilities for the larger specific plan area. Per the site plan provided in the application package, the site is
being proposed for approximately 174 single family residential units. The project site is generally located
east of Interstate 15 (I-15) in the City of Temecula, Riverside County, California. Specifically, the project
site is located north of SR-79, east of Mantova Drive, South of De Portola Road, and west of Butterfield
Stage Road. The project site is surrounded by residential development to the north, south, and west, and
an agricultural field to the northeast. Undeveloped lands are located to the east. Temecula Creek is located
approximately 750 feet to the south on the other side of SR-79. The site currently has a manmade channel
flowing roughly in a north to southwest direction, and is discussed below in Section 6.1.2. Non-native
grassland is found throughout the majority of the project site outside of the unnamed drainage feature, and
has been heavily disturbed from previous grading activities. Dominant plant species observed within this
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plant community include ripgut brome (Bromus diandrus), red brome (Bromus madritensis), shortpod
mustard (Hirschfeldia incana), Russian thistle (Salsola tragus), Chinese purslane (Portulaca oleracea),
silverleaf nightshade (Solanum elaeagnifolium), London rocket (Sisymbrium irio), and filaree (Erodium
sp.).
e. Reserve Assembly: The project site is located in the northwestern corner of Cell 7273 which is not in the
area that would contribute to Proposed Constrained Linkage 12 described for conservation. The area
described for conservation is focused on Temecula Creek and the adjacent grassland areas in the eastern
central 5%-15% portion of the Cell. The proposed project site is constrained by development on the
north, west, and south sides, separated from Temecula Creek by SR-79 and a shopping center.
Furthermore, there is no connection between the project site and Riversidean alluvial fan sage scrub,
riparian scrub, woodland, forest or grassland habitat proposed for conservation in Cell #7274 to the east.
The proposed project is not contributing to conservation constraints or fragmentation in this area, and its
development will not affect the ability of this Proposed Constrained Linkage 12 to function or be
assembled. Therefore, the project does not affect the Reserve Assembly goals of the MSHCP.

Other Plan Requirements
Data:
Section 6.1.2 – Was Riparian/Riverine/Vernal Pool Mapping or Information Provided?
Yes.

There are riparian/riverine areas on the project site. There are no vernal pools on the project site and
soils are not consistent with vernal pool soil types and are not suitable for fairy shrimp habitat.

Section 6.1.3 – Was Narrow Endemic Plant Species Survey Information Provided?
Yes.

The project site is not located within a Narrow Endemic Plant Species Survey Area (NEPSSA).

Section 6.3.2 – Was Additional Survey Information Provided?
Yes.

The project site is not located within a Criteria Area Species Survey Area (CASSA). The project
site is located in an Additional Survey Needs and Procedures Area for burrowing owl.

Section 6.1.4 – Was Information Pertaining to Urban/Wildland Interface Guidelines Provided?
Yes.

The property is not directly adjacent to existing or described Conservation Areas. However,
flows from the site will ultimately drain to Temecula Creek, an area described for Conservation.
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Other Plan Requirement Comments:
a. Section 6.1.2: According to the MSHCP Analysis prepared by Michael Baker, the project site currently has
a manmade channel which was constructed for temporary stormwater management of the previously
approved specific plan development. An unnamed manmade drainage feature bisects the site, flowing in a
north to southwest direction. This drainage enters the site roughly in the center of its northern boundary
through a concrete culvert, where it then transitions to an earthen ditch, then curves to the southwest and is
temporarily retained in the southwest corner of the site within a detention/sedimentation basin. The
temporary detention/sedimentation basin drains via an off-site concrete [underground] culvert that runs
under SR-79 and into Temecula Creek via existing commercial developments on the southwest corner of
the site. Historical aerials from 1995 show an alluvial wash on the northern portion of the property running
east-west. With development surrounding the site to the north, south, and west, the Analysis indicates that
the primary function and value of the on-site wetland was “regulation of nuisance flows, energy
dissipation, conveyance of floodwaters, and nutrient/particulate uptake from off-site upstream
development.” As part of the grading operations in 2001, the project site was graded for the stormwater
conveyance features located on the site currently. Project development was ceased in 2006 and the
stormwater management facilities have remained in place. Since the time the project was halted in 2006,
the trench has continued to convey stormwater from the northern development north through the proposed
project site. The Analysis explains that the wetland basin provides limited flood protection/water storage
capabilities by attenuating flows but it does not eliminate flooding to Butterfield Stage Road, SR-79, the
project site, or commercial centers to the south of SR-79. Further, the areas upstream of the wetland are
developed, and the existing wetland does not provide a wildlife movement corridor or linkage from
Temecula Creek across the project site.
The Analysis concluded that a single 0.69-acre wetland (1,350 linear feet) associated with the unvegetated
streambed and the 0.10-acre non-wetland detention basin (ephemeral streambed), both determined to be
MSHCP riparian/riverine resources, would be impacted by the proposed project and thus require
mitigation and preparation of a DBESP. All impacts would be considered permanent and no temporary
impacts to riparian/riverine resources are anticipated. The riparian habitat on site is broadleaf cattail
(Typha spp.) and a sparsely distributed sandbar/narrow leaf willow (Salix exigua).
According to the Analysis, none of the soils appropriate to create the impermeable restrictive layer are
present or have been mapped on the project site. A review of recent (1995-2014) and predevelopment
aerial photographs of the site and its immediate vicinity did not provide visual evidence of an astatic or
vernal pool on or in the near vicinity of the project site. While prolonged ponding may occur on-site, it is
the result of continuous flows from surrounding development and does not suggest suitability for fairy
shrimp which require astatic conditions. The continuous flows from surrounding development would
preclude the pond from developing into an astatic pond. No other ponding was observed on-site,
supporting the fact that the drainage patterns currently occurring on the project site do not follow
hydrologic regime needed for vernal pools. Based on this discussion, the Analysis concluded that there is
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no indication of sensitive plant and wildlife species associated with vernal pools and clay soils, including
fairy shrimp, and that they are presumed absent from the project site. This habitat is also reportedly not
suitable for riparian birds, and therefore no focused surveys were warranted. The Analysis also concluded
that the development surrounding the site to the north, west, and south limits the potential of the site to
support migratory linkages of corridors for riparian species.
To offset impacts to the riparian/riverine areas, the applicant proposes on-site re-establishment of both
wetland and non-wetland habitat, and a vegetated stormwater conveyance riparian scrub streambed,
totaling 2.94 acres. The applicant is responsible for implementing the requirements of a Habitat
Management and Monitoring Plant (HMMP) that will include establishment of the on-site wetland and
non-wetland features, invasive species control, trash removal, restriction of human access, fencing and
signage, maintenance, success criteria, and adaptive management. The on-site basin and channel would be
owned by the Homeowners’ Association (HOA) and a third party approved by the regulatory agencies
would be responsible for the long-term management and maintenance. [On March 13, 2018, since the time
these Findings were prepared, the Rivers & Lands Conservancy agreed to accept the conveyance and
implement the re-establishment requirements. The MSHCP requires that a protection mechanism, such as
a conservation easement, be placed over the approximate on-site 3.0-acre mitigation area. Should the HOA
need to implement maintenance or vector control, then a separate CDFW 1602 permit would be required.]
The applicant also proposes off-site mitigation in the form of purchasing credits (equivalent to 0.69 acres)
at the San Luis Rey Mitigation Bank to meet the requirements of regulated waters permitting. The
applicant understands that the San Luis Rey Mitigation Bank cannot be used to replace lost functions and
values of impacted MSHCP riparian/riverine resources.
According to the DBESP, the proposed on-site mitigation will result in equivalent or superior functions
and values relative to water quality as compared to pre-project conditions. The basin would facilitate better
water quality on site and to waters delivered downstream (e.g., Temescal Creek). Nuisance and stormwater
flows originating from both off-site and on-site sources would be expected to contain nutrients, oxygendemanding organic matter, heavy metals, hydrocarbons, pesticides, trace organics, and coliform bacteria
elevated from pre-construction background levels, at levels typical of other urban watersheds. However,
implementation of proposed water quality control measures, including use of structural and non-structural
BMPs to treat runoff, would ensure that implementation of the project would not result in degradation of
receiving body water quality. Upstream habitat connectivity to the project site is non-existent due to
existing residential development, and there is little to no sediment transport/sedimentation buildup issues
associated with the existing wetland. With the proposed on-site mitigation, flows from upstream locations
would remain unchanged. The DBESP also indicates that the on-site mitigation would incorporate greater
plant biodiversity and increase the ecological functions and values as compared to the current open water
and monoculture of Typha spp.
The RCA needs adequate additional information to ensure that the DBESP is implemented as proposed,
including a commitment that long-term management and maintenance of the on-site mitigation.
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The Permittee or the applicant will submit a copy of the final HMMP to RCA that must include
all mitigation implementation details including future activities that could potentially negate the
conservation value such as vector control and weed abatement. The HMMP must include
success criteria including timelines of when success is anticipated.
Based on the information provided by Michael Baker, the project demonstrates compliance with
Section 6.1.2 of the MSHCP.
b. Section 6.1.3: The project site is not located within a Narrow Endemic Plant Species Survey Area
(NEPSSA). Therefore, no focused surveys for NEPSSA were conducted. Based on the information
provided by Michael Baker, the project demonstrates compliance with Section 6.1.3 of the MSHCP.
c. Section 6.3.2: The project site is not located within a Criteria Area Species Survey Area (CASSA),
therefore no focused surveys were conducted for CASSA. The project site is located in an Additional
Survey Needs and Procedures Area for burrowing owls. Potential suitable burrows were mapped (refer
to BUOW Focused Survey) and focused surveys were conducted July 7, 15, 29, and August 4, 2015
consistent with the MSHCP Burrowing Owl Survey Requirements (2006). The project site contains a
large number of ground squirrel burrows and debris piles, many of which are suitable to support
burrowing owls. These are primarily located on slopes along the northern and southern boundaries of the
site and along the east-west centerline of the site, where the higher-elevation northern half drops into the
lower-elevation southern half. During the habitat assessment, all burrows encountered were examined
for shape, scat, pellets, feathers, tracks, and prey remains. Despite systematic searches of the suitable
burrows found on the project site, no burrowing owls or evidence to suggest recent or historical use of
the project site by burrowing owl was observed on or within 500 feet of the project site.
Due to the potential suitable burrowing owl habitat on site a 30-day preconstruction survey
for burrowing owls is required prior to initial ground-disturbing activities. If burrowing owl
have colonized the property site prior to the initiation of construction, the Permittee should
immediately inform the Wildlife Agencies and the RCA, and coordinate on the potential need
for a Burrowing Owl Protection and Relocation Plan, prior to initiating ground disturbance.
Based on the information provided by Michael Baker, the project demonstrates consistency with Section
6.3.2 of the MSHCP.
d. Section 6.1.4: There are no existing or described Conservation Areas adjacent to the project site.
However, flows from the site drain under SR-79 and into Temecula Creek. To preserve the integrity of
areas dedicated as MSHCP Conservation Areas, and the on-site mitigation area (under conservation
easement), the guidelines contained in Section 6.1.4 related to controlling adverse effects for
development adjacent to existing and described MSHCP Conservation Areas shall be implemented by
the Permittee in their actions relative to the project. According to the DBESP, measures have been
incorporated into the project design to ensure that all indirect project-related impacts to riparian/riverine
habitat are avoided or minimized to the greatest extent feasible. At a minimum, where applicable, these
measures would apply to the flows to Temecula Creek and to the on-site detention basin. Specifically,
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the Permittee should include as project conditions the approval measures i., ii., and v. as described
below:
i. Incorporate measures to control the quantity and quality of runoff from the site entering the MSHCP
Conservation Area. In particular, measures shall be put in place to avoid discharge of untreated
surface runoff from developed and paved areas into MSHCP Conservation Areas. Any water quality
or other drainage discharges must be reviewed by RCA prior to conveyance into the MSHCP
Conservation Area.
ii. Land uses proposed in proximity to the MSHCP Conservation Area that use chemicals or generate
bioproducts, such as manure, that are potentially toxic or may adversely affect wildlife species,
Habitat, or water quality shall incorporate measures to ensure that application of such chemicals
does not result in discharge to the MSHCP Conservation Area. The greatest risk is from landscaping
fertilization overspray and runoff.
iii. Night lighting shall be directed away from the MSHCP Conservation Area to protect species within
the MSHCP Conservation Area from direct night lighting. Shielding shall be incorporated in project
designs to ensure ambient lighting in the MSHCP Conservation Area is not increased.
iv. Proposed noise-generating land uses affecting the MSHCP Conservation Area shall incorporate
setbacks, berms, or walls to minimize the effects of noise on MSHCP Conservation Area resources
pursuant to applicable rules, regulations, and guidelines related to land use noise standards.
v. Consider the invasive, non-native plant species listed in Table 6-2 of the MSHCP in approving
landscape plans to avoid the use of invasive species for the portions of the project that are adjacent to
the MSHCP Conservation Area. Considerations in reviewing the applicability of this list shall include
proximity of planting areas to the MSHCP Conservation Areas, species considered in the planting
plans, resources being protected within the MSHCP Conservation Area and their relative sensitivity to
invasion, and barriers to plant and seed dispersal, such as walls, topography, and other features.
vi. Proposed land uses adjacent to the MSHCP Conservation Area shall incorporate barriers, where
appropriate, in individual project designs to minimize unauthorized public access, domestic animal
predation, illegal trespass, or dumping into the MSHCP Conservation Areas. Such barriers may include
native landscaping, rocks/boulders, fencing, walls, signage, and/or other appropriate mechanisms.
vii. Manufactured slopes associated with the proposed site development shall not extend into the
MSHCP Conservation Area.
viii.Weed abatement and fuel modification activities are not permitted in the Conservation Area,
including areas proposed or described for Conservation.
e.

MSHCP Volume I, Appendix C: The following best management practices (BMPs), as applicable, shall
be implemented for the duration of construction:
i. A condition shall be placed on grading permits requiring a qualified biologist to conduct a training
session for project personnel prior to grading. The training shall include a description of the species of
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concern and its habitats, the general provisions of the Endangered Species Act (Act) and the MSHCP,
the need to adhere to the provisions of the Act and the MSHCP, the penalties associated with violating
the provisions of the Act, the general measures that are being implemented to conserve the species of
concern as they relate to the project, and the access routes to and project site boundaries within which
the project activities must be accomplished.
ii. Water pollution and erosion control plans shall be developed and implemented in accordance with
RWQCB requirements.
iii. The footprint of disturbance shall be minimized to the maximum extent feasible. Access to sites
shall be via pre-existing access routes to the greatest extent possible.
iv. The upstream and downstream limits of projects disturbance plus lateral limits of disturbance on
either side of the stream shall be clearly defined and marked in the field and reviewed by the biologist
prior to initiation of work.
v. Projects should be designed to avoid the placement of equipment and personnel within the stream
channel or on sand and gravel bars, banks, and adjacent upland habitats used by target species of
concern.
vi. Projects that cannot be conducted without placing equipment or personnel in sensitive habitats
should be timed to avoid the breeding season of riparian identified in MSHCP Global Species
Objective No. 7.
vii. When stream flows must be diverted, the diversions shall be conducted using sandbags or other
methods requiring minimal instream impacts. Silt fencing of other sediment trapping materials shall be
installed at the downstream end of construction activity to minimize the transport of sediments off site.
Settling ponds where sediment is collected shall be cleaned out in a manner that prevents the sediment
from reentering the stream. Care shall be exercised when removing silt fences, as feasible, to prevent
debris or sediment from returning to the stream.
viii. Equipment storage, fueling, and staging areas shall be located on upland sites with minimal risks
of direct drainage into riparian areas or other sensitive habitats. These designated areas shall be located
in such a manner as to prevent any runoff from entering sensitive habitat. Necessary precautions shall
be taken to prevent the release of cement or other toxic substances into surface waters. Project related
spills of hazardous materials shall be reported to appropriate entities including but not limited to
applicable jurisdictional city, FWS, and CDFW, RWQCB and shall be cleaned up immediately and
contaminated soils removed to approved disposal areas.
ix. Erodible fill material shall not be deposited into water courses. Brush, loose soils, or other similar
debris material shall not be stockpiled within the stream channel or on its banks.
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x. The qualified project biologist shall monitor construction activities for the duration of the
project to ensure that practicable measures are being employed to avoid incidental disturbance of
habitat and species of concern outside the project footprint.
xi. The removal of native vegetation shall be avoided and minimized to the maximum extent
practicable. Temporary impacts shall be returned to pre-existing contours and revegetated with
appropriate native species.
xii. Exotic species that prey upon or displace target species of concern should be permanently removed
from the site to the extent feasible.
xiii. To avoid attracting predators of the species of concern, the project site shall be kept as clean of
debris as possible. All food related trash items shall be enclosed in sealed containers and regularly
removed from the site(s).
xiv. Construction employees shall strictly limit their activities, vehicles, equipment, and construction
materials to the proposed project footprint and designated staging areas and routes of travel. The
construction area(s) shall be the minimal area necessary to complete the project and shall be specified
in the construction plans. Construction limits will be fenced with orange snow screen. Exclusion
fencing should be maintained until the completion of all construction activities. Employees shall be
instructed that their activities are restricted to the construction areas.
xv. The Permittee shall have the right to access and inspect any sites of approved projects including any
restoration/enhancement area for compliance with project approval conditions, including these BMPs.
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Executive Summary
This report contains the findings of Michael Baker International’s Habitat Assessment and
Western Riverside County Multiple Species Habitat Conservation Plan (MSHCP) Consistency
Analysis for the Paseo del Sol Specific Plan Project located in the City of Temecula, Riverside
County, California. The proposed project site is located within the boundaries of the MHSCP in
Subunit 2, “Temecula and Pechanga Creeks” of the Southwest Area Plan. Additionally, a portion
of the project site is located within Criteria Cell 7273.
The project site primarily consists of vacant, undeveloped land that has been heavily disturbed by
human activities and no longer provides natural plant communities. However, there is a single
drainage feature (Wetland A) that generally flows in a north to southwest direction across the
center of the project site before entering into a detention/sedimentation basin on the southwest
corner of the project site.
Based on habitat requirements for specific species along with the availability and quality of
habitats needed by each special-status plant species, it was determined that the project site does
not provide suitable habitat for special-status plant species known to occur in the general vicinity
of the project site. No special-status1 plant species were observed on the project site during the
habitat assessment.
Two special-status wildlife species were observed foraging on the project site during the habitat
assessment, Cooper’s hawk (Accipiter cooperii) and San Diego black-tailed jackrabbit (Lepus
californicus bennettii). Based on habitat requirements for specific species and the availability and
quality of on-site habitats, it was determined that the project site has a moderate potential to support
burrowing owl; and a low potential to support golden eagle (Aquila chrysaetos), ferruginous hawk
(Buteo regalis), Swainson’s hawk (Buteo swainsoni), northwestern San Diego pocket mouse
(Chaetodipus fallax fallax), northern harrier (Circus cyaneus), Stephens’ kangaroo rat, western
pond turtle (Emys marmorata), and western mastiff bat (Eumops perotis californicus). These
species are unlikely to occur, but marginally suitable habitat is present that could support them.
All other special-status wildlife species are presumed absent.
The Riverside County Integrated Project (RCIP) Conservation Summary Report Generator was
queried to determine if the MSHCP identifies any potential survey requirements for the project
site (refer to Appendix A). Additionally, the proposed project site was reviewed against the
MSHCP to determine if the site is located within any MSHCP conservation areas including Criteria
Cells (core habitat and wildlife movement corridors) and areas proposed for conservation. Based
As used in this report, “special-status” refers to plant and wildlife species that are federally, State, and MSHCP listed, proposed,
or candidates; plant species that have been designated a California Native Plant Society Rare Plant Rank; and wildlife species
that are designated by the CDFW as fully protected, species of special concern, or watch list species.
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on the RCIP query and review of the MSHCP, it was determined that the project site is located
within Criteria Cell 7273 and is located within the designated survey area for burrowing owl
(Athene cunicularia) as depicted in Figure 6-4 in Section 6.3.2 of the MSHCP.
Since the project site is vegetated with a variety of low-growing, early successional plant species
that allows for line-of-sight observation favored by burrowing owl, and the site supports a large
number of existing California ground squirrel (Otospermophilus beecheyi) burrows, it was
determined that the project site has the potential to provide suitable habitat for burrowing owl. As
a result, Michael Baker biologist conducted a protocol focused survey for burrowing owl in
accordance with the March 29, 2006 Burrowing Owl Survey Requirements for the Western
Riverside County MSHCP Area.
Despite systematic searches of the suitable burrows found on the project site, no burrowing owls
or evidence (i.e., scat, pellets, feathers, tracks, and prey remains) to suggest recent or historical use
of the project site by burrowing owl was observed on or within 500 feet of the project site. It can
be concluded that burrowing owl are not currently present on the project site.
As documented in the Delineation of State and Federal Jurisdictional Waters report (RBF 2014),
prepared under separate cover, a single wetland (Wetland A) and temporary
detention/sedimentation basin were identified on the project site. These features will be considered
jurisdictional by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (Corps), Regional Water Quality Control
Board (Regional Board), and California Department of Fish and Wildlife (CDFW). Any impacts
to these drainage features will require a Clean Water Act (CWA) Section 404 Permit from the
Corps, a CWA Section 401 Water Quality Certification from the Regional Board, and a Section
1602 Streambed Alteration Agreement from CDFW.
In addition, these features will qualify as riparian/riverine habitat under MSHCP Section 6.1.2. As
a result, any alteration or loss of these areas will require the preparation of a Determination of
Biologically Equivalent or Superior Preservation (DBESP) analysis under the MSHCP. This
analysis is separate from any regulatory approvals/permitting by the Corps, Regional Board, and
CDFW.
Pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act and California Fish and Game Code, future construction
activities and/or the removal of any trees, shrubs, or any other potential nesting habitat should be
conducted outside the avian nesting season. The nesting season generally extends from February
1 through August 31, beginning as early as January 1 for raptor species, but can vary slightly from
year to year based upon seasonal weather conditions. If construction or vegetation clearing
activities occur during the avian nesting season a pre-construction nesting bird clearance survey
will be required and should specifically focus on the presence/absence of burrowing owl.
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Section 1

Introduction

This report contains the findings of Michael Baker International’s (Michael Baker) Habitat
Assessment and MSHCP Consistency Analysis for the Paseo del Sol Specific Plan (project site or
site) located in the City of Temecula, Riverside County, California. A habitat assessment/field
investigation was conducted by Michael Baker biologists Travis J. McGill and Ryan S. Winkleman
on March 11, 2014 to verify existing site conditions and assess the probability of occurrence for
special-status plant and wildlife species that could pose a constraint to development of the
proposed project site. In addition, Michael Baker biologists Thomas C. Millington and Ashley
Barton conducted a focused burrowing owl survey on July 7, 15, 29, and August 4, 2015. A formal
delineation of state and federal jurisdictional waters is prepared under separate cover by Michael
Baker.
This report provides an in-depth assessment of the suitability of the habitat on-site to support
burrowing owl (Athene cunicularia), a California species of special concern and several other
special-status species identified by the California Natural Diversity Data Base (CNDDB),
MSHCP, and other electronic databases as potentially occurring in the vicinity of the project site
were also assessed for their potential to occur in the general vicinity of the project site.

1.1

PROJECT LOCATION

The project site is generally located east of Interstate 15 (I-15) and north of State Route 79 (SR79) in the City of Temecula, Riverside County, California (Exhibit 1, Regional Vicinity). The
project site is located within the Pechanga quadrangle of the United States Geological Survey’s
(USGS) 7.5-minute topographic map series in an un-sectioned area of Township 8 south, Range
2 west (Exhibit 2, Site Vicinity). Specifically, the project site is located north of SR-79, east of
Mantova Drive, South of De Portola Road, and west of Butterfield Stage Road. The project site is
within Assessor’s Parcel Numbers (APN) 959-400-001, 959-400-002, and 959-400-003 (Exhibit
3, Project Site).

1.2

PROJECT DESCRIPTION

The proposed project consists of Planning Area 4 of the Paloma Del Sol Villages at Paseo del Sol
Specific Plan No. 219, Amendment No. 8 (Specific Plan No. SP-4). The Specific Plan comprises
approximately 42.9 acres of high density residential development and approximately 174 dwelling
units (Exhibit 4, Depiction of Proposed Project Site). The project site had been previously entitled
and received approvals from both the City of Temecula and the regulatory agencies during 19961998 for a residential and commercial mixed use project.
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Section 2

Methodology

Michael Baker conducted a thorough literature review and records search to determine which
special-status biological resources have the potential to occur on or within the general vicinity of
the project site. In addition, a general habitat assessment and field investigation of the project site
was conducted and provided information about the existing conditions on the project site and the
potential for special-status biological resources to occur.

2.1

WESTERN RIVERSIDE COUNTY MSHCP CONSISTENCY
ANALYSIS

Newland Communities is a Third Party seeking take authorization under the MSHCP and as such,
the project must be consistent with the provisions of the MSHCP. The following provisions apply
to the proposed project:







The policies for the protection of species associated with Riparian/Riverine areas and
vernal pools as set forth in Section 6.1.2 of the MSHCP;
The policies for the protection of narrow endemic plant species as set forth in Section 6.1.3;
The Urban/Wildlands Interface Guidelines as set forth in Section 6.1.4;
Vegetation mapping requirements as set forth in Section 6.3.1;
The requirements for conducting additional surveys as set forth in Section 6.3.2; and
Fuels management guidelines as set forth in Section 6.4.

The project site was reviewed to determine consistency with the MSHCP. Geographic Information
System (GIS) software was utilized to map the project site in relation to MSHCP areas including
Criteria Cells (core habitat and wildlife movement corridors) and areas proposed for conservation.
The Riverside County Integrated Project (RCIP) Conservation Summary Report Generator was
queried to determine if the MSHCP lists potential survey requirements for the project site
(Appendix A). The RCIP Conservation Summary Report Generator summary report identified
only identified a burrowing owl survey requirements for the project site.
Section 6.1.2 Riparian/Riverine Areas and Vernal Pools
The MSHCP requires that an assessment be completed if impacts to riparian/riverine areas and
vernal pools will occur as a result of implementation of the proposed project. According to the
MSHCP, the documentation for the assessment shall include mapping and a description of the
functions and values of the mapped areas with respect to the species listed in Section 6.1.2 of the
MSHCP, Protection of Species Associated with Riparian/Riverine Areas and Vernal Pools.
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Aerial photography was reviewed prior to conducting the habitat assessment. The aerials were
used to locate and inspect any potential natural drainage features and water bodies that may be
considered riparian/riverine habitat and/or fall under the jurisdiction of the Corps, Regional Board,
or CDFW. In general, surface drainage features indicated as blue-line streams on USGS maps that
are observed or expected to exhibit evidence of flow are considered potential riparian/riverine
habitat and are also subject to State and federal regulatory authorities.
Section 6.1.3 Narrow Endemic Plant Species
Section 6.1.3 of the MSHCP, Protection of Narrow Endemic Plant Species, states that the MSHCP
database does not provide sufficient detail to determine the extent of the presence/distribution of
Narrow Endemic Plant Species within the MSHCP Plan Area. Additional surveys may be needed
to gather information to determine the presence/absence of these species to ensure that appropriate
conservation of these species occurs. Based on the RCIP query and review of the MSHCP, it was
determined that the project site is not located within the designated survey area for Narrow
Endemic Plant Species as depicted in Figure 6-1 within Section 6.3.2 of the MSHCP.
Section 6.1.4 Urban/Wildlands Interface Guidelines
Section 6.1.4 of the MSHCP, Guidelines Pertaining to Urban/Wildlands Interface, is intended to
address indirect effects associated with development in proximity to MSHCP Conservation Areas.
The Urban/Wildlife Interface Guidelines are intended to ensure that indirect project-related
impacts to the MSHCP Conservation Area, including drainage, toxics, lighting, noise, invasive
plant species, barriers, and grading/land development, are avoided or minimized.
The proposed project site is located within Subunit 2 of the Southwest Area Plan of the MSHCP
and is partially located within Criteria Cell 7273 (Exhibit 8, MSHCP Criteria Area). Section 5.5
of this report below provides a detailed assessment of the Urban/Wildlands Interface Guidelines
specific to this project that will need to be implemented during development.
Section 6.3.1 Vegetation Mapping
Section 6.3.1 of the MSHCP, Vegetation Mapping, requires vegetation mapping within project
sites that meet certain criteria in order to assess whether conservation is required. These criteria
are described in detail in the MSHCP. Vegetation mapping conducted for this project site is
described further in Section 2.5 below.
Section 6.3.2 Additional Survey Needs and Procedures
In accordance with Section 6.3.2 of the MSHCP, Additional Survey Needs and Procedures,
additional surveys may be needed for certain species in order to achieve coverage for these species.
The RCIP Conservation Summary Report Generator was queried to determine if the MSHCP lists
any survey requirements of the project site. The summary report identified the project site as being
Paseo Del Sol Specific Plan
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within the designated survey area for burrowing owl. Section 5.2 below provides a detailed
assessment of the project site’s potential to support this species.
Section 6.4

Fuels Management

Section 6.4 of the MSHCP, Fuels Management, focuses on hazard reduction for humans and their
property. It requires fuels management practices to be compatible with public safety as well as the
conservation of biological resources. A project must comply with MSHCP fuels management
requirements in order to be in compliance. Section 5.5.8 below describes this project’s compliance
with fuel management guidelines.

2.2

LITERATURE REVIEW

Prior to conducting the field visit, a literature review and records search was conducted for
sensitive biological resources potentially occurring on or within the vicinity of the project site.
Previously recorded occurrences of special-status plant and wildlife species and their proximity to
the project site were determined through a query of the CNDDB Rarefind 5, the California Native
Plant Society’s (CNPS) Electronic Inventory of Rare and Endangered Vascular Plants of
California, Calflora Database, compendia of special-status species published by CDFW, and
United States Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) species listings.
Literature detailing biological resources previously observed in the vicinity of the project site and
historical land uses were reviewed to understand the extent of disturbances to the habitats on-site.
Standard field guides and texts on sensitive and non-sensitive biological resources were reviewed
for habitat requirements, as well as the following resources:





Google Earth Pro historic aerial imagery;
United States Department of Agriculture (USDA) Natural Resource Conservation Service
(NRCS) Web Soil Survey;
USFWS Critical Habitat designations for Threatened and Endangered Species; and
Western Riverside County MSHCP and RCIP Conservation Summary Report.

The literature review provided a baseline from which to inventory the biological resources
potentially occurring on the project site. Additional recorded occurrences of these species found
on or near the project site were derived from database queries. The CNDDB ArcGIS database was
used, together with ArcGIS software, to locate the nearest occurrence and determine the distance
from the project site.

2.3

HABITAT ASSESSMENT AND FIELD INVESTIGATION

Michael Baker biologists Travis J. McGill and Ryan S. Winkleman inventoried and evaluated the
extent and conditions of the plant communities found within the boundaries of the project site on
Paseo Del Sol Specific Plan
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March 11, 2014. Plant communities identified on aerial photographs during the literature review
were verified by walking meandering transects through the plant communities and along
boundaries between plant communities. In addition, field staff identified any jurisdictional
features, riparian/riverine habitat, as well as natural corridors and linkages that may support the
movement of wildlife through the area.
Special attention was given to any sensitive habitats and/or undeveloped areas, which have higher
potentials to support special-status flora and fauna species. Areas providing suitable habitat for
burrowing owl were closely surveyed for signs of presence during the habitat assessment. Methods
to detect the presence of burrowing owl included direct observation, aural detection, and signs of
presence including pellets, white wash, feathers, or prey remains.
All plant and wildlife species observed, as well as dominant plant species within each plant
community, were recorded. Wildlife detections were made through observation of scat, trails,
tracks, burrows, nests, and/or visual and aural observation. In addition, site characteristics such as
soil condition, topography, hydrology, anthropogenic disturbances, indicator species, condition of
on-site plant communities, and presence of potential jurisdictional drainage and/or wetland
features as well as riparian/riverine areas were noted.

2.4

SOIL SERIES ASSESSMENT

On-site and adjoining soils were researched prior to the field visit using the USDA NRCS Soil
Survey for Riverside County, California. In addition, a review of the local geological conditions
and historical aerial photographs was conducted to assess the ecological changes the project site
has undergone.

2.5

PLANT COMMUNITIES

Plant communities were mapped using 7.5-minute USGS topographic base maps and aerial
photography. The plant communities were classified in accordance with those described in the
MSHCP, Sawyer, Keeler-Wolf and Evens (2008), CDFW (2003) and Holland (1986), delineated
on an aerial photograph, and then digitized into GIS Arcview. The Arcview application was used
to compute the area of each plant community in acres.

2.6

PLANTS

Common plant species observed during the field survey were identified by visual characteristics
and morphology in the field, and recorded in a field notebook. Unusual and less familiar plants
were identified in the laboratory using taxonomical guides. Taxonomic nomenclature used in this
study follows the 2012 Jepson Manual. In this report, scientific names are provided immediately
following common names of plant species (first reference only).
Paseo Del Sol Specific Plan
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2.7

WILDLIFE

Wildlife species detected during field surveys by sight, calls, tracks, scat, or other sign were
recorded during surveys in a field notebook. Field guides were used to assist with identification of
species during surveys included The Sibley Field Guide to the Birds of Western North America
(Sibley 2003) for birds, A Field Guide to Western Reptiles and Amphibians (Stebbins 2003) for
herpetofauna, and A Field Guide to Mammals of North America (Reid 2006). Although common
names of wildlife species are fairly well standardized, scientific names are provided immediately
following common names in this report (first reference only).

2.8

RIPARIAN / RIVERINE HABITAT AND JURISDICTIONAL
AREAS

Aerial photography was reviewed prior to conducting the habitat assessment. The aerials were
used to locate and inspect any potential natural drainage features and water bodies that may be
considered riparian/riverine habitat and/or fall under the jurisdiction of the Corps, Regional Board,
or CDFW. In general, surface drainage features indicated as blue-line streams on USGS maps that
are observed or expected to exhibit evidence of flow are considered potential riparian/riverine
habitat and are also subject to state and federal regulatory authorities.

2.9

STEPHEN’S KANGAROO RAT HABITAT CONSERVATION PLAN

Separate from the consistency review against the requirements of the MSHCP, Riverside County
established a boundary for protecting the Stephens’ kangaroo rat (Dipodomys stephensi, SKR), a
federally endangered and state threatened species that is not covered under the MSHCP. SKR is
protected by the SKR Habitat Conservation Plan (SKR HCP) (County Ordinance No. 663.10). The
project site is located within the Fee Area for SKR. Therefore, the project applicant will need to
pay the SKR HCP mitigation fee prior to development of the site.
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LOCAL CLIMATE

Riverside County features a somewhat cooler version of a Mediterranean climate, or semi-arid
climate, with warm, sunny, dry summers and cool, rainy, mild winters. Relative to other areas in
southern California, winters are colder with frost and with chilly to cold morning temperatures
common. Climatological data obtained from nearby weather stations indicates the annual
precipitation averages 12 inches per year. Almost all of the rain occurs in the months between
October and April, with hardly any occurring between the months of May and September. The
wettest month is generally February, with a monthly average total precipitation of 2.54 inches. The
average maximum and minimum temperatures for the region are 80.6 and 47.2 degrees Fahrenheit
(F) respectively with July and August (monthly average 98.1° F) being the hottest months and
January (monthly average 36.4° F) being the coldest. Temperatures during the site visit were in
the low- to mid-60’s (degrees Fahrenheit) with calm wind conditions.

3.2

TOPOGRAPHY AND SOILS

Surface elevations at the project site range from approximately 1,100 to 1,120 feet above mean sea
level with areas of greater topographic relief located along the northern half of the site. The
northern half of the project site is generally higher (in between 10 to 20) feet higher than the
southern half of the site; the two halves are separated by two slopes that are bisected by a manmade
drainage channel. Based on the United States Department of Agriculture (USDA) Soil Survey, the
project site is underlain by the following soil units: Chino silt loam (drained, saline-alkali),
Grangeville sandy loam (drained, saline-alkali, 0 to 5 percent slopes), Grangeville fine sandy loam
(drained, 0 to 2 percent slopes), Grangeville fine sandy loam (poorly drained, saline-alkali, 0 to 5
percent slopes), Grangeville fine sandy loam (saline-alkali, 0 to 5 percent slopes), Greenfield sandy
loam (2 to 8 percent slopes, eroded), Hanford course sandy loam (2 to 8 percent slopes), Hanford
course sandy loam (8 to 15 percent slopes, eroded), and rough broken land (Exhibit 5, Soils).
Descriptions of each of these soil types for the western Riverside area are below.
Chino silt loam, drained, saline-alkali (Cf)
This soil type is somewhat poorly-drained and is developed in alluvium derived from granite. In
the western Riverside area it is found in flood plains at an elevation in this area of 3,100 feet. The
mean annual precipitation for where this soil type occurs in the western Riverside area is 8 to 20
inches, with a mean annual air temperature range of 61 to 64°F and a frost-free period of 230 to
340 days. The typical profile of this soil for the western Riverside area includes silt loam from 0
to 14 inches, and silty clay loam from 14 to 60 inches. The depth to a restrictive feature is more
than 80 inches, the depth to the water table is 0 inches, and the available water capacity is low at
approximately 4.2 inches. This soil type is classified as a farmland of statewide importance.
Paseo Del Sol Specific Plan
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Grangeville sandy loam, drained, saline-alkali, 0 to 5% (GpB)
This soil type is moderately well-drained and is developed in alluvium derived from granite. In the
western Riverside area they are found in alluvial fans at an elevation range of 10 to 1,800 feet. The
mean annual precipitation for this soil is 8 to 16 inches, with a mean annual air temperature range
of 61 to 64°F and a frost-free period of 200 to 270 days. The typical profile of this soil for the
western Riverside area includes sandy loam from 0 to 60 inches. The depth to a restrictive feature
is more than 80 inches, the depth to the water table is 0 inches, and the available water capacity is
moderate at approximately 7.2 inches. This soil type is classified as a farmland of statewide
importance.
Grangeville fine sandy loam, drained, 0 to 2% (GtA)
This soil type is moderately well-drained and is developed in alluvium derived from granite. In the
western Riverside area they are found in alluvial fans at an elevation range of 10 to 1,800 feet. The
mean annual precipitation for this soil is 12 inches, with a mean annual air temperature of 63°F
and a frost-free period of 200 to 270 days. The typical profile for this soil in the western Riverside
area is fine sandy loam from 0 to 36 inches and sandy loam from 36 to 64 inches. The depth to a
restrictive feature is more than 80 inches, the depth to the water table is 0 inches, and the available
water capacity is moderate at approximately 8 inches. This soil type is classified as prime farmland
if irrigated and drained.
Grangeville fine sandy loam, poorly drained, saline-alkali, 0 to 5% (GuB)
This soil type is poorly-drained and is developed in alluvium derived from granite. In the western
Riverside area it is found in alluvial fans at an elevation range of 10 to 1,800 feet. The mean annual
precipitation for this soil is 8 to 16 inches, with a mean annual air temperature range of 61 to 64°F
and a frost-free period of 200 to 270 days. The typical profile for this soil in the western Riverside
area is fine sandy loam from 0 to 17 inches and sandy loam from 17 to 60 inches. The depth to a
restrictive feature is more than 80 inches, the depth to the water table is 0 inches, and the available
water capacity is low at approximately 6 inches. This soil type is classified as a farmland of
statewide importance.
Grangeville fine sandy loam, saline-alkali, 0 to 5% (GvB)
This soil type is somewhat poorly-drained and is developed in alluvium derived from granite. In
the western Riverside area it is found in alluvial fans at an elevation range of 10 to 1,800 feet. The
mean annual precipitation for this soil is 8 to 16 inches, with a mean annual air temperature range
of 61 to 64°F and a frost-free period of 200 to 270 days. The typical profile for this soil in the
western Riverside area is fine sandy loam from 0 to 17 inches and sandy loam from 17 to 60 inches.
The depth to a restrictive feature is more than 80 inches, the depth to the water table is 0 inches,
and the available water capacity is low at approximately 6 inches. This soil type is classified as a
farmland of statewide importance.
Paseo Del Sol Specific Plan
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Greenfield sandy loam, 2 to 8%, eroded (GyC2)
This soil type is well-drained and is developed in alluvium predominantly from granite. In the
western Riverside area it is found on alluvial fans and terraces at an elevation range of 100 to 3,500
feet. The mean annual precipitation for this soil is 9 to 20 inches, with a mean annual air
temperature of 63°F and a frost-free period of 200 to 300 days. The typical profile for this soil in
the western Riverside area is sandy loam from 0 to 26 inches, fine sandy loam from 26 to 43 inches,
loam from 43 to 60 inches, and stratified loamy sand to sandy loam from 60 to 72 inches. The
depth to a restrictive feature is more than 80 inches, the depth to the water table is more than 80
inches, and the available water capacity is moderate at approximately 8.3 inches. This soil type is
classified as prime farmland if irrigated and drained.
Hanford course sandy loam, 2 to 8% (HcC)
This soil type is well-drained and is developed in alluvium predominantly from granite. In the
western Riverside area it is found on alluvial fans at an elevation range of 150 to 900 feet. The
mean annual precipitation for this soil is 9 to 20 inches, with a mean annual air temperature of 63
to 64°F and a frost-free period of 250 to 280 days. The typical profile for this soil in the western
Riverside area is coarse sandy loam from 0 to 8 inches, fine sandy loam from 8 to 40 inches, and
stratified loamy sand to coarse sandy loam from 40 to 60 inches. The depth to a restrictive feature
is more than 80 inches, the depth to the water table is more than 80 inches, and the available water
capacity is moderate at approximately 7 inches. This soil type is classified as prime farmland if
irrigated and drained.
Hanford course sandy loam, 8 to 15%, eroded (HcD2)
This soil type is somewhat excessively-drained and is developed in alluvium predominantly from
granite. In the western Riverside area it is found on alluvial fans at an elevation range of 150 to
900 feet. The mean annual precipitation for this soil is 9 to 20 inches, with a mean annual air
temperature of 63 to 64°F and a frost-free period of 250 to 280 days. The typical profile for this
soil in the western Riverside area is coarse sandy loam from 0 to 8 inches, fine sandy loam from 8
to 40 inches, and stratified loamy sand to coarse sandy loam from 40 to 60 inches. The depth to a
restrictive feature is more than 80 inches, the depth to the water table is 0 inches, and the available
water capacity is moderate at approximately 7 inches. This soil type is classified as farmland of
statewide importance.
Rough broken land (RuF)
This soil type is developed from residuum derived from mixed sources. The typical profile for this
soil in the western Riverside area is unweathered bedrock from 0 to 60 inches. It is not classified
as prime farmland.
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3.3

SURROUNDING LAND USES

The project site is located in an urbanized area that has undergone a conversion from natural
habitats to residential, commercial, and related developments with subsequent improvements to
infrastructure. Immediately abutting the western boundary of the project site and across De Portola
Road to the north are residential communities, to the northeast across Butterfield Stage Road is an
agricultural field (currently planted at the time of the habitat assessment), to the southeast across
Butterfield Stage Road is a horse feed facility, and to the south across SR-79 is a shopping center.
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Discussion

SITE CONDITIONS

An unnamed, manmade drainage feature bisects the site, flowing in a north to southwest direction.
This drainage enters the site roughly in the center of its northern boundary through a concrete
culvert, where it then transitions to an earthen ditch, then curves to the southwest and pools on the
southwest corner of the site within a temporary detention/sedimentation basin. The temporary
detention/sedimentation basin drains via a concrete culvert into Temecula Creek on the southwest
corner of the site. The on-site drainage feature is surrounded by vacant, undeveloped land. These
vacant areas have been heavily disturbed by previous grading activities and no longer provide
undisturbed natural plant communities. In the northwest corner of the project site neighborhood
kids have created a BMX bike jump area. Approximately 500 feet west of the intersection of
Butterfield Stage Road and SR-79 is an earthen berm that slopes up to the west and extends all the
way to the southwest corner of the site. As previously noted, the project site is roughly divided
into a distinct elevated northern half and a lower southern half. The slopes separating the northern
and southern halves, as well as the east- and west-facing slopes on the northern half that drop into
the drainage feature, have numerous visqueen erosions control tarps.

4.2

VEGETATION

As a result of previous grading activities, the majority of the project site is composed of a nonnative grassland plant community, with the exception of dirt access roads and a few other disturbed
areas, and a manmade channel, which is classified as an emergent freshwater marsh (Exhibit 5,
Vegetation). These communities are described in further detail below.
4.2.1

Non-Native Grassland

A non-native grassland plant community is found throughout the majority of the project site
outside of the unnamed drainage feature. This plant community has been heavily disturbed from
previous grading activities and is composed of non-native grasses and successional plant species.
Dominant plant species observed within this plant community include ripgut brome (Bromus
diandrus), red brome (Bromus madritensis), shortpod mustard (Hirschfeldia incana), Russian
thistle (Salsola tragus), Chinese purslane (Portulaca oleracea), silverleaf nightshade (Solanum
elaeagnifolium), London rocket (Sisymbrium irio), and filaree (Erodium sp.).
4.2.2

Emergent Wetland

An unnamed, manmade drainage feature bisects the site, flowing in a north to southwest direction.
This drainage enters the site roughly in the center of its northern boundary through a concrete
culvert, where it then transitions to an earthen ditch, then curves to the southwest and pools on the
Paseo Del Sol Specific Plan
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southwest corner of the site within a temporary detention/sedimentation basin. Based on the results
of the delineation of state and federal jurisdictional waters report, this unnamed drainage feature
can be classified as an emergent wetland since is exhibited all three wetland parameters (i.e.,
hydrology, soils, vegetation). The emergent wetland is dominated by broadleaf cattail (Typha
latifolia) that has become established in the middle of the channel and along the margins of the
temporary detention/sedimentation basin. In addition, there are patches of sandbar willow (Salix
exigua) within the wetland. The wetland was dry at the time of Michael Baker’s site investigation,
the temporary detention/sedimentation basin was full of open water.
4.2.3

Disturbed

Disturbed areas on-site are generally unpaved areas that have been subject to high levels of human
disturbances and no longer support a native vegetation or comprise a native plant community and
are generally un-vegetated except for some weedy plant species. These areas include dirt access
roads on the northern half of the project site and along it the eastern edge of the project site, as
well as areas on the northwest portion of the project site that have been used for spoil piles (i.e.,
dirt piles, cement rubble, and other debris).

4.3

WILDLIFE

Plant communities provide foraging habitat, nesting and denning sites, and shelter from adverse
weather or predation. This section provides a discussion of those wildlife species observed,
expected, or not expected to occur on-site. The discussion is to be used as a general reference and
is limited by the season, time of day, and weather condition in which the survey was conducted.
Wildlife observations were based on calls, songs, scat, tracks, burrows, and actual sightings of
animals.
4.3.1

Amphibians

No amphibian species were observed during the habitat assessment. The surrounding area would
not support a migration of salamanders into the site, but it is possible that anurans could use the
drainage and/or the ponded area on-site. Special-status amphibian species are not expected to occur
on-site. The drainage feature is presumably fed by urban runoff from the neighborhood(s) north of
the project site, and therefore may be wet year-round. If the pond is perennially wet, the species
most likely to occur are non-native: American bullfrog (Lithobates catesbeianus) and African
clawed frog (Xenopus laevis). The native species most likely to occur at this site is the Baja
California chorus frog, previously known as the Pacific chorus frog (Pseudacris hypochondriaca
= P. regilla). The Western Riverside County MSHCP does not identify any covered or specialstatus amphibian species as potentially occurring on the project site.
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4.3.2

Reptiles

The project site is highly disturbed and is surrounded by existing development that has the potential
to support a limited number of reptiles adapted to these habitat conditions. The only reptile
observed during the habitat assessment was western fence lizard (Sceloporus occidentalis). No
special-status reptiles were observed during the habitat assessment. As noted, the project site is
primarily composed of vacant, undeveloped lands that have been subjected to impacts over the
years and it continues to be subjected to a heavy degree of impacts. Besides western fence lizard,
common reptilian species that could occur on the site given the rodent prey base and innumerable
rodent burrows include gopher snake (Pituophis catenifer), southern Pacific rattlesnake (Crotalus
oreganus helleri), southern alligator lizard (Elgaria multicarinata webbi), and common sideblotched lizard (Uta stansburiana).
4.3.3

Birds

The project site provides suitable foraging for a variety of avian species. The avian species most
commonly observed on the site during the habitat assessment included killdeer (Charadrius
vociferus), horned lark (Eremophila alpestris), European starling (Sturnus vulgaris), western
meadowlark (Sturnella neglecta), and red-winged blackbird (Agelaius phoeniceus).
4.3.4

Mammals

The project site provides suitable habitat for mammalian species acclimated to human presence
and disturbance. However, most mammal species are nocturnal and are difficult to observe during
a diurnal field visit. Mammals detected during the field assessment included California ground
squirrel (Otospermophilus beecheyi) in large numbers and a single San Diego black-tailed
jackrabbit (Lepus californicus bennettii). San Diego black-tailed jackrabbit is designated as a
species of special concern by the CDFW. Small mammal burrows were present throughout the
site, particularly on the slopes, but ground squirrels were primarily observed occupying them.

4.4

NESTING BIRDS

The project site and the surrounding residential neighborhoods have potential to support nesting
habitat for avian species. On-site, the emergent wetland, and open non-native grasslands provide
suitable nesting opportunities. Although the majority of the on-site vegetation provides limited

nesting opportunities for avian species, the project site has the potential to provide suitable nesting
opportunities for ground-nesting avian species (e.g. killdeer (Charadrius vociferous)).

The habitat assessment was conducted during the avian breeding season, but no actively breeding
bird species or birds displaying nesting behavior or carrying nest material were observed.
Additionally, no remnant or unoccupied nests were observed on-site during the habitat assessment.
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4.5

MIGRATORY CORRIDORS AND LINKAGES

Habitat linkages provide links between larger undeveloped habitat areas that are separated by
development. Wildlife corridors are similar to linkages, but provide specific opportunities for
animals to disperse or migrate between areas. A corridor can be defined as a linear landscape
feature of sufficient width to allow animal movement between two comparatively undisturbed
habitat fragments. Adequate cover is essential for a corridor to function as a wildlife movement
area. It is possible for a habitat corridor to be adequate for one species but inadequate for others.
Wildlife corridors are significant features for dispersal, seasonal migration, breeding, and foraging.
Additionally, open space can provide a buffer against both human disturbance and natural
fluctuations in resources.
No migratory corridors or linkages identified in the MSHCP are located on the project site.
However, Proposed Constrained Linkage 24, which consists of the portion of Temecula Creek
located between Redhawk Parkway and Pauba Road, is located south of the project site. The
project site is located within Criteria Cell 7273 that focuses on vegetation within Temecula Creek.
Conservation requirements for Criteria Cell 7273 do not extend into the project site. As a result,
development of the project site will not directly affect Proposed Constrained Linkage 24. Although
the on-site channel and pond are manmade features, development within the features could result
in indirect effects to Proposed Constrained Linkage 24 through sedimentation.

4.6

JURISDICTIONAL AREAS

There are three key agencies that regulate activities within inland streams, wetlands, and riparian
areas in California. The Corps Regulatory Branch regulates discharge of dredge and/or fill
materials into “waters of the United States” pursuant to Section 404 of the Federal Clean Water
Act (CWA) and Section 10 of the Rivers and Harbors Act. Of the State agencies, the CDFW
regulates alterations to streambed and associated plant communities pursuant to Section 1602 of
the Fish and Game Code, and the Regional Board regulates discharges into surface waters pursuant
to Section 401 of the CWA and the California Porter-Cologne Water Quality Control Act.
Prior to Newland Communities ownership of the property, the previous owner (Eastern Municipal
Water District [EMWD]) utilized the project site for settlement ponds for water reclamation
discharge during the 1980’s. The holding ponds were eventually abandoned and the ponds regraded to the existing elevation on-site.
Newland Communities acquired the property, which was delineated in 1996 by Glenn Lukos
Associates. The delineation authorized the impacts to 4.9 acres of “waters of the United States”
(including wetlands) via a Nationwide Permit (NWP). As part of the authorized permit, special
conditions required the applicant to mitigate for impacts by preserving 9.4 acres of willow riparian
habitat within Temecula Creek. Since that time, Newland Communities had posted financial
Paseo Del Sol Specific Plan
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assurance for the proposed mitigation which is now complete. Newland Communities received
regulatory permits for an approved residential and commerce center project. Specifically, permit
authorization to impact various jurisdictional drainages and wetlands was received from the Corps
under File No.’s 96-00210-ES and 97-00275-SDM. As part of the previous approvals, a waiver
certification was issued by the Regional Board as a result of various water quality components that
were proposed for incorporation into the final design.
Grading for the authorized impacts occurred during 1999-2001 and all jurisdictional areas were
converted to uplands for the approved development. Following grading operations in 2001, the
applicant (as part of an approved stormwater runoff program), graded a narrow storm water
conveyance channel to a temporary detention/sedimentation basin at the southwest corner of the
project site. The temporary sediment basin had been identified in the Corps NWP. Project
construction stopped in 2006 and has not been reinitiated.
On-site waters/wetlands that are present on-site today consist of the same temporary features that
were constructed in 2001. Since the halt in construction, the trench has conveyed water from the
development to the north of De Portola Road, through the project site, and then offsite through an
existing culvert under Temecula Parkway. As noted, a single wetland (Wetland A) and temporary
detention/sedimentation basin were identified on the project site No other drainage features or
improvements are located on-site.
4.6.1

Wetland A

Wetland A extends along the entire margin of the low-flow earthen channel for approximately
1,350 linear feet. The wetland traverses the site from north to southwest along the margin of the
earthen channel and fringes of the temporary detention/sedimentation basin.
Emergent wetland vegetation which consisted of cattail has become established along the margin
of both the low-flow channel as well as on the fringe of the detention/sedimentation basin. Certain
locations along the low-flow channel contained a few dense stands of Narrow Leaf Willow (Salix
exigua). Non-native species such as White Sweetclover (Melilotus albus) and Spanish False
Fleabane (Pulicaria paludosa) were observed along the entire margin of the low-flow channel.
Surface water was present within the channel during the site visit as well as in the basin. The basin
was characterized by significant algal growth due to accumulated high levels of organic material
and nutrient-loading from upstream development. A total of 0.69-acre of state jurisdictional
wetland is located on-site.
4.6.2

Temporary Detention/Sedimentation Basin

Approximately 0.10-acre of non-wetland waters was observed within the temporary sediment
basin located at the southwestern corner of the property. The basin is located at the terminus of the
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manmade channel, which was constructed as an interim means of conveying both on-site storm
flows and flows from the approved development to the north across the site during the rough
graded condition. The basin consisted of open water, ranging in depth from 2” – 16”.

4.7

SPECIAL-STATUS BIOLOGICAL RESOURCES

The CNDDB and CNPS were queried for reported locations of listed and special-status plant and
wildlife species as well as special-status natural plant communities on the Pechanga USGS 7.5minute quadrangle. A search of published records of these species was conducted within this
quadrangle using the CNDDB Rarefind 5 online software. The CNPS Inventory of Rare and
Endangered Vascular Plants of California and MSHCP supplied information regarding the
distribution and habitats of vascular plants in the vicinity of the project site. The habitat assessment
was used to assess the ability of the plant communities found on-site to provide suitable habitat for
relevant special-status plant and wildlife species.
The literature search identified thirty-one (31) special-status plant species, twenty (20) specialstatus wildlife species, and one (1) special-status plant community as having the potential to occur
within the Pechanga quadrangle. Special-status plant and wildlife species were evaluated for their
potential to occur within the project boundaries based on habitat requirements, availability and
quality of suitable habitat, and known distributions. Species determined to have the potential to
occur within the general vicinity are presented in Appendix C, Potentially Occurring SpecialStatus Biological Resources. Appendix C summarizes conclusions from analysis and field surveys
regarding the potential occurrence of listed and special-status plant and wildlife species within the
project site. Where applicable, species that have a moderate or higher potential to occur on the
project site and that are covered by the MSHCP in the project’s vicinity are described in further
detail.
4.7.1

Special-Status Plants

Thirty-one (31) special-status plant species have been recorded in the CNDDB and CNPS in the
Pechanga quadrangle (refer to Appendix C). Based on habitat requirements for specific species
and the availability and quality of on-site habitats, it was determined that the project site does not
provide suitable habitat for any of the special-status plant species determined to occur within the
general area. The long history of disturbance and lack of natural vegetation has eliminated suitable
habitat for all of the special-status plant species that have the potential to occur in the general
vicinity.
4.7.2

Special-Status Wildlife

Twenty (20) special-status wildlife species have been recorded in the CNDDB in the Pechanga
quadrangle (refer to Appendix C). Two special-status species, Cooper’s hawk and San Diego
black-tailed jackrabbit, were observed on-site during the habitat assessment. Based on habitat
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requirements for specific species and the availability and quality of on-site habitats, it was
determined that the project site has a low potential to support golden eagle (Aquila chrysaetos),
ferruginous hawk (Buteo regalis), Swainson’s hawk (Buteo swainsoni), northwestern San Diego
pocket mouse (Chaetodipus fallax fallax), northern harrier (Circus cyaneus), Stephens’ kangaroo
rat, western pond turtle (Emys marmorata), and western mastiff bat (Eumops perotis californicus).
These species are unlikely to occur, but marginally suitable habitat is present that could support
them. Burrowing owl has a moderate potential to occur on the project site. Because Cooper’s hawk
is included as a “planning species” for Subunit 2 of the Southwest Area Plan and because
burrowing owl was specifically listed by the RCIP as a requirement for this area, detailed
descriptions of these two species are below.
4.7.2.1

Cooper’s Hawk

The Cooper’s hawk is designated by the CDFW as a watch list species. The Cooper’s hawk is
generally found in forested areas up to 3,000 feet in elevation, especially near edges and rivers.
This species prefers hardwood stands and mature forests, but can be found in urban and suburban
areas where there are tall trees for nesting. In California this species is most often found nesting in
oak trees (Curtis et al. 2006). The Cooper’s hawk is also relatively common in open areas during
nesting season where it forages. This species was observed within 20 feet of the project, perched
at a house that abuts the western boundary. While no nesting habitat is present directly on-site, the
entire site can be considered foraging habitat, with abundant prey in the form of rodents and
passerine birds. This species can be assumed to be present.
4.7.2.2

Burrowing Owl

Burrowing owl is currently designated as a California Species of Special Concern and considered
a partially covered species under the MSHCP that could require additional surveys. It is a grassland
specialist2 distributed throughout western North America where it occupies open areas with short
vegetation and bare ground within shrub, desert, and grassland environments. Burrowing owls use
a wide variety of arid and semi-arid environments with level to gently-sloping areas characterized
by open vegetation and bare ground. The species rarely dig their own burrows and are instead
dependent upon the presence of burrowing mammals (i.e., ground squirrels, coyotes, and badgers)
whose burrows are often used for roosting and nesting. The presence or absence of colonial
mammal burrows is often a major factor that limits the presence or absence of burrowing owls.
Where mammal burrows are scarce, burrowing owls have been found occupying man-made
cavities, such as buried and non-functioning drain pipes, stand-pipes, and dry culverts. They also
require low growth or open vegetation allowing line-of-sight observation of the surrounding
The burrowing owl is a grassland specialist that primarily occurs in open areas with short vegetation and bare
ground in desert, grassland, and shrub-steppe environments.
2
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habitat to forage as well as watch for predators. In California, the burrowing owl breeding season
extends from the beginning of February through the end of August.
The project site contains a large number of rodent burrows, many of which are suitable to support
burrowing owls. These are primarily located on slopes along the northern and southern boundaries
of the site and along the east-west centerline of the site, where the higher-elevation northern half
drops into the lower-elevation southern half. During the habitat assessment, all burrows
encountered were examined for shape, scat, pellets, feathers, tracks, and prey remains. Though all
suitable burrows were examined from the outside, no burrowing owls or burrowing owl sign was
detected.
As of March 2014, there are only three burrowing owl records in the CNDDB within the Pechanga
quadrangle. All three are roughly within a two-mile radius of the project site, and all are more than
10 years old. There are no records in the CNDDB of burrowing owl being recorded at this site.
However, as noted above, suitable habitat is present for this species to occur, and owls could likely
be supported at this site if they moved into any vacant burrows. Furthermore, burrowing owls are
known from this region in general. Burrowing owl is expected to have a moderate potential to
occur on the project site.
4.7.3

Special-status Plant Communities

The CNDDB lists one special-status plant community, southern willow scrub, as being identified
within the Pechanga quadrangle. This plant community was not observed on-site.
4.7.4

Critical Habitat

Under the federal Endangered Species Act, “Critical Habitat” is designated at the time of listing
of a species or within one year of listing. Critical Habitat refers to habitat or a specific geographic
area that contains the elements and features that are essential for the survival and recovery of the
species. In the event that a project may result in take or in adverse effects to a species’ designated
Critical Habitat, the project proponent may be required to engage in suitable mitigation. However,
consultation for impacts to Critical Habitat is only required when a project has a federal nexus (i.e.
occurs on federal land, is issued federal permits [e.g. Corps Section 404 permit, or Corps Section
408 permit], or receives any other federal oversight or funding). If a project does not have a federal
nexus, Critical Habitat consultations are not required.
The project site is not located within federally designated Critical Habitat for any species (Exhibit
7, Critical Habitat).
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Section 5

Western Riverside County MSHCP
Consistency Analysis

5.1

MSHCP REQUIREMENTS

5.1.1

MSHCP Areas

The proposed project site is located within the boundary of the MSHCP. Specifically, the project
site is located within Subunit 2 of the Southwest Area Plan of the MSHCP and is partially located
within Criteria Cell 7273 (Exhibit 8, MSHCP Criteria Area). Subunit 2 encompasses Temecula
and Pechanga Creeks. Conservation within Criteria Cell 7273 is intended to contribute to the
assembly of Proposed Constrained Linkage 24, and focuses on the conservation of riparian scrub,
woodland, forest, and Riversidean alluvial fan sage scrub habitat along Temecula Creek and in
adjacent grasslands.
5.1.2

MSHCP Survey Requirements

The MSHCP has habitat assessment survey requirements for certain plant, bird, mammal, and
amphibian species. Based on the RCIP query and review of the MSHCP, it was determined that
the project site is located within the designated survey area for burrowing owl as depicted in Figure
6-4 within Sections 6.3.2 of the MSHCP. Section 5.2 below describes the suitability of the habitat
on the project site to support burrowing owl.

5.2

HABITAT ASSESSMENT RESULTS

5.2.1

Burrowing Owl

Burrowing owl is currently designated as a California Species of Special Concern and considered
a partially covered species under the MSHCP that could require additional surveys. It is a grassland
specialist3 distributed throughout western North America where it occupies open areas with short
vegetation and bare ground within shrub, desert, and grassland environments. Burrowing owls use
a wide variety of arid and semi-arid environments with level to gently-sloping areas characterized
by open vegetation and bare ground. The species rarely dig their own burrows and are instead
dependent upon the presence of burrowing mammals (i.e., ground squirrels, coyotes, and badgers)
whose burrows are often used for roosting and nesting. The presence or absence of colonial
mammal burrows is often a major factor that limits the presence or absence of burrowing owls.
Where mammal burrows are scarce, burrowing owls have been found occupying man-made
The burrowing owl is a grassland specialist that primarily occurs in open areas with short vegetation and bare
ground in desert, grassland, and shrub-steppe environments.

3
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cavities, such as buried and non-functioning drain pipes, stand-pipes, and dry culverts. They also
require low growth or open vegetation allowing line-of-sight observation of the surrounding
habitat to forage as well as watch for predators. In California, the burrowing owl breeding season
extends from the beginning of February through the end of August.
The project site contains a large number of rodent burrows, many of which are suitable to support
burrowing owls. These are primarily located on slopes along the northern and southern boundaries
of the site and along the east-west centerline of the site, where the higher-elevation northern half
drops into the lower-elevation southern half. During the habitat assessment, all burrows
encountered were examined for shape, scat, pellets, feathers, tracks, and prey remains. Though all
suitable burrows were superficially examined from the outside, no burrowing owls or burrowing
owl sign was detected.
Michael Baker conducted a protocol focused survey for burrowing owl in accordance with the
March 29, 2006 Burrowing Owl Survey Requirements for the Western Riverside County MSHCP
Area. The survey area was assessed on foot by qualified biologists, Tom C. Millington and Ashley
M. Barton, who are knowledgeable in the habitats and behavior of burrowing owls on four (4)
separate days: July 7, 15, 29, and August 4, 2015. Concurrently with the first focused burrowing
owl survey, the focused burrow survey was conducted on July 7, 2015. The survey conducted on
July 7, 2015 was completed between 0630 to 0830 hours, and the surveys conducted on July 15,
29, and August 4, 2015 were completed between 0730 to 0930 hours.
Despite systematic searches of the suitable burrows found on the project site, no burrowing owls
or evidence (i.e., scat, pellets, feathers, tracks, and prey remains) to suggest recent or historical use
of the project site by burrowing owl was observed on or within 500 feet of the project site. It can
be concluded that burrowing owl are not currently present on the project site.
The project site supports suitable ground squirrel burrows and non-natural substrates capable of
supporting burrowing owls. However, the project site is not currently occupied by burrowing owls.
The weed abatement activities (i.e., disking) on-site has discouraged burrowing owls from
occupying the project site. As long as these disking activities continue on the project site, it is
presumed that burrowing owls will not occupy the suitable burrows.

5.3

JURISDICTIONAL DRAINAGES, RIPARIAN/RIVERINE AREAS,
AND VERNAL POOLS

Jurisdictional Drainages, Riparian/Riverine Areas

Under MSHCP Section 6.1.2, riparian/riverine areas are defined as areas dominated by trees,
shrubs, persistent emergent plants, or emergent mosses and lichens which occur close to or are
dependent upon nearby freshwater, or areas with freshwater flowing during all or a portion of the
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year. Conservation of these areas is intended to protect habitat that is essential to a number of
listed, water-dependent amphibians, birds, fish, invertebrates, and plants. If all impacts to
riparian/riverine habitat cannot be avoided, a mitigation strategy called a Determination of
Biologically Equivalent or Superior Preservation (DBESP) must be developed that addresses the
replacement of lost functions of habitats in regards to the listed species. This assessment is
independent from considerations given to “waters of the U.S.” and “waters of the State” under the
CWA and the California Fish and Game Code.
Based on the results of a Delineation of State and Federal Jurisdictional Waters Report (RBF
2014), prepared under separate cover, a single wetland (Wetland A) and temporary
detention/sedimentation basin were identified on the project. These features will be considered
riparian/riverine habitat under MSHCP Section 6.1.2. As a result, any alteration or loss of these
areas will require the preparation of a DBESP analysis under the MSHCP. This analysis would be
separate from any regulatory review/permitting by the Corps, Regional Board, and CDFW.
Vernal Pools and Fairy Shrimp Habitat
One of the factors for determining the suitability of the habitat for fairy shrimp would be
demonstrable evidence of seasonal ponding in an area of topographic depression that is not subject
to flowing waters. These astatic pools are typically characterized as vernal pools. More
specifically, vernal pools are seasonal wetlands that occur in depression areas without a continual
source of water. They have wetland indicators of all 3 parameters (soils, vegetation, and
hydrology) during the wetter portion of the growing season but normally lack wetland indicators
of hydrology and/or vegetation during the drier portion of the growing season. Obligate
hydrophytes and facultative wetlands plant species are normally dominant during the wetter
portion of the growing season. The determination that an area exhibits vernal pool characteristics
and the definition of the watershed supporting vernal pool hydrology is made on a case-by-case
basis. Such determinations should be considered the length of time the areas exhibits upland and
wetland characteristics and the manner in which the area fits into the overall ecological system as
a wetland. The seasonal hydrology of vernal pools provides for a unique environment, which
supports plants and invertebrates specifically adapted to a regime of winter inundation, followed
by an extended period when the pool soils are dry.
Vernal pools are seasonally inundated, ponded areas that only form in regions where specialized
soil and climatic conditions exist. During fall and winter rains typical of Mediterranean climates,
water collects in shallow depressions where downward percolation of water is prevented by the
presence of a hard pan or clay pan layer (duripan) below the soil surface. Later in the spring when
rains decrease and the weather warms, the water evaporates and the pools generally disappear by
May. The shallow depressions remain relatively dry until late fall and early winter with the advent
of greater precipitation and cooler temperatures. Vernal pools provide unusual "flood and drought"
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habitat conditions to which certain plant and wildlife species have specifically adapted as well as
invertebrate species such as fairy shrimp.
The MSHCP lists two general classes of soils known to be associated with listed and sensitive
plant species; clay soils and Traver-Domino Willow association soils. The specific clay soils
known to be associated with listed and sensitive species within the MSHCP plan area include
Bosanko, Auld, Altamont, and Porterville series soils, whereas, Traver-Domino Willows
association includes saline-alkali soils largely located along floodplain areas of the San Jacinto
River and Salt Creek. Without the appropriate soils to create the restrictive layer, water does not
pool for extended periods of time sufficient to support fairy shrimp development. None of these
soils occur on the project site and no clay or restrictive soils have been mapped on-site.
A review of recent (1995-2014) and predevelopment aerial photographs of the site and its
immediate vicinity did not provide visual evidence of an astatic or vernal pool on or in the near
vicinity of the project site. No ponding was observed on-site, further supporting the fact that the
drainage patterns currently occurring on the project site do not follow hydrologic regime needed
for vernal pools. From this review of historic aerial photos and field observation, it can be
concluded that there is no indication of vernal pools or suitable fairy shrimp habitat occurs on the
project site.
During initial grading activities in 2001 for development, all jurisdictional areas were converted
to uplands for the approved development except for the narrow storm water conveyance channel
and temporary detention/sedimentation basin at the southwest corner of the project site. The
narrow storm water conveyance channel conveys water from the development to the north of De
Portola Road, through the project site into the ponded area, and then offsite through an existing
culvert under Temecula Parkway. The continual nuisance flows from surrounding development
prevents the ponding of water in a manner that would create an astatic or vernal pool habitat.
Grading activities in 2001 altered the hydrology of the site to flow through the temporary
detention/sedimentation basin and offsite. As a result, there is no ponding of water for a sufficient
time to create vernal pool habitat.
Available information and observations of the on-site drainage features showed that the
jurisdictional features on-site to maintain water during prolonged dry periods as a result of
nuisance flows from surrounding development. While prolonged ponding occurs on-site, it is the
result of continuous flows from surrounding development and does not suggest suitability for fairy
shrimp which require astatic conditions. The continuous flows from surrounding development
would preclude the pond from developing into an astatic pond; and therefore, would not develop
the conditions to needed to support the plant and wildlife species, including fairy shrimp, that are
specifically adapted to astatic or vernal pools.
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Based on the historical aerial review, existing grading activities, and current hydrologic regimes
of the project site, it can be conclude that the project site lacks astatic conditions, and, therefore,
would not provide suitable fairy shrimp habitat. Fairy shrimp require astatic conditions and a
complete drying of occupied ponds so that the fairy shrimp cysts will not rot. The continual flow
of nuisance water precludes the on-site pond from drying out, and, therefore, preclude the
development of the astatic conditions needed by fairy shrimp. It can be concluded that the on-site
pond is not a vernal pool and does not provide fairy shrimp habitat. As a result, none of the sensitive
plant or wildlife species associated with vernal pools are expected to occur on the project site.
Sensitive plant and wildlife species associated with vernal pools and clay soils, including fairy
shrimp, are presumed absent from the project site.

5.4

NESTING BIRDS

The project site and the surrounding residential neighborhoods have potential to support nesting
habitat for avian species. On-site, the emergent wetland, and open non-native grasslands provide
suitable nesting opportunities. Although the majority of the on-site vegetation provides limited

nesting opportunities for avian species, the project site has the potential to provide suitable nesting
opportunities for ground-nesting avian species (e.g. killdeer).

The habitat assessment was conducted during the avian breeding season, but no actively breeding
bird species or birds displaying nesting behavior or carrying nest material were observed.
Additionally, no remnant or unoccupied nests were observed on-site during the habitat assessment.

5.5

URBAN/WILDLANDS INTERFACE GUIDELINES

According to Section 6.1.4 of the MSHCP, Guidelines Pertaining to Urban/Wildlands Interface,
the guidelines are intended to address indirect effects associated with locating development in
proximity to the MSHCP Conservation Area (MSHCP, p. 6-42). The proposed project site is
located within Criteria Area Cell 7273, which contributes to Proposed Constrained Linkage 24
(refer to Exhibit 8). The Urban/Wildlife Interface Guidelines, as discussed below, will be
incorporated into the project to ensure that indirect project-related impacts, including drainage,
toxics, lighting, noise, invasive plant species, barriers, and grading/land development, are avoided
or minimized.
5.5.1

Drainage

The project’s stormwater should be directed to a stormwater basin on the project site. The basin
will be designed in accordance with all federal, state, regional, and local standards and regulations
concerning water quality. These measures will assure that the project stormwater discharges are
no greater in volume and velocity than current undeveloped conditions and that the water leaving
the site complies with all applicable water quality standards.
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5.5.2

Toxics

The proposed project is a residential development and may have the potential to cause the release
of hazardous materials from pesticide and herbicide use. According to the MSHCP, measures shall
be incorporated to ensure that application of such chemicals does not result in discharge to the
MSHCP Conservation Area.
During the construction of the project, construction activities do have the potential to cause release
of toxic materials that could impact the MSHCP Conservation Area. To address these potential
short-term impacts, the project is required to stage construction operations as far away from the
MSHCP Conservation Area to the maximum extent feasible. These mitigation measures will be
imposed by the County.
5.5.3

Lighting

The project site is residential in nature and would not significantly increase lighting and glare.
Surrounding developed areas also include residential neighborhoods and shopping centers.
However, light sources should be designed with internal baffles to direct the lighting towards the
ground and the developed areas and have a zero side angle cut off to the horizon.
5.5.4

Noise

The project site should have a physical separation or barrier between the proposed development
and the conservation area to buffer noise impacts on migrating wildlife. A barrier would
significantly lessen any noise exposure to any MSHCP-covered species.
Construction-related noise will be mitigated consistent with the County’s Noise Ordinances by
limiting construction activities to daytime hours and requiring construction equipment to be tuned
and equipped with mufflers.
5.5.5

Invasive Plant Species

Plant species acceptable for the project’s landscaping must not be considered an invasive species
pursuant to Table 6.2 of the MSHCP. To ensure this, the final landscape plans must be reviewed
and verified by the County for consistency with the plant species list in Table 6.2 of the MSHCP.
5.5.6

Barriers

As previously indicated, barriers may be needed to separate the project from the MSHCP migratory
route and Proposed Constrained Linkage 24. This barrier would restrict direct access to the
MSHCP Conservation Area by domestic animals. The barrier would and should be placed within
the boundaries of the development and will be outside of the confines of the open space/MSHCP
Conservation Area.
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5.5.7

Grading/Land Development

The project has been designed to keep all manufactured slopes within the boundaries of the
development footprint and to not encroach into the open space/MSHCP Conservation Area.
5.5.8

Fuels Management

Fuels management focuses on hazard reduction for humans and their property (MSHCP, p. 6-72).
According to the Fuels Management Guidelines, for new development that is planned adjacent to
the MSHCP Conservation Area or other undeveloped areas, brush management shall be
incorporated in the development boundaries and shall not encroach into the MSHCP Conservation
Area (MSHCP, p.6-72).
The proposed project would decrease the fuel load within the project boundary with the
implementation of residences, roads, and landscaping. Any areas planted with fire-resistant,
non-invasive plants must not encroach into the Conservation Area. Accordingly, with these
measures, the project is consistent with the MSHCP Fuels Management Guidelines.
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Section 6
6.1

Habitat Evaluation and Acquisition
Negotiation Strategy (HANS) Review

THE HANS PROCESS

Proposed development within a Criteria Cell is subject to review under the HANS process. Project
applicants whose properties fall within Criteria Areas are required to file a habitat assessment of
their project site to determine if all or part of the property is necessary for inclusion in any MSHCP
Conservation Areas. A HANS application will be submitted.
If it is determined by the Riverside Conservation Authority (RCA), the County, Cities, or various
State and Federal Agencies that all or part of the property is needed for inclusion in the MSHCP
Conservation Area, the property owner will enter in negotiations with such agencies to determine
the extent of development allowed within the project area that will not significantly impact the
function of the conservation areas in question.

6.2

THE RELATIONSHIP OF THE PROPOSED PROJECT TO THE
MSHCP CONSERVATION CRITERIA

Exhibit 8 shows the location of Criteria Cell 7273 and Proposed Constrained Linkage 24 in relation
to the project site. Criteria Cell 7273 is intended to contribute to the assembly of Proposed
Constrained Linkage 24, which is comprised of Temecula Creek between Redhawk Parkway and
Pauba Road and provides habitat for wetland species and a connection to Core Areas in Wilson
Valley.
6.2.1

Proposed Constrained Linkage 24

Proposed Constrained Linkage 24 encompasses the portion of Temecula Creek located between
Redhawk Parkway and Pauba Road. It provides habitat for wetland species and a connection to
Core Areas in Wilson Valley. This linkage is constrained by existing roadways and planned
development. Proposed Constrained Linkage 24 is intended to maintain habitat quality and existing
floodplain processes that are beneficial to a number of species. Continued maintenance of the
riparian corridor in Temecula Creek is vital to the movement of wildlife through this area,
particularly bobcats (Lynx rufus).
The project site is not in or immediately adjacent to Proposed Constrained Linkage 24. This area
is located south of the project site and is separated from it by SR-79 and a shopping center.
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6.2.2

Criteria Cell 7273

The project site is located within the northwest corner of Criteria Cell 7273. This cell is intended
to contribute to the assembly of Proposed Constrained Linkage 24, with conservation within the
cell focusing on riparian scrub, woodland, forest, and Riversidean alluvial fan sage scrub habitat
along Temecula Creek and the adjacent grasslands. Conservation within the cell is limited to
approximately 5-15% of the cell and is concentrated in its eastern central portion. The project site
is outside of the portion of the cell that is proposed for conservation.

6.3

ANTICIPATED IMPACTS

Based on the graphic depiction shown in Exhibit 8, development of the project site will not have
a direct effect on Proposed Constrained Linkage 24 or the habitats that are protected within it.
During development of the site, a stormwater pollution prevention plan (SWPPP) will be
implemented to reduce the chances for indirect effects to Proposed Constrained Linkage 24.
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Section 7
7.1

Recommendations

MSHCP CRITERIA CELL

The project site lies outside of areas targeted for conservation for Proposed Constrained Linkage
24 by the MSHCP. While the areas proposed for conservation occur in the central eastern section
of Criteria Cell 7273 in Temecula Creek, encompassing only 5-15% of the total cell area, the
project site is located in the northwest corner of the cell and is outside of this area. A HANS
application will be filed with the County to address the potential development of the project site
and to confirm that development of the site does not conflict with the assembly of Proposed
Constrained Linkage 24.

7.2

HABITAT ASSESSMENT/FOCUSED SURVEYS

7.2.1

Burrowing Owl

Michael Baker conducted a protocol focused survey for burrowing owl in accordance with the
March 29, 2006 Burrowing Owl Survey Requirements for the Western Riverside County MSHCP
Area. The survey area was assessed on foot by qualified biologists, Thomas C. Millington and
Ashley M. Barton, who are knowledgeable in the habitats and behavior of burrowing owls on four
(4) separate days: July 7, 15, 29, and August 4, 2015. Concurrently with the first focused burrowing
owl survey, the focused burrow survey was conducted on July 7, 2015. The survey conducted on
July 7, 2015 was completed between 0630 to 0830 hours, and the surveys conducted on July 15,
29, and August 4, 2015 were completed between 0730 to 0930 hours.
Despite systematic searches of the suitable burrows found on the project site, no burrowing owls
or evidence (i.e., scat, pellets, feathers, tracks, and prey remains) to suggest recent or historical use
of the project site by burrowing owl was observed on or within 500 feet of the project site. It can
be concluded that burrowing owl are not currently present on the project site.
The project site supports suitable ground squirrel burrows and non-natural substrates capable of
supporting burrowing owls. However, the project site is not currently occupied by burrowing owls.
The weed abatement activities (i.e., disking) on-site has discouraged burrowing owls from
occupying the project site. As long as these disking activities continue on the project site, it is
presumed that burrowing owls will not occupy the suitable burrows.

7.3

URBAN/WILDLANDS INTERFACE GUIDELINES

The project site is adjacent to a proposed MSHCP Conservation Area (Proposed Constrained
Linkage 24). As a result, the project will implement the Urban/Wildlands Interface Guidelines as
detailed in Section 5.5 of this document.
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Recommendations

7.4

JURISDICTIONAL DRAINAGES, RIPARIAN/RIVERINE AREAS,
AND VERNAL POOLS

Based on the results of a Delineation of State and Federal Jurisdictional Waters Report (RBF
2014), prepared under separate cover, a single wetland (Wetland A) and temporary
detention/sedimentation basin were identified on the project. These features fall under the
jurisdiction of the Corps, Regional Board, and CDFW. Activities impacting these drainage features
will require a CWA Section 404 permit from the Corps, CWA Section 401 Water Quality
Certification from the Regional Board, and a Section 1602 Streambed Alteration Agreement from
CDFW.
Additionally, these features will be considered riparian/riverine habitat under MSHCP Section
6.1.2. The extent of the riparian/riverine habitat on the project site is synonymous with the
jurisdiction of CDFW. As a result, any alteration or loss of these areas will require the preparation
of a DBESP analysis under the MSHCP. This analysis would be separate from any regulatory
review/permitting by the Corps, Regional Board, and CDFW.

7.5

MIGRATORY BIRD TREATY ACT

Pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act (MBTA) and Fish and Game Code, removal of any
trees, shrubs, or any other potential nesting habitat should be conducted outside the avian nesting
season. The nesting season generally extends from early February through August, but can vary
slightly from year to year based upon seasonal weather conditions. If ground disturbance and
vegetation removal cannot occur outside of the nesting season, a pre-construction clearance survey
for nesting birds should be conducted within three days of the start of any ground disturbing
activities to ensure that no nesting birds will be disturbed during construction. The biologist
conducting the clearance survey should document a negative survey with a brief letter report
indicating that no impacts to active bird nests will occur. If an active avian nest is discovered
during the preconstruction clearance survey, construction activities should stay outside of a 300foot buffer around the active nest. For raptor species, this buffer is expanded to 500-feet. It is
recommended that a biological monitor be present to delineate the boundaries of the buffer area
and to monitor the active nest to ensure that nesting behavior is not adversely affected by the
construction activity. Once the young have fledged and left the nest, or the nest otherwise becomes
inactive under natural conditions, normal construction activities can occur. As part of the nesting
bird clearance survey, a pre-construction burrowing owl clearance survey shall be conducted to
ensure that burrowing owls are not present on the project site at the time of construction.
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Section 8

Conclusions

The project site is within the Western Riverside County MSHCP Southwest Area Plan and a
portion of the project site extends into Criteria Cell 7273. This criteria cell was designated to
contribute to Proposed Constrained Linkage 24 which protects riparian habitat in Temecula Creek
and provides movement for large mammals including bobcat and mountain lion (Puma concolor).
The project site is located north of Proposed Constrained Linkage 24 and is separated from
Temecula Creek by SR-79 and a shopping center. The applicant will implement Best Management
Practices (BMPs) as outlined in the project’s SWPPP to reduce the potential for indirect impacts
(e.g., sedimentation) due to erosion and runoff during site construction through an existing
underground channel that carries storm runoff from the project site to Temecula Creek. In addition,
a separate basin will be excavated on-site to contain construction-related sediment and materials.
The project site falls within a Burrowing Owl Survey Area. Michael Baker conducted a protocol
focused survey for burrowing owl in accordance with the March 29, 2006 Burrowing Owl Survey
Requirements for the Western Riverside County MSHCP Area. Despite systematic searches of the
suitable burrows found on the project site, no burrowing owls or evidence (i.e., scat, pellets,
feathers, tracks, and prey remains) to suggest recent or historical use of the project site by
burrowing owl was observed on or within 500 feet of the project site. It can be concluded that
burrowing owl are not currently present on the project site.
As documented in the Delineation of State and Federal Jurisdictional Waters report (RBF 2014),
prepared under separate cover, a single wetland (Wetland A) and temporary
detention/sedimentation basin were identified on the project site. As a result of Michael Baker’s
delineation and subsequent consultations, it is expected that any impacts to these features will be
regulated by the Corps, Regional Board, and CDFW. These features qualify as riparian/riverine
habitat under MSHCP Section 6.1.2. As a result, any alteration or loss of these areas will require
the preparation of a DBESP analysis under the MSHCP. This analysis would be separate from any
regulatory review/permitting by the Corps, Regional Board, and CDFW.
With completion of recommendations provided in Section 7 of this document, successful
completion of the HANS process, and payment of the MSHCP mitigation fees, development of
the project site is fully consistent with the Western Riverside County MSHCP.
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Section 9

Certification

I hereby certify that the statements furnished above and in the attached exhibits present data and
information required for this biological evaluation, and that the facts, statements, and information
presented are true and correct to the best of my knowledge and belief.
Date:

April 13, 2016
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Thomas J. McGill, Ph.D.
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Appendix A

RCIP Conservation Summary Report

Riverside County Transporation and Land Management Agency - TLMA

Western Riverside County Multiple Species Habitat
Conservation Plan (MSHCP)
APN

Cell

Cell Group

Acres

Area Plan

Sub Unit

959400001

Not A Part

Independent

6.4

Southwest Area

Not a Part

959400001

7273

Independent

14.57

Southwest Area

SU2 - Temecula & Pechanga Creeks

959400002

Not A Part

Independent

11.73

Southwest Area

Not a Part

959400002

7273

Independent

9.61

Southwest Area

SU2 - Temecula & Pechanga Creeks

959400003

7273

Independent

0.23

Southwest Area

SU2 - Temecula & Pechanga Creeks

HABITAT ASSESSMENTS

Habitat assessment shall be required and should address at a minimum potential habitat for the following species:
APN

Amphibia Burrowing Criteria Area Mammalian Narrow Endemic Special Linkage
Species
Owl
Species
Species
Plant Species
Area

959400001

NO

YES

NO

NO

NO

NO

959400002

NO

YES

NO

NO

NO

NO

959400003

NO

YES

NO

NO

NO

NO

Burrowing Owl
Burrowing owl.
If potential habitat for these species is determined to be located on the property, focused surveys may be required during the
appropriate season.

Background
The final MSHCP was approved by the County Board of Supervisors on June 17, 2003. The federal and state permits were
issued on June 22, 2004 and implementation of the MSHCP began on June 23, 2004.
For more information concerning the MSHCP, contact your local city or the County of Riverside for the unincorporated areas.
Additionally, the Western Riverside County Regional Conservation Authority (RCA), which oversees all the cities and County
implementation of the MSHCP, can be reached at:

Western Riverside County Regional Conservation Authority
3403 10th Street, Suite 320
Riverside, CA 92501
Phone: 951-955-9700
Fax: 951-955-8873
www.wrc-rca.org

Go Back To Previous Page

GIS Home Page
TLMA Home Page
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Appendix B Site Photographs

Photograph 1: Facing southwest, looking at the ruderal plant community across the northeastern portion of the site.

Photograph 2: Dirt piles, cement rubble, and debris on the northeastern portion of the site.
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Photograph 3: Facing southwest from the eastern side of the project site looking at the transition area between the
upper terrace (northern half) and lower field (southern half).

Photograph 4: Facing northeast, looking at the slope between the upper terrace and the lower portion of the site.
Ruderal plant community in the foreground on the southern half of the project site.
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Photograph 5: A bermed area runs along the southwest border of the site.

Photograph 6: An example of a burrow that has the potential to provide suitable nesting opportunities for burrowing
owl. No burrowing owl or sign was observed in or around the burrow.
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Photograph 7: A portion of the northwest corner of the site has been turned into a bike jump area. This terrace area is
highly disturbed.

Photograph 8: Looking at the culvert that delivers urban and stormwater runoff from the neighborhoods to the north
onto the project site.
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Photograph 9: Looking northeast within the manmade channel at emergent freshwater wetland dominated by cattails
with sparse sandbar willow.

Photograph 10: In the southwest corner of the project site, the manmade channel empties into a manmade
sedimentation basin with open water.
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Appendix C Potentially Occurring Special-Status Biological Resources

Scientific Name
Common Name
Wildlife Species

Accipiter cooperii
Cooper’s hawk

Aimophila ruficeps canescens
southern California rufous-crowned
sparrow

Status

Fed:
CA:

Fed:
CA:
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None
WL

None
WL

Habitat
Generally found in forested areas
up to 3,000 feet in elevation,
especially near edges and rivers.
Prefers hardwood stands and
mature forests, but can be found
in urban and suburban areas
where there are tall trees for
nesting. Common in open areas
during nesting season.
Typically found between 3,000
and 6,000 feet in elevation.
Breed in sparsely vegetated
scrubland on hillsides and
canyons. Prefers coastal sage
scrub dominated by California
sagebrush (Artemisia
californica), but they can also be
found breeding in coastal bluff
scrub, low-growing serpentine
chaparral, and along the edges of
tall chaparral habitats.

Observed
Onsite

Potential to Occur

Yes

Present. This species was
observed within 20 feet of the site
boundaries in a residential
backyard. Because of the trees
surrounding the site, the open
space, and the abundant prey, this
species should be considered
present.

No

Presumed absent. No suitable
habitat present. The site does not
contain the hilly patches of sage
scrub that this species is typically
associated with.
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Scientific Name
Common Name

Anaxyrus californicus
arroyo toad

Aquila chrysaetos
golden eagle

Status

Fed:
CA:

Fed:
CA:
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END
CSC

None
FP,
WL

Habitat
Typically found in sandy and/or
gravelly washes and creeks with
moderate in-stream vegetation
dominated by willows (Salix sp.)
and mulefat (Baccharis
salicifolia). Will forage along the
bases of in-stream vegetation or
at the bases of trees, including
California sycamore (Platanus
racemosa), Fremont cottonwood
(Populus fremontii), or oaks
(Quercus sp.). Typically breeds
in waters that are still or slowly
moving, generally around six to
eight inches in depth. Burrows
along sandy terraces but may in
some cases burrow directly in
streambeds.
Occupies nearly all terrestrial
habitats of the western states
except densely forested areas.
Favors secluded cliffs with
overhanging ledges and large
trees for nesting and cover. Hilly
or mountainous country where
takeoff and soaring are supported
by updrafts is generally preferred
to flat habitats. Deeply cut
canyons rising to open mountain
slopes and crags are ideal
habitat.

Observed
Onsite

Potential to Occur

No

Presumed absent. No suitable
habitat present. The water going
through the site does not contain
the constituents that this species is
associated with.

No

Low. The site contains suitable
foraging habitat and an abundant
California ground squirrel
(Spermophilus beecheyi) prey
base. Agricultural fields to the east
may provide additional foraging
opportunities. The extensive
development around the site may
preclude the species’ presence.
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Scientific Name
Common Name

Aspidoscelis hyperythra
orangethroat whiptail

Athene cunicularia
burrowing owl

Buteo regalis
ferruginous hawk

Status

Fed:
CA:

Fed:
CA:

Fed:
CA:
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None
CSC

Habitat

Observed
Onsite

Potential to Occur

Semi-arid brushy areas typically
with loose soil and rocks,
including washes, streamsides,
rocky hillsides, and coastal
chaparral. Rare to absent in
marginal or developed areas.

No

Presumed absent. No suitable
habitat present.

No

Moderate. There is suitable
habitat for this species on-site and
a large number of existing
burrows. However, no burrowing
owls or burrowing owl sign was
observed during the 2015 focused
surveys.

No

Low. The site contains suitable
foraging habitat and an abundant
California ground squirrel prey
base. Agricultural fields to the east
may provide additional foraging
opportunities.

None
CSC

Occurs in dry, open areas such as
grasslands, prairies, savannas,
deserts, farmlands, golf courses
and other urban areas

None
WL

Frequents open grasslands,
sagebrush flats, desert scrub, low
foothills surrounding valleys,
and fringes of pinyon-juniper
habitats. Nests in foothills or
prairies; on low cliffs, buttes, cut
banks, shrubs, trees, or in other
elevated structures, natural or
human-made. Requires large,
open tracts of grasslands, sparse
shrub, or desert habitats.
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Scientific Name
Common Name

Buteo swainsoni
Swainson’s hawk

Chaetodipus fallax fallax
northwestern San Diego pocket mouse

Circus cyaneus
northern harrier

Status

Fed:
CA:

Fed:
CA:

Fed:
CA:
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None
THR

Habitat
Typical habitat is open desert,
grassland, or cropland containing
scattered, large trees or small
groves. Breeds in stands with
few trees in juniper-sage flats,
riparian areas, and in oak
savannah in the Central Valley.
Forages in adjacent grassland or
suitable grain or alfalfa fields or
livestock pastures.

None
CSC

Open habitat on the Pacific slope
from southwestern San
Bernardino County to
northwestern Baja California.

None
CSC

Frequents meadows, grasslands,
open rangelands, desert sinks,
fresh and saltwater emergent
wetlands; seldom found in
wooded areas. Mostly found in
flat, or hummocky, open areas of
tall, dense grasses moist or dry
shrubs, and edges for nesting,
cover, and feeding.

Observed
Onsite

Potential to Occur

No

Low. The site contains suitable
foraging habitat and an abundant
California ground squirrel prey
base. Agricultural fields to the east
may provide additional foraging
opportunities.

No

Low. The site is disturbed and the
southeastern portion appears to be
disked more often than the rest of
the site. However, there is already
a sizable rodent/small mammal
population on-site, and this species
could occur despite the
surrounding development.

No

Low. The site contains suitable
foraging habitat and an abundant
California ground squirrel prey
base. Agricultural fields to the east
may provide additional foraging
opportunities.
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Scientific Name
Common Name

Dipodomys stephensi
Stephens’ kangaroo rat

Emys marmorata
western pond turtle

Status

Fed:
CA:

Fed:
CA:
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END
THR

None
CSC

Habitat
Occur in arid and semi-arid
habitats with some grass or
brush. Prefer open habitats with
less than 50% protective cover.
Require soft, well-drained
substrate for building burrows
and are typically found in areas
with sandy soil.
Found in ponds, lakes, rivers,
streams, creeks, marshes, and
irrigation ditches, with abundant
vegetation, either rocky or
muddy bottoms, in woodland,
forest, and grassland. In streams,
prefers pools to shallower areas.
Logs, rocks, cattail mats, and
exposed banks are required for
basking. May enter brackish
water and even seawater. Found
at elevations from sea level to
over 5,900 feet (1,800 m).

Observed
Onsite

Potential to Occur

No

Low. The site is disturbed and the
southeastern portion appears to be
disked more often than the rest of
the site. However, there is already
a sizable rodent/small mammal
population on-site, and this species
could occur despite the
surrounding development.

No

Low. This species could occur
within the marshy habitat on-site
but is unlikely given the extensive
urbanization surrounding the site.
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Scientific Name
Common Name

Status

Eumops perotis californicus
western mastiff bat

Fed:
CA:

None
CSC

Euphydryas editha quino
Quino checkerspot butterfly

Fed:
CA:

END
None

Lepus californicus bennettii
San Diego black-tailed jackrabbit

Fed:
CA:

None
CSC

Perognathus longimembris brevinasus
Los Angeles pocket mouse

Fed:
CA:

None
CSC
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Habitat
Primarily a cliff-dwelling
species, roost generally under
exfoliating rock slabs. Roosts
are generally high above the
ground, usually allowing a clear
vertical drop of at least 3 meters
below the entrance for flight. In
California, it is most frequently
encountered in broad open areas.
Its foraging habitat includes dry
desert washes, flood plains,
chaparral, oak woodland, open
ponderosa pine forest, grassland,
and agricultural areas.
Prefers sunny openings within
chaparral and coastal sage scrub
throughout Riverside and San
Diego counties.
Occupies many diverse habitats,
but primarily is found in arid
regions supporting short-grass
habitats.
Occurs in lower elevation
grasslands and coastal sage scrub
communities in and around the
Los Angeles Basin. Prefers open
ground with fine sandy soils.
May not dig extensive burrows,
but instead will seek refuge
under weeds and dead leaves
instead.

Observed
Onsite

Potential to Occur

No

Low. This species could forage
on-site, but there are no roosting
opportunities on-site.

No

Presumed absent. No suitable
habitat present.

Yes

Present. This species was flushed
during the habitat assessment
conducted on 3/11/14.

No

Presumed absent. No suitable
habitat present.
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Scientific Name
Common Name

Status

Phrynosoma blaivillii
coast horned lizard

Fed:
CA:

None
CSC

Polioptila californica californica
coastal California gnatcatcher

Fed:
CA:

THR
CSC
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Habitat
Found in a wide variety of
vegetation types including
coastal sage scrub, annual
grassland, chaparral, oak
woodland, riparian woodland
and coniferous forest. The key
elements of such habitats are
loose, fine soils with a high sand
fraction; an abundance of native
ants or other insects; and open
areas with limited overstory for
basking and low, but relatively
dense shrubs for refuge.
Obligate resident of sage scrub
habitats that are dominated by
California sagebrush (Artemisia
californica). This species
generally occurs below 750 feet
elevation in coastal regions and
below 1,500 feet inland. It
prefers habitat with more lowgrowing vegetation.

Observed
Onsite

Potential to Occur

No

Presumed absent. No suitable
habitat present. The site does not
contain a suitable prey base or
suitable vegetative cover for this
species, and is surrounded by
development.

No

Presumed absent. No suitable
habitat present. The site does not
contain coastal sage scrub.
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Scientific Name
Common Name

Status

Spea hammondii
western spadefoot

Fed:
CA:

None
CSC

Streptocephalus woottoni
Riverside fairy shrimp

Fed:
CA:

END
None

Abronia villosa var. aurita
chaparral sand-verbena

Fed:
CA:
CNPS:

None
None
1B.1

Arctostaphylos rainbowensis
rainbow manzanita

Fed:
CA:
CNPS:

None
None
1B.1

Berberis nevinii
Nevin’s barberry

Fed:
CA:
CNPS:

END
END
1B.1

Habitat
Prefers open areas with sandy or
gravelly soils, in a variety of
habitats including mixed
woodlands, grasslands, coastal
sage scrub, chaparral, sandy
washed, lowlands, river
floodplains, alluvial fans, playas,
alkali flats, foothills, and
mountains. Rainpools which do
not contain bullfrogs, fish, or
crayfish are necessary for
breeding.
Restricted to seasonal, coolwater vernal pools and alkali
vernal pools.

Observed
Onsite

Potential to Occur

No

Presumed absent. No suitable
habitat present. Given the high
amounts of disturbance at this site,
the site does not contain suitable
burrowing/aestivation habitat for
this species.

No

Presumed absent. No suitable
habitat present.

No

Presumed absent. No suitable
habitat present.

No

Presumed absent. No suitable
habitat present.

No

Presumed absent. No suitable
habitat present.

Plant Species
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Grows in sandy soils in coastal
sage scrub and in chaparral.
From 262 to 5,249 feet in
elevation.
Grows in gabbro chaparral in
Riverside and San Diego
Counties. From 886 to 2,592 feet
in elevation.
Occurs on steep, north-facing
slopes in low-grade sandy
washes
within
chaparral,
cismontane woodland, coastal
scrub, and riparian scrub. From
951 to 5,167 feet in elevation.
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Scientific Name
Common Name

Status

Brodiaea orcuttii
Orcutt’s brodiaea

Fed:
CA:
CNPS:

None
None
1B.1

Caulanthus simulans
Payson's jewel-flower

Fed:
CA:
CNPS:

None
None
4.2

Ceanothus cyaneus
Lakeside ceanothus

Fed:
CA:
CNPS:

None
None
1B.2

Ceanothus ophiochilus
Vail Lake ceanothus

Fed:
CA:
CNPS:

THR
END
1B.1

Chorizanthe leptotheca
peninsular spineflower

Fed:
CA:
CNPS:

None
None
4.2
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Habitat
Occurs mostly on mesic, clay
habitats and sometimes in
serpentine soils. Usually found in
vernal pools, valley and foothill
grassland,
closed-cone
coniferous forest, cismontane
woodland, chaparral, meadows
and seeps, and other small
drainages. From 98 to 5,561 feet
in elevation.
Occurs on granitic sandy soils in
chaparral and coastal scrub
habitats. From 295 to 7,218 feet
in elevation.
Found in chaparral and closedcone coniferous forest from 771
to 2,477 feet in elevation.
Occurs in gabbro seams in
chaparral on north-facing ridges
on the eastern sides of
mountains. From 2,034 to 2,707
feet in elevation.
Found in alluvial fan and granitic
areas within chaparral, coastal
scrub, and lower montane
coniferous forest. From 984 to
6,234 feet in elevation.

Observed
Onsite

Potential to Occur

No

Presumed absent. No suitable
habitat present.

No

Presumed absent. No suitable
habitat present.

No

Presumed absent. No suitable
habitat present.

No

Presumed absent. No suitable
habitat present and the site is
outside of this species’ known
elevation range.

No

Presumed absent. No suitable
habitat present.
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Scientific Name
Common Name

Status

Chorizanthe polygonoides var.
longispina
long-spined spineflower

Fed:
CA:
CNPS:

None
None
1B.2

Clarkia delicata
delicate clarkia

Fed:
CA:
CNPS:

None
None
1B.2

Deinandra paniculata
paniculate tarplant

Fed:
CA:
CNPS:

None
None
4.2

Dodecahema leptoceras
slender-horned spineflower

Fed:
CA:
CNPS:

END
END
1B.1

Harpagonella palmeri
Palmer's grapplinghook

Fed:
CA:
CNPS:

None
None
4.2
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Habitat
Typically found on clay lenses
which are largely devoid of
shrubs. Can be found on the
periphery of vernal pool habitat
and even on the periphery of
montane meadows near vernal
seeps. From 98 to 5,020 feet in
elevation.
Often found on gabbro soils
within cismontane woodland and
chaparral. From 771 to 3,281 feet
in elevation.
Usually found in vernally mesic
or sometimes sandy soils within
coastal scrub, valley and foothill
grassland, and vernal pools.
From 82 to 3,084 feet in
elevation.
Found
on
flood-deposited
terraces and washes in chaparral,
cismontane
woodland,
and
coastal scrub. Often in alluvial
fan sage scrub. Associated with
plants in the Encelia, Dalea, and
Lepidospartum genera. From 656
to 2,493 feet in elevation.
Occurs on clay soils in chaparral,
coastal scrub, valley and foothill
grasslands. From 66 to 3,133 feet
in elevation.

Observed
Onsite

Potential to Occur

No

Presumed absent. No suitable
habitat present.

No

Presumed absent. No suitable
habitat present.

No

Presumed absent. No suitable
habitat present.

No

Presumed absent. No suitable
habitat present.

No

Presumed absent. No suitable
habitat present.
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Scientific Name
Common Name

Status

Horkelia cuneata var. puberula
mesa horkelia

Fed:
CA:
CNPS:

None
None
1B.1

Lasthenia glabrata ssp. coulteri
Coulter's goldfields

Fed:
CA:
CNPS:

None
None
1B.1

Lepechinia cardiophylla
heart-leaved pitcher sage

Fed:
CA:
CNPS:

None
None
1B.2

Lepidium virginicum var. robinsonii
Robinson's pepper-grass

Fed:
CA:
CNPS:

None
None
1B.2

Lilium humboldtii ssp. ocellatum
ocellated Humboldt lily

Fed:
CA:
CNPS:

None
None
4.2

Microseris douglasii ssp. platycarpha
small-flowered microseris

Fed:
CA:
CNPS:

None
None
4.2

Mimulus diffusus
Palomar monkeyflower

Fed:
CA:
CNPS:

None
None
4.3
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Habitat
Found in sandy or gravelly areas
in
chaparral,
cismontane
woodland, or coastal scrub. From
230 to 2,657 feet in elevation.
Usually alkaline soils in marshes,
playas, vernal pools, and valley
and foothill grassland. From 3 to
4,593 feet in elevation.
Occurs in closed-cone coniferous
forest, chaparral, and cismontane
woodland. From 1,706 to 4,495
feet in elevation.
Dry soils on chaparral and
coastal sage scrub. From 3 to
2,904 feet in elevation.
Occurs in openings within
chaparral, cismontane woodland,
coastal scrub, lower montane
coniferous forest, and riparian
woodland. From 98 to 5,906 feet
in elevation.
Found in clay soils within
cismontane woodland, coastal
scrub, valley and foothill
grassland, and vernal pools.
From 49 to 3,511 feet in
elevation.
Occurs in sandy or gravelly soils
in chaparral and lower montane
coniferous forest. From 4,003 to
6,004 feet in elevation.

Observed
Onsite

Potential to Occur

No

Presumed absent. No suitable
habitat present.

No

Presumed absent. No suitable
habitat present.

No

Presumed absent. No suitable
habitat present and the site is
outside of this species’ known
elevation range.

No

Presumed absent. No suitable
habitat present.

No

Presumed absent. No suitable
habitat present.

No

Presumed absent. No suitable
habitat present.

No

Presumed absent. No suitable
habitat present and the site is
outside of this species’ known
elevation range.
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Scientific Name
Common Name

Status

Monardella hypoleuca ssp. intermedia
intermediate monardella

Fed:
CA:
CNPS:

None
None
1B.3

Monardella hypoleuca ssp. lanata
felt-leaved monardella

Fed:
CA:
CNPS:

None
None
1B.2

Monardella macrantha ssp. hallii
Hall’s monardella

Fed:
CA:
CNPS:

None
None
1B.3

Navarretia fossalis
spreading navarretia

Fed:
CA:
CNPS:

THR
None
1B.1

Nolina cismontana
chaparral nolina

Fed:
CA:
CNPS:

None
None
1B.2

Packera gander
Gander’s ragwort

Fed:
CA:
CNPS:

None
Rare
1B.2

Pickeringia montana var. tomentosa
woolly chaparral-pea

Fed:
CA:
CNPS:

None
None
4.3
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Habitat
Found in lower montane
coniferous forest and chaparral
plant communities between
1,312 to 4,101 feet in elevation.
Occurs
in
chaparral
and
cismontane woodland. From 984
to 5,167 feet in elevation.
Occurs on dry slopes and ridges
within openings in broadleaved
upland forest, chaparral, lower
montane
coniferous
forest,
cismontane woodland, and valley
& foothill grassland. From 2,395
to 7,201 feet in elevation.
Occurs in vernal pools, marshes,
swamps, and playas. Associated
with San Diego hardpan and San
Diego clayplan vernal pools.
From 98 to 2,149 feet in
elevation.
Generally associated with
sandstone or gabbro soils in
chaparral and coastal scrub from
459 to 4,183 feet in elevation.
Occurs in chaparral in recently
burned areas or in gabbro
outcrops. From 1,312 to 3,937
feet in elevation.
Occurs in gabbroic, granitic, or
clay soils within chaparral from
0 to 5,577 feet in elevation.

Observed
Onsite

Potential to Occur

No

Presumed absent. No suitable
habitat present.

No

Presumed absent. No suitable
habitat present.

No

Presumed absent. No suitable
habitat present and the site is
outside of this species’ known
elevation range.

No

Presumed absent. No suitable
habitat present.

No

Presumed absent. No suitable
habitat present.

No

Presumed absent. No suitable
habitat present.

No

Presumed absent. No suitable
habitat present.
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Scientific Name
Common Name

Status

Polygala cornuta var. fishiae
Fish’s milkwort

Fed:
CA:
CNPS:

None
None
4.3

Quercus engelmannii
Engelmann oak

Fed:
CA:
CNPS:

None
None
4.2

Selaginella cinerascens
ashy spike-moss

Fed:
CA:
CNPS:

None
None
4.1

Tetracoccus dioicus
Parry’s tetracoccus

Fed:
CA:
CNPS:

None
None
1B.2

CDFW SENSITIVE HABITATS
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Habitat
Occurs in chaparral, cismontane
woodland,
and
riparian
woodland from 328 to 3,281 feet
in elevation.
Occurs in chaparral, cismontane
woodland, riparian woodland,
and valley and foothill grassland.
From 164 to 4,265 feet in
elevation.
Found in chaparral and coastal
scrub from 66 to 2,100 feet in
elevation.
Occurs on stony, decomposed
gabbro soils within chaparral and
coastal scrub. From 492 to 3,281
feet in elevation.

Observed
Onsite

Potential to Occur

No

Presumed absent. No suitable
habitat present.

No

Presumed absent. No suitable
habitat present.

No

Presumed absent. No suitable
habitat present.

No

Presumed absent. No suitable
habitat present.
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Scientific Name
Common Name

Southern Willow Scrub

U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
(USFWS) - Federal
END- Federal Endangered
THR- Federal Threatened

Status

Habitat

Observed
Onsite

Potential to Occur

CDFW Sensitive
Habitat

Dense, broadleaved, winterdeciduous
riparian
thickets
dominated by several Salix
species, with scattered emergent
Populus fremontii and Plantanus
racemosa. Most stands are too
dense to allow much understory
development. Loose, sandy or
fine gravelly alluvium deposited
near stream channels during
flood flows. This early seral type
required repeated flooding to
prevent succession to Southern
Cottonwood-Sycamore Riparian
Forest.

No

Absent

California Department of Fish
and Wildlife (CDFW) California
END- California Endangered
THR- California Threatened
CSC- California Species of
Concern
FP- California Fully Protected
WL- California Watch List
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California Native Plant Society
(CNPS)
California Rare Plant Rank
1B Plants Rare, Threatened, or
Endangered in California and
Elsewhere
4 Plants of Limited Distribution
– A Watch List

Threat Ranks
0.1- Seriously threatened in
California
0.2- Moderately threatened in
California
0.3- Not very threatened in
California
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Flora Compendium
Scientific Name

Common Name

Baccharis pilularis
Baccharis salicifolia
Brassica nigra
Bromus diandrus
Bromus hordeaceus
Bromus madritensis
Cirsium vulgare
Corethrogyne filaginifolia
Croton californicus
Datura wrightii
Equisetum sp.
Eriogonum fasciculatum
Erodium sp.
Eucalyptus sp.
Heterotheca grandiflora
Hirschfeldia incana
Isocoma menziesii
Lepidospartum squamatum
Portulaca oleracea
Robinia pseudoacacia
Salix exigua
Salix lasiolepis
Salsola tragus
Simmondsia chinensis
Sisyumbrium irio
Solanum elaeagnifolium
Typha latifolia

Coyote bush
Mulefat
Black mustard
Ripgut brome
Soft chess
Red brome
Bull thistle
Cudweed aster
California croton
Jimsonweed
Horsetail
California buckwheat
Filaree
Eucalyptus
Telegraph weed
Shortpod mustard
Menzies’ goldenbush
Scalebroom
Chinese purslane
Black locust
Sandbar willow
Arroyo willow
Russian thistle
Jojoba
London rocket
Silverleaf nightshade
Broadleaf cattail
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Fauna Compendium
Scientific Name

Common Name

Birds
Accipiter cooperii
Agelaius phoeniceus
Buteo jamaicensis
Butorides virescens
Calypte anna
Carduelis psaltria
Charadrius vociferus
Colaptes auratus
Columba livia
Corvus brachyrhynchos
Eremophila alpestris
Geothlypis trichas
Melospiza melodia
Quiscalis mexicanus
Sayornis nigricans
Sayornis saya
Setophaga coronate
Stelgidopteryx serripennis
Streptopelia decaocto
Sturnella neglecta
Sturnus vulgaris
Thryomanes bewickii
Tyrannus vociferans
Zenaida macroura
Zonotrichia leucophrys

Cooper’s hawk
Red-winged blackbird
Red-tailed hawk
Green heron
Anna’s hummingbird
Lesser goldfinch
Killdeer
Northern flicker
Rock pigeon
American crow
Horned lark
Common yellowthroat
Song sparrow
Great-tailed grackle
Black phoebe
Say’s phoebe
Yellow-rumped warbler
Northern rough-winged swallow
Eurasian collared-dove
Western meadowlark
European starling
Bewick’s wren
Cassin’s kingbird
Mourning dove
White-crowned sparrow

Mammals
Lepus californicus bennettii
Spermophilus beecheyi

San Diego black-tailed jackrabbit
California ground squirrel

Reptiles
Sceloporus occidentalis

Western fence lizard
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Executive Summary
This report contains the findings of a focused burrowing owl (Athene cunicularia) survey for the Paseo
Del Sol Specific Plan Project located in the City of Temecula, Riverside County, California (project
site or site). The surveys for burrowing owl were conducted in accordance with the March 29, 2006
Burrowing Owl Survey Requirements for the Western Riverside County Multiple Species Habitat
Conservation Plan (MSHCP) Area. The burrowing owl focused surveys were conducted by Michael
Baker International biologists Thomas C. Millington and Ashley M. Barton on July 7, 15, 29, and
August 4, 2015. Concurrently with the first focused burrowing owl survey, the focused burrow survey
was conducted on July 7, 2015.
Based on the results of the focused burrow survey conducted on July 7, 2015, it was determined the
project site provides suitable burrows/nesting opportunities for burrowing owls. Despite systematic
searches of all suitable burrows on the project site, no burrowing owls or evidence (i.e. scat, pellets,
feathers, tracks, and prey remains) to suggest recent or historical use of the project site by burrowing
owls were observed on or within 500 feet of the project footprint. It can be concluded that burrowing
owls are not currently present on the project site and are presumed absent.
Routine weed abatement activities occurs on site and likely has discouraged burrowing owls from
occupying the project site. As long as these disking activities continue on the project site, it is presumed
that burrowing owls will not use the suitable burrows for nesting opportunities.
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Section 1

Introduction

Michael Baker International (Michael Baker) conducted a focused burrowing owl survey for the
proposed Paseo Del Sol project located in the City of Temecula, Riverside County, California. Michael
Baker biologists Tom C. Millington and Ashley M. Barton surveyed the project site in accordance with
the March 29, 2006 Burrowing Owl Survey Requirements for the Western Riverside County MSHCP
Area.
The focused burrowing owl survey included a single focused burrow survey and four (4) separate
burrowing owl focused surveys during the 2015 avian breeding season. The surveys were conducted to
determine, first, if the project site provides suitable burrows to support burrowing owl and, second, if
burrowing owls currently occupy the project site. Based on the focused burrow survey conducted on
July 7, 2015, the project site provides suitable burrows for burrowing owls. The four focused burrowing
owl surveys were conducted on July 7, 15, 29, and August 4, 2015. The survey conducted on July 7,
2015 was completed between 0630 to 830 hours and the surveys conducted on July 15, 29, and August
4, 2015 were completed between 0730 to 0930 hours. Surveys could not be conducted the week starting
July 20, 2015 due to rain events July 18 and 19, 2015.

1.1

PROJECT LOCATION

The project site is generally located east of Interstate 15 and north of State Route 79 Temecula Parkway
in the City of Temecula, Riverside County, California (Exhibit 1, Regional Vicinity). The project site
is depicted on the Pechanga quadrangle of the United States Geological Survey’s (USGS) 7.5-minute
topographic map series in an un-sectioned area of Township 8 south, Range 2 west (Exhibit 2, Site
Vicinity). Specifically, the project site is located north of State Route 79 Temecula Parkway, east of
Mantova Drive Street, south of Del Portola Road, and west of Butterfield Stage Road. The project site
is within Assessor’s Parcel Numbers (APN) 959-400-001, 959-400-003 (Exhibit 3, Project site and
Survey Area).

1.2

PROJECT DESCRIPTION

Newland Communities is an approved mixed-use development of residential and commercial uses. The
project was approved in January 1998. The proposed project consists of Planning Area 4 of the Paloma
Del Sol Villages at Paseo Del Sol Specific Plan No. 219, Amendment No. 8 (Specific Plan No. SP-4).
The proposed project would construct approximately 175 dwelling units of high density residential
development on 42.9 acres. The previously planned commercial component approved as part of the
original entitlements has been eliminated.
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Section 2
2.1

Species Background

SPECIES BACKGROUND

The burrowing owl is a grassland specialist distributed throughout western North America where it
occupies open areas with short vegetation and bare ground within shrub, desert, and grassland
environments. Burrowing owls use a wide variety of arid and semi-arid environments with welldrained, level to gently-sloping areas characterized by sparse vegetation and bare ground (Haug and
Didiuk 1993; Dechant et al. 1999). Burrowing owls are dependent upon the presence of fossorial
mammals, such as ground squirrels (Otospermophilus beecheyi), whose burrows are used for roosting
and nesting (Haug and Didiuk 1993). The presence or absence of colonial mammal burrows is often a
major factor that limits the presence or absence of burrowing owls. Where mammal burrows are scarce,
burrowing owls have been found occupying man-made cavities, such as buried and non-functioning
drain pipes, stand-pipes, and dry culverts. Burrowing mammals may burrow beneath rocks and debris
or large, heavy objects such as abandoned cars, concrete blocks, or concrete pads. Large, hard objects
at burrow entrances stabilize the entrance from collapse and may inhibit excavation by predators.
Burrowing owl have crepuscular (dawn and dusk) hunting habits but are often observed perched in or
near the burrow entrance during the day. They prey upon invertebrates and small vertebrates (Thomsen
1971) through the low vegetation which allows for foraging visibility. The nesting season occurs
between February 1 and August 31. Burrowing owl in California may migrate southerly, but often
remain in the breeding area during the non-breeding period.
The burrowing owl was once abundant and widely distributed within coastal southern California, but it
has declined precipitously in counties such as Los Angeles, Orange, San Diego, Riverside, and San
Bernardino. A petition was filed to list the California population of the western burrowing owl as an
Endangered or Threatened species (Center for Biological Diversity 2003); however, the California
Department of Fish and Wildlife (CDFW) declined to list the burrowing owl as either Endangered or
Threatened. The CDFW currently lists the burrowing owl as a California Species of Special Concern.

2.2

REGULATORY FRAMEWORK

The burrowing owl is a migratory bird species protected by international treaty under the Migratory
Bird Treaty Act (MBTA) of 1918. The MBTA reflects agreements made between the U.S., England,
Mexico, the former Soviet Union, and Japan to protect all of North America’s migratory bird
populations. The MBTA protects migratory bird nests from possession, sale, purchase, barter, transport,
import and export, and collection. The other prohibitions of the MBTA - capture, pursue, hunt, and kill
- are inapplicable to nests. The regulatory definition of take, as defined in Title 50 C.F.R. part 10.12,
means to pursue, hunt, shoot, wound, kill, trap, capture, or collect, or attempt to hunt, shoot, wound,
kill, trap, capture, or collect. Only the verb “collect” applies to nests. It is illegal to collect, possess, and
by any means transfer possession of any migratory bird nest. The MBTA prohibits the destruction of a
Paseo Del Sol Specific Plan
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nest when it contains birds or eggs, and no possession shall occur during the destruction (United States
Fish and Wildlife Service, Migratory Bird Permit Memorandum, April 15, 2003). Certain exceptions
to this prohibition are included in 50 C.F.R. section 21. Pursuant to CDFW Code section 3513, the
Department enforces the MBTA consistent with rules and regulations adopted by the Secretary of the
Interior under provisions of the Migratory Treaty Act.
Additionally, burrowing owl is protected under Sections 3503, 3503.3, 3511, and 3513 of the CDFW
Code which prohibit the take, possession, or destruction of birds, their nests or eggs. Implementation
of the take provisions requires that project-related disturbance at active nesting territories be reduced
or eliminated during critical phases of the nesting cycle (March 1 - August 15, annually). CDFW Code
Section 3503.5 protects birds in the orders Falconiformes or Strigiformes (Birds of Prey, such as hawks
and owls, including burrowing owls) which makes it unlawful to take, posses, or destroy their nest or
eggs.
The Western Riverside County MSHCP offer long-term assurances for conservation of this species in
exchange for biologically appropriate levels of incidental take and/or habitat loss as defined in the
approved plan. California’s NCCP Act (FGC §2800 et seq.) governs such plans at the state level, and
was designed to conserve species, natural communities, ecosystems, and ecological processes across a
jurisdiction or a collection of jurisdictions. Complementary federal HCPs are governed by the
Endangered Species Act (7 U.S.C. § 136, 16 U.S.C.§ 1531 et seq.) (ESA). Regional conservation plans
(and certain other landscape-level conservation and management plans), may provide conservation for
unlisted as well as listed species. Because the geographic scope of NCCPs and HCPs may span many
hundreds of thousands of acres, these planning tools have the potential to play a significant role in
conservation of burrowing owls, and grasslands and other habitats.
Guidelines for the Implementation of the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) provide that
a species be considered as endangered or “rare” regardless of appearance on a formal list for the
purposes of the CEQA (Guidelines, Section 15380, subsections b and d). The CEQA requires a
mandatory findings of significance if impacts to threatened or endangered species are likely to occur
(Sections 21001(c), 21083. Guidelines 15380, 15064, 15065). Avoidance or mitigation must be
presented to reduce impacts to less than significant levels.
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Section 3

Methodology

General weather conditions during each of these surveys were suitable for detections of burrowing
owls. Minus the first survey on July 7, 2015 which included cloudy conditions and minimal wind, the
surveys following that date had clear skies and minimal wind. Surveys are not accepted if they are
conducted during rain, high winds (> 20 mph), dense fog, or temperatures over 90 oF. Rain events
occurred during the survey window on April 18 and 19, 2015. However, surveys were not conducted
within the five (5) days following these rain events. The protocol survey for burrowing owl requires a
systematic survey of all areas that provide suitable habitat plus a 150-meter (approximately 500 feet)
zone of influence on all sides of suitable habitat. Survey transects were conducted at 30-meter
(approximately 100 feet) intervals to ensure 100% visual coverage of all areas in suitable habitat, as
applicable based on topography of the site (refer to Exhibit 3, Project site and Survey Area). The
focused burrowing owl surveys were conducted during the recognized timeframe in the morning one
hour before sunrise to two hours after sunrise.
Areas providing potential habitat for burrowing owls were surveyed for suitable burrows, consisting of
natural and non-natural substrates in areas with low, open vegetation. All burrows encountered were
examined for shape, scat, pellets, white-wash, feathers, tracks, and prey remains. The location of all
suitable burrowing owl habitat, potential owl burrows, burrowing owl sign, and any owls observed
were recorded and mapped, with a hand-held GPS unit. Methods to detect presence of burrowing owls
included direct observation, aural detection, and signs of presence; including pellets, white wash,
feathers, or prey remains. Suitable burrows/sites, including rock piles and non-natural substrates, were
thoroughly examined for signs of presence. The survey included identifying avian species in the area
and observing behaviors that suggested nesting activity. Binoculars were used to observe distant birds
and their activity around potential nesting habitat.
The burrowing owl focused survey was conducted near the end of the 2015 breeding season (February
1 to August 31) in accordance with the March 29, 2006 Burrowing Owl Survey Requirements for the
Western Riverside County MSHCP Area. The survey area was assessed on foot by qualified biologists,
Tom C. Millington and Ashley M. Barton, who are knowledgeable in the habitats and behavior of
burrowing owls on four (4) separate days: July 7, 15, 29, and August 4, 2015. Concurrently with the
first focused burrowing owl survey, the focused burrow survey was conducted on July 7, 2015. The
survey conducted on July 7, 2015 was completed between 0630 to 0830 hours, and the surveys
conducted on July 15, 29, and August 4, 2015 were completed between 0730 to 0930 hours.
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Section 4
4.1

Results

EXISTING CONDITIONS

The project site is approximately 43-acres in size and is currently undeveloped. The sites elevation
ranges from 1,098 to 1,143 feet above mean sea level. The project site is roughly divided into a distinct
elevated northern half and a lower southern half. The slopes separating the northern and southern
halves, as well as the east and west-facing slopes on the northern half that drop into an unnamed
manmade drainage, have numerous large, black, plastic tarps presumably used for erosion control. The
unnamed manmade drainage feature bisects the site, flowing in a north to southwest direction.
Approximately 500 feet west of the intersection of Butterfield Stage Road and State Route 79 Temecula
Parkway is an earthen berm that slopes up to the west and extends all the way to the southwest corner
of the site. An unofficial bike jump area is located in the northwest corner of the project site. Dirt access
roads run through the northern half of the project site and along its eastern edge. The undeveloped site
has been heavily disturbed by human activities (primarily disking) and no longer provides undisturbed
natural plant communities.
The project site is composed almost entirely of a heavily disturbed annual grassland plant community
that is sparsely vegetated with a variety of non-native and early successional weedy plant species. The
manmade channel crossing southwest across the site and the area that it opens into can be classified as
an emergent freshwater marsh dominated by broadleaf cattail (Typha latifolia) and sandbar willow
(Salix exigua). Other plant species observed within the project site boundaries include annual bur
ragweed (Ambrosia acanthicarpa), ripgut brome (Bromus diandrus), red brome (Bromus madritensis
ssp. rubens), red stemmed filaree (Erodium cicutarium), heliotrope (Heliotropium sp.) short-podded
mustard (Hirschfeldia incana), telegraph weed (Heterotheca grandiflora), Russian thistle (Salsola
tragus), and horse nettle (Solanum elaeagnifolium). Isolated patches of California croton (Croton
californicus) and California buckwheat (Eriogonum fasciculatum) also occur within the project site.

4.2

BURROWING OWL FOCUSED SURVEY

Based on the results of the focused burrow survey conducted on July 7, 2015, it was determined the
project site contains a large number of ground squirrel burrows, many of which are suitable to support
burrowing owls. The majority of the suitable burrows on-site are composed of natural substrates while
a few were composed of non-natural substrates (i.e. rock and debris piles). These burrows are located
throughout the project site on the ground, along the east-west centerline of the site where the higherelevation northern half drops into the lower-elevation southern half, and along the earthen berm on the
southern border. (Exhibit 4, Survey Results).
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Survey Results
Exhibit 4

Results

Although the project site supports ground squirrel/fossorial mammal burrows and non-natural
substrates capable of supporting burrowing owls, no burrowing owls or burrowing owl sign (i.e., scat,
pellets, feathers, tracks, and prey remains) was observed at the entrance or adjacent to these burrows
on or within 500 feet of the project site.
Avian species detected during the focused surveys included Cooper’s hawk (Accipiter cooperii), redtailed hawk (Buteo jamaicensis), killdeer (Charadrius vociferus), American crow (Corvus
brachyrhynchos), horned lark (Eremophila alpestris), American kestrel (Falco sparverius), house finch
(Haemorhous mexicanus), northern mockingbird (Mimus polyglottos), lesser goldfinch (Spinus
psaltria), northern rough-winged swallow (Stelgidopteryz serripennis), and mourning dove (Zenaida
macroura). Refer to Appendix B for a complete list of species observed during the surveys.
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Section 5

Conclusion and Recommendations

Despite systematic searches of the suitable burrows found on the project site, no burrowing owls or
evidence (i.e., scat, pellets, feathers, tracks, and prey remains) to suggest recent or historical use of the
project site by burrowing owl was observed on or within 500 feet of the project site. It can be concluded
that burrowing owl are not currently present on the project site.
The project site supports suitable ground squirrel burrows and non-natural substrates capable of
supporting burrowing owls. However, the project site is not currently occupied by burrowing owls. The
weed abatement activities (i.e., disking) on-site has discouraged burrowing owls from occupying the
project site. As long as these disking activities continue on the project site, it is presumed that burrowing
owls will not occupy the suitable burrows.
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Appendix A

Site Photographs

Appendix A – Site Photographs

Photograph 1:

Looking south/southeast along the eastern border of the project site.

Photograph 2:

Looking east/northeast at agricultural land uses to the east of the project site. Suitable habitat within 500 feet of
the project site was surveyed from public thoroughfares along Butterfield State Road and De Portola Bridle Path.
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Photograph 3:

Looking northeast along the northern boundary of the project site.

Photograph 4:

Looking south at drainage feature on the central portion of the project site.
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Photograph 5:

Looking east across the northern portion of the project site.

Photograph 6:

Looking north at the northwest corner of the project site.
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Photograph 7:

Looking north at suitable ground squirrel burrows on the eastern portion of the project site.

Photograph 8:

Looking southwest across the central portion of the project site.
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Photograph 9:

Looking north at suitable ground squirrel burrows within sediment mounds and demolition debris piles on the
northern portion of the project site.

Photograph 10: Looking east at suitable ground squirrel burrows along illegal BMX bike track on the northern portion of the
project site.
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Photograph 11: Looking south at non-jurisdictional roadside ditches along the Ramona Expressway immediately west of the
project site.

Photograph 12: Looking north at remnant concrete pipes and suitable ground squirrel burrows on the central portion of the
project site.
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Photograph 13: Looking north/northwest across the southeast portion of the project site.

Photograph 14: Looking northeast across the western portion of the project site.
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Photograph 15: Looking east/southeast along the southern portion of the project site.

Photograph 16: Looking east at suitable ground squirrel burrows along the southern boundary of the project site.
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Photograph 17: Looking west/southwest along the southern boundary of the project site.

Photograph 18: Looking northeast at freshwater marsh on the southwest corner of the project site.
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Fauna Compendium

Appendix B –Fauna Compendium

Table B-1:

Scientific Name
Accipiter cooperii
Buteo jamaicensis
Butorides virescens
Calypte anna
Charadrius vociferus
Columba livia
Corvus brachyrhynchos
Eremophila alpestris
Falco sparverius
Geothlypus trichas
Haemorhous mexicanus
Mimus polyglottos
Otospermophilus beecheyi
Passer domesticus
Passerina caerulea
Sayornis saya
Spinus psaltria
Stelgidopteryx serripennis
Sturnus vulgaris
Tyrannus vociferans
Zenaida macroura
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Wildlife Species

WILDLIFE SPECIES
Common Name
Cooper’s hawk
Red-tailed hawk
Green heron
Anna’s hummingbird
Killdeer
Rock pigeon
American crow
Horned lark
American kestrel
Common yellowthroat
House finch
Northern mockingbird
California ground squirrel
House sparrow
Blue grosbeak
Say’s phoebe
Lesser goldfinch
Northern rough-winged swallow
European swallow
Cassin’s kingbird
Mourning dove

Appendix F

Regulatory Background

Appendix E Regulations

Special status species are native species that have been afforded special legal or management
protection because of concern for their continued existence. There are several categories of
protection at both federal and state levels, depending on the magnitude of threat to continued
existence and existing knowledge of population levels.
Federal Regulations
Endangered Species Act of 1973
Federally listed threatened and endangered species and their habitats are protected under
provisions of the Federal Endangered Species Act (ESA). Section 9 of the ESA prohibits “take”
of threatened or endangered species. “Take” under the ESA is defined as to “harass, harm, pursue,
hunt, shoot, wound, kill, trap, capture, or collect, or to attempt to engage in any of the specifically
enumerated conduct.” The presence of any federally threatened or endangered species that are in
a project area generally imposes severe constraints on development, particularly if development
would result in “take” of the species or its habitat. Under the regulations of the ESA, the United
States Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) may authorize “take” when it is incidental to, but not
the purpose of, an otherwise lawful act.
Critical Habitat is designated for the survival and recovery of species listed as threatened or
endangered under the ESA. Critical Habitat includes those areas occupied by the species, in which
are found physical and biological features that are essential to the conservation of an ESA listed
species and which may require special management considerations or protection. Critical Habitat
may also include unoccupied habitat if it is determined that the unoccupied habitat is essential for
the conservation of the species.
Whenever federal agencies authorize, fund, or carry out actions that may adversely modify or
destroy Critical Habitat, they must consult with USFWS under Section 7 of the ESA. The
designation of Critical Habitat does not affect private landowners, unless a project they are
proposing uses federal funds, or requires federal authorization or permits (e.g., funding from the
Federal Highway Administration or a permit from the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (Corps)).
If USFWS determines that Critical Habitat will be adversely modified or destroyed from a
proposed action, the USFWS will develop reasonable and prudent alternatives in cooperation with
the federal institution to ensure the purpose of the proposed action can be achieved without loss of
Critical Habitat. If the action is not likely to adversely modify or destroy Critical Habitat, USFWS
will include a statement in its biological opinion concerning any incidental take that may be
authorized and specify terms and conditions to ensure the agency is in compliance with the opinion.
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Migratory Bird Treaty Act
The Migratory Bird Treaty Act (MBTA) (16 U.S. Government Code [USC] 703) makes it unlawful
to pursue, capture, kill, possess, or attempt to do the same to any migratory bird or part, nest, or
egg of any such bird listed in wildlife protection treaties between the United States, Great Britain,
Mexico, Japan, and the countries of the former Soviet Union, and authorizes the U.S. Secretary of
the Interior to protect and regulate the taking of migratory birds. It establishes seasons and bag
limits for hunted species and protects migratory birds, their occupied nests, and their eggs (16 USC
703; 50 CFR 10, 21).
The MBTA covers the taking of any nests or eggs of migratory birds, except as allowed by permit
pursuant to 50 CFR, Part 21. Disturbances causing nest abandonment and/or loss of reproductive
effort (i.e., killing or abandonment of eggs or young) may also be considered “take.” This
regulation seeks to protect migratory birds and active nests.
In 1972, the MBTA was amended to include protection for migratory birds of prey (e.g., raptors).
Six families of raptors occurring in North America were included in the amendment: Accipitridae
(kites, hawks, and eagles); Cathartidae (New World vultures); Falconidae (falcons and caracaras);
Pandionidae (ospreys); Strigidae (typical owls); and Tytonidae (barn owls). The provisions of the
1972 amendment to the MBTA protects all species and subspecies of the families listed above.
The MBTA protects over 800 species including geese, ducks, shorebirds, raptors, songbirds and
many relatively common species.
State Regulations
California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA)
The California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) provides for the protection of the environment
within the State of California by establishing State policy to prevent significant, avoidable damage
to the environment through the use of alternatives or mitigation measures for projects. It applies
to actions directly undertaken, financed, or permitted by State lead agencies. If a project is
determined to be subject to CEQA, the lead agency will be required to conduct an Initial Study
(IS); if the IS determines that the project may have significant impacts on the environment, the
lead agency will subsequently be required to write an Environmental Impact Report (EIR). A
finding of non-significant effects will require either a Negative Declaration or a Mitigated
Negative Declaration instead of an EIR. Section 15380 of the CEQA Guidelines independently
defines “endangered” and “rare” species separately from the definitions of the California
Endangered Species Act (CESA). Under CEQA, “endangered” species of plants or animals are
defined as those whose survival and reproduction in the wild are in immediate jeopardy, while
“rare” species are defined as those who are in such low numbers that they could become
endangered if their environment worsens.
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California Endangered Species Act (CESA)
In addition to federal laws, the state of California implements the CESA which is enforced by
CDFW. The CESA program maintains a separate listing of species beyond the FESA, although
the provisions of each act are similar.
State-listed threatened and endangered species are protected under provisions of the CESA.
Activities that may result in “take” of individuals (defined in CESA as; “hunt, pursue, catch,
capture, or kill, or attempt to hunt, pursue, catch, capture, or kill”) are regulated by CDFW. Habitat
degradation or modification is not included in the definition of “take” under CESA. Nonetheless,
CDFW has interpreted “take” to include the destruction of nesting, denning, or foraging habitat
necessary to maintain a viable breeding population of protected species.
The State of California considers an endangered species as one whose prospects of survival and
reproduction are in immediate jeopardy. A threatened species is considered as one present in such
small numbers throughout its range that it is likely to become an endangered species in the near
future in the absence of special protection or management. A rare species is one that is considered
present in such small numbers throughout its range that it may become endangered if its present
environment worsens. State threatened and endangered species are fully protected against take, as
defined above.
The CDFW has also produced a species of special concern list to serve as a species watch list.
Species on this list are either of limited distribution or their habitats have been reduced
substantially, such that a threat to their populations may be imminent. Species of special concern
may receive special attention during environmental review, but they do not have formal statutory
protection. At the federal level, USFWS also uses the label species of concern, as an informal term
that refers to species which might be in need of concentrated conservation actions. As the Species
of Concern designated by USFWS do not receive formal legal protection, the use of the term does
not necessarily ensure that the species will be proposed for listing as a threatened or endangered
species.
Fish and Game Code
Fish and Game Code Sections 3503, 3503.5, 3511, and 3513 are applicable to natural resource
management. For example, Section 3503 of the Code makes it unlawful to destroy any birds’ nest
or any birds’ eggs that are protected under the MBTA. Further, any birds in the orders
Falconiformes or Strigiformes (Birds of Prey, such as hawks, eagles, and owls) are protected under
Section 3503.5 of the Fish and Game Code which makes it unlawful to take, possess, or destroy
their nest or eggs. A consultation with CDFW may be required prior to the removal of any bird of
prey nest that may occur on a project site. Section 3511 of the Fish and Game Code lists fully
protected bird species, where the CDFW is unable to authorize the issuance of permits or licenses
to take these species. Pertinent species that are State fully protected by the State include golden
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eagle (Aquila chrysaetos) and white-tailed kite (Elanus leucurus). Section 3513 of the Fish and
Game Code makes it unlawful to take or possess any migratory nongame bird as designated in the
MBTA or any part of such migratory nongame bird except as provided by rules and regulations
adopted by the Secretary of the Interior under provisions of the MBTA.
Native Plant Protection Act
Sections 1900–1913 of the Fish and Game Code were developed to preserve, protect, and enhance
Rare and Endangered plants in the state of California. The act requires all state agencies to use
their authority to carry out programs to conserve Endangered and Rare native plants. Provisions
of the Native Plant Protection Act prohibit the taking of listed plants from the wild and require
notification of the CDFW at least ten days in advance of any change in land use which would
adversely impact listed plants. This allows the CDFW to salvage listed plant species that would
otherwise be destroyed.
California Native Plant Society Rare and Endangered Plant Species
Vascular plants listed as rare or endangered by the CNPS, but which have no designated status
under FESA or CESA are defined as follows:
California Rare Plant Rank
1A- Plants Presumed Extirpated in California and either Rare or Extinct Elsewhere
1B- Plants Rare, Threatened, or Endangered in California and Elsewhere
2A- Plants Presumed Extirpated in California, But More Common Elsewhere
2B- Plants Rare, Threatened, or Endangered in California, But More Common Elsewhere
3-

Plants about Which More Information is Needed - A Review List

4-

Plants of Limited Distribution - A Watch List

Threat Ranks
.1-

Seriously threatened in California (over 80% of occurrences threatened / high degree
and immediacy of threat)

.2-

Moderately threatened in California (20-80% occurrences threatened / moderate degree
and immediacy of threat)

.3-

Not very threatened in California (<20% of occurrences threatened / low degree and
immediacy of threat or no current threats known).
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Local Regulations
Western Riverside County Multiple Species Habitat Conservation Plan (MSHCP)
The MSHCP is a comprehensive, multi-jurisdictional HCP focusing on conservation of species
and their associated habitats in western Riverside County. The goal of the MSHCP is to maintain
biological and ecological diversity within a rapidly urbanizing region.
The approval of the MSHCP and execution of the Implementing Agreement (IA) by the wildlife
agencies allows signatories of the IA to issue “take” authorizations for all species covered by the
MSHCP, including state- and federal-listed species as well as other identified sensitive species
and/or their habitats. Each city or local jurisdiction will impose a Development Mitigation Fee for
projects within their jurisdiction. With payment of the mitigation fee to the County and compliance
with the survey requirements of the MSHCP where required, full mitigation in compliance with
the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA), National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA),
CESA, and FESA will be granted. The Development Mitigation Fee varies according to project
size and project description. The fee for residential development ranges from approximately $800
per unit to $1,600 per unit depending on development density (County Ordinance 810.2). Payment
of the mitigation fee and compliance with the requirements of Section 6.0 of the MSHCP are
intended to provide full mitigation under CEQA, NEPA, CESA, and FESA for impacts to the
species and habitats covered by the MSHCP pursuant to agreements with the USFWS, the CDFG,
and/or any other appropriate participating regulatory agencies and as set forth in the IA for the
MSHCP.
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There are three key agencies that regulate activities within inland streams, wetlands, and riparian
areas in California. The Corps Regulatory Branch regulates activities pursuant to Section 404 of
the Federal Clean Water Act (CWA) and Section 10 of the Rivers and Harbors Act. Of the State
agencies, the CDFG regulates activities under the Fish and Game Code Section 1600-1616, and
the Regional Board regulates activities pursuant to Section 401 of the CWA and the California
Porter-Cologne Water Quality Control Act.
Federal Regulations
Section 404 of the Clean Water Act
Since 1972, the Corps and U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) have jointly regulated
the filling of “waters of the U.S.,” including wetlands, pursuant to Section 404 of the Clean Water
Act (CWA). The Corps has regulatory authority over the discharge of dredged or fill material into
the waters of the United States under Section 404 of the CWA. The Corps and EPA define “fill
material” to include any “material placed in waters of the United States where the material has the
effect of: (i) replacing any portion of a water of the United States with dry land; or (ii) changing
the bottom elevation of any portion of the waters of the United States.” Examples include, but are
not limited to, sand, rock, clay, construction debris, wood chips, and “materials used to create any
structure or infrastructure in the waters of the United States.” In order to further define the scope
of waters protected under the CWA, the Corps and EPA published the Clean Water Rule on June
29, 2015. Pursuant to the Clean Water Rule, the term “waters of the United States” is defined as
follows:
(i)

All waters which are currently used, or were used in the past, or may be susceptible to
use in interstate or foreign commerce, including all waters which are subject to the ebb
and flow of the tide.

(ii)

All interstate waters, including interstate wetlands1.

(iii) The territorial seas.
(iv) All impoundments of waters otherwise defined as waters of the United States under the
definition.
(v)

1

2

All tributaries2 of waters identified in paragraphs (i) through (iii) mentioned above.

The term wetlands means those areas that are inundated or saturated by surface or groundwater at a
frequency and duration sufficient to support, and that under normal circumstances do support, a prevalence
of vegetation typically adapted for life in saturated soil conditions.
The terms tributary and tributaries each mean a water that contributes flow, either directly or through
another water (including an impoundment identified in paragraph (iv) mentioned above), to a water
identified in paragraphs (i) through (iii) mentioned above, that is characterized by the presence of the
physical indicators of a bed and banks and an ordinary high water mark.
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(vi) All waters adjacent3 to a water identified in paragraphs (i) through (v) mentioned above,
including wetlands, ponds, lakes, oxbows, impoundments, and similar waters.
(vii) All prairie potholes, Carolina bays and Delmarva bays, Pocosins, western vernals pools,
Texas coastal prairie wetlands, where they are determined, on a case-specific basis, to
have a significant nexus to a water identified in paragraphs (i) through (iii) meantioned
above.
(viii) All waters located within the 100-year floodplain of a water identified in paragraphs (i)
through (iii) mentioned above and all waters located within 4,000 feet of the high tide
line or ordinary high water mark of a water identified in paragraphs (i) through (v)
mentioned above, where they are determined on a case-specific basis to have a significant
nexus to a waters identified in paragraphs (i) through (iii) mentioned above.
The following features are not defined as “waters of the United States” even when they meet the
terms of paragraphs (iv) through (viii) mentioned above:
(i)

Waste treatment systems, including treatment ponds or lagoons designed to meet the
requirements of the Clean Water Act.

(ii)

Prior converted cropland.

(iii) The following ditches:
(A)

Ditches with ephemeral flow that are not a relocated tributary or excavated in a
tributary.
(B)
Ditches with intermittent flow that are not a relocated tributary, excavated in a
tributary, or drain wetlands.
(C)
Ditches that do not flow, either directly or through another water, into a water
of the United States as identified in paragraphs (i) through (iii) of the previous
section.
(iv) The following features:
(A)
(B)

(C)
(D)
3

Artificially irrigated areas that would revert to dry land should application of
water to that area cease;
Artificial, constructed lakes and ponds created in dry land such as farm and
stock watering ponds, irrigation ponds, settling basins, fields flooded for rice
growing, log cleaning ponds, or cooling ponds;
Artificial reflecting pools or swimming pools created in dry land;
Small ornamental waters created in dry land;

The term adjacent means bordering, contiguous, or neighboring a water identified in paragraphs (i) through
(v) mentioned above, including waters separated by constructed dikes or barriers, natural river berms, beach
dunes, and the like.
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(E)

(v)

Water-filled depressions created in dry land incidental to mining or construction
activity, including pits excavated for obtaining fill, sand, or gravel that fill with
water;
(F)
Erosional features, including gullies, rills, and other ephemeral features that do
not meet the definition of a tributary, non-wetland swales, and lawfully
constructed grassed waterways; and
(G)
Puddles.
Groundwater, including groundwater drained through subsurface drainage systems.

(vi) Stormwater control features constructed to convey, treat, or store stormwater that are
created in dry land.
(vii) Wastewater recycling structures constructed in dry land; detention and retention basins
built for wastewater recycling; groundwater recharge basins; percolation ponds built for
wastewater recycling; and water distributary structures built for wastewater recycling.
Section 401 of the Clean Water Act
Pursuant to Section 401 of the CWA, any applicant for a federal license or permit to conduct any
activity which may result in any discharge to waters of the United States must provide certification
from the State or Indian tribe in which the discharge originates. This certification provides for the
protection of the physical, chemical, and biological integrity of waters, addresses impacts to water
quality that may result from issuance of federal permits, and helps insure that federal actions will
not violate water quality standards of the State or Indian tribe. In California, there are nine Regional
Water Quality Control Boards (Regional Board) that issue or deny certification for discharges to
waters of the United States and waters of the State, including wetlands, within their geographical
jurisdiction. The State Water Resources Control Board assumed this responsibility when a project
has the potential to result in the discharge to waters within multiple Regional Boards.
State Regulations
Fish and Game Code
Fish and Game Code Sections 1600 et. seq. establishes a fee-based process to ensure that projects
conducted in and around lakes, rivers, or streams do not adversely impact fish and wildlife
resources, or, when adverse impacts cannot be avoided, ensures that adequate mitigation and/or
compensation is provided.
Fish and Game Code Section 1602 requires any person, state, or local governmental agency or
public utility to notify the CDFW before beginning any activity that will do one or more of the
following:
(1) substantially obstruct or divert the natural flow of a river, stream, or lake;
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(2) substantially change or use any material from the bed, channel, or bank of a river, stream,
or lake; or
(3) deposit or dispose of debris, waste, or other material containing crumbled, flaked, or
ground pavement where it can pass into a river, stream, or lake.
Fish and Game Code Section 1602 applies to all perennial, intermittent, and ephemeral rivers,
streams, and lakes in the State. CDFW’s regulatory authority extends to include riparian habitat
(including wetlands) supported by a river, stream, or lake regardless of the presence or absence of
hydric soils and saturated soil conditions. Generally, the CDFW takes jurisdiction to the top of
bank of the stream or to the outer limit of the adjacent riparian vegetation (outer drip line),
whichever is greater. Notification is generally required for any project that will take place in or in
the vicinity of a river, stream, lake, or their tributaries. This includes rivers or streams that flow at
least periodically or permanently through a bed or channel with banks that support fish or other
aquatic life and watercourses having a surface or subsurface flow that support or have supported
riparian vegetation. A Section 1602 Streambed Alteration Agreement would be required if impacts
to identified CDFW jurisdictional areas occur.
Porter Cologne Act
The California Porter-Cologne Water Quality Control Act gives the State very broad authority to
regulate waters of the State, which are defined as any surface water or groundwater, including
saline waters. The Porter-Cologne Act has become an important tool in the post SWANCC and
Rapanos regulatory environment, with respect to the state’s authority over isolated and
insignificant waters. Generally, any person proposing to discharge waste into a water body that
could affect its water quality must file a Report of Waste Discharge in the event that there is no
Section 404/401 nexus. Although “waste” is partially defined as any waste substance associated
with human habitation, the Regional Board also interprets this to include fill discharged into water
bodies.
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Section 1

Summary

This report contains the results of a Determination of Biologically Equivalent or Superior
Preservation (DBESP) analysis to demonstrate compliance with the requirements of the
Western Riverside County Multiple Species Habitat Conservation Plan (MSHCP) for impacts
to riparian/riverine resources as a result of the development of residential lots on an
approximately 42.96-acre property. The 42.96-acre property is comprised of 3 Assessor Parcel
Numbers (APNs): 959-400-001, 959-400-002, and 959-400-003. The Paseo Del Sol Specific
Plan project (“project site” or “site”) is located in the City of Temecula, Riverside County,
California. The project site is located within the boundary of the MSHCP.
Based on the results of the Habitat Assessment and MSHCP Consistency Analysis report (RBF
Consulting 2015) and Delineation of State and Federal Jurisdictional Waters report (RBF
Consulting 2014), prepared under separate covers, a single wetland (Wetland A) and temporary
detention/sedimentation basin were identified on the project site that qualify as
riparian/riverine habitat under the MSHCP.
Among the jurisdictional features found on-site, an estimated 0.71-acre (consisting of 0.10acre non-wetland waters and 0.61-acre wetland waters) of United States Army Corps of
Engineers (Corps) Waters of the United States (WoUS) and Regional Water Quality Control
Board (Regional Board) Waters of the State (WoS) are subject to jurisdiction under Sections
404 and 401 of the Clean Water Act (CWA). In addition, an estimated 0.79-acre (consisting of
0.69-acre vegetated streambed and 0.10-acre unvegetated streambed) of California Department
of Fish and Wildlife (CDFW) jurisdictional streambed is subject to jurisdiction under Section
1600 of the Fish and Game Code. The extent of the riparian/riverine habitat on the project site
is synonymous with the jurisdiction of CDFW.
Based on the proposed design plan, the project proposes to permanently impact a total of 0.71acre (0.10 non-wetland waters and 0.61-acre of wetland waters) of Corps/Regional Board
jurisdiction and 0.79-acre (0.10-acre of streambed and 0.69-acre) of CDFW jurisdiction. The
extent of the riparian/riverine habitat on the project site is synonymous with the jurisdiction of
CDFW.
To offset impacts to 0.79-acres of riparian/riverine habitat, the applicant proposes
creation/establishment of 3.3 acres of riparian/riverine habitat on-site. The project proposes to
relocate the on-site wetland and drainage corridor along the southerly portion of the project
site. This would include the establishment of 1.39 acres of wetland habitat, establishment of
1.58 acres of riparian scrub habitat, and establishment 0.33 acre of non-wetland unvegetated
waters/streambed on-site. The on-site mitigation area would be owned and likely maintained
by a third party approved by the regulatory agencies.
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Summary

The post-project riparian/riverine function and values will be by biologically superior by
providing the following:
•

The permanent loss of 0.79 acre of riparian/riverine habitat (0.69-acre of wetland
(CDFW vegetated streambed) and 0.10-acre of CDFW unvegetated streambed) will be
offset by establishment of 1.39 acres of wetland habitat, establishment of 1.58 acres of
riparian scrub habitat, and establishment of 0.33 acre of non-wetland unvegetated
waters/streambed on-site, totaling 3.3 acres.

•

Implementation of the Urban/Wildlands Interface Guidelines will ensure that all
indirect project-related impacts to riparian/riverine habitat, including that which may
result from drainage, toxics, lighting, noise, invasive plant species, barriers, and
grading/land development, are avoided or minimized to the greatest extent feasible.

The creation of 3.3 acres of riparian/riverine habitat that is biologically superior habitat to the
0.79 acres of riparian/riverine habitat that currently exists on-site that will increase biological
diversity and the ecological functions and values of the riparian/riverine habitats in the Plan
area.
The above actions would result in a net increase in the function and value of riparian/riverine
habitat within the region. The proposed mitigation measures would increase the functions and
ecological values of the wetland habitat as compared to the existing on-site jurisdictional
features, which consist of open water and a monoculture of Typha spp. Water quality, nutrient
uptake, particulate removal, and other hydrology benefits to Temecula Creek, a 303(d) listed
water, provided by the detention basin would be significantly increased and enhanced. The
proposed mitigation would provide an increase of habitat value for aquatic, wetland, and
riparian species. The buffer/open space constructed contiguously to the proposed on-site basin
will enhance landscape connectivity and buffer quality along the entire frontage of the project
site. The proposed mitigation site will create significant species and habitat quality and
diversification when compared to the existing condition or a condition where residential units
back to the existing on-site jurisdictional features.
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Section 2

Introduction

Section 6.1.2 of the Western Riverside County MSHCP requires an assessment of the
potentially significant effects of a project on Covered Species, riparian/riverine 1 habitat, and
vernal pools. This assessment is independent from considerations given to “WoUS” and
“WoS” under the CWA and the California Fish and Wildlife Code. Projects that propose to
impact riparian/riverine or vernal pool resources within the MSHCP Plan Area, that cannot be
avoided, require a mitigation strategy called a DBESP analysis to be completed to ensure that
the proposed alternative provides for “replacement of any lost functions and values of Habitat
as it relates to Covered Species.” Conservation of these areas is intended to protect habitat that
is essential to a number of listed, water-dependent amphibians, birds, fish, invertebrates, and
plants.
As required by the MSHCP, a DBESP analysis must be conducted to address any impacts to
riparian/riverine habitat. The objective of this report is to demonstrate that proposed mitigation
would provide an equivalent or superior preservation of habitat function and value of
riparian/riverine resources. This DBESP analysis includes a detailed discussion of the
riparian/riverine habitat on-site that is proposed to be impacted, and incorporates avoidance,
minimization, and mitigation measures adequate to offset these impacts and bring them to a
level of less than significant.

2.1

PROJECT LOCATION

The project site is generally located east of Interstate 15 (I-15) and north of State Route 79
(SR-79) in the City of Temecula, Riverside County, California (Exhibit 1, Regional Vicinity).
The project site is located within the Pechanga quadrangle of the United States Geological
Survey’s (USGS) 7.5-minute topographic map series in an un-sectioned area of Township 8
south, Range 2 west (Exhibit 2, Site Vicinity). Specifically, the project site is located north of
SR-79, east of Mantova Drive, South of De Portola Road, and west of Butterfield Stage Road.
The project site is within Assessor’s Parcel Numbers (APN) 959-400-001, 959-400-002, and
959-400-003 (Exhibit 3, Project Site).

2.2

PROJECT DESCRIPTION

The proposed project consists of Planning Area 4 of the Paloma Del Sol Villages at Paseo del
Sol Specific Plan No. 219, Amendment No. 8 (Specific Plan No. SP-4). The Specific Plan
comprises approximately 42.9 acres of high density residential development and
1

Riparian/riverine areas are defined as areas dominated by trees, shrubs, persistent emergent plants, or emergent
mosses and lichens which occur close to or are dependent upon nearby freshwater, or areas with freshwater
flowing during all or a portion of the year.
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Introduction

approximately 174 dwelling units. The project site had been previously entitled and received
approvals from both the City of Temecula and the regulatory agencies during 1996-1998 for a
residential and commercial mixed use project.

2.3

MSHCP AREAS

The proposed project site is located within the boundary of the MSHCP. Specifically, the
project site is located within Subunit 2 of the Southwest Area Plan of the MSHCP and is
partially located within Criteria Cell 7273 (Exhibit 5, MSHCP Criteria Cells). Subunit 2
encompasses Temecula and Pechanga Creeks. Conservation within Criteria Cell 7273 is
intended to contribute to the assembly of Proposed Constrained Linkage 24, and focuses on
the conservation of riparian scrub, woodland, forest, and Riversidean alluvial fan sage scrub
habitat along Temecula Creek and in adjacent grasslands.
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Section 3
3.1

Methodology

LITERATURE REVIEW

RBF conducted a literature review of all relevant environmental documentation prepared for
the project to date. This included the following documents:



Delineation of State and Federal Jurisdictional Waters (RBF Consulting, June, 2014);
and
Habitat Assessment and MSHCP Consistency Analysis (RBF Consulting, August
2015)

In addition, RBF reviewed recent and historical aerial imagery of the project site and local
area, USGS topographic maps, and soils maps. RBF also thoroughly reviewed the MSHCP
and Reference Document (Riverside County 2003), and other available literature for resources
targeted in the analysis. Information gathered included accounts of sensitive habitat types,
species listing and recovery status, morphology, life history and habitat requirements, historic
and current distribution, threats, special biological considerations, and known locations of
individuals and populations that have been recorded in the region. Critical habitat and known
recorded locations of the target resources were queried using various data from the MSHCP
and the United States Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) Critical Habitat Portal, in addition
to the California Natural Diversity Database (CNDDB) (CDFW 2014) and California Native
Plant Society (CNPS) On-Line Inventory of Rare and Endangered Plants (CNPS 2014).

3.2

FIELD INVESTIGATION

The habitat assessment component of the DBESP analysis was based primarily on the findings
of field reconnaissance survey conducted for the 2015 Habitat Assessment and MSCHP
Consistency Analysis report, and 2014 Delineation of State and Federal Jurisdictional Waters
report previously prepared for the proposed project.
During the field reconnaissance survey conducted for the 2015 Habitat Assessment and
MSCHP Consistency Analysis report, RBF biologists Travis J. McGill and Ryan Winkleman
inventoried and evaluated the extent and conditions of the plant communities found within the
boundaries of the project site on March 11, 2014. Plant communities identified on aerial
photographs during the literature review were verified by walking meandering transects
through the plant communities and along boundaries between plant communities. In addition,
field staff identified any jurisdictional features, riparian/riverine habitat, as well as natural
corridors and linkages that may support the movement of wildlife through the area.
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Methodology

All plant and wildlife species observed, as well as dominant plant species within each plant
community, were recorded. Wildlife detections were made through observation of scat, trails,
tracks, burrows, nests, and/or visual and aural observation. In addition, site characteristics such
as soil condition, topography, hydrology, anthropogenic disturbances, indicator species,
condition of on-site plant communities, and presence of potential jurisdictional drainage and/or
wetland features as well as riparian/riverine areas were noted.
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Section 4
4.1

Existing Conditions

TOPOGRAPHY AND SOILS

Surface elevations at the project site range from approximately 1,100 to 1,120 feet above mean
sea level with areas of greater topographic relief located along the northern half of the site. The
northern half of the project site is generally higher (in between 10 to 20 feet higher) than the
southern half of the site; the two halves are separated by two slopes that are bisected by a
manmade drainage channel. Based on the United States Department of Agriculture (USDA)
Soil Survey, the project site is underlain by the following soil units: Chino silt loam (drained,
saline-alkali), Grangeville sandy loam (drained, saline-alkali, 0 to 5 percent slopes),
Grangeville fine sandy loam (drained, 0 to 2 percent slopes), Grangeville fine sandy loam
(poorly drained, saline-alkali, 0 to 5 percent slopes), Grangeville fine sandy loam (saline-alkali,
0 to 5 percent slopes), Greenfield sandy loam (2 to 8 percent slopes, eroded), Hanford course
sandy loam (2 to 8 percent slopes), Hanford course sandy loam (8 to 15 percent slopes, eroded),
and rough broken land (Exhibit 6, Soils Map).

4.2

SURROUNDING LAND USES

The project site is located in an urbanized area that has undergone a conversion from natural
habitats to residential, commercial, and related developments with subsequent improvements
to infrastructure. Immediately abutting the western boundary of the project site and across De
Portola Road to the north are residential communities, to the northeast across Butterfield Stage
Road is an agricultural field (currently planted at the time of the habitat assessment), to the
southeast across Butterfield Stage Road is a horse feed facility, and to the south across SR-79
is a shopping center.

4.3

SITE CONDITIONS

An unnamed manmade drainage feature bisects the site, flowing in a north to southwest
direction. This drainage enters the site roughly in the center of its northern boundary through
a concrete culvert, where it then transitions to an earthen ditch, then curves to the southwest
and pools on the southwest corner of the site within a temporary detention/sedimentation basin.
The temporary detention/sedimentation basin drains via a concrete culvert into Temecula
Creek on the southwest corner of the site. The on-site drainage feature is surrounded by vacant,
undeveloped land. These vacant areas have been heavily disturbed by previous grading
activities and no longer provide undisturbed natural plant communities. In the northwest corner
of the project site neighborhood kids have created a BMX bike jump area. Approximately 500
feet west of the intersection of Butterfield Stage Road and SR-79 is an earthen berm that slopes
up to the west and extends all the way to the southwest corner of the site. As previously noted,
Paseo Del Sol Specific Plan
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Existing Conditions

the project site is roughly divided into a distinct elevated northern half and a lower southern
half. The slopes separating the northern and southern halves, as well as the east- and westfacing slopes on the northern half that drop into the drainage feature, have numerous visqueen
erosions control tarps.

4.4

VEGETATION

As a result of previous grading activities, the majority of the project site is composed of a nonnative grassland plant community, with the exception of dirt access roads and a few other
disturbed areas, and a manmade channel, which is classified as an emergent freshwater marsh
(Exhibit 7, Vegetation). These communities are described in further detail below.
4.4.1

Non-Native Grassland

A non-native grassland plant community is found throughout the majority of the project site
outside of the unnamed drainage feature. This plant community has been heavily disturbed
from previous grading activities and is composed of non-native grasses and successional plant
species. Dominant plant species observed within this plant community include ripgut brome
(Bromus diandrus), red brome (Bromus madritensis), shortpod mustard (Hirschfeldia incana),
Russian thistle (Salsola tragus), Chinese purslane (Portulaca oleracea), silverleaf nightshade
(Solanum elaeagnifolium), London rocket (Sisymbrium irio), and filaree (Erodium sp.).
4.4.2

Emergent Wetland

An unnamed, manmade drainage feature bisects the site, flowing in a north to southwest
direction. This drainage enters the site roughly in the center of its northern boundary through
a concrete culvert, where it then transitions to an earthen ditch, then curves to the southwest
and pools on the southwest corner of the site within a temporary detention/sedimentation basin.
Based on the results of the delineation of state and federal jurisdictional waters report, this
unnamed drainage feature can be classified as an emergent wetland since is exhibited all three
wetland parameters (i.e., hydrology, soils, vegetation). The emergent wetland is dominated by
broadleaf cattail (Typha latifolia) that has become established in the middle of the channel and
along the margins of the temporary detention/sedimentation basin. In addition, there are
patches of sandbar willow (Salix exigua) within the wetland. The wetland was dry at the time
of RBF’s site investigation, the temporary detention/sedimentation basin was full of open
water.
4.4.3

Disturbed

Disturbed areas on-site are generally unpaved areas that have been subject to high levels of
human disturbances and no longer support a native vegetation or comprise a native plant
community and are generally un-vegetated except for some weedy plant species. These areas
include dirt access roads on the northern half of the project site and along it the eastern edge
Paseo Del Sol Specific Plan
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of the project site, as well as areas on the northwest portion of the project site that have been
used for spoil piles (i.e., dirt piles, cement rubble, and other debris).

4.5

MIGRATORY CORRIDORS AND LINKAGES

Habitat linkages provide links between larger undeveloped habitat areas that are separated by
development. Wildlife corridors are similar to linkages, but provide specific opportunities for
animals to disperse or migrate between areas. A corridor can be defined as a linear landscape
feature of sufficient width to allow animal movement between two comparatively undisturbed
habitat fragments. Adequate cover is essential for a corridor to function as a wildlife movement
area. It is possible for a habitat corridor to be adequate for one species but inadequate for others.
Wildlife corridors are significant features for dispersal, seasonal migration, breeding, and
foraging. Additionally, open space can provide a buffer against both human disturbance and
natural fluctuations in resources.
No migratory corridors or linkages identified in the MSHCP are located on the project site.
However, Proposed Constrained Linkage 24, which consists of the portion of Temecula Creek
located between Redhawk Parkway and Pauba Road, is located south of the project site. The
project site is located within Criteria Cell 7273 that focuses on vegetation within Temecula
Creek. Conservation requirements for Criteria Cell 7273 do not extend into the project site. As
a result, development of the project site will not directly affect Proposed Constrained Linkage
24. Although the on-site channel and pond are manmade features, development within the
features could result in indirect effects to Proposed Constrained Linkage 24 through
sedimentation.

4.6

SUMMARY OF MSHCP REQUIREMENTS

4.6.1

MSHCP Areas

The proposed project site is located within the boundary of the MSHCP. Specifically, the
project site is located within Subunit 2 of the Southwest Area Plan of the MSHCP and is
partially located within Criteria Cell 7273 (refer to Exhibit 5). Subunit 2 encompasses
Temecula and Pechanga Creeks. Conservation within Criteria Cell 7273 is intended to
contribute to the assembly of Proposed Constrained Linkage 24, and focuses on the
conservation of riparian scrub, woodland, forest, and Riversidean alluvial fan sage scrub
habitat along Temecula Creek and in adjacent grasslands.
4.6.2

MSHCP Survey Requirements

The MSHCP has habitat assessment survey requirements for certain plant, bird, mammal, and
amphibian species. The RCIP Conservation Summary Report Generator was queried to
determine if the MSHCP lists any survey requirements for the project site. The Summary Report
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Generator identified only identified a burrowing owl (Athene cunicularia) survey requirements
for the project site.

4.6.2.1

Burrowing Owl

Burrowing owl is currently designated as a California Species of Special Concern and
considered a partially covered species under the MSHCP that could require additional surveys.
It is a grassland specialist2 distributed throughout western North America where it occupies
open areas with short vegetation and bare ground within shrub, desert, and grassland
environments. Burrowing owls use a wide variety of arid and semi-arid environments with
level to gently-sloping areas characterized by open vegetation and bare ground. The species
rarely dig their own burrows and are instead dependent upon the presence of burrowing
mammals (i.e., ground squirrels, coyotes, and badgers) whose burrows are often used for
roosting and nesting. The presence or absence of colonial mammal burrows is often a major
factor that limits the presence or absence of burrowing owls. Where mammal burrows are
scarce, burrowing owls have been found occupying man-made cavities, such as buried and
non-functioning drain pipes, stand-pipes, and dry culverts. They also require low growth or
open vegetation allowing line-of-sight observation of the surrounding habitat to forage as well
as watch for predators. In California, the burrowing owl breeding season extends from the
beginning of February through the end of August.
The project site contains a large number of rodent burrows, many of which are suitable to
support burrowing owls. These are primarily located on slopes along the northern and southern
boundaries of the site and along the east-west centerline of the site, where the higher-elevation
northern half drops into the lower-elevation southern half. During the habitat assessment, all
burrows encountered were examined for shape, scat, pellets, feathers, tracks, and prey remains.
Though all suitable burrows were superficially examined from the outside, no burrowing owls
or burrowing owl sign was detected.
RBF conducted a protocol focused survey for burrowing owl in accordance with the March 29,
2006 Burrowing Owl Survey Requirements for the Western Riverside County MSHCP Area.
The survey area was assessed on foot by qualified biologists, Tom C. Millington and Ashley
M. Barton, who are knowledgeable in the habitats and behavior of burrowing owls on four (4)
separate days: July 7, 15, 29, and August 4, 2015. Concurrently with the first focused
burrowing owl survey, the focused burrow survey was conducted on July 7, 2015. The survey
conducted on July 7, 2015 was completed between 0630 to 0830 hours, and the surveys
conducted on July 15, 29, and August 4, 2015 were completed between 0730 to 0930 hours.

2

The burrowing owl is a grassland specialist that primarily occurs in open areas with short vegetation and bare
ground in desert, grassland, and shrub-steppe environments.
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Despite systematic searches of the suitable burrows found on the project site, no burrowing
owls or evidence (i.e., scat, pellets, feathers, tracks, and prey remains) to suggest recent or
historical use of the project site by burrowing owl was observed on or within 500 feet of the
project site. It can be concluded that burrowing owl are not currently present on the project
site.
The project site supports suitable ground squirrel burrows and non-natural substrates capable
of supporting burrowing owls. However, the project site is not currently occupied by burrowing
owls. The weed abatement activities (i.e., disking) on-site has discouraged burrowing owls
from occupying the project site. As long as these disking activities continue on the project site,
it is presumed that burrowing owls will not occupy the suitable burrows. A burrowing owl
clearance survey should be conducted 30 days prior to any ground disturbing activities to ensure
burrowing owl remain absent from the project site.

4.6.3

Jurisdictional Drainages, Riparian/Riverine Areas, and Vernal Pools

Jurisdictional Drainages, Riparian/Riverine Areas

Under MSHCP Section 6.1.2, riparian/riverine areas are defined as areas dominated by trees,
shrubs, persistent emergent plants, or emergent mosses and lichens which occur close to or are
dependent upon nearby freshwater, or areas with freshwater flowing during all or a portion of
the year. Conservation of these areas is intended to protect habitat that is essential to a number
of listed, water-dependent amphibians, birds, fish, invertebrates, and plants. If all impacts to
riparian/riverine habitat cannot be avoided, a mitigation strategy called a Determination of
Biologically Equivalent or Superior Preservation (DBESP) must be developed that addresses
the replacement of lost functions of habitats in regards to the listed species. This assessment is
independent from considerations given to “waters of the U.S.” and “waters of the State” under
the CWA and the California Fish and Game Code.
Based on the results of a Delineation of State and Federal Jurisdictional Waters Report (RBF
2014), prepared under separate cover, a single wetland (Wetland A) and temporary
detention/sedimentation basin were identified on the project. These features will be considered
riparian/riverine habitat under MSHCP Section 6.1.2. As a result, any alteration or loss of these
areas will require the preparation of a DBESP analysis under the MSHCP. This analysis would
be separate from any regulatory review/permitting by the Corps, Regional Board, and CDFW.
Vernal Pools and Fairy Shrimp Habitat

One of the factors for determining the suitability of the habitat for fairy shrimp would be
demonstrable evidence of seasonal ponding in an area of topographic depression that is not
subject to flowing waters. These astatic pools are typically characterized as vernal pools. More
specifically, vernal pools are seasonal wetlands that occur in depression areas without a
continual source of water. They have wetland indicators of all 3 parameters (soils, vegetation,
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and hydrology) during the wetter portion of the growing season but normally lack wetland
indicators of hydrology and/or vegetation during the drier portion of the growing season.
Obligate hydrophytes and facultative wetlands plant species are normally dominant during the
wetter portion of the growing season. The determination that an area exhibits vernal pool
characteristics and the definition of the watershed supporting vernal pool hydrology is made
on a case-by-case basis. Such determinations should be considered the length of time the areas
exhibits upland and wetland characteristics and the manner in which the area fits into the
overall ecological system as a wetland. The seasonal hydrology of vernal pools provides for a
unique environment, which supports plants and invertebrates specifically adapted to a regime
of winter inundation, followed by an extended period when the pool soils are dry.
Vernal pools are seasonally inundated, ponded areas that only form in regions where
specialized soil and climatic conditions exist. During fall and winter rains typical of
Mediterranean climates, water collects in shallow depressions where downward percolation of
water is prevented by the presence of a hard pan or clay pan layer (duripan) below the soil
surface. Later in the spring when rains decrease and the weather warms, the water evaporates
and the pools generally disappear by May. The shallow depressions remain relatively dry until
late fall and early winter with the advent of greater precipitation and cooler temperatures.
Vernal pools provide unusual "flood and drought" habitat conditions to which certain plant and
wildlife species have specifically adapted as well as invertebrate species such as fairy shrimp.
The MSHCP lists two general classes of soils known to be associated with listed and sensitive
plant species; clay soils and Traver-Domino Willow association soils. The specific clay soils
known to be associated with listed and sensitive species within the MSHCP plan area include
Bosanko, Auld, Altamont, and Porterville series soils, whereas, Traver-Domino Willows
association includes saline-alkali soils largely located along floodplain areas of the San Jacinto
River and Salt Creek. Without the appropriate soils to create the restrictive layer, water does
not pool for extended periods of time sufficient to support fairy shrimp development. None of
these soils occur on the project site and no clay or restrictive soils have been mapped on-site.
A review of recent (1995-2014) and predevelopment aerial photographs of the site and its
immediate vicinity did not provide visual evidence of an astatic or vernal pool on or in the near
vicinity of the project site. No ponding was observed on-site, further supporting the fact that
the drainage patterns currently occurring on the project site do not follow hydrologic regime
needed for vernal pools. From this review of historic aerial photos and field observation, it can
be concluded that there is no indication of vernal pools or suitable fairy shrimp habitat occurs
on the project site.
During initial grading activities in 2001 for development, all jurisdictional areas were
converted to uplands for the approved development except for the narrow storm water
conveyance channel and temporary detention/sedimentation basin at the southwest corner of
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the project site. The narrow storm water conveyance channel conveys water from the
development to the north of De Portola Road, through the project site into the ponded area,
and then offsite through an existing culvert under Temecula Parkway. The continual nuisance
flows from surrounding development prevents the ponding of water in a manner that would
create an astatic or vernal pool habitat. Grading activities in 2001 altered the hydrology of the
site to flow through the temporary detention/sedimentation basin and offsite. As a result, there
is no ponding of water for a sufficient time to create vernal pool habitat.
Available information and observations of the on-site drainage features showed that the
jurisdictional features on-site to maintain water during prolonged dry periods as a result of
nuisance flows from surrounding development. While prolonged ponding occurs on-site, it is
the result of continuous flows from surrounding development and does not suggest suitability
for fairy shrimp which require astatic conditions. The continuous flows from surrounding
development would preclude the pond from developing into an astatic pond; and therefore,
would not develop the conditions to needed to support the plant and wildlife species, including
fairy shrimp, that are specifically adapted to astatic or vernal pools.
Based on the historical aerial review, existing grading activities, and current hydrologic
regimes of the project site, it can be conclude that the project site lacks astatic conditions, and,
therefore, would not provide suitable fairy shrimp habitat. Fairy shrimp require astatic
conditions and a complete drying of occupied ponds so that the fairy shrimp cysts will not rot.
The continual flow of nuisance water precludes the on-site pond from drying out, and,
therefore, preclude the development of the astatic conditions needed by fairy shrimp. It can be
concluded that the on-site pond is not a vernal pool and does not provide fairy shrimp habitat.
As a result, none of the sensitive plant or wildlife species associated with vernal pools are
expected to occur on the project site. Sensitive plant and wildlife species associated with vernal
pools and clay soils, including fairy shrimp, are presumed absent from the project site.
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Section 5

Determination of Biologically
Equivalent or Superior Preservation

5.1

DESCRIPTION OF THE PRE-PROJECT RIPARIAN/RIVERINE
FUNCTIONS AND VALUE

5.1.1

On-site Drainage Features

Prior to Newland Communities ownership of the property, the previous owner (Eastern
Municipal Water District [EMWD]) utilized the project site for settlement ponds for water
reclamation discharge during the 1980’s. The holding ponds were eventually abandoned and
the ponds re-graded to the existing elevation on-site.
Newland Communities acquired the property, which was delineated in 1996 by Glenn Lukos
Associates. The delineation authorized the impacts to 4.9 acres of WoUS (including wetlands)
via a Nationwide Permit (NWP). As part of the authorized permit, special conditions required
the applicant to mitigate for impacts by preserving 9.4 acres of willow riparian habitat within
Temecula Creek. Since that time, Newland Communities had posted financial assurance for
the proposed mitigation which is now complete. Newland Communities received regulatory
permits for an approved residential and commerce center project. Specifically, permit
authorization to impact various jurisdictional drainages and wetlands was received from the
Corps under File No.’s 96-00210-ES and 97-00275-SDM. As part of the previous approvals,
a waiver certification was issued by the Regional Board as a result of various water quality
components that were proposed for incorporation into the final design.
Grading for the authorized impacts occurred during 1999-2001 and all jurisdictional areas were
converted to uplands for the approved development. Following grading operations in 2001, the
applicant (as part of an approved stormwater runoff program), graded a narrow storm water
conveyance channel to a temporary detention/sedimentation basin at the southwest corner of
the project site. The temporary sediment basin had been identified in the Corps NWP. Project
construction stopped in 2006 and has not been reinitiated.
On-site waters/wetlands that are present on-site today consist of the same temporary features
that were constructed in 2001. Since the halt in construction, the trench has conveyed water
from the development to the north of De Portola Road, through the project site, and then offsite
through an existing culvert under Temecula Parkway. As noted, a single wetland (Wetland A)
and temporary detention/sedimentation basin were identified on the project site (Exhibit 8,
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Riparian/Riverine – CDFW Jurisdictional Map). No other drainage features or improvements
are located on-site.
5.1.1.1

Wetland A

Wetland A extends along the entire margin of the low-flow earthen channel for approximately
1,350 linear feet. The wetland traverses the site from north to southwest along the margin of
the earthen channel and fringes of the temporary detention/sedimentation basin.
Emergent wetland vegetation which consisted of cattail has become established along the
margin of both the low-flow channel as well as on the fringe of the detention/sedimentation
basin. Certain locations along the low-flow channel contained a few dense stands of Narrow
Leaf Willow (Salix exigua). Non-native species such as White Sweetclover (Melilotus albus)
and Spanish False Fleabane (Pulicaria paludosa) were observed along the entire margin of the
low-flow channel. Surface water was present within the channel during the site visit as well as
in the basin. The basin was characterized by significant algal growth due to accumulated high
levels of organic material and nutrient-loading from upstream development. A total of 0.69acre of state jurisdictional wetland is located on-site.
5.1.1.2

Temporary Detention/Sedimentation Basin

Approximately 0.10-acre of non-wetland waters was observed within the temporary sediment
basin located at the southwestern corner of the property. The basin is located at the terminus
of the manmade channel, which was constructed as an interim means of conveying both onsite storm flows and flows from the approved development to the north across the site during
the rough graded condition. The basin consisted of open water, ranging in depth from 2” – 16”.
5.1.2

Functions and Values

The primarily function of the on-site wetland includes the regulation of nuisance flows, energy
dissipation, conveyance of floodwaters, and nutrient/particulate uptake from off-site, upstream
development. The water quality benefits of the wetland help protect downstream waters,
primarily Temecula Creek, form nuisance flows from upstream development. Since the
wetland was originally constructed to convey nuisance flows from upstream development and
was not originally intended to be a wetland, the wetland provides limited flood
protection/water storage capabilities. Upstream areas have been developed; therefore, there is
little to no sediment transport/sedimentation buildup issues associated with the wetland.
Since the areas upstream of the wetland are developed, the on-site wetland does not provide a
wildlife movement corridor or linkage from Temecula Creek across the project site.
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Additionally, the wetland’s existing functions and values were captured via a California Rapid
Assessment Method (CRAM) analysis (refer to Appendix E). Based on the results of the
CRAM analysis the existing wetland has on overall rating of 44%. The overall score of the
wetland scored highest in the hydrology attribute (83%); however, scored low in Buffer and
Landscape Context (38%), Physical Structure (25%) and Biotic Structure (33%).

5.2

RIPARIAN/RIVERINE SPECIES

Due to the monoculture of cattail within the on-site riparian/riverine habitat plant, the quality
of the habitat is considered low, but may provide suitable stop over habitat for riparian species
listed under the MSHCP. Additionally, none of the soils listed in the MSHCP that are typically
associated with vernal pools occur on the project site. As a result, none of the species listed in
Section 6.1.2 of the MSHCP are expected to occur on the project site, and are presumed absent.
Further, the site is not within designated survey areas for any special-status wildlife species
associated with riparian/riverine habitat as listed in Section 6.1.2 of the MSHCP.
The riparian/riverine habitat found on-site connects with riparian habitats associated Temecula
Creek to the south, but abuts residential developments to the north which have isolated the
riparian/riverine habitat from natural undisturbed habitats to the north. The residential
developments to the north reduce the riparian/riverine habitat potential to support migratory
linkages or corridors for riparian species covered under the MSHCP.

5.3

PROJECT IMPACTS

As previously noted in the Delineation of State and Federal Jurisdictional Waters report (RBF,
2014) identified both State and federal jurisdictional areas on the project. No vernal pools, clay
or restrictive soils were found on the project site. Based on the results of the Habitat
Assessment and MSHCP Consistency Analysis (RBF, 2015), it was determined that
riparian/riverine habitats found on the project site correspond with the CDFW jurisdiction
mapped in 2014.
The project proposes to permanently impact a total of 0.71-acre (0.10 non-wetland waters and
0.61-are of wetland waters) of Corps/Regional Board jurisdiction and 0.79-acre (0.10-acre of
streambed and 0.69-acre) of CDFW jurisdiction. The extent of the riparian/riverine habitat on
the project site is synonymous with the jurisdiction of CDFW.
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Table 1:

Summary of Jurisdictional Area
Regional
Board

CDFW

WoUS

WoS

On-Site Acreage
Associated
Vegetated
Riparian
Streambed
Vegetation

0.10

0.10

−

0.10

0.61

0.61

0.69

−

0.71

0.71

0.69

0.10

Corps
Jurisdictional Feature

Temporary
Detention/Sedimentation
Basin
Wetland A
Total

5.3.1

Direct Impacts to Riparian/Riverine Habitat

Based on the current project design plans, a total of 0.79-acre of impacts will occur to
riparian/riverine habitat as a result of implementation of the proposed project.
Table 2:

Impacts to Riparian/Riverine Habitat

Riparian/Riverine Habitats

Existing

Impacts
Permanent

0.10

0.10

0.69

0.69

0.79

0.79

Temporary
Detention/Sedimentation Basin
Wetland A
Total

5.4

PROJECT FEATURES (AVOIDANCE AND MINIMIZATION
MEASURES)

As described above, the emphasis of the MSHCP's riparian/riverine and vernal pool policy is
on-site conservation of habitats capable of supporting MSHCP Covered Species. The goal of
the DBESP process is to determine if the project has, in fact, provided for a project alternative
that results in biologically equivalent or superior preservation. The first priority for
riparian/riverine habitats that contribute to the biological values of the MSHCP preserve is
avoidance of direct impacts, then minimization of any remaining direct impacts.
5.4.1

Avoidance of Direct Impacts

The project applicant has evaluated avoidance of jurisdictional areas on-site. The existing
detention basin and bermed ditch were originally constructed as an interim solution to safely
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convey storm flows from the upstream watershed to Temecula Creek. The existing basin
attenuates storm flows but does not eliminate the flooding to Butterfield Stage Road, Highway79, the project site, existing commercial centers to the south of Highway-79 and other nearby
parcels. Therefore, in order to safely convey surface runoff from the upstream watershed and
effectively protect the project site from flooding as well as maintaining the level of flood
control to the nearby existing developments, flood control improvements including a barrier
channel and a 96-inch diameter storm drain designed for the 100-year storm event are proposed
within the southerly portion of the project site. As an alternative to the on-site barrier channel
and 96-inch reinforced concrete pipe (RCP), numerous studies and alternatives proposed an
interceptor channel and detention basin on off-site parcels to the east. However, these studies
concluded that due to the physical constraints of the project watershed and impracticality of
constructing flood control improvements on off-site parcels these alternatives are not feasible.
An existing 78-inch RCP storm drain that drains the adjacent parcels to the north across De
Portola Road is located at the terminus of Alcoba Drive and the project site. Currently, flows
discharged from this storm drain are conveyed south through the existing jurisdictional feature.
Avoidance of the jurisdictional feature in the central portion of the project site was analyzed.
The original design was to allow the offsite flows from the 78- inch pipe to drain in a graded
earth channel south towards Temecula Parkway. That design was later changed after the City
of Temecula required a park and this area was to be turned into a neighborhood amenity. The
inclusion of the city mandated park along with topographic challenges necessitate the
extension of the 78-inch RCP storm drain underground.
As an alternative, avoidance of the drainage and placement of the park at another location
within the development was considered. However, avoiding the existing drainage feature and
creating a park in another portion of the project site, significantly reduces the number of
dwelling units and is not financially practicable. Another alternative considered was to include
the drainage feature within the design of the city mandated park. However, the depth of the 78inch RCP and the existing channel invert is roughly 20 feet below finished grade. A park
created around a channel invert of that depth would require too steep of slopes and is not
practicable for pedestrians and visitors.
Based on the alternative discussed above, avoidance of direct impacts was not feasible.
5.4.2

Minimization Measures to Reduce Indirect Impacts

The Urban/Wildlife Interface Guidelines, as discussed below, have been incorporated into the
project design to ensure that all indirect project-related impacts to riparian/riverine habitat,
including impacts from toxics, lighting, noise, invasive plant species, barriers, and
grading/land development, are avoided or minimized to the greatest extent feasible.
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Fugitive Dust
During soil excavation, grading, or other subsurface disturbance within 100 feet of conserved
riparian/riverine habitat on-site, the construction superintendent shall supervise provision and
maintenance of all standard dust control best management practices (BMPs) to reduce fugitive
dust emissions, including but not limited to the following actions:


Water any exposed soil areas a minimum of twice per day, or as allowed under any
imposed drought restrictions. On windy days or when fugitive dust can be observed
leaving the construction site, additional water shall be applied at a frequency to be
determined by the on-site construction superintendent.



Pave, periodically water, or apply chemical stabilizer to construction access/ egress
points.



Minimize the amount of area disturbed by clearing, grading, earthmoving, or
excavation operations at all times.



Operate all vehicles on graded areas at speeds less than 15 miles per hour.



Cover all stockpiles that will not be utilized within three days with plastic or equivalent
material, to be determined by the on-site construction superintendent, or spray them
with a non-toxic chemical stabilizer.

Noise
The on-site construction superintendent shall implement the following measures to minimize
short-term noise levels caused by construction activities. Measures to reduce construction
noise shall be included in contractor specifications and include, but not be limited to, the
following:


Properly outfit and maintain construction equipment with manufacturer-recommended
noise-reduction devices to minimize construction-generated noise.



Operate all diesel equipment with closed engine doors and equip with factoryrecommended mufflers.



Use electrical power, when feasible, to operate air compressors and similar power tools.
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Employ additional noise attenuation techniques, as needed, to reduce excessive noise
levels within conserved Riparian/ Riverine Habitat on-site, such as placement of
temporary sound barriers or sound blankets at the top of slope adjacent to these areas.
Locate construction staging areas at least 100 feet from Drainage A

Lighting
To avoid light spillover into the adjacent conserved riparian/riverine habitat on-site, any
proposed lighting fixtures within 100 feet of these areas shall incorporate internal baffles to
direct the light towards the ground and shall have a zero side-angle cut-off to the horizon. All
lighting and fencing for infrastructure adjacent to jurisdictional areas shall be designed or
reviewed by a qualified biologist to allow wildlife to move without hindrance.
Runoff - Toxics
To address potential short-term impacts to water quality within the on-site drainages from
construction runoff that may carry storm water pollutants, a Storm Water Pollution Prevention
Program (SWPPP) shall be implemented by the construction contractor as required by the
California General Construction Storm Water Permit pursuant to SWQCB and Regional Board
regulations. The SWPPP shall identify BMPs related to the control of toxic substances,
including construction fuels, oils, and other liquids. These BMPs will be implemented by the
Applicant’s contractor prior to the start of any ground clearing activity, shall be subject to
periodic inspections by the County and the project’s hydrological consultant, shall be
maintained throughout the construction period and remain in place until all landscape and
permanent BMPs are in place. BMPs shall be monitored and repaired if necessary to ensure
maximum erosion, sediment, and pollution control.


Permittee shall prohibit the use of erosion control materials potentially harmful to fish
and wildlife species, such as mono-filament netting (erosion control matting) or similar
material, within and adjacent to CDFW jurisdictional areas.



All fiber roles3, straw waddles, and/or hay bales utilized within and adjacent to the
project site shall be free of non-native plant materials.



Permittee shall comply with all litter and pollution laws. All contractors,
subcontractors, and employees shall also obey these laws and it shall be the
responsibility of Permittee to ensure compliance.

3

Fiber rolls or erosion control mesh shall be made of loose-weave mesh that is not fused at the intersections of
the weave, such as jute, or coconut (coir) fiber, or other products without welded weaves. Non-welded weaves
reduce entanglement risks to wildlife by allowing animals to push through the weave, which expands when spread.
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Permittee shall not allow water containing mud, silt, or other pollutants from grading,
aggregate washing, or other activities to enter a lake, streambed, or flowing stream or
be placed in locations that may be subjected to high storm flows.



Spoil sites shall not be located within a lake, streambed, or flowing stream or locations
that may be subjected to high storm flows, where spoil shall be washed back into a
lake, streambed, or flowing stream where it will impact streambed habitat and aquatic
or riparian vegetation.



Raw cement/concrete or washings thereof, asphalt, paint, or other coating material, oil
or other petroleum products, or any other substances which could be hazardous to fish
and wildlife resources resulting from project related activities shall be prevented from
contaminating the soil and/or entering the waters of the State. These materials, placed
within or where they may enter a lake, streambed, or flowing stream by Permittee or
any party working under contract or with the permission of Permittee, shall be removed
immediately.



No equipment maintenance shall be done within or near any lake, streambed, or flowing
stream where petroleum products or other pollutants from the equipment may enter
these areas under any flow.



No broken concrete, cement, debris, soil, silt, sand, bark, slash, sawdust, rubbish, or
washings thereof, oil or petroleum products, or other organic or earthen material from
any construction or associated activity of whatever nature shall be allowed to enter into
or be placed where it may be washed by rainfall or runoff into waters of the State. When
operations are completed, any excess materials or debris shall be removed from the
work area. No rubbish shall be deposited within 150 feet of the high water mark of any
lake, streambed, or flowing stream.

Accidental Encroachments During Construction
The following measures shall also be incorporated into the construction documents and
specifications, and implemented by the contractor, to avoid potential construction-related
impacts to conserved riparian/riverine habitat outside of the approved disturbance limits:


Construction worker training shall be provided by a qualified biologist at the first preconstruction meeting;



Exclusionary fencing and signs shall be erected near the top of slope adjacent to
conserved riparian/riverine habitat to prevent accidental/unauthorized intrusions during
construction;
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No equipment shall be operated in areas of flowing water;



Construction access and staging areas for storage of materials and heavy equipment,
and for fueling, cleaning, or maintenance of construction vehicles or equipment, shall
be prohibited within 20 feet from the top of slope adjacent to conserved
riparian/riverine habitat; and



A qualified biologist shall be on-site during initial clearing/grubbing, grading, and/or
construction activities within the riparian/riverine habitat within Drainage B to be
impacted, or within 100 feet of the habitat to be avoided, and shall periodically monitor
these activities to ensure they do not exceed the fenced construction limits.

Post-Construction Human Disturbances
The project shall incorporate special edge treatments designed to minimize edge effects by
providing a safe transition between developed areas and conserved riparian/riverine habitat,
and which would be compatible with project operation and the protection and sustainability of
conserved areas. Special edge treatments shall include native landscaping on manufactured
slopes within the conserved areas and fencing/signage near the top of slope adjacent to
conserved areas to prevent unauthorized public access, vandalism, illegal dumping, and other
adverse human disturbances.
5.4.3

Mitigation Measures to Offset Direct Impacts

Although all impacts to riparian/riverine habitat cannot be avoided due to topographical and
access/design limitations, RBF proposes “actions to minimize adverse effects” in compliance
with the Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) 40 Part 230 Section 404(b)(1) Guidelines for
Specification of Disposal Sites for Dredged or Fill Material.
To offset impacts to 0.79-acres of riparian/riverine habitat, the applicant proposes the
establishment of 1.39 acres of wetland habitat ,establishment of 1.58 acres of riparian scrub
habitat, and establishment of 0.33 acre of non-wetland unvegetated waters/streambed, totaling
3.3 acres of riparian/riverine habitat on-site. Refer to Exhibit 9, Conceptual Planting Layout,
for a depiction of on-site mitigation. The project proposes to relocate the on-site wetland and
drainage corridor along the southerly portion of the project site. The on-site mitigation area
would be owned by the HOA and but maintained by a third party approved by the regulatory
agencies. If needed, it is possible that the project design can be altered to deliver additional
water from on-site development to the vegetated stormwater conveyance channel to promote
the creation of additional wetland habitat (if required by the regulatory agencies). The creation
of 3.3 acres of riparian/riverine habitat on-site will provide biologically superior habitat to the
riparian/riverine habitat that currently exists on-site.
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All plant species installed within the mitigation areas shall include only local California native
container plants and cuttings, and shall be typical of the existing native plant species present
in the existing riparian areas within and adjacent to the project site. CDFW recommends that
plant material be installed between October 1 and April 30 to maximize the benefits of the
winter rainy season. The planted area would have a conservation easement placed over it and
be maintained by a third party approved by the regulatory agencies that would provide for the
long-term management and maintenance in perpetuity.
The proposed wetland would not be a detention basin, nor under Riverside County Flood
Control’s jurisdiction. Sediment removal and maintenance activities are not anticipated.
Furthermore, it should be noted that the Project’s water quality basin is separate from the
proposed wetland; therefore, no combining of flows is proposed. The basin will not require
maintenance in the portions nominated for the Conservation Easement. Riverside Flood
Control would maintain only the pipes and headwalls associated with the basin.
The Applicant will be responsible for implementing the requirements of the Habitat Mitigation
and Monitoring Plan (HMMP) and initial establishment. The HMMP will describe the methods
used for invasive species and trash removal, fencing and signage replacement, will identify
success criteria and reporting requirements, and will define the responsibilities, adaptive
management, and expected maintenance. The long-term management and maintenance costs
would transfer to a third party as approved by the regulatory agencies. The wetland out be off
limits to the public and residents. Furthermore, signage and homeowner education materials
would be provided to residents regarding these restrictions.

5.5

DEMONSTRATION OF INCREASE IN POST-PROJECT
RIPARIAN/RIVERINE FUNCTION AND VALUES

With implementation of the project design features, and the mitigation measures proposed in
this DBESP analysis, the proposed project would represent a biologically equivalent or
superior alternative to the existing pre-project conditions. The creation of both wetland and
non-wetland habitat would result in a biological superior function and value over the existing
functions and values. The basin would incorporate greater plant biodiversity and result in a
betterment of water quality from what currently occurs on-site. This in turn results in a
betterment to downstream waters (i.e. Temecula Creek). The existing habitat on-site is
comprised on a monoculture of emergent vegetation (Typha latifolia) and provides for little
habitat value and species diversity.
The project would reestablish jurisdictional areas on-site and provide a functional increase to
water quality and biological functions when compared to the existing condition. Both water
quality and increased biodiversity would occur on-site as part of the proposed mitigation. An
increase in water quality due to the proposed basin and associated planting would occur
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resulting in a benefit to downstream waters (i.e. Temecula Creek). Nuisance and stormwater
flows originating from both off-site and on-site sources would be expected to contain nutrients,
oxygen-demanding organic matter, heavy metals, hydrocarbons, pesticides, trace organics, and
coliform bacteria elevated from pre-construction, background levels, but at levels typical of
other urban watersheds. However, implementation of separate water quality control measures,
including use of structural and non-structural BMPs to treat runoff, would ensure that
implementation of the project would not result in degradation of receiving body water quality.
Flows from upstream locations remain unchanged. Upstream connectivity to the project site is
non-existent due to existing residential development. Offsite flows enter the project site from
an MS4 system in a highly urbanized environment.
The post-project riparian/riverine function and values will be by biologically superior by
providing the following:
•

The establishment and long term management of 1.39 acres of wetland habitat,
establishment of 1.58 acres of riparian scrub habitat, and 0.33 acre of non-wetland
unvegetated waters/streambed habitat, totaling 3.3 acres. If needed, it is possible that
the project design can be altered to deliver additional water from on-site development
to the vegetated stormwater conveyance channel to promote the creation of additional
wetland habitat (if required by the regulatory agencies).

•

Implementation of the Urban/Wildlands Interface Guidelines will ensure that all
indirect project-related impacts to riparian/riverine habitat, including that which may
result from drainage, toxics, lighting, noise, invasive plant species, barriers, and
grading/land development, are avoided or minimized to the greatest extent feasible.

The above actions would result in a net increase in the function and value of riparian/riverine
habitat within the region. The proposed mitigation measures would increase the functions and
ecological values of the wetland habitat as compared to the existing on-site jurisdictional
features, which consist of open water and a monoculture of Typha spp. Water quality, nutrient
uptake, particulate removal, and other hydrology benefits to Temecula Creek, a 303(d) listed
water, provided by the detention basin would be significantly increased and enhanced. The
proposed mitigation would provide an increase of habitat value for aquatic, wetland, and
riparian species. The buffer/open space constructed contiguously to the proposed on-site basin
will enhance landscape connectivity and buffer quality along the entire frontage of the project
site. The proposed mitigation site will create significant species and habitat quality and
diversification when compared to the existing condition or a condition where residential units
back to the existing on-site jurisdictional features.
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Section 6

Certification

I hereby certify that the statements furnished above and in the attached exhibits present data and
information required for this biological evaluation, and that the facts, statements, and information
presented are true and correct to the best of my knowledge and belief.
Date:

March 21, 2017

Signed:____________ ____________________
Thomas J. McGill, Ph.D.
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Appendix A

RCIP Conservation Summary Report

Riverside County Transporation and Land Management Agency - TLMA

Wester n River side County Multiple Species Habitat
Conser vation Plan (MSHCP)
APN

Cell

Cell Group

Acres

Area Plan

Sub Unit

959400001

Not A Part

Independent

6.4

Southwest Area

Not a Part

959400001

7273

Independent

14.57

Southwest Area

SU2 - Temecula & Pechanga Creeks

959400002

Not A Part

Independent

11.73

Southwest Area

Not a Part

959400002

7273

Independent

9.61

Southwest Area

SU2 - Temecula & Pechanga Creeks

959400003

7273

Independent

0.23

Southwest Area

SU2 - Temecula & Pechanga Creeks

HABITAT ASSESSM ENTS
Habitat assessment shall be required and should address at a minimum potential habitat for the following species:
APN

Amphibia Burrowing Criteria Area Mammalian Narrow Endemic Special Linkage
Species
Owl
Species
Species
Plant Species
Area

959400001

NO

YES

NO

NO

NO

NO

959400002

NO

YES

NO

NO

NO

NO

959400003

NO

YES

NO

NO

NO

NO

Burrowing Owl
Burrowing owl.
If potential habitat for these species is determined to be located on the property, focused surveys may be required during the
appropriate season.

Background
The final MSHCP was approved by the County Board of Supervisors on June 17, 2003. The federal and state permits were
issued on June 22, 2004 and implementation of the MSHCP began on June 23, 2004.
For more information concerning the MSHCP, contact your local city or the County of Riverside for the unincorporated areas.
Additionally, the Western Riverside County Regional Conservation Authority (RCA), which oversees all the cities and County
implementation of the MSHCP, can be reached at:

Western Riverside County Regional Conservation Authority
3403 10th Street, Suite 320
Riverside, CA 92501
Phone: 951-955-9700
Fax: 951-955-8873
www.wrc-rca.org
Go Back To Previous Page
GIS Home Page
TLMA Home Page
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Photograph 1: Facing southwest, looking at the ruderal plant community across the northeastern portion of the site.

Photograph 2: Dirt piles, cement rubble, and debris on the northeastern portion of the site.
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Photograph 3: Facing southwest from the eastern side of the project site looking at the transition area between the
upper terrace (northern half) and lower field (southern half).

Photograph 4: Facing northeast, looking at the slope between the upper terrace and the lower portion of the site.
Ruderal plant community in the foreground on the southern half of the project site.
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Photograph 5: A bermed area runs along the southwest border of the site.

Photograph 6: An example of a burrow that has the potential to provide suitable nesting opportunities for burrowing
owl. No burrowing owl or sign was observed in or around the burrow.
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Photograph 7: A portion of the northwest corner of the site has been turned into a bike jump area. This terrace area is
highly disturbed.

Photograph 8: Looking at the culvert that delivers urban and stormwater runoff from the neighborhoods to the north
onto the project site.
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Photograph 9: Looking northeast within the manmade channel at emergent freshwater wetland dominated by cattails
with sparse sandbar willow.

Photograph 10: In the southwest corner of the project site, the manmade channel empties into a manmade
sedimentation basin with open water.
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PASEO DEL SOL
CITY OF TEMECULA, CALIFORNIA
Delineation of State and Federal Jurisdictional Waters
The undersigned certify that this report is a complete and accurate account of the findings and
conclusions of a jurisdictional “waters of the U.S.” (including wetlands) and “waters of the State”
determination for the above-referenced project.

Chris Johnson, PWS
Regulatory Specialist
Natural Resources/Regulatory Permitting

Richard Beck, PWS, CEP, CPESC
Director of Regulatory Services
Natural Resources/Regulatory Permitting

June 24, 2014

Abstract
Introduction: At the request of Newland Communities, RBF Consulting (RBF) has
prepared this Delineation of Jurisdictional Waters for the Paseo Del Sol Project (project),
located in the City of Temecula, Riverside County, California.
Methods: This delineation documents the regulatory authority of the U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers (Corps), San Diego Regional Water Quality Control Board (Regional Board), and
California Department of Fish and Wildlife (CDFW) pursuant to the Federal Clean Water Act
(CWA), California Porter-Cologne Water Quality Control Act, and California Fish and Game
Code1 respectively. The field work for this delineation was conducted on August 20, 2012.
Results: The Project Study Area contains waters of the U.S and surface waters of the
State. Placement of fill and/or alteration within these waters is subject to Corps, Regional
Board and CDFW jurisdictional authority and approval; therefore, associated impacts must
be avoided, minimized, and fully mitigated pursuant to the Clean Water Act, California Water
Code §§ 13000 et.seq and Fish and Game Code. Table A-1 identifies the total jurisdiction
on site of each regulatory agency.
TABLE A-1. Jurisdictional Areas

Jurisdictional Feature
Temporary Detention/
Sedimentation Basin
Wetland A
Total

Corps
(acres)
Waters of
the U.S.

Regional Board
(acres)
Surface
Waters

Vegetated
Streambed

Unvegetated
Streambed

0.10

0.10

-

0.10

0.61
0.71

0.61
0.71

0.69
0.69

0.10

CDFW (acres)

Conclusion: The project applicant must obtain the following regulatory approvals if
construction activities are proposed within the identified jurisdictional areas: Regional Board
CWA Section 401 Water Quality Certification; and a CDFW 1602 Streambed Alteration
Agreement (SAA).2 This report presents RBF’s best effort at determining the jurisdictional
boundaries using the most up-to-date regulations, written policy, and guidance from the
regulatory agencies. However, as with any jurisdictional delineation, only the regulatory
agencies can make a final determination of jurisdiction. Refer to Sections 1-6 for a complete
discussion.
1

The project area w as surveyed pursuant to the Regional Supplement to the Corps of Engineers Wetland Delineation
Manual: Arid West Region, Version 2.0 (Corps 2008); the Practices for Documenting Jurisdiction under Section 404 of the
CWA Regional Guidance Letter (Corps 2007); Minimum Standards for Acceptance of Preliminary Wetland Delineations
(Corps 2001); and the Field Guide to Lake and Streambed Alteration Agreements Section 1600-1607 (CDFG 1994).

2

Other approvals (in-lieu of an SAA) may be acquired from the Fish and Wildlife based on a formally-submitted notification
package.
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Section 1

Introduction and Purpose

This delineation has been prepared for Newland Communities in order to delineate the U.S.
Army Corps of Engineers’ (Corps), San Diego Regional Water Quality Control Board’s
(Regional Board), and California Department of Fish and Wildlife’s (CDFW) jurisdictional
authority located within the Paseo Del Sol Project (project site). The field work for this
delineation was conducted on August 20, 2012.
The project site is located at the northwest corner of the intersection of Temecula Parkway
and Butterfield Stage Road in the City of Temecula, County of Riverside, California. The
project site is depicted on the Temecula United States Geological Survey (USGS) 7.5minute quadrangle within Section 15, Township 8 south, Range 2 west. Refer to Exhibit 1,
Regional Vicinity, Exhibit 2, Site Vicinity and Exhibit 3, Project Site.
This delineation has been designed to document the authority of the regulatory agencies,
explain the methodology undertaken by RBF Consulting (RBF) to document jurisdictional
authority, and to support the findings made by RBF within the boundaries of the project site.
This report presents our best effort at determining the jurisdictional boundaries using the
most up-to-date regulations, written policy, and guidance from the regulatory agencies;
however, only the regulatory agencies can make a final determination of jurisdictional
boundaries.

1.1

PROJECT SITE BACKGROUND

Prior to Newland Communities ownership of the property, the previous owner (Eastern
Municipal Water District [EMWD]) utilized the project site for settlement ponds for water
reclamation discharge during the 1980’s. The holding ponds were eventually abandoned
and the ponds re-graded to the existing elevation on-site.
Newland Communities acquired the property, which was delineated in 1996 by Glenn Lukos
Associates. The delineation authorized the impacts to 4.9 acres of waters of the U.S
(including wetlands) via a Nationwide Permit (NWP). As part of the authorized permit,
special conditions required the applicant to mitigate for impacts by preserving 9.4 acres of
willow riparian habitat within Temecula Creek. Since that time, Newland Communities had
posted financial assurance for the proposed mitigation which is now complete. Newland
Communities received regulatory permits for an approved residential and commerce center
project. Specifically, permit authorization to impact various jurisdictional drainages and
wetlands was received from the Corps under File No.’s 96-00210-ES and 97-00275-SDM.
As part of the previous approvals, a waiver certification was issued by the Regional Board
as a result of various water quality components that were proposed for incorporation into the
final design.
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Grading for the authorized impacts occurred during 1999-2001 and all jurisdictional areas
were converted to uplands for the approved development. Following grading operations in
2001, the applicant (as part of an approved stormwater runoff program), graded a narrow
storm water conveyance channel to a temporary detention/sedimentation basin at the
southwest corner of the project site. The temporary sediment basin had been identified in
the Corps NWP (refer to Exhibit 3, Site Plan located in Appendix E). Project construction
had stopped in 2006 and has been in a holding pattern since.
On-site waters/wetlands that are present on-site today consist of the same temporary
features that were constructed in 2001. Since the project has been in a holding pattern, the
trench has conveyed water from the development to the north of De Portola Road, through
the project site, and then offsite through an existing culvert under Temecula Parkway. No
other drainage features or improvements are located on-site.

1.2

PROJECT DESCRIPTION

Newland Communities is an approved mixed-use development of residential and
commercial uses. The project was approved in January 1998. The proposed project consists
of Planning Area 4 of the Paloma Del Sol Villages at Paseo del Sol Specific Plan No. 219,
Amendment No. 8 (Specific Plan No. SP-4). The proposed project (TTM 36483) would
construct 173 single-family dwelling units on approximately 42.9 acres. The previously
planned commercial component approved as part of the original entitlements has been
eliminated.
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Section 2

Regulations and Methodology

Analysis presented in this document is supported by field surveys and verification of current
conditions conducted on August 20, 2012. While in the field, jurisdictional areas were
recorded onto a base map at a scale of 1"=80' using the topographic contours and visible
landmarks as guidelines. Data points were obtained while walking the site with a Garmin 62
Global Positioning System (GPS) Map62 in order to record and identify specific widths for
the ordinary high water mark (OHWM), soil pit locations, picture point locations, and
pertinent jurisdictional features. This data was then transferred via USB port as a .shp file
and added to the project's jurisdictional map. The jurisdictional map was prepared in ESRI
ArcInfo Version 10.

2.1

SUMMARY OF REGULATIONS

There are four key agencies that regulate activities within inland streams, wetlands, and
riparian areas in California. The Corps and U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
jointly regulate activities pursuant to Section 404 of the Federal Clean Water Act (CWA) and
Section 10 of the Rivers and Harbors Act. The CDFW regulates activities under the Fish and
Game Code Section 1600-1616, and the Regional Board regulates activities pursuant to
Section 401 of the CWA and the California Porter-Cologne Water Quality Control Act. For a
detailed summary of regulations, refer to Appendix A.

2.1.1

FEDERAL JURISDICTIONAL WATERS

Generally, the Corps and EPA will assert jurisdiction over the following waters:
 Traditional navigable waters
 Wetlands adjacent to traditional navigable waters
 Non-navigable tributaries typically flow year-round or have continuous flow at least
seasonally (e.g., typically three months)


Wetlands that directly abut such tributaries

The Corps and EPA will decide jurisdiction over the following waters based on a fact-specific
analysis to determine whether they have a significant nexus with a traditional navigable
water:
 Non-navigable tributaries that are not relatively permanent
 Wetlands adjacent to non-navigable tributaries that are not relatively permanent
 Wetlands adjacent to but that do not directly abut a relatively permanent nonnavigable tributary
A significant nexus analysis will assess the flow characteristics and functions of the tributary
itself and the functions performed by all wetlands adjacent to the tributary itself and the
functions performed by all wetlands adjacent to the tributary to determine if they significantly
Paseo Del Sol
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affect the chemical, physical and biological integrity of downstream traditional navigable
waters. It should be noted that a significant nexus includes consideration of hydrologic and
ecologic factors.
The Corps and EPA generally will not assert jurisdiction over the following features:
 Swales or erosional features (e.g., gullies, small washes characterized by low
volume, infrequent, or short duration flow)
 Ditches (including roadside ditches) excavated wholly in and draining only uplands
and that do not carry a relatively permanent flow of water.

2.1.2

STATE JURISDICTIONAL AREAS

2.1.2.1

California Regional Water Quality Control Boards

The California Porter-Cologne Water Quality Control Act gives the State very broad authority
to regulate waters of the State, which are defined as any surface water or groundwater,
including saline waters.
2.1.2.2

California Department of Fish and Wildlife Jurisdiction

Fish and Game Code Section 1602 applies to all perennial, intermittent, and ephemeral
rivers, streams, and lakes in the state. The Fish and Wildlife’s regulatory authority extends
to include riparian habitat (including wetlands) supported by a river, stream, or lake
regardless of the presence or absence of hydric soils and saturated soil conditions.
Generally, the CDFW takes jurisdiction to the top of bank of the stream or to the outer limit
of the adjacent riparian vegetation (outer drip line), whichever is greater. Notification is
generally required for any project that will take place in or in the vicinity of a river, stream,
lake, or their tributaries. This includes rivers or streams that flow at least periodically or
permanently through a bed or channel with banks that support fish or other aquatic life and
watercourses having a surface or subsurface flow that support or have supported riparian
vegetation.
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Literature Review

Review of relevant literature and materials aids in preliminarily identifying areas that may or
may not fall under an agency’s jurisdiction. A summary of RBF’s literature review is
provided below (refer to Section 7.0 for a complete list of references used during the course
of this delineation). Copies of documentation are also contained in Appendix C,
Documentation.

3.1

WATERSHED SUMMARY

The project is located within the Santa Margarita River watershed (HUC 18070302) and
more specifically within the Pauba hydrologic sub-area (902.51). The Santa Margarita
watershed encompasses approximately 750 square miles in northern San Diego and
southwestern Riverside counties. The watershed contains a variety of nearly intact habitats
including chaparral-covered hillsides, riparian woodlands, and coastal marshes. Of the total
watershed area, approximately 27 percent is within San Diego County. The Santa Margarita
River is formed near the City of Temecula in Riverside County at the confluence of the
Temecula and Murrieta Creek systems. Once formed, the majority of the Santa Margarita
River main stem flows within San Diego County through unincorporated areas, the
community of Fallbrook, and the Marine Corps Base Camp Pendleton.
The upper watershed basin lies in Riverside County, one of the fastest growing areas in
California. Presently, several water bodies are listed on the Clean Water Act section 303(d)
list due to excessive nutrients from a variety of sources including agriculture, nursery
operations, municipal wastewater discharges, urban runoff, septic systems, and golf course
operations. Other serious water quality and environmental concerns in the watershed
include excessive sedimentation from development and agricultural areas, groundwater
degradation and contamination with nitrates and other salts, habitat loss, channelization,
flooding, and scour.

3.2

LOCAL CLIMATE

In the western Riverside County area, summers are hot and dry and winters are cool and
moist. Rainfall is scant in most months. Climate in the vicinity of the project is warm
during summer when temperatures tend to be in the 70's and cool during winter when
temperatures tend to be in the 50's. The warmest month of the year is August with an
average maximum temperature of 98.30 degrees Fahrenheit, while the coldest month of
the year is December with an average minimum temperature of 37.30 degrees
Fahrenheit.
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Temperature variations between night and day tend to be relatively big during summer
with a difference that can reach 37 degrees Fahrenheit, and moderate during winter with
an average difference of 28 degrees Fahrenheit.
The annual average precipitation in the proximity of the project site is 12.09 inches.
Rainfall in is fairly evenly distributed throughout the year. The wettest month of the year is
February with an average rainfall of 2.96 Inches.
TABLE 1. Climate Summary
Jan

Feb

Mar

Apr

May

Jun

Jul

Aug

Sep

Oct

Nov

Dec

Annual

Average Max.
Temperature (F)

66.1

68.2

71.1

77.4

82.6

91.3

98.1

98.3

92.9

83.7

73.1

66.8

80.8

Average Min.
Temperature (F)

38.3

40.2

42.8

45.7

51.3

55.8

61.0

62.0

58.4

50.8

42.2

37.3

48.8

Average Total
2.80
Precipitation (in.)

2.96

2.29

0.56

0.22

0.02

0.10

0.12

0.30

0.36

0.78

1.58

12.09

Source: www.idcide.com/weather/ca

3.3

USGS TOPOGRAPHIC QUADRANGLE

The USGS 7.5 Minute Series Topographic Quadrangle maps show geological formations
and their characteristics, describing the physical setting of an area through contour lines and
major surface features including lakes, rivers, streams, buildings, landmarks, and other
factors that may fall under an agency’s jurisdiction. Additionally, the maps depict
topography through color and contour lines, which are helpful in determining elevations and
latitude and longitude within a project site.
Most topographic maps are made from aerial photos and, due to errors in photo
interpretation, some streams which should be shown as “blue-line” or “dashed blue-line” are
not shown. Even the most detailed topographic maps (7.5 minute) do not show all streams.
Drainages and wetlands do not need to be labeled on USGS maps in order to be
jurisdictional.
The project site is located within Section 15, Township 8 South, Range 2 West, Riverside
Base Meridian of the USGS Pechanga, California quadrangle. On-site topography is
relatively flat with an elevation of approximately 1,100 feet above msl. Two blue-line
drainages can be seen trending the site in an east to west direction toward Temecula Creek.
The USGS photorevisions dated 1988 show the locations of the settling ponds used in
conjunction with the previous water reclamation operations.
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Surrounding uses consist of residential uses and natural open space. Temecula Creek is
approximately 0.25 mile to the south of the project site.

3.4

AERIAL PHOTOGRAPH

Prior to the field visit, RBF reviewed aerial photography dated October 2012, from Google
Earth Imagery. Aerial photographs can be useful during the delineation process, as the
photographs often indicate drainages and vegetation (i.e., riparian vegetation) present within
the boundaries of the project site (if any).
According to the aerial photograph the project site is undeveloped and has been rough
graded. Storm water prevention BMPs (e.g. visquene, sandbags, etc.) can be seen
throughout the site. The narrow manmade drainage and associated sediment basin are
visible as well. The aerial photograph also suggests that the project site is routinely disked
and maintained. The site is undeveloped and bordered by residential development to the
north and west. Uses to the east consist of undeveloped land and storage yard. Vegetation
is visible within the drainage and sediment basin. No additional drainages or ponding were
visible on the aerial photograph outside of the mapped jurisdictional areas as the project is
dominated by upland conditions or is denuded.
RBF also obtained historical aerial photographs for the project. A summary of the historical
aerial photography is provided below. The aerial photographs were provided by EDR and
are listed in Appendix D, Historic Aerial Photographs. Copies of these historical aerial
photographs are presented in Appendix C, Documentation.
1938-1953: In the 1938, 1946 and 1953 aerial photographs, the subject site appears to
be functioning as a natural riverine system with little to no modification of its
hydrological regime. A small road and limited structures appear to be
located in the vicinity of the subject site. State Route 79 can be seen
running along the southern border of the site.
1967-1976: In the 1967 and 1976 aerial photographs, the subject site appears to have
been subjected to disturbance by agricultural practices, unimproved roads
and associated infrastructure. Unimproved roadways border the northern
and western sides of the subject site. By 1976 an increased amount of
disturbance has occurred on the project site. Ponds likely associated with
agricultural practices have been excavated and surface water is visible.
Much of the surrounding area still remains vacant.
1990: In the 1990 aerial photograph, the subject site is fully graded and occupied
by settlement ponds associated with a water reclamation plant. One (1)
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jurisdictional drainage is visible to the immediate north of the settlement
ponds. The surrounding area appears to be largely undeveloped.
1995: In the 1995 aerial photograph, the settlement ponds constructed by the
previous owner (EMWD) have been removed from the subject site. One (1)
jurisdictional drainage is visible on the subject site. The drainage to the east
of the project site appears to have been impacted by agricultural activities
and therefore has interrupted the streambed continuity/connection to the
on-site drainage. Both De Portola Road and Butterfield Stage Road have
been fully improved to the north and east of the subject site. Also visible is
new residential development to the northeast of the project site. The subject
site appears to consist of vacant land. The applicant assumed ownership in
1996 following removal of the settlement ponds and re-grading of the
project site.
2005-2010: In the 2005, 2006, 2009 and 2010 aerial photographs, the subject site has
been completely rough-graded and converted to upland conditions. BMP’s
which include the sediment basin and associated conveyance trench are
visible. The sediment basin and associated trench were constructed in
2001. Completed construction of residential land uses, which occurred
under the previously approved permits, is visible to the north and west of
the project site.

3.5

SOIL SURVEY

On-site and adjoining soils were researched prior to the field visit using the U.S. Department
of Agriculture (USDA), Soil Conservation Service, Soil Survey for the Riverside Area,
California, as well as the USDA/National Resources Conservation Service (NRCS) Custom
Soil Resource Report. The presence of hydric soils is initially investigated by comparing the
mapped soil series for the site to the County list of hydric soils. Soil surveys furnish soil
maps and interpretations originally needed in providing technical assistance to farmers and
ranchers; in guiding other decisions about soil selection, use, and management; and in
planning, research, and disseminating the results of the research. In addition, soil surveys
are now heavily utilized in order to obtain soil information with respect to potential wetland
environments and jurisdictional areas (i.e., soil characteristics, drainage, and color). The
following soil series has been reported on-site:
Chino silt loam, drained, saline-alkali (Cf)
This map unit consists of somewhat poorly drained soils with parent material consisting of
alluvium derived from granite. These soils are found on flood plains, with an elevation for
this map unit at 3,100 feet. Mean annual precipitation is 8-20 inches. The mean annual air
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temperature is 61 to 64 degrees F with a frost-free period of 230 to 340 days. In a typical
profile 0 to 14 inches is silt loam and 14 to 27 inches is silty clay loam. From 0 to 7 inches,
the soils are gray (10YR 5/1) silt loam, very dark (10YR 3/1) when moist, from 7 to 14 inches
soils are gray (10YR 5/1) silt loam, very dark gray (10YR 3/1) when moist.
The depth to a restrictive feature is more than 80 inches and a depth to water table 0 inches.
This soil drainage class is somewhat poorly drained with rare flooding and no ponding as
identified in the soil survey. The available water capacity is low (about 4.2 inches). The map
unit composition consists of minor components of Chino (5%) and unnamed soils (10%).
Grangeville sandy loam, drained, saline-alkali, 0 to 5 percent slopes (GpB)
This map unit consists of moderately well drained soils with parent material consisting of
alluvium derived from granite. These soils are found on alluvial fans, with an elevation for
this map unit at 10 to 1,800 feet. Mean annual precipitation is 8-16 inches. The mean annual
air temperature is 61 to 64 degrees F with a frost-free period of 200 to 270 days. In a typical
profile 0 to 17 inches is sandy loam and 17 to 60 inches is sandy loam. From 0 to 10 inches,
the soils are grayish-brown (2.5Y 5/2) loamy fine sand, very dark grayish brown (2.5Y 3/2)
when moist, from 10 to 17 inches grayish-brown (2.5Y 5/2) loamy very fine sand, very dark
grayish-brown (2.5Y 3/2) when moist. The map unit composition has minor components of
Dello (10%) and Traver (5%).
The depth to a restrictive feature is more than 80 inches and depth to water table is 0
inches. This soil drainage class is moderately well drained with rare flooding and no ponding
as identified in the soil survey. The available water capacity is moderate (about 7.2 inches).
Runoff is slow and the hazard of erosion is slight.
Grangeville fine sandy loam, drained 0 to 2 percent slopes (GtA)
The Cieneba-Rock Outcrop Complex map unit consists of moderately well drained soils with
parent material consisting of alluvium derived from granite. These soils are found on alluvial
fans, with an elevation for this map unit at 10 to 1,800 feet. Mean annual precipitation is 12
inches. The mean annual air temperature is 63 degrees F with a frost-free period of 200 to
270 days. In a typical profile 0 to 17 inches is sandy loam and 17 to 60 inches is sandy
loam. From 0 to 10 inches, the soils are grayish-brown (2.5Y 5/2) loamy fine sand, very dark
grayish brown (2.5Y 3/2) when moist, from 10 to 17 inches grayish-brown (2.5Y 5/2) loamy
very fine sand, very dark grayish-brown (2.5Y 3/2) when moist. The map unit composition
also includes minor components of Dello (10%), Traver (4%), and other unnamed soils (1%).
The depth to a restrictive feature is 80 inches and a depth to water table 0 inches. This soil
drainage class is moderately well drained with rare flooding and no ponding as identified in
the soil survey. The available water capacity is moderate (about 8.0 inches). Runoff is slow
and the hazard of erosion is slight.
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Grangeville fine sandy loam, poorly drained, saline-alkali, 0 to 5 percent slopes (GuB)
This map unit consists of poorly drained soils with parent material consisting of alluvium
derived from granite. These soils are found on alluvial fans, with an elevation for this map
unit at 10 to 1,800 feet. Mean annual precipitation is 8-16 inches. The mean annual air
temperature is 61 to 64 degrees F with a frost-free period of 200 to 270 days. In a typical
profile 0 to 17 inches is sandy loam and 17 to 60 inches is sandy loam. From 0 to 10 inches,
the soils are grayish-brown (2.5Y 5/2) loamy fine sand, very dark grayish brown (2.5Y 3/2)
when moist, from 10 to 17 inches grayish-brown (2.5Y 5/2) loamy very fine sand, very dark
grayish-brown (2.5Y 3/2) when moist. The map unit composition has minor components of
Dello (5%), Traver (5%) and unnamed soils (5%).
The depth to a restrictive feature is more than 80 inches and depth to water table is 0
inches. This soil drainage class is poorly drained with rare flooding and no ponding as
identified in the soil survey. The available water capacity is low (about 6.0 inches). Runoff is
slow and the hazard of erosion is slight.
Grangeville fine sandy loam, saline-alkali, 0 to 5 percent slopes (GvB)
This map unit consists of somewhat poorly drained soils with parent material consisting of
alluvium derived from granite. These soils are found on alluvial fans, with an elevation for
this map unit at 10 to 1,800 feet. Mean annual precipitation is 8-16 inches. The mean annual
air temperature is 61 to 64 degrees F with a frost-free period of 200 to 270 days. In a typical
profile 0 to 17 inches is fine sandy loam and 17 to 60 inches is sandy loam. From 0 to 10
inches, the soils are grayish-brown (2.5Y 5/2) loamy fine sand, very dark grayish brown
(2.5Y 3/2) when moist, from 10 to 17 inches grayish-brown (2.5Y 5/2) loamy very fine sand,
very dark grayish-brown (2.5Y 3/2) when moist. The map unit composition has minor
components of Dello (10%) and Traver (5%).
The depth to a restrictive feature is more than 80 inches and depth to water table is 0
inches. This soil drainage class is poorly drained with rare flooding and no ponding as
identified in the soil survey. The available water capacity is low (about 6.0 inches). Runoff is
slow and the hazard of erosion is slight.
Greenfield sandy loam, 2 to 8 percent slopes, eroded (GyC2)
This map unit consists of well drained soils with parent material consisting of alluvium
derived from granite. These soils are found on alluvial fans and terraces with an elevation
for this map unit at 100 to 3,500 feet. Mean annual precipitation is 9-20 inches. The mean
annual air temperature is 63 degrees F with a frost-free period of 200 to 300 days. In a
typical profile 0 to 26 inches is sandy loam and 26 to 43 inches is fine sandy loam. From 0 to
14 inches, the soil is brown (10YR 5/3) sandy loam, dark brown (10YR 3/3) when moist,
from 14 to 26 inches brown (10YR 5/3) sandy loam, dark grayish-brown (10YR 3/2) when
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moist. The map unit composition has minor components of Hanford (3%), Pachappa (3%).
Arlington (3%), Ramona (3%) and other unnamed soils (3%).
The depth to a restrictive feature is more than 80 inches and depth to water table more than
80 inches. This soil drainage class is well drained with no frequency of flooding or ponding
as identified in the soil survey. The available water capacity is moderate (about 8.3 inches).
Runoff is slow to medium and the hazard of erosion is slight to moderate.
Hanford coarse sandy loam, 8 to 15 percent slopes, eroded (HcC)
This map unit consists of well drained soils with parent material consisting of alluvium
derived from granite. These soils are found on alluvial fans, with an elevation for this map
unit at 150 to 900 feet. Mean annual precipitation is 9-20 inches. The mean annual air
temperature is 63 to 64 degrees F with a frost-free period of 250 to 280 days. In a typical
profile 0 to 18 inches is coarse sandy loam and 8 to 40 inches is fine sandy loam. From 0 to
8 inches, the soils are grayish-brown (10YR 5/2) coarse sandy loam, very dark grayish
brown (10YR 3/2) when moist. The map unit composition has minor components of
Greenfield (5%), Ramona (5%). Tujunga (2%) and other unnamed soils (3%).
The depth to a restrictive feature is more than 80 inches and depth to water table more than
80 inches. This soil drainage class is well drained with no flooding and no ponding as
identified in the soil survey. The available water capacity is moderate (about 7.0 inches).
Runoff is medium and the hazard of erosion is moderate. According to the Soil Survey, the
project site has potential to have hydric soil characteristics (refer to Appendix C,
Documentation and Exhibit 4, Soils Map, for more information).

3.6

HYDRIC SOILS LIST OF CALIFORNIA

RBF reviewed the Hydric Soils List of California, provided by the Natural Resources
Conservation Service, in an effort to verify whether or not on-site soils are considered to be
hydric. It should be noted that lists of hydric soils along with soil survey maps are good offsite ancillary tools to assist in wetland determinations, but they are not a substitute for onsite investigations. According to the soils list one (1) on-site soil is listed as hydric,
Grangeville fine sandy loam, poorly drained, saline-alkali, 0 to 5 percent slopes (GuB).

3.7

NATIONAL WETLANDS INVENTORY

RBF reviewed the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service’s National Wetland Inventory maps. The
wetland inventory maps identify two wetland classifications on-site. The features noted
below used the location for siting settlement ponds for water reclamation discharge during
the 1980’s. The holding ponds were eventually abandoned and the ponds re-graded to the
existing elevation on-site; please refer to table below for more information.
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TABLE 2. On-Site Waters Classification
Wetland
Classification
Code

PUBHx

PEMFx

3.8

System

Palustrine

Class

Unconsolidated
Bottom

Palustrine

Emergent

Modifier

 Permanently
Flooded
 Excavated

 Semipermanently
Flooded
 Excavated

Description
Water covers the land surface
throughout the year in all years.
Lies within a basin or channel that
have been dug, gouged, blasted or
suctioned through artificial means
by man.
Surface water persists throughout
the growing season in most years.
When surface water is absent, the
water table is usually at or very
near the land's surface. Lies within
a basin or channel that have been
dug, gouged, blasted or suctioned
through artificial means by man.

FLOOD ZONE

RBF searched the Federal Emergency Management Agency website for flood data for the
project site. Based on the Flood Insurance Rate Map No. 06065C3305G the project site is
located in Zone X (Other Flood Areas) which is described as areas of 0.2% annual chance
flood; areas of 1% annual chance flood with average depths of less than 1 foot or with
drainage areas less than 1 square mile; and areas protected by levees from the 1% annual
chance flood.
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RBF Professional Wetland Scientists’ Chris Johnson and Richard Beck visited the project
site from approximately 11:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m. on August 20, 2012 to verify existing
conditions and document potential jurisdictional areas. The temperature during the site visit
was 90 degrees Fahrenheit with light and variable winds. RBF encountered no limitations
during the site visit. Refer to Exhibits 5, On-Site Photographs, for representative
photographs taken throughout the project site.

4.1
4.1.1

NON-WETLAND FEATURES
Temporary Detention/Sedimentation Basin

Approximately 0.10-acre of non-wetland waters was observed within the temporary
sediment basin located at the southwestern corner of the property. The basin is located at
the terminus of the manmade channel, which was constructed as an interim means of
conveying both on-site storm flows and flows from the approved development to the north
across the site during the rough graded condition. The basin consisted of open water,
ranging in depth from 2” – 16”.

4.2
4.1.2

WETLAND FEATURES
Wetland A

Wetland A extends along the entire margin of the low-flow earthen channel for
approximately 1,350 linear feet. The wetland traverses the site from north to southwest
along the margin of the earthen channel and fringes of the temporary
detention/sedimentation basin.
Emergent wetland vegetation which consisted of Broadleaf Cattail (Typha latifolia) has
become established along the margin of both the low-flow channel as well as on the fringe
of the detention/sedimentation basin. Certain locations along the low-flow channel contained
a few dense stands of Narrow Leaf Willow (Salix exigua). Non-native species such as White
Sweetclover (Melilotus albus) and Spanish False Fleabane (Pulicaria paludosa) were
observed along the entire margin of the low-flow channel. Surface water was present within
the channel during the site visit as well as in the basin. The basin was characterized by
significant algal growth due to accumulated high levels of organic material and nutrientloading from upstream development. A total of 0.61-acre of state jurisdictional wetlands is
located on-site.
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View looking west noting emergent vegetation within the on-site drainage.

View looking south noting on-site drainage and previously constructed slopes.

View looking southeast across the project site noting typical site conditions.

View looking east at the lower basin and box culvert outlet under Temecula Parkway.
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Section 5

Findings

This delineation has been prepared for Newland Communities in order to delineate the
Corps, Regional Board, and CDFW jurisdictional authority within the project site. This report
presents RBF’s best effort at determining the jurisdictional boundaries using the most up-todate regulations, written policy, and guidance from the regulatory agencies. However, as
with any jurisdictional delineation, only the regulatory agencies can make a final
determination of jurisdictional boundaries within a project site/property.

5.1

U.S. ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS DETERMINATION

5.1.1

Non-Wetland/Waters Determination

The 0.10- acre detention/sediment basin located in the southwest corner of the site would
be considered Corps jurisdiction. The basin was constructed as an approved temporary
BMP under the previous Corps approval (File No. 97-00275-SDM) as illustrated in Corps
permit, Exhibit 3, Site Plan (See Appendix E). The previous permit had identified the
approximate location of a temporary detention/sedimentation basin in the southwest corner
of the subject property intended to control the runoff of sediment until the future project was
constructed. Please refer to Appendix E for a copy of the approved permit. The basin is an
in-line feature with a significant nexus established by a hydrologic connection to
downstream waters of the U.S. (i.e. Temecula Creek). The Corps has taken the position that
the feature would be considered jurisdictional.

5.1.2

Wetland Determination

An area must exhibit all three wetland parameters described in the Corps Regional
Supplement to be considered a jurisdictional wetland. Based on the results of the site visit,
it was determined that portions of the project site contained all three parameters.
Wetland A, constructed in the uplands, is situated in a narrow margin along the entire length
of the earthen channel and fringe of the sediment basin. The areas exhibited the required
parameters to qualify as a wetland. The predominant wetland plant species comprising the
wetland was Broad-leaf Cattail (Typha latifolia).
The Wetland A trench originates from a box culvert at the northern project boundary of De
Portola Road and trends southwest across the site to the detention/sedimentation basin and
ultimately exits the project site through a box culvert under Temecula Parkway. The on-site
drainage is currently operating as a temporary BMP and conveys flows to the on-site basin.
Once through the basin, the flows enter a culvert under Temecula Parkway and discharge
into the Temecula Creek. The Corps has also taken the position that this feature having
developed the characteristics of a wetland would be considered a Corps jurisdictional
wetland. Based on these findings from the Corps, a total of approximately 0.71-acre of
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Corps jurisdiction is located on-site. Of the 0.71-acre of jurisdiction, 0.10-acre is surface
waters and 0.61-acre is wetland.

5.2

REGIONAL WATER QUALITY CONTROL BOARD
DETERMINATION

The on-site wetlands and surface waters would be considered jurisdictional by the Regional
Board. The Regional Board would assume jurisdictional authority over the temporary
detention/sedimentation basin located within the project site as well. Based on the results of
the field investigation, approximately 0.71-acre of Regional Board jurisdiction is located onsite. Of the 0.71-acre of jurisdiction, 0.10-acre is surface waters and 0.61-acre is wetland.

5.3

CALIFORNIA DEPARTMENT OF FISH AND WILDLIFE
DETERMINATION

The on-site earthen channel and detention/sedimentation basin exhibited characteristics
consistent with methodology identified in CDFW’s Field Guide to Lake and Streambed
Alteration and would be considered CDFW jurisdiction. Based on the results of the field
investigation, approximately 0.79-acre of CDFW jurisdiction is located on-site. Of the 0.79acre of jurisdiction, 0.10-acre is unvegetated streambed and 0.69-acre is associated riparian
vegetation.
TABLE 3. Summary of Jurisdictional Areas
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Temporary
Detention/Sedimentation
Basin
Wetland A
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0.10
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Section 6

Regulatory Approval Process

The following is a summary of the various permits, agreements, and certifications required
before construction activities take place within the jurisdictional areas.

6.1

U.S. ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS

The Corps regulates discharges of dredged or fill materials into WoUS and wetlands
pursuant to Section 404 of the CWA. The proposed project is subject to a Standard
Individual Permit (SIP) with the Corps of Engineers pursuant to Regional Condition No.6 of
Los Angeles District. The Regional Condition states that projects within Murrieta and
Temecula Creek Watersheds which propose new permanent fills in perennial and
intermittent watercourses in excess of the established thresholds shall be subject to an SIP
process. An Alternatives Analysis will be completed as required under Section 404(b)(1)
based on engineering/planning alternatives discussed within the current project
environmental document. RBF assumes up to three (3) alternatives will be evaluated in
detail as part of the Alternatives Analysis. The 404(b)(1) Alternatives Analysis is required to
identify possible alternatives that could avoid, minimize, or mitigate for impacts caused by
the proposed action while still accomplishing the objectives of the project. The SIP process
also involves public noticing, anticipated to be 30 days.

6.2

REGIONAL WATER QUALITY CONTROL BOARD

The Regional Board regulates discharges to surface waters under the Federal CWA and the
California Porter-Cologne Water Quality Control Act. A CWA 401 Water Quality Certification
from the San Diego Regional Board will be required prior to construction activities. The
Regional Board also requires that CEQA compliance be obtained prior to obtaining the 401
Certification.
Once an application has been deemed complete, the Regional Board has between 60 days
and 1 year in which to make a decision. The State has 60 days from the date of receipt of a
valid request for water quality standards certification. 6 The Corps district engineer may
specify a longer (up to one year) or shorter time, if he or she determines that a longer or
shorter time is reasonable. If processing and review of the 401 application will take more
than 60 days, the Regional Board will request additional time from the Corps. Please note
that even when an application has been deemed complete, the Regional Board has the
option of denial without prejudice. This is not a reflection on the project, but a means to stop
the clock until the required information has been received.

6

(33 CFR Section 325.2 (b) (1) (ii)).
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Regulatory Approval Process

The Regional Board is required to have a minimum 21-day public comment period before
any action is taken on a 401 application.7 The period closes when the Regional Board acts
on the 401 application. The public comment period does not close after a certain number of
days because proposed projects tend to change through the 401 process and the public is
allowed to review and comment on the changed project. The public comment period starts
as soon as an application has been received. Additionally, the Regional Board requires that
water quality concerns related to urban storm water runoff be addressed. Any 401
Certification application submitted to the Regional Board should incorporate the use of Best
Management Practices (BMPs) for the treatment of pollutants carried by storm water runoff
in order to be considered a complete application. The Regional Board also requires a 401
Certification Application Fee, which is dependent on the amount and type of impacts.

6.3

CALIFORNIA DEPARTMENT OF FISH AND WILDLIFE

The on-site temporary basin and vegetated streambed would be considered jurisdictional by
the CDFW; therefore, the CDFW must be notified prior to activities that significantly alter
jurisdictional areas. Upon a formal notification, the CDFW will determine whether the
notification package (application) is complete. The CDFW will make this determination within
30 calendar days of receiving the notification package if the application is for a regular
agreement (i.e., an agreement for a term of five years or less); however, the 30-day time
period does not apply to notifications for long-term agreements (i.e., agreements for a term
greater than five years). Once the notification package is deemed complete, CDFW will
process a Draft Agreement as described below.
If a SAA is required, the CDFW may require an on-site inspection and a draft agreement.
The draft agreement will include measures to protect fish and wildlife resources while
conducting the project. For regular agreements, the CDFW will submit a draft agreement to
the applicant within 60 calendar days after the notification is deemed complete. The 60-day
time period does not apply to notifications for long-term agreements, since these are often
large or complex projects.
The applicant then has 30 calendar days to notify CDFW whether the measures in the draft
agreement are acceptable. After CDFW receives the signed draft agreement, it will make it
final by signing it. The CDFW Application fee associated with the notification package
varies and is dependent upon the total cost of the project and type of agreement (i.e.,
Regular or Long-Term).

7

23 California Code of Regulations (CCR) § 3858 (a)
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6.4

GLOBAL RECOMMENDATIONS

It is highly recommended that the delineation be forwarded to each of the regulatory
agencies for their concurrence. The concurrence/receipt would be valid up to five years and
would solidify findings noted within this report.
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Appendix A Regulations

U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
Since 1972, the Corps and U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) have jointly
regulated the filling of “waters of the U.S.”, including wetlands, pursuant to Section 404 of
the CWA. The Corps has regulatory authority over the discharge of dredged or fill material
into the waters of the United States (WoUS) under Section 404 of the CWA. The Corps and
EPA define “fill material” to include any “material placed in waters of the United States where
the material has the effect of: (i) replacing any portion of a water of the United States with
dry land; or (ii) changing the bottom elevation of any portion of the waters of the United
States.” Examples include, but are not limited to, sand, rock, clay, construction debris, wood
chips, and “materials used to create any structure or infrastructure in the waters of the
United States.” The term WoUS is defined as follows: 8
(1)

all waters which are currently used, or were used in the past, or may be susceptible
to use in interstate or foreign commerce, including all waters which are subject to
the ebb and flow of the tide;

(2)

all interstate waters including interstate wetlands;

(3)

all waters such as intrastate lakes, rivers, streams (including intermittent streams),
mudflats, sandflats, wetlands, sloughs, prairie potholes, wet meadows, playa lakes,
or natural ponds, the use, degradation or destruction of which could affect
interstate or foreign commerce including any such waters: (i) which are or could be
used by interstate or foreign travelers for recreational or other purposes; or (ii) from
which fish or shellfish are or could be taken and sold in interstate or foreign
commerce; or (iii) which are used or could be used for industrial purpose by
industries in interstate commerce;

(4)

all impoundments of waters otherwise defined as WoUS under the definition;

(5)

tributaries of waters identified in paragraphs (1)-(4) mentioned above;

(6)

the territorial seas; and,

(7)

wetlands adjacent to the waters identified in paragraphs (1)-(6) mentioned above.

Wetlands, a subset of jurisdictional waters, are jointly defined by the Corps and EPA as
“those areas that are inundated or saturated by surface or groundwater at a frequency and
duration sufficient to support, and under normal circumstances do support, a prevalence of

8

CWA regulations 33 CFR §328.3(a).

vegetation typically adapted for life in saturated soil conditions.”9 Wetlands generally include
swamps, marshes, bogs, and similar areas.
The Corps’ regulatory program continues to evolve due to court rulings associated with
litigation. Sections 2.1.1 and 2.1.2, below, briefly discuss court cases that have impacted
the Corps’ jurisdiction over the past decade. The Corps does not regulate isolated waters
and wetlands with no interstate or foreign commerce connection. 10
The Corps will assert jurisdiction over traditional navigable waters (TNWs) and all wetlands
adjacent to TNWs, as well as non-navigable tributaries of TNWs that are relatively
permanent waters (RPW) (i.e., the tributaries typically flow year-round or have a continuous
flow at least seasonally) and wetlands with a continuous surface connection that directly
abut such tributaries; however, the agencies will evaluate jurisdiction over the following
features based on a fact-specific analysis to determine whether they have a significant
nexus with a TNW:11


Non-navigable tributaries that are not relatively permanent (do not flow typically yearround or have a continuous flow at least seasonally);



Wetlands adjacent to such tributaries; and,



Wetlands adjacent to, but that do not directly abut, a relatively permanent nonnavigable tributary.

A case-by-case “significant nexus” analysis is conducted to determine whether the waters
noted above and their adjacent wetlands are jurisdictional. A “significant nexus” may be
found where waters, including adjacent wetlands, affect the chemical, physical, or biological
integrity of downstream TNWs. The significant nexus analysis also includes consideration of
hydrologic and ecologic factors relative to TNWs.

REGIONAL WATER QUALITY CONTROL BOARD
Applicants for a federal license or permit for activities which may discharge to waters of the
United States must seek Water Quality Certification from the state or Indian tribe with
jurisdiction. 12 Such Certification is based on a finding that the discharge will meet water
quality standards and other applicable requirements. In California, Regional Boards issue or
deny Certification for discharges within their geographical jurisdiction. Water Quality
Certification must be based on a finding that the proposed discharge will comply with water
quality standards, which are defined as numeric and narrative objectives in each Regional
9
10
11
12

CWA regulations 33 CFR §328.3(b).
Solid Waste Agency of Northern Cook County v. United States Corps of Engineers (SWANCC)
Rapanos v. United States 547 U.S. 715 (2006) (Rapanos)
Title 33, United States Code, Section 1341; Clean Water Act Section.

Board’s Basin Plan. Where applicable, the State Water Resources Control Board has this
responsibility for projects affecting waters within multiple Regional Boards. The Regional
Board’s jurisdiction extends to all waters of the State (includes SWANCC and Rapanos
conditions) and to all WoUS, including wetlands.
Additionally, the California Porter-Cologne Water Quality Control Act gives the State very
broad authority to regulate waters of the State, which are defined as any surface water or
groundwater, including saline waters. The Porter-Cologne Act has become an important
tool in the post SWANCC and Rapanos regulatory environment, with respect to the state’s
authority over isolated and insignificant waters. Generally, any person proposing to
discharge waste into a water body that could affect its water quality must file a Report of
Waste Discharge in the event that there is no Section 404/401 nexus. Although “waste” is
partially defined as any waste substance associated with human habitation, the Regional
Board also interprets this to include fill discharged into water bodies.

CALIFORNIA DEPARTMENT OF FISH AND WILDLIFE
California Fish and Game Code Sections 1600-1616 establish a fee-based process to
ensure that projects conducted in and around lakes, rivers, or streams do not adversely
impact fish and wildlife resources, or, when adverse impacts cannot be avoided, ensures
that adequate mitigation and/or compensation is provided.
Fish and Game Code Section 1602 requires any person, state, or local governmental
agency or public utility to notify the CDFW before beginning any activity that will do one or
more of the following:
(1)

substantially obstruct or divert the natural flow of a river, stream, or lake;

(2)

substantially change or use any material from the bed, channel, or bank of a river,
stream, or lake; or

(3)

deposit or dispose of debris, waste, or other material containing crumbled, flaked,
or ground pavement where it can pass into a river, stream, or lake.

Fish and Game Code Section 1602 applies to all perennial, intermittent, and ephemeral
rivers, streams, and lakes in the state. The Fish and Wildlife’s regulatory authority extends
to include riparian habitat (including wetlands) supported by a river, stream, or lake
regardless of the presence or absence of hydric soils and saturated soil conditions.
Generally, the CDFW takes jurisdiction to the top of bank of the stream or to the outer limit
of the adjacent riparian vegetation (outer drip line), whichever is greater. Notification is
generally required for any project that will take place in or in the vicinity of a river, stream,
lake, or their tributaries. This includes rivers or streams that flow at least periodically or
permanently through a bed or channel with banks that support fish or other aquatic life and

watercourses having a surface or subsurface flow that support or have supported riparian
vegetation.
Any of the below criteria could be applicable in determining what constitutes a stream
depending on the potential for the proposed activity to adversely affect fish and other
stream-dependent wildlife resources.
(1)

The term “stream” can include intermittent and ephemeral streams, rivers, creeks,
dry washes, sloughs, blue-line streams based on United States Geological Survey
(USGS) maps, and watercourses with subsurface flows. Canals, aqueducts,
irrigation ditches, and other means of water conveyance can also be considered
streams if they support aquatic life, riparian vegetation, or stream-dependent
terrestrial wildlife.

(2)

Biological components of a stream may include aquatic and riparian vegetation,
along with all aquatic animals including fish, amphibians, reptiles, invertebrates,
and terrestrial species which derive benefits from the stream system.

(3)

As a physical system, a stream not only includes water (at least on an intermittent
or ephemeral basis), but also a bed or channel, a bank and/or levee, in-stream
features such as logs or snags, and various flood plains depending on the return
frequency of the flood event being considered (i.e., 10, 50, or 100 years, etc.).

(4)

The lateral extent of a stream can be measured in several ways depending on a
particular situation and the type of fish or wildlife resource at risk. The following
criteria are presented in order from the most inclusive to the least inclusive:
(a)

The flood plain of a stream can be the broadest measurement of a stream’s
lateral extent depending on the return frequency of the flood event used. For
most flood control purposes, the 100-year flood plain exists for many streams.
However, the 100-year flood plain may include significant amounts of upland
or urban habitat and therefore may not be appropriate in many cases.

(b)

The outer edge of riparian vegetation is generally used as the line of
demarcation between riparian and upland habitats and is therefore a
reasonable and identifiable boundary for the lateral extent of a stream. In
most cases, the use of this criterion should result in protecting the fish and
wildlife resources at risk.

(c)

Most streams have a natural bank which confines flows to the bed or channel
except during flooding. In some instances, particularly on smaller streams or
dry washes with little or no riparian habitat, the bank should be used to mark
the lateral extent of a stream.

(d)

A levee or other artificial stream bank would also be used to mark the lateral
extent of a stream. However, in many instances, there can be extensive
areas of valuable riparian habitat located behind a levee.

Appendix B Methodology

WATERS OF THE U.S. AND STATE WATERS
The limits of the Corps’ jurisdiction in non-tidal waters extend to the OHWM, which is defined
as “ . . . that line on the shore established by the fluctuations of water and indicated by
physical characteristics such as a clear, natural line impressed on the bank, shelving,
changes in the character of soil, destruction of terrestrial vegetation, the presence of litter
and debris, or other appropriate means that consider the characteristics of the surrounding
areas.”13 An OHWM can be determined by the observation of a natural line impressed on
the bank; shelving; changes in the character of the soil; destruction of terrestrial vegetation;
presence of litter and debris; wracking; vegetation matted down, bent, or absent; sediment
sorting; leaf litter disturbed or washed away; scour; deposition; multiple observed flow
events; bed and banks; water staining; and/or change in plant community. The Regional
Board shares the Corps’ jurisdictional methodology, unless SWANCC or Rapanos
conditions are present. In the latter case, the Regional Board considers such drainages to
be jurisdictional waters of the State. The CDFW’s jurisdiction extends to the top of bank of
the stream/channel or to the limit (outer dripline) of the adjacent riparian vegetation.

WETLANDS
For this project location, Corps jurisdictional wetlands are delineated using the methods
outlined in the Regional Supplement to the Corps of Engineers Wetland Delineation Manual:
Arid West Region, Version 2.0 (Corps, 2008). This document is one of a series of Regional
Supplements to the 1987 Corps Wetland Delineation Manual (Corps Manual). According to
the Corps Manual, identification of wetlands is based on a three-parameter approach
involving indicators of hydrophytic vegetation, hydric soil, and wetland hydrology. In order to
be considered a wetland, an area must exhibit at least minimal characteristics within these
three (3) parameters. The Regional Supplement presents wetland indicators, delineation
guidance, and other information that is specific to the Arid West Region. In the field,
vegetation, soils, and evidence of hydrology have been examined using the methodology
listed below and documented on Corps’ wetland data sheets, when applicable. It should be
noted that both the Regional Board and the CDFW jurisdictional wetlands encompass those
of the Corps. Refer to Appendix B, Methodologies, for a complete discussion on protocol for
documenting the vegetation, hydrology and soil parameters.

Vegetation
Nearly 5,000 plant types in the United States may occur in wetlands. These plants, often
referred to as hydrophytic vegetation, are listed in regional publications by the U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service (USFWS). In general, hydrophytic vegetation is present when the plant
community is dominated by species that can tolerate prolonged inundation or soil saturation
13

CWA regulations 33 CFR §328.3(e).

during growing season. Hydrophytic vegetation decisions are based on the assemblage
of plant species growing on a site, rather than the presence or absence of particular
indicator species. Vegetation strata are sampled separately when evaluating indicators of
hydrophytic vegetation. A stratum for sampling purposes is defined as having 5 percent or
more total plant cover. The following vegetation strata are recommended for use across the
Arid West:



Tree Stratum: Consists of woody plants 3 inches or more in diameter at breast
height (DBH);



Sapling/shrub stratum: Consists of woody plants less than 3 inches in DBH,
regardless of height;



Herb stratum: Consists of all herbaceous (non-woody) plants, including herbaceous
vines, regardless of size; and,



Woody vines: Consists of all woody vines, regardless of size.

The following indicator is applied per the test method below.14 Hydrophytic vegetation is
present if any of the indicators are satisfied.
Indicator 1 – Dominance Test
Cover of vegetation is estimated and is ranked according to their dominance. Species that
contribute to a cumulative total of 50% of the total dominant coverage, plus any species that
comprise at least 20% (also known as the “50/20 rule”) of the total dominant coverage, are
recorded on a wetland data sheet. Wetland indicator status in California (Region 0) is
assigned to each species using The List of Plant Species that Occur in Wetlands (USFWS,
1988). If greater than 50% of the dominant species from all strata were Obligate,
Facultative-wetland, or Facultative species, the criteria for wetland vegetation is considered
to be met. Plant indicator status categories are described below:



14

Obligate Wetland (OBL): Plants that occur almost always (estimated >99 percent)
in wetlands under natural conditions, but which may also occur rarely (estimated <1
percent) in non-wetlands (e.g., Spartina alterniflora, Taxodium distichum);

Although the Dominance Test is utilized in the majority of wetland delineations, other indicator tests may be
employed. If one indicator of hydric soil and one primary or two secondary indicators of wetland hydrology
are present, then the Prevalence Test (Indicator 2) may be performed. If the plant community satisfies the
Prevalence Test, then the vegetation is hydric. If the Prevalence Test fails, then the Morphological
Adaptation Test may be performed, where the delineator analyzes the vegetation for potential morphological
features.



Facultative Wetland (FACW): Plants that occur usually (estimated >67 to 99
percent) in wetlands, but also occur (estimated 1 to 33 percent) in non-wetlands
(e.g., Fraxinus pennsylvanica, Cornus stolonifera);



Facultative (FAC): Plants with similar likelihood (estimated 33 to 67 percent) of
occurring in both wetlands and non-wetlands (e.g., Gleditsia triacanthos, Smilax
rotundifolia);



Facultative Upland (FACU): Plants that occur sometimes (estimated 1 to <33
percent) in wetlands, but occur more often (estimated >67 to 99 percent) in nonwetlands (e.g., Quercus rubra, Potentilla arguta); and,



Obligate Upland (UPL): Plants that occur rarely (estimated 1 percent) in wetlands,
but occur almost always (estimated >99 percent) in non-wetlands under natural
conditions (e.g., Pinus echinata, Bromus mollis).

Hydrology
Wetland hydrology indicators are presented in four (4) groups, which include:
Group A – Observation of Surface Water or Saturated Soils
Group A is based on the direct observation of surface water or groundwater during the site
visit.
Group B – Evidence of Recent Inundation
Group B consists of evidence that the site is subject to flooding or ponding, although it may
not be inundated currently. These indicators include water marks, drift deposits, sediment
deposits, and similar features.
Group C – Evidence of Recent Soil Saturation
Group C consists of indirect evidence that the soil was saturated recently. Some of these
indicators, such as oxidized rhizopheres surrounding living roots and the presence of
reduced iron or sulfur in the soil profile, indicate that the soil has been saturated for an
extended period.
Group D – Evidence from Other Site Conditions or Data
Group D consists of vegetation and soil features that indicate contemporary rather than
historical wet conditions, and include shallow aquitard and the FAC-neutral test.

If wetland vegetation criteria is met, the presence of wetland hydrology is evaluated at each
transect by recording the extent of observed surface flows, depth of inundation, depth to
saturated soils, and depth to free water in the soil test pits. The lateral extent of the
hydrology indicators are used as a guide for locating soil pits for evaluation of hydric soils
and jurisdictional areas. In portions of the stream where the flow is divided by multiple
channels with intermediate sand bars, the entire area between the channels is considered
within the OHWM and the wetland hydrology indicator is considered met for the entire area.

Soils
A hydric soil is a soil that formed under conditions of saturation, flooding, or ponding long
enough during the growing season to develop anaerobic conditions in the upper 16-20
inches.15 The concept of hydric soils includes soils developed under sufficiently wet
conditions to support the growth and regeneration of hydrophytic vegetation. Soils that are
sufficiently wet because of artificial measures are included in the concept of hydric soils. It
should also be noted that the limits of wetland hydrology indicators are used as a guide for
locating soil pits. If any hydric soil features are located, progressive pits are dug moving
laterally away from the active channel until hydric features are no longer present within the
top 20 inches of the soil profile.
Once in the field, soil characteristics are verified by digging soil pits along each transect to
an excavation depth of 20 inches; in areas of high sediment deposition, soil pit depth may
be increased. Soil pit locations are usually placed within the drainage invert or within
adjoining vegetation. At each soil pit, the soil texture and color are recorded by comparison
with standard plates within a Munsell Soil Chart (2009). Munsell Soil Charts aid in
designating color labels to soils, based by degrees of three simple variables – hue, value,
and chroma. Any indicators of hydric soils, such as organic accumulation, iron reduction,
translocation, and accumulation, and sulfate reduction, are also recorded.
Hydric soil indicators are present in three groups, which include:
All Soils
“All soils” refers to soils with any United States Department of Agriculture (USDA) soil
texture. Hydric soil indicators within this group include histosol, histic epipedon, black histic,
hydrogen sulfide, stratified layers, 1 cm muck, depleted below dark surface, and thick dark
surface.
Sandy Soils
15

According to the Regional Supplement to the Corps of Engineers Wetland Delineation Manual: Arid West
Region, Version 2.0 (Corps 2008), growing season dates are determined through on-site observations of the
following indicators of biological activity in a given year: (1) above-ground growth and development of
vascular plants, and/or (2) soil temperature.

“Sandy soils” refers to soil materials with a USDA soil texture of loamy fine sand and
coarser. Hydric soil indicators within this group include sandy mucky mineral, sandy gleyed
matrix, sandy redox, and stripped matrix.
Loamy and Clayey Soils
“Loamy and clayey soils” refers to soil materials with a USDA soil texture of loamy very fine
sand and finer. Hydric soil indicators within this group include loamy mucky mineral, loamy
gleyed matrix, depleted matrix, redox dark surface, depleted dark surface, redox
depressions, and vernal pools.

SWANCC WATERS
The term “isolated waters” is generally applied to waters/wetlands that are not connected by
surface water to a river, lake, ocean, or other body of water. In the presence of isolated
conditions, the Regional Board and CDFW take jurisdiction through the application of the
OHWM/streambed and/or the 3-parameter wetland methodology utilized by the Corps.

RAPANOS WATERS
The Corps will assert jurisdiction over non-navigable, not relatively permanent tributaries
and their adjacent wetlands where such tributaries and wetlands have a significant nexus to
a TNW. The flow characteristics and functions of the tributary itself, in combination with the
functions performed by any wetlands adjacent to the tributary, determine if these
waters/wetlands significantly affect the chemical, physical, and biological integrity of the
TNWs. Factors considered in the significant nexus evaluation include:
(1)

The consideration of hydrologic factors including, but not limited to, the following:





(2)

volume, duration, and frequency of flow, including consideration of certain
physical characteristics of the tributary
proximity to the TNW
size of the watershed average annual rainfall
average annual winter snow pack

The consideration of ecologic factors including, but not limited to, the following:





the ability for tributaries to carry pollutants and flood waters to TNWs
the ability of a tributary to provide aquatic habitat that supports a TNW
the ability of wetlands to trap and filter pollutants or store flood waters
maintenance of water quality

Swales or erosional features (e.g., gullies, small washes characterized by low volume,
infrequent, or short duration flow) and ditches (including roadside ditches) excavated wholly

in, and draining only, uplands and that do not carry a relatively permanent flow of water, are
generally not considered jurisdictional waters.
In the presence of Rapanos drainage conditions, the Regional Board and CDFW take
jurisdiction via the OHWM and/or the 3-parameter wetland methodology utilized by the
Corps.

Appendix C

Documentation

Paloma Del Sol
East

Apr 10, 2013

User Remarks:

This map is for general reference only. The US Fish and Wildlife Service is not
responsible for the accuracy or currentness of the base data shown on this map. All
wetlands related data should be used in accordance with the layer metadata found on
the Wetlands Mapper web site.
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Soil Map (Paloma Del Sol East)
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Custom Soil Resource Report
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2tKer
3ROLWLFDO)HDWXUHV

EQlarJemeQt oI maps Ee\oQG tKe scale oI mappiQJ caQ cause
misuQGerstaQGiQJ oI tKe Getail oI mappiQJ aQG accurac\ oI soil liQe
placemeQt 7Ke maps Go Qot sKoZ tKe small areas oI coQtrastiQJ
soils tKat coulG KaYe EeeQ sKoZQ at a more GetaileG scale
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compileG aQG GiJiti]eG proEaEl\ GiIIers Irom tKe EacNJrouQG
imaJer\ Gispla\eG oQ tKese maps $s a result some miQor sKiItiQJ
oI map uQit EouQGaries ma\ Ee eYiGeQt
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0DS8QLW/HJHQG 3DORPD'HO6RO(DVW
:HVWHUQ5LYHUVLGH$UHD&DOLIRUQLD &$
0DS8QLW6\PERO

0DS8QLW1DPH

$FUHVLQ$2,

3HUFHQWRI$2,

CI

CKiQo silt loam GraiQeG saliQealNali





*p%

*raQJeYille saQG\ loam GraiQeG saliQealNali  to
 perceQt slopes





*t$

*raQJeYille IiQe saQG\ loam GraiQeG  to 
perceQt sl opes





*u%

*raQJeYille IiQe saQG\ loam poorl\ GraiQeG
saliQealN ali  to  perceQt slopes





*Y%

*raQJeYille IiQe saQG\ loam saliQealNali  to 
perc eQt slopes





*\C

*reeQIielG saQG\ loam  to  perceQt slopes
eroGeG





+cC

+aQIorG coarse saQG\ loam  to  perceQt slopes





+cD

+aQIorG coarse saQG\ loam  to  perceQt
slopes eroG eG





Ru)

RouJK EroNeQ laQG









7RWDOVIRU$UHDRI,QWHUHVW

0DS8QLW'HVFULSWLRQV 3DORPD'HO6RO(DVW
7Ke map uQits GeliQeateG oQ tKe GetaileG soil maps iQ a soil surYe\ represeQt tKe soils
or miscellaQeous areas iQ tKe surYe\ area 7Ke map uQit GescriptioQs aloQJ ZitK tKe
maps caQ Ee useG to GetermiQe tKe compositioQ aQG properties oI a uQit
$ map uQit GeliQeatioQ oQ a soil map represeQts aQ area GomiQateG E\ oQe or more
maMor NiQGs oI soil or miscellaQeous areas $ map uQit is iGeQtiIieG aQG QameG
accorGiQJ to tKe ta[oQomic classiIicatioQ oI tKe GomiQaQt soils :itKiQ a ta[oQomic
class tKere are precisel\ GeIiQeG limits Ior tKe properties oI tKe soils 2Q tKe laQGscape
KoZeYer tKe soils are Qatural pKeQomeQa aQG tKe\ KaYe tKe cKaracteristic YariaEilit\
oI all Qatural pKeQomeQa 7Kus tKe raQJe oI some oEserYeG properties ma\ e[teQG
Ee\oQG tKe limits GeIiQeG Ior a ta[oQomic class $reas oI soils oI a siQJle ta[oQomic
class rarel\ iI eYer caQ Ee mappeG ZitKout iQcluGiQJ areas oI otKer ta[oQomic
classes CoQseTueQtl\ eYer\ map uQit is maGe up oI tKe soils or miscellaQeous areas
Ior ZKicK it is QameG aQG some miQor compoQeQts tKat EeloQJ to ta[oQomic classes
otKer tKaQ tKose oI tKe maMor soils
Most miQor soils KaYe properties similar to tKose oI tKe GomiQaQt soil or soils iQ tKe
map uQit aQG tKus tKe\ Go Qot aIIect use aQG maQaJemeQt 7Kese are calleG
QoQcoQtrastiQJ or similar compoQeQts 7Ke\ ma\ or ma\ Qot Ee meQtioQeG iQ a
particular map uQit GescriptioQ 2tKer miQor compoQeQts KoZeYer KaYe properties
aQG EeKaYioral cKaracteristics GiYerJeQt eQouJK to aIIect use or to reTuire GiIIereQt
maQaJemeQt 7Kese are calleG coQtrastiQJ or Gissimilar compoQeQts 7Ke\ JeQerall\
are iQ small areas aQG coulG Qot Ee mappeG separatel\ Eecause oI tKe scale useG
Some small areas oI stroQJl\ coQtrastiQJ soils or miscellaQeous areas are iGeQtiIieG
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E\ a special s\mEol oQ tKe maps ,I iQcluGeG iQ tKe GataEase Ior a JiYeQ area tKe
coQtrastiQJ miQor compoQeQts are iGeQtiIieG iQ tKe map uQit GescriptioQs aloQJ ZitK
some cKaracteristics oI eacK $ IeZ areas oI miQor compoQeQts ma\ Qot KaYe EeeQ
oEserYeG aQG coQseTueQtl\ tKe\ are Qot meQtioQeG iQ tKe GescriptioQs especiall\
ZKere tKe patterQ Zas so comple[ tKat it Zas impractical to maNe eQouJK oEserYatioQs
to iGeQtiI\ all tKe soils aQG miscellaQeous areas oQ tKe laQGscape
7Ke preseQce oI miQor compoQeQts iQ a map uQit iQ Qo Za\ GimiQisKes tKe useIulQess
or accurac\ oI tKe Gata 7Ke oEMectiYe oI mappiQJ is Qot to GeliQeate pure ta[oQomic
classes Eut ratKer to separate tKe laQGscape iQto laQGIorms or laQGIorm seJmeQts tKat
KaYe similar use aQG maQaJemeQt reTuiremeQts 7Ke GeliQeatioQ oI sucK seJmeQts
oQ tKe map proYiGes suIIicieQt iQIormatioQ Ior tKe GeYelopmeQt oI resource plaQs ,I
iQteQsiYe use oI small areas is plaQQeG KoZeYer oQsite iQYestiJatioQ is QeeGeG to
GeIiQe aQG locate tKe soils aQG miscellaQeous areas
$Q iGeQtiI\iQJ s\mEol preceGes tKe map uQit Qame iQ tKe map uQit GescriptioQs EacK
GescriptioQ iQcluGes JeQeral Iacts aEout tKe uQit aQG JiYes importaQt soil properties
aQG Tualities
Soils tKat KaYe proIiles tKat are almost aliNe maNe up a VRLOVHULHV E[cept Ior
GiIIereQces iQ te[ture oI tKe surIace la\er all tKe soils oI a series KaYe maMor Kori]oQs
tKat are similar iQ compositioQ tKicNQess aQG arraQJemeQt
Soils oI oQe series caQ GiIIer iQ te[ture oI tKe surIace la\er slope stoQiQess saliQit\
GeJree oI erosioQ aQG otKer cKaracteristics tKat aIIect tKeir use 2Q tKe Easis oI sucK
GiIIereQces a soil series is GiYiGeG iQto VRLOSKDVHV Most oI tKe areas sKoZQ oQ tKe
GetaileG soil maps are pKases oI soil series 7Ke Qame oI a soil pKase commoQl\
iQGicates a Ieature tKat aIIects use or maQaJemeQt )or e[ample $lpKa silt loam 
to  perceQt slopes is a pKase oI tKe $lpKa series
Some map uQits are maGe up oI tZo or more maMor soils or miscellaQeous areas
7Kese map uQits are comple[es associatioQs or uQGiIIereQtiateG Jroups
$ FRPSOH[ coQsists oI tZo or more soils or miscellaQeous areas iQ sucK aQ iQtricate
patterQ or iQ sucK small areas tKat tKe\ caQQot Ee sKoZQ separatel\ oQ tKe maps 7Ke
patterQ aQG proportioQ oI tKe soils or miscellaQeous areas are someZKat similar iQ all
areas $lpKa%eta comple[  to  perceQt slopes is aQ e[ample
$Q DVVRFLDWLRQ is maGe up oI tZo or more JeoJrapKicall\ associateG soils or
miscellaQeous areas tKat are sKoZQ as oQe uQit oQ tKe maps %ecause oI preseQt or
aQticipateG uses oI tKe map uQits iQ tKe surYe\ area it Zas Qot coQsiGereG practical
or Qecessar\ to map tKe soils or miscellaQeous areas separatel\ 7Ke patterQ aQG
relatiYe proportioQ oI tKe soils or miscellaQeous areas are someZKat similar $lpKa
%eta associatioQ  to  perceQt slopes is aQ e[ample
$Q XQGLIIHUHQWLDWHGJURXS is maGe up oI tZo or more soils or miscellaQeous areas tKat
coulG Ee mappeG iQGiYiGuall\ Eut are mappeG as oQe uQit Eecause similar
iQterpretatioQs caQ Ee maGe Ior use aQG maQaJemeQt 7Ke patterQ aQG proportioQ oI
tKe soils or miscellaQeous areas iQ a mappeG area are Qot uQiIorm $Q area caQ Ee
maGe up oI oQl\ oQe oI tKe maMor soils or miscellaQeous areas or it caQ Ee maGe up
oI all oI tKem $lpKa aQG %eta soils  to  perceQt slopes is aQ e[ample
Some surYe\s iQcluGe PLVFHOODQHRXVDUHDV SucK areas KaYe little or Qo soil material
aQG support little or Qo YeJetatioQ RocN outcrop is aQ e[ample
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:HVWHUQ5LYHUVLGH$UHD&DOLIRUQLD
&I²&KLQRVLOWORDPGUDLQHGVDOLQHDONDOL
0DS8QLW6HWWLQJ
(OHYDWLRQ  Ieet
0HDQDQQXDOSUHFLSLWDWLRQ  to  iQcKes
0HDQDQQXDODLUWHPSHUDWXUH  to  GeJrees )
)URVWIUHHSHULRG  to  Ga\s
0DS8QLW&RPSRVLWLRQ
&KLQRDQGVLPLODUVRLOV  perceQt
0LQRUFRPSRQHQWV  perceQt
'HVFULSWLRQRI&KLQR
6HWWLQJ
/DQGIRUP )looG plaiQs
/DQGIRUPSRVLWLRQ WKUHHGLPHQVLRQDO  7alI
'RZQVORSHVKDSH /iQear
$FURVVVORSHVKDSH /iQear
3DUHQWPDWHULDO $lluYium GeriYeG Irom JraQite
3URSHUWLHVDQGTXDOLWLHV
6ORSH  to  perceQt
'HSWKWRUHVWULFWLYHIHDWXUH More tKaQ  iQcKes
'UDLQDJHFODVV SomeZKat poorl\ GraiQeG
&DSDFLW\RIWKHPRVWOLPLWLQJOD\HUWRWUDQVPLWZDWHU .VDW  MoGeratel\ KiJK ( to
 iQKr)
'HSWKWRZDWHUWDEOH $Eout  iQcKes
)UHTXHQF\RIIORRGLQJ Rare
)UHTXHQF\RISRQGLQJ 1oQe
&DOFLXPFDUERQDWHPD[LPXPFRQWHQW  perceQt
0D[LPXPVDOLQLW\ MoGeratel\ saliQe ( mmKoscm)
$YDLODEOHZDWHUFDSDFLW\ /oZ (aEout  iQcKes)
,QWHUSUHWLYHJURXSV
)DUPODQGFODVVLILFDWLRQ )armlaQG oI stateZiGe importaQce
/DQGFDSDELOLW\FODVVLILFDWLRQ LUULJDWHG  Z
/DQGFDSDELOLW\ QRQLUULJDWHG  Z
+\GURORJLF6RLO*URXS %
(FRORJLFDOVLWH S,/7< %$S,1 (R;DC$)
7\SLFDOSURILOH
WRLQFKHV Silt loam
WRLQFKHV Silt\ cla\ loam
WRLQFKHV Silt\ cla\ loam
0LQRU&RPSRQHQWV
&KLQR
3HUFHQWRIPDSXQLW  perceQt
8QQDPHG
3HUFHQWRIPDSXQLW  perceQt
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8QQDPHG
3HUFHQWRIPDSXQLW  perceQt
8QQDPHG
3HUFHQWRIPDSXQLW  perceQt

*S%²*UDQJHYLOOHVDQG\ORDPGUDLQHGVDOLQHDONDOLWRSHUFHQWVORSHV
0DS8QLW6HWWLQJ
(OHYDWLRQ  to  Ieet
0HDQDQQXDOSUHFLSLWDWLRQ  to  iQcKes
0HDQDQQXDODLUWHPSHUDWXUH  to  GeJrees )
)URVWIUHHSHULRG  to  Ga\s
0DS8QLW&RPSRVLWLRQ
*UDQJHYLOOHDQGVLPLODUVRLOV  perceQt
0LQRUFRPSRQHQWV  perceQt
'HVFULSWLRQRI*UDQJHYLOOH
6HWWLQJ
/DQGIRUP $lluYial IaQs
/DQGIRUPSRVLWLRQ WKUHHGLPHQVLRQDO  7reaG
'RZQVORSHVKDSH /iQear
$FURVVVORSHVKDSH /iQear
3DUHQWPDWHULDO $lluYium GeriYeG Irom JraQite
3URSHUWLHVDQGTXDOLWLHV
6ORSH  to  perceQt
'HSWKWRUHVWULFWLYHIHDWXUH More tKaQ  iQcKes
'UDLQDJHFODVV MoGeratel\ Zell GraiQeG
&DSDFLW\RIWKHPRVWOLPLWLQJOD\HUWRWUDQVPLWZDWHU .VDW  +iJK ( to  iQKr)
'HSWKWRZDWHUWDEOH $Eout  iQcKes
)UHTXHQF\RIIORRGLQJ Rare
)UHTXHQF\RISRQGLQJ 1oQe
&DOFLXPFDUERQDWHPD[LPXPFRQWHQW  perceQt
0D[LPXPVDOLQLW\ 9er\ sliJKtl\ saliQe to sliJKtl\ saliQe ( to  mmKoscm)
$YDLODEOHZDWHUFDSDFLW\ MoGerate (aEout  iQcKes)
,QWHUSUHWLYHJURXSV
)DUPODQGFODVVLILFDWLRQ )armlaQG oI stateZiGe importaQce
/DQGFDSDELOLW\FODVVLILFDWLRQ LUULJDWHG  s
/DQGFDSDELOLW\ QRQLUULJDWHG  Z
+\GURORJLF6RLO*URXS %
(FRORJLFDOVLWH S$1D< %$S,1 (R;DC$)
7\SLFDOSURILOH
WRLQFKHV SaQG\ loam
WRLQFKHV SaQG\ loam
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0LQRU&RPSRQHQWV
'HOOR
3HUFHQWRIPDSXQLW  perceQt
7UDYHU
3HUFHQWRIPDSXQLW  perceQt

*W$²*UDQJHYLOOHILQHVDQG\ORDPGUDLQHGWRSHUFHQWVORSHV
0DS8QLW6HWWLQJ
(OHYDWLRQ  to  Ieet
0HDQDQQXDOSUHFLSLWDWLRQ  iQcKes
0HDQDQQXDODLUWHPSHUDWXUH  GeJrees )
)URVWIUHHSHULRG  to  Ga\s
0DS8QLW&RPSRVLWLRQ
*UDQJHYLOOHDQGVLPLODUVRLOV  perceQt
0LQRUFRPSRQHQWV  perceQt
'HVFULSWLRQRI*UDQJHYLOOH
6HWWLQJ
/DQGIRUP $lluYial IaQs
/DQGIRUPSRVLWLRQ WKUHHGLPHQVLRQDO  7reaG
'RZQVORSHVKDSH /iQear
$FURVVVORSHVKDSH /iQear
3DUHQWPDWHULDO $lluYium GeriYeG Irom JraQite
3URSHUWLHVDQGTXDOLWLHV
6ORSH  to  perceQt
'HSWKWRUHVWULFWLYHIHDWXUH More tKaQ  iQcKes
'UDLQDJHFODVV MoGeratel\ Zell GraiQeG
&DSDFLW\RIWKHPRVWOLPLWLQJOD\HUWRWUDQVPLWZDWHU .VDW  +iJK ( to  iQKr)
'HSWKWRZDWHUWDEOH $Eout  iQcKes
)UHTXHQF\RIIORRGLQJ Rare
)UHTXHQF\RISRQGLQJ 1oQe
&DOFLXPFDUERQDWHPD[LPXPFRQWHQW  perceQt
0D[LPXPVDOLQLW\ 1oQsaliQe ( to  mmKoscm)
$YDLODEOHZDWHUFDSDFLW\ MoGerate (aEout  iQcKes)
,QWHUSUHWLYHJURXSV
)DUPODQGFODVVLILFDWLRQ Prime IarmlaQG iI irriJateG aQG GraiQeG
/DQGFDSDELOLW\FODVVLILFDWLRQ LUULJDWHG  
/DQGFDSDELOLW\ QRQLUULJDWHG  c
+\GURORJLF6RLO*URXS %
(FRORJLFDOVLWH S$1D< %$S,1 (R;DC$)
7\SLFDOSURILOH
WRLQFKHV )iQe saQG\ loam
WRLQFKHV SaQG\ loam
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0LQRU&RPSRQHQWV
'HOOR
3HUFHQWRIPDSXQLW  perceQt
7UDYHU
3HUFHQWRIPDSXQLW  perceQt
8QQDPHG
3HUFHQWRIPDSXQLW  perceQt

*X%²*UDQJHYLOOHILQHVDQG\ORDPSRRUO\GUDLQHGVDOLQHDONDOLWR
SHUFHQWVORSHV
0DS8QLW6HWWLQJ
(OHYDWLRQ  to  Ieet
0HDQDQQXDOSUHFLSLWDWLRQ  to  iQcKes
0HDQDQQXDODLUWHPSHUDWXUH  to  GeJrees )
)URVWIUHHSHULRG  to  Ga\s
0DS8QLW&RPSRVLWLRQ
*UDQJHYLOOHDQGVLPLODUVRLOV  perceQt
0LQRUFRPSRQHQWV  perceQt
'HVFULSWLRQRI*UDQJHYLOOH
6HWWLQJ
/DQGIRUP $lluYial IaQs
/DQGIRUPSRVLWLRQ WKUHHGLPHQVLRQDO  7reaG
'RZQVORSHVKDSH /iQear
$FURVVVORSHVKDSH /iQear
3DUHQWPDWHULDO $lluYium GeriYeG Irom JraQite
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FOR A SINGLE-FAMILY RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT
Villages at Paseo del Sol, Tentative Tract No. 36483
Northwest of Temecula Parkway and Butterfield Stage Road
City of Temecula, Riverside County, California
Converse Project No. 12-81-173-02
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Prepared For:
Cal-Paseo Del Sol, LLC
9820 Towne Center Drive, Suite 100
San Diego, CA 92121

Prepared By:
Converse Consultants
10391 Corporate Drive
Redlands, California 92374

Converse Consultants
Geotechnical Engineering, Environmental & Groundwater Science, Inspection & Testing Services

March 27, 2015
Mr. Michael Rust
Vice President
Cal-Paseo Del Sol, LLC
9820 Towne Center Drive, Suite 100
San Diego, CA 92121
Subject:

UPDATED GEOTECHNICAL INVESTIGATION REPORT
SINGLE-FAMILY RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT
Villages at Paseo del Sol, Tentative Tract No. 36483
Northwest of Temecula Parkway and Butterfield Stage Road
City of Temecula, Riverside County, California
Converse Project No. 12-81-173-02

FOR

A

Dear Mr. Rust:
Converse Consultants (Converse) has prepared this updated geotechnical investigation
report to present our findings, conclusions and recommendations for the Villages at Paseo
del Sol project, located northwest of the intersection of Temecula Parkway and Butterfield
Stage Road in the City of Temecula, Riverside County, California. This report has been
updated to reflect the planned single-family residential development, current technical
references, and the 2013 California Building Code seismic design requirements. This
report was prepared in accordance with our proposal dated March 25, 2015 and your
Professional Consulting Agreement No. 17225, effective March 27, 2015.
It is our opinion that the subject site is suitable from a geotechnical standpoint for the
proposed development, provided the findings, conclusions, and recommendations
presented in this report are incorporated in the preparation of the final grading plan,
foundation design, and construction of the project.
It has been our pleasure to be of service on this project. If you should have any
questions, please contact the undersigned at (909) 796-0544.
CONVERSE CONSULTANTS

Hashmi S. E. Quazi, Ph.D., P.E., G. E.
Principal Engineer
Dist.: 3/Addressee (2-PDF & 1-CD)
SM/HSQ/kvg
10391 Corporate Drive, Redlands CA 92374
Telephone: (909) 796-0544 ♦ Facsimile: (909) 796-7675 ♦ www.converseconsultants.com
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Villages at Paseo del Sol, Tentative Tract No. 36483
Northwest of Temecula Parkway and Butterfield Stage Road
City of Temecula, Riverside County, California
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The following is a summary of our geotechnical investigation, conclusions and
recommendations as presented in this report. Please refer to the pertinent section of the
attached report for complete conclusions and recommendations. In the event of a
conflict between this summary and the report, or an omission in the summary, the report
shall prevail.
•

The proposed 43-acre Paseo Del Sol site is located in the City of Temecula,
Riverside County, California. The site is bounded to the north by De Portola Road, to
the east by Butterfield Stage Road to the south by Temecula Parkway and to the
west by Mantova Drive.

•

The site contains three (3) superpads, with two pads on an upper level and one (1)
on a lower level. The lower level is on the south of the site and the upper level is on
the north. A fill slope, oriented in an east and west direction, separates the lower and
upper levels. An existing drainage channel flows from the north central portion of the
site, between the two (2) upper superpads, and across the lower superpad to a pond
and outlet in the southwest corner of the site. The lower superpad is surrounded by
an earthen berm up to approximately ten (10) feet in height.

•

The project tentative tract map (RBF, 2015) indicates that the site will be
reconfigured to approximately 173 single-family residential lots. The maximum cuts
and fills are expected to be on the order of fifteen (15) to twenty (20) feet.

•

The site was previously graded under the geotechnical observation and testing of
Converse. At the time of grading the western portion of the site was identified as Tract
21482-5 and the eastern half as 21482-F. The geotechnical report of rough grading
(Converse, 1997) was reviewed during the current investigation; however, the available
copy of the report did not include the map indicating the lateral and vertical extent of
remedial grading and fill placement. During the grading, surficial colluvium and alluvium
in the northern portion of the site was excavated to expose dense older alluvium or
Pauba Formation bedrock. Surficial alluvium and up to 15 feet of existing fills were
excavated from the southern portion of the site to expose fine to medium grained
sandy alluvium.

•

Subsurface exploration consisted of drilling twelve (12) exploratory borings (BH-1
through BH-12) within the project site on May 30, 2012. Borings BH-1 and BH-11
were drilled to the planned depth of 51.5 feet bgs. Borings BH-2 through BH-10, and
BH-12 were drilled to the planned depth of 16.5 feet below ground surface (bgs).
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•

The project site is located within the Peninsular Ranges Geomorphic Province of
Southern California. The site is located on the northern margin of the west-trending
Pauba Valley. The Pauba Valley is a broad alluvial valley eroded into the
Pleistocene Pauba Formation by the Temecula Creek. Regional mapping (Kennedy,
2000) indicates that, except for a small area in the northwestern corner, the site is
underlain by Holocene alluvial deposits. The alluvium generally consists of
unconsolidated to poorly consolidated sand and gravel deposits. Previous grading has
placed fill soil over the site derived from alluvium, colluvium, older alluvium, or the
Pauba Formation.

•

The two (2) northern, upper superpads are underlain by approximately fifteen (15)
feet of fill soils on the east to approximately thiry-five (35) feet of fill on the west. The
fill soils generally consist of silty sand with occasional zones of clayey sand and
sand with silt. The fill is generally dense; however, variations in the fill density were
encountered. The fill soils are underlain by native alluvial soils. The alluvium
primarily consists of silty sand, but includes layers of sand, silt, and clay mixtures.
The alluvial soils are generally medium dense to dense.

•

The southern superpad is underlain by fill soil consisting of silty sand with various
layers of sand, silt, and clay mixtures. The transition from fill soil to the underlying
alluvial soils is not readily apparent in the borings. The presence of organics at 15.0
feet bgs is consistent with the geotechnical report documenting the previous site
grading (Converse, 1997), which indicates that five (5) to fifteen (15) feet of
previously existing fill soils were excavated and replaced with compacted fill. The
berms surrounding the lower superpad are constructed of compacted fill.

•

Groundwater was encountered during the field investigation at approximately 39.5
feet bgs (approximately 1,058.5 feet amsl) in boring BH-11. Groundwater was not
encountered in the other borings. We have estimated a historical high groundwater
level ranging from 1,080 feet amsl at the southwestern corner of the site to 1,100
feet amsl at the eastern site perimeter.

•

The surface and subsurface soil materials for the proposed development are
expected to be excavatable by conventional heavy-duty earth moving equipment.

•

Results of the laboratory tests indicated that the site soils have ‘slight’ collapse
potential, ‘very low’ to ‘low’ expansion potential and moderate shear strength.
Results of corrosion tests indicate that the site soils have ‘negligible’ exposure to
sulfate attack, and are ‘moderately corrosive’ to ‘corrosive’ to ferrous metals in
contact with the soils.
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•

The site is not located within a currently designated Riverside County or State of
California Earthquake Fault Zone. Based on a review of available geologic information
no known active surface fault zone crosses or projects toward the site. CBC seismic
parameters for the site are presented in the text of this report.

•

Site-specific liquefaction analyses were performed using data obtained from borings
BH-1 and BH-11. Groundwater depths at 40.0 feet bgs in boring BH-1 and 15.0 feet
bgs in boring BH-11 have been used for the purpose of liquefaction analysis. The
sediments encountered in BH-1 were not found to be susceptible to liquefaction.
Boring BH-11, drilled in the lower superpad, encountered a medium dense sand
layer between approximately 20.0 and 25.0 feet bgs in (1,073 to 1,078 feet amsl).
This layer may be susceptible to liquefaction if subjected to ground shaking of
sufficient intensity while saturated. Up to approximately 0.80 inches of liquefactioninduced settlement may occur. Surface manifestations of liquefaction, such as sand
boils, are not anticipated due to the greater thickness of the overlying non-liquefiable
layer in comparison to the relatively thin liquefiable layer.

•

The existing superpads have irregular surface, with numerous soil piles, and are
locally loose, dry, or disturbed. Such soils are not considered suitable for the support
of additional fills or structures, and should be overexcavated and recompacted. The
depth and limits of the overexcavation should be determined by the geotechnical
consultant based on the field conditions encountered. In general, the existing grade
should be overexcavated to expose a fill with a minimum density of ninety (90)
percent, or an alluvium with a minimum density of eighty-five (85) percent of
laboratory maximum density, or, to a depth of three (3) feet below existing grade.

•

Building footings and slabs-on-grade should be uniformly supported by compacted
fill. If after the planned lowering of the northern upper superpads, uncompacted
alluvium soil is encountered, such alluvium should be overexcavated and
recompacted to a minimum depth of three (3) feet below the bottom of the footing
elevation. Such overexcavation and recompaction should extend at least five (5) feet
beyond the building footprint. For sub-grade below planned asphalt concrete or
Portland concrete paving, including driveways, access roads, sidewalks, street
areas, curbs and gutters or other flatwork, overexcavation and recompaction in
alluvium soils should be to a depth of at least two (2) feet, extending at least two (2)
feet beyond the pavement or flatwork.

•

All areas to receive fill should be overexcavated to the depth where the existing soils
have a relative compaction of at least ninety (90) percent of the laboratory maximum
dry density, or to a depth of 3.0 feet bgs. Any loose, soft, and unsuitable materials
encountered during overexcavation should be removed from the site. The depth of
such removal should be determined during the grading by the geotechnical
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consultant. After the required overexcavation as recommended in this report, or as
recommended by the geotechnical consultant during remedial grading is performed,
all surfaces to receive fill should be scarified to an additional depth of six inches.
•

Onsite soils cleared of all debris, vegetation, rocks larger than three (3) inches, and
other deleterious materials may be re-used as compacted fill. Rocks larger than one
(1) inch in the largest dimension should not be placed within the upper twelve (12)
inches of fill beneath footings and slabs or the upper eighteen (18) inches of fill under
paved areas.

•

Fill soils should be evenly spread in horizontal, 8-inch-maximum, loose lifts. The fill
materials should be thoroughly mixed and moisture conditioned to within three (3)
percent of optimum moisture content for granular soils and up to two (2) percent
above optimum moisture content for fine-grained soils. All fill placed at the site should
be compacted to at least ninety (90) percent of the laboratory maximum dry density as
determined by ASTM Standard D1557 test method. The upper twelve (12) inches of
soil below footings and slabs, and the upper twelve (12) inches of sub-grade soils
underneath concrete aprons and asphalt concrete, should be compacted to at least
ninety-five (95) percent of laboratory maximum dry density.

•

The proposed single-family residential structures may be supported on continuous
(strip) and/or isolated spread footings. Continuous and isolated spread footings
should be at least eighteen (18) inches wide. The depth of embedment below lowest
adjacent soil grade of interior and exterior footings should be at least eighteen (18)
inches. Such footings can be designed based on an allowable net bearing capacity
of 2,500 pounds per square foot (psf), plus 300 psf for each additional foot of depth
and 150 psf for each foot of width. The maximum allowable bearing capacity should
be limited to 3,000 psf.

•

Resistance to lateral loads can be assumed to be provided by combination of friction
acting at the base of foundations and by passive earth pressure. A coefficient of
friction of 0.35 between concrete and soil and of 0.25 between soil and steel may be
used with the dead load forces. Passive earth pressure of 270 psf per foot of depth
may be used for the sides of footings poured against recompacted native soils. The
maximum value of the passive earth pressure should be limited to 2,500 psf.

•

The total settlement of shallow footings from static structural loads and short-term
settlement of properly compacted fill is anticipated to be 0.5 inch or less. Dynamic
settlement under seismic conditions is estimated to be up to 0.8 inch. The static and
dynamic differential settlements can be taken as equal to one-half of the
corresponding total settlement over a lateral distance of fifty (50) feet.
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•

Preliminary pavement design recommendations are presented in the text of this
report. Due to mixing and movement during grading, the R-values of the final subgrade soil are likely to be different than tested. We recommend performing additional
R-value tests at the completion of the sub-grade preparation, which could change the
proposed preliminary pavement sections.

The site is suitable from a geotechnical standpoint for the proposed development,
provided that the recommendations presented in this report are incorporated into the
design and construction of the project.
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1.0

INTRODUCTION

This report contains the findings of our geotechnical investigation performed for the
proposed development of a 43-acre site, located northwest of the intersection of
Temecula parkway and Butterfield Stage Road in the City of Temecula, Riverside
County, California. The site location is shown in Figure No. 1, Approximate Site
Location Map.
Our original investigation was based on proposed commercial and multi-family residential
development (Converse, 2012). This report has been updated to reflect single-family
residential development, current references, and the 2013 California Building Code
seismic design requirements. No additional investigation or testing was performed.
The purpose of this investigation was to evaluate the nature and pertinent engineering
properties of the subsurface materials and to provide geotechnical parameters for the
design and construction of the proposed project.
This report is written for the project described herein and is intended for use solely by
Cal-Paseo Del Sol, LLC and its design team. It should not be used as a bidding
document but may be made available to the potential contractors for information on
factual data only. For bidding purposes, the contractors should be responsible for
making their own interpretation of the data contained in this report.

2.0

SITE DESCRIPTION

The site is located in the City of Temecula, Riverside County, California. The site is
bounded to the north by De Portola Road, to the east by Butterfield Stage Road to the
south by Temecula Parkway and to the west by Mantova Drive.
The site contains three superpads, with two (2) pads on an upper level on the north side
of the site and one (1) on a lower level on the south side. A fill slope, oriented in an east
and west direction, separates the lower and upper levels. An existing drainage channel
flows from the north central portion of the site, between the two (2) upper superpads,
and across the lower superpad to a pond and outlet in the southwest corner of the site.
The lower superpad is surrounded by an earthen berm up to approximately ten (10) feet
in height.
The topography of the northern half of the site is mostly flat, with a few rises and
depressions. The slope in this area is towards the south. The southern half of the site is
mostly flat, with a slight slope towards the southwest corner of the site.
Scattered concrete and asphalt debris were observed in the northern half of the site,
along with several areas covered by soil piles. Animal burrows were present, particularly
in the northern portion of the site. Vegetation, primarily consisting of low grass, covers
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the entire site. General views of the project site are shown on the following
photographs.

Photo 1, View to west along slope between the upper and lower levels

Photo 2, Soil piles in the northern half of the project site.
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Photo 3, View to northwest from the southeast corner of the project site.

3.0

PROJECT DESCRIPTION

The project tentative tract map (RBF, 2015) indicates that the site will be reconfigured to
approximately 173 single-family residential lots. The maximum cuts and fills are
expected to be on the order of fifteen (15) to twenty (20) feet.
We anticipate that the residences will be one- and two-story wood-frame and stucco
structures founded on continuous and/or isolated footing foundations with slab-ongrade. The vertical loads on continuous and isolated footing foundations are anticipated
to be less than 2,000 pounds per linear foot and 50,000 pounds, respectively.
A west-flowing drainage channel is proposed along the southern site perimeter and a
south-flowing drainage channel is proposed in the center of the site. The channels will
end in a water quality basin at the southwestern corner of the site. We anticipate that
the development will also include roadways, landscape areas, above-ground and
underground utilities, and other improvements typically associated with residential
developments.
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4.0

PREVIOUS SITE GRADING

The site was previously graded under the geotechnical observation and testing of
Converse. At the time of grading the western portion of the site was identified as Tract
21482-5 and the eastern half as 21482-F. The geotechnical report of rough grading
(Converse, 1997) was reviewed during the current investigation; however, the available
copy of the report did not include the map indicating the lateral and vertical extent of
remedial grading and fill placement.
Site conditions during and following the previous grading are discussed in the following
sections.
4.1

Remedial Grading

Remedial grading was conducted during the previous site grading. Surficial colluvium and
alluvium in the northern portion of the site was excavated to expose dense older alluvium
or Pauba Formation bedrock. Surficial alluvium and up to approximately fifteen (15) feet of
existing fills were excavated from the southern portion of the site to expose fine to medium
grained sandy alluvium.
4.2

Compacted Fill

Excavated site soils were placed as compacted fill. The fills were compacted to at least
ninety (90) percent of the laboratory maximum dry density. Where structural fill was
greater than twenty (20) feet thick, fill soils placed below twenty (20) feet from the
proposed ground surface were compacted to at least ninety-five (95) percent of the
laboratory maximum dry density.
4.3

Compacted Fill Thickness

The copy of the geotechnical report of rough grading (Converse, 1997) reviewed by
Converse during this investigation did not include the maps showing the lateral and vertical
extent of fill placement. The fill thickness was evaluated based on historical and current
site topography.
Historical topographic mapping (USGS, 1986) shows that the site was relatively flat with a
gentle slope to the west-southwest. Two streams flowed through the site from east to
west. The site elevations ranged from approximately 1,090 feet above mean sea level
(amsl) at the southwestern corner to approximately 1,110 feet amsl along the western
perimeter.
As described in Section 2.0, Site Description, the site currently contains three superpads
at two elevations. A recent topographic map (Cal-Paseo del Sol, 2012a) indicates that the
southern, lower superpad is at an elevations ranging from approximately 1,090 feet amsl
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in the southwestern corner to approximately 1,110 feet amsl in the northeastern corner.
These elevations approximate the original elevations on the historical topographic map.
The northwestern superpad has a somewhat irregular upper surface, with elevations
ranging from approximately 1,140 feet amsl in the northwestern corner to approximately
1,120 feet amsl in the southeastern corner. The northeastern superpad also has an
irregular surface, with numerous soil piles. Elevations range from approximately 1,130 feet
near the center of the pad to 1,125 feet amsl along the eastern perimeter.
Based on our review of topographic maps and aerial photographs, up to approximately
fifteen (15) to thirty-five (35) feet of fill was placed to create the two upper superpads. The
lower superpad is at near the original, pre-grading elevation; however, based on the
geotechnical report of rough grading, portions of the area may contain up to fifteen
(15) feet of compacted fill.
4.4

Settlement Monuments

At the completion of the previous grading, settlement monuments were installed at the top
and bottom of the compacted fill. Ten monuments were installed within Tract 24182,
which included the current site. The location of the monuments is not known. The
geotechnical report of rough grading (Converse, 1997) stated that ongoing monitoring of
the monuments indicated a significant rate of ground settlement at the time of the report.
4.5

Post-Grading Site Conditions

Historical aerial photographs from 1953 to present (EDR, 2012; Google Earth, 2011) were
reviewed to evaluate the site conditions following the site grading. The site was graded to
approximately its present configuration between 1996 and 2002, which is consistent with
the geotechnical report (Converse, 1997). Several construction office trailers were present
in a fenced compound at the eastern end of the northeastern superpad from 2002 to 2007.
During that time, numerous soil piles were placed on the upper superpads. The soil was
either removed or spread on the site in 2007 or 2008. The site has remained essentially
unchanged from 2009 to present.

5.0

SCOPE OF WORK

The scope of our previous investigation (Converse, 2012) and this update included the
tasks described in the following sections.
5.1

Project Set-up

The project set-up consisted of the following:
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•
•
•
5.2

Conducted a site reconnaissance and stake/marked the exploration locations, such
that drill rig access to all the locations is available
Notified Underground Service Alert (USA) at least 48 hours prior to drilling to clear the
boring locations of any conflict with existing underground utilities
Arranged for a drill rig.
Subsurface Exploration

Subsurface exploration consisted of drilling twelve (12) exploratory borings (BH-1
through BH-12) within the site on May 30, 2012. Borings BH-1 and BH-11 were drilled to
the planned depth of 51.5 feet bgs. Borings BH-2 through BH-10, and BH-12 were
drilled to the planned depth of 16.5 feet below ground surface (bgs).
The exploratory borings were advanced using a truck mounted drill rig equipped with 8inch diameter hollow-stem augers and a drive sampler for soil sampling. Standard
penetration tests (SPT) were conducted in boring BH-1 and BH-11 starting at 20.0 feet
bgs at ten (10) foot intervals. Encountered earth materials were continuously logged by
a Converse geologist and classified in the field by visual examination in accordance with
the Unified Soil Classification System.
The approximate locations of the borings are presented on Figure No. 2, Approximate
Boring Location Map. For a description of the field exploration and sampling program see
Appendix A, Field Exploration.
5.3

Laboratory Testing

Representative samples of the site soils were tested in the laboratory to aid in the
classification and to evaluate relevant engineering properties. The tests performed
included:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

In situ Moisture Contents and Dry Densities (ASTM Standard D2216)
Collapse Potential (ASTM Standard D5333)
Expansion Potential (ASTM Standard D4829)
Soil Corrosivity Tests (California Tests CT643, 422 and 417)
R-Value (ASTM D2844)
Percent Passing Sieve No. 200 (ASTM Standard D1140)
Grain Size Distribution (ASTM Standard C136)
Maximum Dry Density and Optimum Moisture Content Relationship (ASTM Standard
D1557)
Direct Shear Strength (ASTM Standard D3080)

For in situ moisture and density data, see the Logs of Borings in Appendix A, Field
Exploration. For a description of the laboratory test methods and test results, see
Appendix B, Laboratory Testing Program.
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5.4

Analyses and Report

Data obtained from the exploratory field work and laboratory testing program, as well as
the documents, reports, and maps presented in the Section 15.0, References were
analyzed. A report (Converse, 2012) was prepared to provide findings, conclusions and
recommendations developed during our investigation. The report was revised to reflect
the currently planned single-family residential development, 2013 California Building
Code, and other recent references.

6.0

GEOLOGIC SETTING

The regional and local geology are discussed in the following subsections.
6.1

Regional Geology

The project site is located within the Peninsular Ranges Geomorphic Province of
Southern California.
The Peninsular Ranges Geomorphic Province consists of a series of northwest-trending
mountain ranges and valleys bounded on the north by the San Bernardino and San
Gabriel Mountains, on the west by the Los Angeles Basin, and on the southwest by the
Pacific Ocean.
The province is a seismically active region characterized by a series of northwesttrending strike-slip faults. The most prominent of the nearby fault zones include the San
Jacinto, Cucamonga, and San Andreas Fault Zones, all of which have been known to
be active during Quaternary time.
Topography within the province is generally characterized by broad alluvial valleys
separated by linear mountain ranges. This northwest-trending linear fabric is created by
the regional faulting within the granitic basement rock of the Southern California
Batholith. Broad, linear, alluvial valleys have been formed by erosion of these principally
granitic mountain ranges.
6.2

Site Geology

The site is located on the northern margin of the west-trending Pauba Valley. The
Pauba Valley is a broad alluvial valley eroded into the Pleistocene Pauba Formation by
the Temecula Creek.
Regional mapping (Kennedy, 2000) indicates that, except for a small area in the
northwestern corner, the site is underlain by Holocene alluvial deposits. The alluvium
generally consists of unconsolidated to poorly consolidated sand and gravel deposits. The
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surficial deposits at the site are underlain by the Pleistocene Pauba Formation, which is
generally well-indurated sandstone and siltstone with occasional gravel, cobble, and
boulder deposits. The mapping shows that the Pauba Formation is exposed in the
northwestern corner of the site.
Previous grading, discussed in Section 4.0, Previous Site Grading, has placed fill soil over
the site. Based on the previous geotechnical report (Converse, 1997), the fill soil was
derived from alluvium, colluvium, older alluvium, or the Pauba Formation.

7.0

SITE CONDITIONS

A general description of the subsurface conditions and various materials encountered
during our field exploration are presented in this section.
7.1

Subsurface Profile

The two northern, upper superpads are underlain by approximately fifteen (15) feet of fill
soils on the east to approximately thirty-five (35) feet of fill on the west. The fill soils
generally consist of silty sand with occasional zones of clayey sand and sand with silt.
The fill is generally dense; however, variations in the fill density were encountered. The
fill soils are underlain by native alluvial soils. The alluvium primarily consists of silty
sand, but includes layers various sand, silt, and clay mixtures. The alluvial soils are
generally medium dense to dense.
The southern superpad is underlain by fill soil consisting of silty sand with various layers
of sand, silt, and clay mixtures. The transition from fill soil to the underlying alluvial soils
is not readily apparent in the borings. Visible organic content was noted at
approximately fifteen 15.0 feet bgs in borings BH-8 and BH-11. Concentrations of
organic matter are often, but not always, associated with shallow soils. The presence of
organics at fifteen 15.0 feet bgs is consistent with the geotechnical report documenting
the previous site grading (Converse, 1997), which indicates that five (5) to fifteen (15)
feet of previously existing fill soils were excavated and replaced with compacted fill. The
berms surrounding the lower superpad are constructed of compacted fill.
For a detailed description of the subsurface materials encountered in the exploratory
borings, see Drawing Nos. A-2 through A-7, Logs of Borings, in Appendix A, Field
Exploration.
7.2

Groundwater

Groundwater was encountered during the field investigation at approximately 39.5 feet
bgs in boring BH-11. Groundwater was not encountered in the other borings. During the
previous site grading, small amounts of perched groundwater were encountered during
alluvial removals in canyon areas to the west of the site (Converse, 1997).
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Surface water was observed in the onsite drainage channel and pond during our field
exploration. Vigorous vegetation growth along the channel currently and in the historical
aerial photographs indicates that the area normally contains water. Surface water
should be expected to infiltrate into the subsurface, resulting in locally saturated soil and
perched groundwater.
Shallow perched groundwater may be encountered during construction in the channel
and pond areas. Standing groundwater is not expected to be encountered. The depth to
groundwater may vary due to seasonal precipitation, groundwater pumping activity, or
other factors.
Regional groundwater data (USGS, 2015) was reviewed to evaluate the historical high
groundwater level at the site. A well (USGS Well No. 332908117045501) is located at
the southern perimeter of the site. The well was measured only one time, in 1967, and
reported a groundwater elevation of 1,078 feet amsl, or approximately fourteen (14) feet
below a reported ground surface elevation of 1,092 feet amsl. Although only one
historical data point was available for the well, that point correlated well with the highest
groundwater levels reported in other wells in the Pauba Valley.
Due to the lack of multiple data points in the historical groundwater elevation record, it is
our opinion that a conservative approach to establishing the historical high groundwater
level is warranted. The highest historical groundwater elevation reported was 14.0 feet
bgs. The actual historical high groundwater level is not expected to have been higher
than ten (10) feet below the original, pre-grading ground surface. Therefore, we have
estimated a historical high groundwater level ranging from 1,080 feet amsl at the
southwestern corner of the site to 1,100 feet amsl at the eastern site perimeter.
7.3

Subsurface Variations

Based on results of the subsurface exploration and our experience, some variations in
the continuity and nature of subsurface conditions within the project site should be
anticipated. Because of the uncertainties involved in the nature and depositional
characteristics of the earth material at the site, care should be exercised in interpolating
or extrapolating subsurface conditions presented in this report.
7.4

Excavatability

The surface and subsurface soil materials for the proposed development are expected
to be excavatable by conventional heavy-duty earth moving equipment.
Although oversized materials were not encountered during drilling, we anticipate that
scattered cobbles or small boulders may be encountered during excavation for the
proposed developments.
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The phrase “conventional heavy-duty excavation equipment” is intended to include
commonly used equipment such as excavators, scrapers, and trenching machines. It
does not include hydraulic hammers (“breakers”), jackhammers, blasting, or other
specialized equipment and techniques used to excavate hard earth materials. Selection
of an appropriate excavation equipment models should be done by an experienced
earthwork contractor.
7.5

Flooding

The site is not located within a flood zone identified by Riverside County. A flood zone
associated with the Temecula Creek is located approximately 500 feet south of the site.
(Riverside County, 2015) Due to the elevation of the site, flooding at Temecula Creek is
not anticipated to impact the site.

8.0

LABORATORY TEST RESULTS

8.1

Physical Testing

Results of the various laboratory tests are presented in Appendix B, Laboratory Testing
Program, except for the results of in situ moisture and dry density tests which are
presented on the Logs of Borings in Appendix A, Field Exploration. The results are also
discussed below:
•
•

•

•

•

In situ Moisture and Dry Density – In situ dry density and moisture content of the
upper ten (10) feet of soils for the project site ranged between 98 and 126 pounds
per cubic feet (pcf) and between one (1) and twenty-six (26) percent, respectively.
Collapse Potential – The collapse potential of two (2) relatively undisturbed samples
were tested under a vertical stress of 2.0 kips per square foot (ksf) in accordance
with the ASTM Standard D2435/D5333 test method. The samples collected in the
upper five (5) feet measured collapse of 0.4 to 1.6 percent, indicating ‘Slight’
collapse potential.
Expansion Index – Two (2) representative soil samples were tested to evaluate
Expansion Index (EI) in accordance with the ASTM Standard D4829. The measured
EI values were eighteen (18) and thirty-three (33), which correspond to ‘very low’
and ‘low’ expansion potential.
R-Value – Three (3) representative soil samples from the upper five (5) feet of the
project site soil were tested to evaluate the R-value in accordance with the ASTM
Standard D2844. The result of the R-value test will be used for preliminary pavement
section recommendations. The results indicated R-values ranging from seventeen
(17) to fifty-two (52).
Percent Passing Sieve No. 200 – Two (2) representative soil samples were tested to
determine the percent finer than sieve No. 200 to aid in the classification of the on-
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site soils in accordance to ASTM Standard D1140. Test results indicated the soils as
Silty Sand.
•

•

•

Gradation Analysis – Grain size analyses were performed on five (5) representative
soil samples according to ASTM Standard D422 for particles larger than seventy-five
(75) micrometers. The results are presented in Drawings No. B-1a and B-1b, Grain
Size Distribution Results, in Appendix B, Laboratory Testing Program.
Maximum Dry Density and Optimum Moisture Content – Typical moisture-density
relationship of three (3) representative soil samples were tested in accordance to
ASTM Standard D1557. The maximum dry density of the tested soil ranged from
122.1 to 133.5 pounds per cubic foot (pcf) and optimum moisture content ranged
from 4.5 to 8.5 percent. Test results are shown on Drawing No. B-2, MoistureDensity Relationship Results, in Appendix B, Laboratory Testing Program.
Direct Shear - Direct shear tests were performed on three (3) relatively undisturbed
ring samples in according to ASTM Standard D3080. Results of the direct shear
tests are presented in Drawings No. B-3 through B-5, Direct Shear Test Results, in
Appendix B, Laboratory Testing Program. Results of direct shear test indicate that
the soil tested had moderate shear strength.

For additional information on the subsurface conditions, see the Logs of Borings in
Appendix A, Field Exploration.
8.2

Chemical Testing - Corrosivity Evaluation

Two (2) selected soil sample was tested by HDR/Schiff for corrosivity evaluation with
respect to common construction materials such as concrete and steel. Tests were
performed for pH, sulfate and chloride content, and saturated minimum electrical resistivity
in accordance with California Test Methods 643, 422 and 417. The test results are
summarized below and are presented in Appendix B, Laboratory Testing Program.
•
•
•
•

The sulfate contents of the samples tested were 26 and 229 mg/kg.
The pH measurements of the samples were 8.0 and 8.3.
The chloride concentrations of the samples tested were 7 and 33 mg/kg.
The minimum electrical resistivities when saturated were 1,500 and 2,964 ohm-cm.

9.0

FAULTING AND SEISMICITY

9.1

Faulting

The site is not located within a currently designated Riverside County or State of California
Earthquake Fault Zone. Based on a review of available geologic information no known
active surface fault zone crosses or projects toward the site. (CGS, 2007; Riverside
County, 2015)
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Several positive lines of evidence can be drawn to support the conclusion that the site
does not contain active faulting. The evidence is based on the following documentation.
•

•
•

•

•

•

Converse reviewed Riverside County fault mapping (Riverside County, 2015), which
showed that the closest County and State fault zones to the site are associated with
the Elsinore Fault Zone, located approximately 1.7 miles to the southwest of the site.
The faults in the Elsinore Fault Zone trend northwest and do not project toward the
site.
A northeast-trending County fault zone is located approximately 1.7 miles southeast
of the site and does not project toward the site.
An approximately 0.5-mile-long, north-northwest-trending fault is mapped
approximately 1.2 miles northwest of the site, projecting approximately 0.4 miles to
the west of the site. The fault is not included in any County or State fault zone,
indicating that it is not known to be active.
The “Geologic Map of the Pechanga 7.5’ Quadrangle, San Diego and Riverside
Counties, California” (Kennedy, 2000) shows that the closest fault to the site is the
Wildomar Fault, located approximately 1.7 miles southwest of the site. The Wildomar
Fault and the other faults in the Elsinore Fault Zone trend northwest-southeast and
do not project toward the site. Other faults are mapped over a mile to the south and
east of the site. These faults generally trend northeast-southwest, and do not project
toward the site.
The map of “State of California Special Studies Zones, Pechanga Quadrangle”
(CGS, 1990) indicates that the only active faults known to exist in the vicinity of the
site are associated with the Elsinore Fault Zone. The closest of these faults to the
site is the Wildomar Fault, located approximately 1.7 miles southwest of the site. The
faults in the Elsinore Fault Zone trend northwest-southeast and do not project
towards the site. There is no corresponding map of the Bachelor Mountain 7.5’
quadrangle, located north of the site, indicating that the State has not established
any Earthquake Fault Zones (formerly Special Studies Zones) in that area.
Converse observed geologic conditions during grading of the site in 1996 and 1997,
and stated that “Evidence of active or potentially active faulting was not observed
during grading of the site. Bedrock faulting with significant offset or deformation was
not observed within any of the grading areas.” (Converse, 1997).

Based on the above-discussed data, the following positive lines of evidence support our
conclusion that no known active surface fault crosses or projects toward the site.
•
•
•
•

All faults zoned as active by the State of California or County of Riverside are
located at least 1.7 miles from the site, and do not project toward the site.
An approximately 0.5-mile-long fault mapped as terminating approximately 1.2 miles
northwest of the site projects approximately 0.4 miles to the west of the site.
The small fault north of the site is not zoned as active by the State or the County.
Converse observed apparently unfaulted earth materials in the subsurface during
site grading in 1996 and 1997.
Converse Consultants
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The proposed site is situated in a seismically active region. As is the case for most
areas of Southern California, ground shaking resulting from earthquakes associated
with nearby and more distant faults may occur at the project site. During the life of the
project, seismic activity associated with active faults can be expected to generate
moderate to strong ground shaking at the site.
The following table contains a list of active and potentially active faults within 100
kilometers of the subject site. The fault parameters and distances presented in the
following table are based on the output from EQFAULT (Blake, 2000), revised in
accordance with CGS fault parameters (Cao et. al., 2003).
Table No. 1, Seismic Characteristics of Nearby Active Faults
Approximate
Distance (km)

Moment Magnitude (Mw)

Elsinore-Temecula

4.4

6.8

Elsinore-Julian

13.8

7.1

Elsinore-Glen Ivy

30.2

6.8

San Jacinto-Anza

31.4

7.2

San Jacinto-San Jacinto Valley

32.0

6.9

Newport-Inglewood (Offshore)

48.1

6.9

Rose Canyon

50.9

7.2

San Jacinto – Coyote Creek

53.3

6.8

Earthquake Valley

57.5

6.5

Chino-Central Ave. (Elsinore)

58.9

6.7

San Jacinto-San Bernardino

60.7

6.7

San Andreas-Southern

60.9

7.4

San Andreas-San Bernardino

60.9

7.5

Whittier

65.7

6.8

Pinto Mountain

71.7

7.2

San Andreas-Coachella

74.6

7.2

Coronado Bank

75.8

7.6

Newport-Inglewood (L.A. Basin)

79.3

7.1

Palos Verdes

82.7

7.3

Burnt Mountain

82.9

6.5

Cucamonga

84.1

6.9

North Frontal Fault Zone (West)

84.8

7.2

North Frontal Fault Zone (East)

86.6

6.7

Eureka Peak

87.5

6.4

Fault Name
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Approximate
Distance (km)

Moment Magnitude (Mw)

Elysian Park Thrust

87.6

6.7

San Jacinto-Borrego

88.3

6.6

Elsinore-Coyote Mountain

88.5

6.8

Cleghorn

89.1

6.5

San Jose

89.6

6.4

Compton Thrust

90.2

6.8

Sierra Madre

93.4

7.2

Landers

97.3

7.3

Fault Name

9.2

Seismic Design Coefficients

Seismic parameters based on the 2013 California Building Code (CBSC, 2013), ASCE
7 (ASCE, 2010) and site coordinates 33.4870° north latitude and 117.0820° west
longitude are provided in the following table.
Table No. 2, CBC Seismic Parameters
Parameter
Site Class

Value
D

Mapped Short period (0.2-sec) Spectral Response Acceleration, Ss

1.829g

Mapped 1-second Spectral Response Acceleration, S1

0.734g

Site Coefficient (from Table 1613.5.3(1)), Fa

1.0

Site Coefficient (from Table 1613.5.3(2)), Fv

1.5

MCE 0.2-sec period Spectral Response Acceleration, SMS

1.829g

MCE 1-second period Spectral Response Acceleration, SM1

1.102g

Design Spectral Response Acceleration for short period SDS

1.219g

Design Spectral Response Acceleration for 1-second period, SD1

0.734g

9.3

Secondary Effects of Seismic Activity

In general, secondary effects of seismic activity include surface fault rupture, soil
liquefaction, landslides, lateral spreading, and differential settlement due to seismic
shaking, tsunamis, seiches, and earthquake-induced flooding. The site-specific potential
for each of these seismic hazards is discussed in the following sections.
Surface Fault Rupture: The project site is not located within a currently designated
Riverside County or State of California Earthquake Fault Zone (CGS, 2007; Riverside
County, 2015). Based on review of available geologic information, no major surface fault
crosses through or extends towards the site. The potential for surface rupture resulting
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from the movement of nearby major faults, or currently unknown faults, is not known with
certainty but is considered low.
Liquefaction: Liquefaction is defined as the phenomenon in which a cohesionless soil
mass within the upper fifty (50) feet of the ground surface, suffers a substantial
reduction in its shear strength, due the development of excess pore pressures. During
earthquakes, excess pore pressures in saturated soil deposits may develop as a result
of induced cyclic shear stresses, resulting in liquefaction.
Soil liquefaction generally occurs in submerged granular soils and non-plastic silts
during or after strong ground shaking. There are several general requirements for
liquefaction to occur. They are as follows:
•
•
•
•
•

Soils must be submerged
Soils must be primarily granular
Soils must be loose to medium-dense
Ground motion must be intense
Duration of shaking must be sufficient for the soils to lose shear resistance

Regional hazard maps (Riverside County, 2015) indicate that the northern portion of the
site has a moderate susceptibility to liquefaction and the southern portion of the site has
a very high susceptibility to liquefaction.
We have estimated a historical high groundwater level ranging from 1,080 feet amsl at
the southwestern corner of the site to 1,100 feet amsl at the eastern site perimeter.
Based on historical regional data, groundwater may be anticipated in the future at
depths as shallow as approximately 15.0 feet bgs in boring BH-11, or an elevation of
1,087 feet amsl. Groundwater is currently present at approximately 39.5 feet below the
lower superpad ground surface in boring BH-11.
Site-specific liquefaction analyses were performed using data obtained from borings
BH-1 and BH-11 (Converse, 2012). Groundwater depths at 40.0 feet bgs in boring BH1, and 15 feet bgs in boring BH-11 were used for the purpose of liquefaction analysis. A
detailed discussion of the analyses is presented in Appendix C, Liquefaction and
Settlement Analyses.
The sediments encountered in BH-1 were not found to be susceptible to liquefaction.
Boring BH-11, drilled in the lower superpad, encountered a medium dense sand layer
between approximately 20.0 and 25.0 feet bgs in (1,073 to 1,078 feet amsl). This layer
may be susceptible to liquefaction if subjected to ground shaking of sufficient intensity
while saturated. Up to approximately 0.80 inches of liquefaction-induced settlement may
occur.
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Surface manifestations of liquefaction, such as sand boils, are not anticipated due to the
greater thickness of the overlying non-liquefiable layer in comparison to the relatively
thin liquefiable layer.
Landslides: Seismically induced landslides and other slope failures are common
occurrences during or soon after earthquakes.
The site currently includes 2H:1V (horizontal:vertical) fill slopes up to approximately
twenty-five (25) feet in height. In general, properly constructed 2H:1V fill slopes less than
thirty (30) feet in height are considered to have a low susceptibility to earthquake-induced
failure.
Lateral Spreading: Seismically induced lateral spreading involves primarily lateral
movement of earth materials over underlying materials which are liquefied due to ground
shaking. It differs from the slope failure in that complete ground failure involving large
movement does not occur due to the relatively smaller gradient of the initial ground
surface. Lateral spreading is demonstrated by near-vertical cracks with predominantly
horizontal movement of the soil mass involved.
Due to the limited potential of the site for liquefaction, and the depth of the potentially
liquefiable layer, the site is not considered to be at risk for lateral spreading.
Differential Settlement Due to Seismic Shaking: Differential settlement may occur
when relatively low-density, medium- or coarse-grained sands are densified by intense
seismic shaking. Based our site-specific analysis presented in Appendix C, Liquefaction
and Settlement Analyses, seismic shaking may result in up to approximately 0.51 inches
of settlement in the vicinity of BH-1 and the up to approximately 0.80 inches of settlement
in the vicinity of BH-11. The potential for differential settlement may be estimated as up to
half of the total settlement over a lateral distance of fifty (50) feet.
Tsunamis: Tsunamis are large waves generated in open bodies of water by fault
displacement or major ground movement. Due to the inland location of the site, tsunamis
are not considered to be a risk.
Seiches: Seiches are large waves generated in enclosed bodies of water in response to
ground shaking. Due to the absence of significant bodies of water near the site, the
potential for flooding due to seiching is considered low.
Earthquake-Induced Flooding: Dams or other water-retaining structures may fail as a
result of large earthquakes. Due to the distance of the site from significant bodies of
water, and the elevation of the site on the margin of the Pauba Valley, it is unlikely that
the site would be impacted by flooding due to earthquake-induced failure of off-site
facilities.
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10.0 SITE GRADING/EARTHWORK RECOMMENDATIONS
10.1

General

This section contains our general recommendations regarding earthwork and grading
recommendations for the proposed development. These recommendations are based on
the results of our field exploration, laboratory testing, our experience with similar projects,
and data evaluation as presented in the preceding sections. These recommendations may
need to be modified based on observation of the actual field conditions during grading.
Prior to the start of any earthwork, the site should be cleared of all vegetation and debris.
The materials resulting from clearing and grubbing operations should be removed from the
site.
The final bottom surfaces of all excavations should be observed and approved by the
project geotechnical consultant prior to placing any fill. Based on these observations,
removal of localized areas deeper than those documented may be required during
grading. Therefore, some variations in the depth and lateral extent of excavation
recommended in this report should be anticipated.
10.2

Remedial Earthwork

The existing superpads have irregular surfaces, with numerous soil piles, are locally
loose, dry, or disturbed. Such soils are not considered suitable for the support of
additional fills or structures, and should be overexcavated and recompacted. The depth
and limits of the overexcavation should be determined by the geotechnical consultant
based on the field conditions encountered.
In general, the existing grade should be overexcavated to expose a fill with a minimum
density of ninety (90) percent, or an alluvium with a minimum density of eighty-five (85)
percent of the laboratory maximum density, or, to a minimum depth of at least three (3)
feet below existing grade.
Excavated soils generated by the recommended remedial grading are generally
considered suitable for re-use as compacted fill. Prior to re-use, excavated soils should
be cleared of all debris, vegetation, rocks larger than three (3) inches, and other
deleterious materials.
10.3

Overexcavation

The project tentative tract map (RBF, 2015) indicates that the site will be reconfigured
during the proposed development. The maximum cuts and fills are expected to be on
the order of fifteen (15) to twenty (20) feet.
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Building footings and slabs-on-grade should be uniformly supported by compacted fill. If
after the planned lowering of the northern upper superpads, uncompacted alluvium soil
is encountered, such alluvium should be overexcavated and recompacted to a minimum
depth of three (3) feet below the bottom of the footing elevation. The overexcavation
and recompaction should extend at least five (5) feet beyond the building footprint.
For subgrades below planned asphalt concrete or Portland concrete paving, including
driveways, access roads, sidewalks, street areas, curbs and gutters or other flatwork,
overexcavation and recompaction in alluvium soils should be to a depth of at least two
(2) feet, extending at least two (2) feet beyond the pavement or flatwork.
Excavations should be in accordance to Section D1.5 Excavations in Appendix D,
Recommended Earthwork Specifications.
10.4

Sub-grade Preparation

The sub-grade in all areas should be observed and approved by qualified geotechnical
consultant.
All areas to receive fill should be overexcavated to the depth where the existing soils
have a relative compaction of at least ninety (90) percent of the laboratory maximum dry
density, or to a depth of 3.0 feet bgs. Any loose, soft, and unsuitable materials
encountered during overexcavation should be removed from the site. The depth of such
removal should be determined during the grading by the geotechnical consultant.
After the required overexcavation as recommended in this report, or as recommended
by the geotechnical consultant during remedial grading is performed, all surfaces to
receive fill should be scarified to an additional depth of six inches. The sub-grade soils
should be moisture conditioned to within three (3) percent of optimum moisture content
for granular soils and up to two (2) percent above optimum moisture content for finegrained soils. The soils should be re-compacted to at least ninety (90) percent of the
laboratory maximum dry density to produce a firm and unyielding surface.
10.5

Compacted Fill

Excavated soils are generally considered suitable for re-use as compacted fill. Prior to
re-use, excavated soils should be cleared of all debris, vegetation, rocks larger than
three (3) inches, and other deleterious materials. Rocks larger than one (1) inch in the
largest dimension should not be placed within the upper twelve (12) inches of fill beneath
footings and slabs or the upper eighteen (18) inches of fill under paved areas. Imported fill
soils, if any, should meet the criteria presented in Section 11.5, Imported Fill Materials
and should be approved by the geotechnical consultant prior to importation to the site.
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Fill soils should be compacted as presented in Section D1.7 Placement and Compaction
of Structural Fill in Appendix D, Recommended Earthwork Specifications.
10.6

Shrinkage and Subsidence

The existing site soils will undergo a change in volume when excavated and
recompacted in accordance with the recommendations presented in this report. This
volume change should be considered for earthwork calculations.
Based on our review of the in situ densities and an average anticipated compaction of
ninety-two (92) percent, we anticipate that the loose, near-surface soils excavated
during remedial and design earthwork will shrink by up to approximately ten (10)
percent, while shrinkage of the previously compacted fill is anticipated to be negligible.
For earthwork volume calculations, an average of five (5) percent shrinkage may be
used for the upper five (5) feet of excavation and zero (0) percent for deeper
excavations. The actual shrinkage will depend on, among other factors, the depth of cut
and/or fill, the grading method, and the equipment utilized.
Subsidence refers to general settlement of the site due to densification of the deeper
underlying soils while the shallower soils are being compacted by earthmoving
equipment. Due to the previous site grading, ground subsidence is expected to be
negligible.
Although these values are only approximate, they represent our best estimates of the
factors to be used to calculate lost volume that may occur during grading. If more
accurate shrinkage and subsidence factors are needed, it is recommended that fieldtesting using the actual equipment and grading techniques be conducted.

11.0 UTILITY TRENCH BACKFILL
The following sections present earthwork for utility trench backfill. The earthwork for
utility trenches includes sub-grade preparation, pipe bedding, and trench zone backfill.
Open cuts adjacent to existing roadways and/or adjacent structures are not
recommended within a 1H:1V (horizontal:vertical) plane extending beyond and down
from the roadway or structure perimeter.
Spoils from the trench excavation should not be stockpiled more than six (6) feet in or
within a distance H (ft) from the top of trench edge, where H is the depth of the trench in
feet. Spoils, if any, should not be stockpiled behind the shoring within a horizontal
distance equal to the depth of the trench, unless the shoring has been designed for
such loads.
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11.1

Pipeline Sub-grade Preparation

The final sub-grade surface should be level, firm, uniform, and free of loose materials
and properly graded to provide uniform bearing and support to the entire section of the
pipe placed on bedding material. Protruding oversize particles larger than two (2) inches
in dimension, if any, should be removed from the trench bottom and replaced with
compacted on-site materials.
Any loose, soft and/or unsuitable materials encountered at the pipe sub-grade should be
removed and replaced with an adequate bedding material. During the digging of
depressions for proper sealing of the pipe joints, the pipe should rest on a prepared
bottom for as near its full length as is practicable.
11.2

Pipe Bedding

Bedding is defined as the material supporting and surrounding the pipe, to twelve (12)
inches above the pipe. To provide uniform and firm support for the pipeline, free-draining
granular soil should be used as pipe bedding material. For flexible pipes, excavated sandy
materials may be used as bedding material. Crushed rock or gravel may be used for rigid
pipes. Bedding material for the pipes should be free from oversized particles greater
than one (1) inch in maximum dimension.
Pipe design generally requires sand equivalent of thirty (30) or greater for bedding
materials. Specifications for bedding materials including required backfill requirements
surrounding the pipe should be specified by the design engineer in accordance with the
pipe manufacturer’s guideline.
11.3

Trench Zone Backfill

The trench zone is defined as the portion of the trench above the pipe bedding
extending up to the final grade level of the trench surface. The detailed trench backfill
recommendations are presented in Section D1.8, Trench Backfill, in Appendix D,
Earthwork Specifications.
11.4

Temporary Excavations

Based on the materials encountered in the borings, sloped temporary excavations may
be constructed according to the slope ratios presented in Table No. 3, Slope Ratios for
Temporary Excavation. Any loose utility trench backfill or other fill encountered in
excavations will be less stable than the native soils. Temporary cuts encountering loose
fill or loose, dry sand may have to be constructed at a flatter gradient than presented in
the following table.
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Table No. 3, Slope Ratios for Temporary Excavation
Maximum Depth of Cut
(feet)

Maximum Slope Ratio*
(horizontal: vertical)

0-4

1:1

4-10

1.5:1

10-20

2:1

*Slope ratio assumed to be uniform from top to toe of slope.

Surfaces exposed in slope excavations should be kept moist but not saturated to retard
raveling and sloughing during construction. Adequate provisions should be made to
protect the slopes from erosion during periods of rainfall. Surcharge loads, including
construction, should not be placed within five (5) feet of the unsupported trench edge.
The above maximum slopes are based on a maximum height of six (6) feet of stockpiled
soils placed at least five (5) feet from the trench edge.
All applicable requirements of the California Construction and General Industry Safety
Orders and the Occupational Safety and Health Act, current amendments, should be
met. The soils exposed in cuts should be observed during excavation by the project's
geotechnical consultant. If potentially unstable soil conditions are encountered,
modifications of slope ratios for temporary cuts may be required.
11.5

Imported Fill Materials

Imported soils, if any, used as compacted trench backfill should be predominantly
granular and meet the following criteria:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Expansion Index less than twenty (20)
Free of all deleterious materials
Contain no particles larger than three (3) inches in the largest dimension
Contain less than thirty (30) percent by weight retained on ¾-inch sieve
Contain at least fifteen (15) percent fines (passing #200 sieve)
Plasticity Index of ten (10) or less
Corrosion potential similar or better than onsite soils

Any import fill should be tested and approved by the owner’s representative prior to
delivery to the site.

12.0 DESIGN RECOMMENDATIONS
Recommendations for the design and construction of the proposed development are
presented in the following sections. The recommendations provided are based on the
assumption that, in preparing the site, the above earthwork recommendations will be
implemented.
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12.1

Shallow Foundation Design Parameters

The proposed single-family residential structures may be supported on continuous
(strip) and/or isolated spread footings. Continuous and isolated spread footings should
be at least eighteen (18) inches wide. The depth of embedment below lowest adjacent
soil grade of interior and exterior footings should be at least eighteen (18) inches. Such
footings can be designed based on an allowable net bearing capacity of 2,500 pounds
per square foot (psf), plus 300 psf for each additional foot of depth and 150 psf for each
foot of width. The maximum allowable bearing capacity should be limited to 3,000 psf.
The allowable net bearing capacity is defined as the maximum allowable net bearing
pressure on the ground. It is obtained by dividing the net ultimate bearing capacity by a
safety factor. The ultimate bearing capacity is the bearing stress at which ground fails
by shear or experiences a limiting amount of settlement at the foundation. The net
ultimate bearing capacity is obtained by subtracting the total overburden pressure on a
horizontal plane at the foundation level from the ultimate bearing capacity.
The net allowable bearing values indicated above are for the dead load and frequently
applied live loads and are obtained by applying a factor of safety of 3.0 to the net
ultimate bearing capacity. If normal code requirements are applied for design, the above
vertical bearing value may be increased by thirty-three (33) percent for short duration
loading, which will include loading induced by wind or seismic forces.
12.1.1 Active Earth Pressures
The active earth pressure behind any buried wall depends primarily on the allowable
wall movement, type of backfill materials, backfill slopes, wall inclination, surcharges,
and any hydrostatic pressures. Equivalent fluid pressures are recommended in Table
No. 4, Lateral Earth Pressure. These pressures assume a level ground surface behind
the walls for a distance greater than the wall height, no surcharge, and no hydrostatic
pressure.
Table No. 4, Lateral Earth Pressure
Lateral Earth Pressure, Equivalent Fluid Pressure (pcf)
Active earth conditions (wall is free to deflect)

35

At-rest (wall is restrained)

55

Seismic pressure on unrestrained walls
(at the top of reverse triangle where H is the height of the wall)

18H

If water pressure is allowed to build up behind the walls, the active pressures should be
reduced by fifty (50) percent and added to a full hydrostatic pressure to compute the
design pressures against the walls.
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12.1.2 Passive Earth Pressure
Resistance to lateral loads can be assumed to be provided by combination of friction
acting at the base of foundations and by passive earth pressure. A coefficient of friction of
0.35 between concrete and soil and of 0.25 between soil and steel may be used with
the dead load forces. Passive earth pressure of 270 psf per foot of depth may be used for
the sides of footings poured against recompacted native soils. A factor of safety of 1.5
was applied in calculating passive earth pressure. The maximum value of the passive
earth pressure should be limited to 2,500 psf. These lateral resistances may be increased
by thirty-three (33) percent for seismic forces. Due to the low overburden stress of the soil
at shallow depth, the upper one foot of passive resistance should be neglected unless the
soil is confined by pavement or slab.
Vertical and lateral bearing values indicated above are for the total dead loads and
frequently applied live loads. If normal code requirements are applied for design, the
above vertical bearing and lateral resistance values may be increased by thirty-three (33)
percent for short duration loading, which will include the effect of wind or seismic forces.
12.2

Settlement

The geotechnical report of the previous site grading (Converse, 1997) stated that
ongoing monitoring of settlement monuments within or near the site indicated that the
site was undergoing a significant rate of ground settlement at the time of the report. The
site has remained in its current configuration for approximately fifteen (15) years, and
we anticipate that the ground settlement is currently negligible.
The proposed site grading (RBF, 2015) will remove up to approximately twenty (20) feet
of fill from the northern half of the site and add up to approximately fifteen (15) feet of fill
to the southern half of the site. The geotechnical consultant should evaluate the final
site configuration and conditions encountered during grading to determine whether postgrading settlement monitoring should be conducted.
The following estimates are provided for preliminary design purposes, and should be
evaluated by the geotechnical consultant based on the final site configuration and
conditions encountered during grading. The total settlement of shallow footings,
designed as recommended above, from static structural loads and short-term settlement
of properly compacted fill is anticipated to be 0.5 inch or less. Dynamic settlement under
seismic conditions is estimated to be up to 0.8 inches based on the analysis presented
in Appendix C, Liquefaction and Settlement Analyses.
The static and dynamic differential settlements can be taken as equal to one-half of the
corresponding total settlement over a lateral distance of forty (40) feet.
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12.3

Slabs-on-Grade

The design of the slab-on-grade will depend on, among other factors, the expansive
potential of the pad soils. Based on expansion index testing performed during this
investigation, the expansive potential of the soil tested is very low to low. Due to mixing
and movement of soil during grading, the expansion potential the final sub-grade soil may
be different than this result. The final expansion potential should be verified at the
completion of sub-grade preparation. We recommend performing additional expansion
index tests at the completion of sub-grade preparation, to locate any areas where
mitigation is required.
Thickness of slabs-on-grade should be determined by the structural engineer. The subgrade for slabs-on-grade should be firm and uniform. All loose or disturbed soils including
under-slab utility trench backfill should be recompacted.
If moisture-sensitive flooring or environments are planned, slabs-on-grade should be
protected by 10-mil-thick polyethylene vapor barriers. The sub-grade surface should be
free of all exposed rocks or other sharp objects prior to placement of the barrier. The
barrier should be overlain by two (2) inches of sand, to minimize punctures and to aid in
the concrete curing. At the discretion of the structure engineer, the sand layer may be
eliminated.
In hot weather, the contractor should take appropriate curing precautions after placement
of concrete to minimize cracking or curling of the slabs. The potential for slab cracking may
be lessened by the addition of fiber mesh to the concrete and/or control of the
water/cement ratio.
Concrete should be cured by protecting it against loss of moisture and rapid
temperature change for at least seven (7) days after placement. Moist curing,
waterproof paper, white polyethylene sheeting, white liquid membrane compound, or a
combination thereof may be used after finishing operations have been completed. The
edges of concrete slabs exposed after removal of forms should be immediately
protected to provide continuous curing.
12.4

Soil Corrosivity

The results of chemical testing of representative samples of site soils were evaluated for
corrosivity evaluation with respect to common construction materials such as concrete and
steel. The test results are presented in Appendix B, Laboratory Testing Program and
design recommendations pertaining to soil corrosivity are presented below.
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The sulfate contents of the site soils correspond to American Concrete Institute (ACI)
exposure category S0 for these sulfate concentrations (ACI 318-11, Table 4.2.1). No
concrete type restrictions are specified for exposure category S0 (ACI 318-11, Table
4.3.1).
We anticipate that concrete structures such as footings, slabs, and flatwork will be
exposed to moisture from precipitation and irrigation. Based on the site location and the
results of chloride testing of the site soils, we do not anticipate that concrete structures will
be exposed to external sources of chlorides, such as deicing chemicals, salt, brackish
water, or seawater. ACI specifies exposure category C1 where concrete is exposed to
moisture, but not to external sources of chlorides (ACI 318-11, Table 4.2.1). ACI provides
concrete design recommendations in ACI 318-11, Table 4.3.1.
The minimum electrical resistivities when saturated were 1,500 and 2,964 ohm-cm. These
values indicate that the site soil is corrosive to ferrous metals in contact with the soil
(Romanoff, 1957). Converse does not practice in the area of corrosion consulting. UA
qualified corrosion consultant should provide appropriate corrosion mitigation measures for
ferrous metals in contact with the site soils.
12.5

Preliminary Pavement Design Recommendations

Three representative samples of the site soils were tested to evaluate the Resistance (R)
value in accordance with the ASTM Standard D2844. The test is designed to provide a
relative measure of soil strength for use in pavement design. The tests indicated R-value
of seventeen (17), eighteen (18), and fifty-two (52). Due to mixing and movement during
grading, the R-values of the final sub-grade soil are likely to be different than tested. We
recommend performing additional R-value tests at the completion of the sub-grade
preparation, which could change/increase the proposed preliminary pavement sections.
Asphalt concrete pavement sections corresponding to Traffic Indices (TIs) ranging from
5.0 to 8.0 for an R-value of seventeen (17) are presented for preliminary design in the
following table.
Table No. 5, Recommended Preliminary Pavement Sections
R-value

17

Traffic Index (TI)

Asphalt Concrete
Thickness
(inches)

Aggregate Base
Thickness
(inches)

5.0

4.0

6.0

6.0

4.0

9.0

7.0

6.0

9.0

8.0

6.5

12.0
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Base materials should conform to Section 200-2.2, "Crushed Aggregate Base" of the
current Standard Specifications for Public Works Construction (“Greenbook”) (Public
Works Standards, 2015), and should be placed in accordance with Section 301-2 of the
Greenbook.
Asphalt concrete materials should conform to Section 203 of the Greenbook and should
be placed in accordance with Section 302.5 of the Greenbook.
Pavement sub-grade should be prepared in accordance with Section 301 of the
Greenbook. The upper 12 inches of sub-grade should be compacted to a relative
compaction of at least 95 percent as per ASTM Standard D1557 test method.
Positive drainage should be provided away from all pavement areas to prevent seepage of
surface and/or subsurface water into the pavement base and/or sub-grade.
12.6

Site Drainage

Adequate positive drainage should be provided away from the structures to prevent
ponding and to reduce percolation of water into structural backfill. A desirable slope for
surface drainage is two (2) percent in landscaped areas and one (1) percent in paved
areas. Planters and landscaped areas adjacent to the building perimeter should be
designed to minimize water infiltration into the sub-grade soils. Gutters and downspouts
should be installed on the roof, and runoff should be directed to the storm drain through
non-erosive devices.

13.0 PLAN REVIEW AND CONSTRUCTION INSPECTION SERVICES
Project grading plans were not available for review at the time of this report. This report
has been prepared to aid in the evaluation of the site, to prepare preliminary site
grading recommendations, and to assist the engineer with the design of the proposed
apartment building(s). It is recommended that this office should also be given the
opportunity to review the future site plans and specifications to verify whether the
recommendations presented herein are appropriate for the planned site development.
Recommendations presented herein are based upon the assumptions that earthwork
monitoring will be provided by a qualified geotechnical consultant. All excavation
bottoms should be observed and tested by a representative of the geotechnical
consultant prior to fill placement. Structural fill and backfill should be placed and
compacted during continuous observation and testing. It is recommended that footing
excavations should be observed by a geotechnical consultant representative prior to
placement of steel and concrete, so that footings are founded on satisfactory materials
and excavations are free of loose and disturbed materials. All base course and subbase
materials used for pavement structures should be tested and approved by the soils
engineer.
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14.0 CLOSURE
The findings and recommendations of this report were prepared in accordance with
generally accepted professional engineering and engineering geologic principles and
practice. We make no other warranty, either expressed or implied. Our conclusions and
recommendations are based on the results of the field and laboratory investigations,
combined with an interpolation and extrapolation of soil conditions between and beyond
boring locations. If conditions encountered during construction appear to be different
from those shown by the borings, this office should be notified.
As the project evolves, a continued consultation and construction monitoring by a
qualified geotechnical consultant should be considered an extension of geotechnical
investigation services performed to date. The geotechnical consultant should review
plans and specifications to verify that the recommendations presented herein have been
appropriately interpreted, and that the design assumptions used in this report are valid.
Where significant design changes occur, Converse may be required to augment or
modify the recommendations presented herein. Subsurface conditions may differ in
some locations from those encountered in the explorations, and may require additional
analyses and, possibly, modified recommendations.
Design recommendations given in this report are based on the assumption that the
recommendations contained in this report are implemented. Additional consultation may
be prudent to interpret Converse's findings for contractors, or to possibly refine these
recommendations based upon the review of the actual site conditions encountered
during construction. If the scope of the project changes, if project completion is to be
delayed, or if the report is to be used for another purpose, this office should be
consulted.
This report was prepared for Cal-Paseo Del Sol, LLC for the subject project described
herein. We are not responsible for technical interpretations made by others of our
exploratory information. Specific questions or interpretations concerning our findings
and conclusions may require a written clarification to avoid future misunderstandings.
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APPENDIX A
FIELD EXPLORATION
The following activities were performed during our previous investigation of the site
(Converse, 2012).
Our field investigation included a site reconnaissance and a subsurface exploration
program consisting of drilling borings. During the site reconnaissance, the surface
conditions were noted, and the approximate location of the test borings were
established using existing boundary features. The boring locations should be
considered accurate only to the degree implied by the method used to establish them.
Discussion of the field investigation methods is presented below.
Twelve (12) exploratory borings (BH-1 through BH-12) were drilled within the project
site on May 30, 2012. Borings BH-2 through BH-10 and BH-12 were drilled to the
planned depth of at least 16.5 feet bgs. Borings BH-1 and BH-11 were drilled to the
planned maximum depth of 51.5 feet bgs. The borings were advanced using a truckmounted drill rig equipped with eight-inch diameter hollow-stem augers equipped with
split-spoon drive samplers for soil sampling. Encountered earth materials were
continuously logged by a Converse geologist and classified in the field by visual
examination in accordance with the Unified Soil Classification System. Where
appropriate, field descriptions and classifications have been modified to reflect
laboratory test results.
Relatively undisturbed samples were obtained using a California Modified Sampler (2.4inch inside diameter and 3.0-inch outside diameter) lined with thin sample rings. The
sampler was driven into the bottom of the borehole with successive drops of a 140pound driving weight falling thirty (30) inches. Blow counts at each sample interval are
presented on the boring logs. Samples were retained in brass rings (2.4-inch inside
diameter and 1.0-inch height) and carefully sealed in waterproof plastic containers for
shipment to the Converse laboratory. Bulk samples of representative soils were also
collected.
Standard penetration tests (SPT) were performed in Borings BH-1 and BH-11 below
20.0 feet bgs at 10-foot intervals using a split-barrel sampler (1.4-inch inside diameter
and 2.0-inch outside diameter) in accordance with the ASTM Standard D1586 test
method. The mechanically driven hammer for the SPT sampler was 140 pounds, falling
30 inches for each blow. The recorded blow counts for every six (6) inches for a total of
1.5 feet of sampler penetration are shown on the boring logs.
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It should be noted that the exact depths at which material changes occur cannot always
be established accurately. Unless a more precise depth can be established by other
means, changes in material conditions that occur between driven samples are indicated
in the log at the top of the next drive sample.
A key to soil symbols and terminology used in the boring logs is included as Drawing
No. A-1, Unified Soil Classification and Key to Boring Log Symbols. For Logs of
Borings, see Drawings No. A-2 through A-13, Logs of Borings.
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SOIL CLASSIFICATION CHART
MAJOR DIVISIONS
GRAVEL
AND
GRAVELLY
SOILS
COARSE
GRAINED
SOILS

MORE THAN 50% OF
COARSE FRACTION
RETAINED ON NO. 4
SIEVE

MATERIAL IS
LARGER THAN NO.
200 SIEVE SIZE

CLEAN
GRAVELS

GW

WELL-GRADED GRAVELS,
GRAVEL - SAND MIXTURES,
LITTLE OR NO FINES

(LITTLE OR NO FINES)

GP

POORLY-GRADED GRAVELS,
GRAVEL - SAND MIXTURES,
LITTLE OR NO FINES

GRAVELS
WITH
FINES

GM

SILTY GRAVELS, GRAVEL - SAND
- SILT MIXTURES

GC

CLAYEY GRAVELS, GRAVEL SAND - CLAY MIXTURES

SW

WELL-GRADED SANDS,
GRAVELLY SANDS, LITTLE
OR NO FINES

1

(APPRECIABLE AMOUNT
OF FINES)

POORLY-GRADED SANDS,
GRAVELLY SAND, LITTLE OR
NO FINES

SP

(LITTLE OR NO FINES)

MORE THAN 50% OF
COARSE FRACTION
PASSING ON NO. 4
SIEVE

TYPICAL
DESCRIPTIONS

LETTER

CLEAN
SANDS

SAND
AND
SANDY
SOILS

MORE THAN 50% OF

SYMBOLS
GRAPH

SANDS WITH
FINES

SM

SILTY SANDS, SAND - SILT
MIXTURES

(APPRECIABLE AMOUNT
OF FINES)

SC

CLAYEY SANDS, SAND - CLAY
MIXTURES
INORGANIC SILTS AND VERY
FINE SANDS, ROCK FLOUR,
SILTY OR CLAYEY FINE
SANDS OR CLAYEY SILTS
WITH SLIGHT PLASTICITY
INORGANIC CLAYS OF LOW TO
MEDIUM PLASTICITY,
GRAVELLY CLAYS, SANDY
CLAYS, SILTY CLAYS, LEAN
CLAYS

ML
SILTS AND
FINE

CLAYS

CL

LIQUID LIMIT LESS
THAN 50

GRAINED
SOILS

OL

ORGANIC SILTS AND ORGANIC
SILTY CLAYS OF LOW
PLASTICITY

MORE THAN 50% OF

MH

INORGANIC SILTS, MICACEOUS
OR DIATOMACEOUS FINE
SAND OR SILTY SOILS

CH

INORGANIC CLAYS OF HIGH
PLASTICITY

OH

ORGANIC CLAYS OF MEDIUM TO
HIGH PLASTICITY, ORGANIC
SILTS

PT

PEAT, HUMUS, SWAMP SOILS
WITH HIGH ORGANIC
CONTENTS

MATERIAL IS

SILTS AND

SMALLER THAN NO.
200 SIEVE SIZE

CLAYS

LIQUID LIMIT
GREATER THAN 50

HIGHLY ORGANIC SOILS

NOTE: DUAL SYMBOLS ARE USED TO INDICATE BORDERLINE SOIL CLASSIFICATIONS

BORING LOG SYMBOLS

SAMPLE TYPE
STANDARD PENETRATION TEST
Split barrel sampler in accordance with
ASTM D-1586-84 Standard Test Method

TEST TYPE

DRIVE SAMPLE

(Results shown in Appendix B)

LABORATORY TESTING ABBREVIATIONS

2.42" I.D. sampler (CMS).

DRIVE SAMPLE No recovery

CLASSIFICATION
Plasticity
Grain Size Analysis
Passing No. 200 Sieve
Sand Equivalent
Expansion Index
Compaction Curve
Hydrometer
Disturb

BULK SAMPLE

GROUNDWATER WHILE DRILLING
GROUNDWATER AFTER DRILLING
Apparant
Density
SPT (N)
CA Sampler
Relative
Density (%)

Very Loose

Loose

Medium

Dense

<4
<5

4 - 11
5 - 12

11 - 30
13 - 35

31 - 50
36 - 60

> 50
> 60

20 - 40

40 - 60

60 - 80

> 80

< 20

pi
ma
wa
se
ei
max
h
Dist.

STRENGTH
Pocket Penetrometer
Direct Shear
Direct Shear (single point)
Unconfined Compression
Triaxial Compression
Vane Shear

p
ds
ds*
uc
tx
vs

Consolidation
Collapse Test
Resistance (R) Value
Chemical Analysis
Electrical Resistivity
Permeability
Soil Cement

c
col
r
ca
er
perm
sc

Very Dense
Consistency
SPT (N)
CA Sampler

Very Soft
<2
<3

Soft

Medium

Stiff

Very Stiff

2-4
3-6

5-8
7-12

9-15
13-25

16-30
26-50

Hard
> 30
> 50

UNIFIED SOIL CLASSIFICATION AND KEY TO BORING LOG SYMBOLS
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Project No.
Commercial And Multi-Family Development
Planning Area 4; Approximately 43 Acre Site 12-81-173-01
City of Temecula, Riverside County, California
For: Cal-Paseo Del Sol, LLC

Drawing No.
A-1

Log of Boring No. BH- 1

Depth to Water (ft):

NOT ENCOUNTERED

Graphic
Log

Depth (ft)

SUMMARY OF SUBSURFACE CONDITIONS
This log is part of the report prepared by Converse for this project
and should be read together with the report. This summary applies
only at the location of the boring and at the time of drilling.
Subsurface conditions may differ at other locations and may change
at this location with the passage of time. The data presented is a
simplification of actual conditions encountered.

SAMPLES

13/9/8

7

126

6/9/15

15

123

5/6/4

10

111

6/10/14

8

120

14

115

OTHER

±1142

140 lbs / 30 in

DRY UNIT WT.
(pcf)

Ground Surface Elevation (ft):

Driving Weight and Drop:

SM

Checked By:

MOISTURE

CME 75/ 8" HSA

CG

BLOWS

Logged by:

BULK

Equipment:

5/30/2012

DRIVE

Dates Drilled:

FILL:
SILTY SAND (SM): fine to coarse-grained, brown.
- concrete fragments

5

CLAYEY SAND (SC): fine to coarse-grained,
yellow-brown.

10

15

SILTY SAND (SM): fine to coarse-grained, brown.

20

25

ma,max
r

4/7/7

- trace clay

5/14/20

30

8/11/14
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Project ID: 12-81-173-01.GPJ; Template: LOG

Commercial And Multi-Family Development
Planning Area 4; Approximately 43 Acre Site
City of Temecula, Riverside County, California
For: Cal-Paseo Del Sol, LLC

Project No.

Drawing No.

12-81-173-01

A-2a

Log of Boring No. BH- 1

Depth to Water (ft):

NOT ENCOUNTERED

Graphic
Log

Depth (ft)

SUMMARY OF SUBSURFACE CONDITIONS
This log is part of the report prepared by Converse for this project
and should be read together with the report. This summary applies
only at the location of the boring and at the time of drilling.
Subsurface conditions may differ at other locations and may change
at this location with the passage of time. The data presented is a
simplification of actual conditions encountered.

SAMPLES

ALLUVIUM (Qal):
SILTY SAND (SM): fine to coarse-grained, brown.

40

9/14/20

6

122

9

117

OTHER

±1142

140 lbs / 30 in

DRY UNIT WT.
(pcf)

Ground Surface Elevation (ft):

Driving Weight and Drop:

SM

Checked By:

MOISTURE

CME 75/ 8" HSA

CG

BLOWS

Logged by:

BULK

Equipment:

5/30/2012

DRIVE

Dates Drilled:

8/11/12

45

10/15/23

50

6/9/8

End of boring at 51.5 feet.
No groundwater encountered.
Borehole backfilled loose with soil cuttings on 5/30/12.
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Commercial And Multi-Family Development
Planning Area 4; Approximately 43 Acre Site
City of Temecula, Riverside County, California
For: Cal-Paseo Del Sol, LLC

Project No.

Drawing No.

12-81-173-01

A-2b

Log of Boring No. BH- 2

Depth to Water (ft):

NOT ENCOUNTERED

Graphic
Log

Depth (ft)

SUMMARY OF SUBSURFACE CONDITIONS
This log is part of the report prepared by Converse for this project
and should be read together with the report. This summary applies
only at the location of the boring and at the time of drilling.
Subsurface conditions may differ at other locations and may change
at this location with the passage of time. The data presented is a
simplification of actual conditions encountered.

SAMPLES

FILL:
SILTY SAND (SM): fine to coarse-grained,
yellow-brown.

5

10

15

12/12/16

5

115

9/8/9

8

115

6/7/9

11

116

12/10/13

10

119

OTHER

±1127

140 lbs / 30 in

DRY UNIT WT.
(pcf)

Ground Surface Elevation (ft):

Driving Weight and Drop:

SM

Checked By:

MOISTURE

CME 75/ 8" HSA

CG

BLOWS

Logged by:

BULK

Equipment:

5/30/2012

DRIVE

Dates Drilled:

End of boring at 16.5 feet.
No groundwater encountered.
Borehole backfilled loose with soil cuttings on 5/30/12.
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Commercial And Multi-Family Development
Planning Area 4; Approximately 43 Acre Site
City of Temecula, Riverside County, California
For: Cal-Paseo Del Sol, LLC

Project No.

Drawing No.

12-81-173-01

A-3

Log of Boring No. BH- 3
CME 75/ 8" HSA

Ground Surface Elevation (ft):

±1129

CG

Driving Weight and Drop:
Depth to Water (ft):

DRY UNIT WT.
(pcf)

SAMPLES

MOISTURE

This log is part of the report prepared by Converse for this project
and should be read together with the report. This summary applies
only at the location of the boring and at the time of drilling.
Subsurface conditions may differ at other locations and may change
at this location with the passage of time. The data presented is a
simplification of actual conditions encountered.

11/9/7

7

121

3/3/6

11

114

-fine to medium-grained

5/6/7

13

110

- fine to coarse-grained

8/8/14

8

125

FILL:
SILTY SAND (SM): fine to coarse-grained, asphalt and
concrete fragments, brown.

5

15

BLOWS

Graphic
Log

Depth (ft)

140 lbs / 30 in

NOT ENCOUNTERED

SUMMARY OF SUBSURFACE CONDITIONS

10

SM

Checked By:

OTHER

Logged by:

BULK

Equipment:

5/30/2012

DRIVE

Dates Drilled:

ds,col

End of boring at 16.5 feet.
No groundwater encountered.
Borehole backfilled loose with soil cuttings on 5/30/12.
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Commercial And Multi-Family Development
Planning Area 4; Approximately 43 Acre Site
City of Temecula, Riverside County, California
For: Cal-Paseo Del Sol, LLC

Project No.

Drawing No.

12-81-173-01

A-4

Log of Boring No. BH- 4

Depth to Water (ft):

NOT ENCOUNTERED

Graphic
Log

Depth (ft)

SUMMARY OF SUBSURFACE CONDITIONS
This log is part of the report prepared by Converse for this project
and should be read together with the report. This summary applies
only at the location of the boring and at the time of drilling.
Subsurface conditions may differ at other locations and may change
at this location with the passage of time. The data presented is a
simplification of actual conditions encountered.

SAMPLES

FILL:
SILTY SAND (SM): fine to coarse-grained, asphalt and
concrete fragments at 2' bgs, brown.

5

6/9/26

13

110

11/11/15

6

114

OTHER

±1125

140 lbs / 30 in

DRY UNIT WT.
(pcf)

Ground Surface Elevation (ft):

Driving Weight and Drop:

SM

Checked By:

MOISTURE

CME 75/ 8" HSA

CG

BLOWS

Logged by:

BULK

Equipment:

5/30/2012

DRIVE

Dates Drilled:

ma.ei

10

SANDY SILT (ML): fine-grained sand, brown.

15

5/7/7

14

111

3/4/7

10

123

End of boring at 16.5 feet.
No groundwater encountered.
Borehole backfilled loose with soil cuttings on 5/30/12.
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Commercial And Multi-Family Development
Planning Area 4; Approximately 43 Acre Site
City of Temecula, Riverside County, California
For: Cal-Paseo Del Sol, LLC

Project No.

Drawing No.

12-81-173-01

A-5

Log of Boring No. BH- 5

Depth to Water (ft):

NOT ENCOUNTERED

Graphic
Log

Depth (ft)

SUMMARY OF SUBSURFACE CONDITIONS
This log is part of the report prepared by Converse for this project
and should be read together with the report. This summary applies
only at the location of the boring and at the time of drilling.
Subsurface conditions may differ at other locations and may change
at this location with the passage of time. The data presented is a
simplification of actual conditions encountered.

SAMPLES

FILL:
SILTY SAND (SM): fine to coarse-grained,
yellow-brown.

5

10

SANDY SILT (ML): fine-grained sand, dark brown.

15

10/16/7

6

113

10/7/6

9

119

7/9/15

12

120

8/11/16

12

116

OTHER

±1130

140 lbs / 30 in

DRY UNIT WT.
(pcf)

Ground Surface Elevation (ft):

Driving Weight and Drop:

SM

Checked By:

MOISTURE

CME 75/ 8" HSA

CG

BLOWS

Logged by:

BULK

Equipment:

5/30/2012

DRIVE

Dates Drilled:

ca,er
r

End of boring at 16.5 feet.
No groundwater encountered.
Borehole backfilled loose with soil cuttings on 5/30/12.
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Project ID: 12-81-173-01.GPJ; Template: LOG

Commercial And Multi-Family Development
Planning Area 4; Approximately 43 Acre Site
City of Temecula, Riverside County, California
For: Cal-Paseo Del Sol, LLC

Project No.

Drawing No.

12-81-173-01

A-6

Log of Boring No. BH- 6
CME 75/ 8" HSA

Ground Surface Elevation (ft):

±1127

CG

Driving Weight and Drop:
Depth to Water (ft):

DRY UNIT WT.
(pcf)

SAMPLES

MOISTURE

This log is part of the report prepared by Converse for this project
and should be read together with the report. This summary applies
only at the location of the boring and at the time of drilling.
Subsurface conditions may differ at other locations and may change
at this location with the passage of time. The data presented is a
simplification of actual conditions encountered.

9/9/15

6

120

SAND WITH SILT (SP-SM): fine to medium-grained,
brown.

9/13/14

1

124

SILTY SAND (SM): fine to coarse-grained, brown.

5/6/12

12

114

SANDY SILT (ML): fine to medium-grained sand,
organics, black.

6/10/14

19

105

BLOWS

Graphic
Log

140 lbs / 30 in

NOT ENCOUNTERED

SUMMARY OF SUBSURFACE CONDITIONS
Depth (ft)

SM

Checked By:

OTHER

Logged by:

BULK

Equipment:

5/30/2012

DRIVE

Dates Drilled:

FILL:
SILTY SAND (SM): fine to coarse-grained, brown.
- trace clay, trace gravel up to 1/2" in largest dimension

5

10

15

End of boring at 16.5 feet.
No groundwater encountered.
Borehole backfilled loose with soil cuttings on 5/30/12.
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Project ID: 12-81-173-01.GPJ; Template: LOG

Commercial And Multi-Family Development
Planning Area 4; Approximately 43 Acre Site
City of Temecula, Riverside County, California
For: Cal-Paseo Del Sol, LLC

Project No.

Drawing No.

12-81-173-01

A-7

Log of Boring No. BH- 7

Depth to Water (ft):

NOT ENCOUNTERED

Graphic
Log

Depth (ft)

SUMMARY OF SUBSURFACE CONDITIONS
This log is part of the report prepared by Converse for this project
and should be read together with the report. This summary applies
only at the location of the boring and at the time of drilling.
Subsurface conditions may differ at other locations and may change
at this location with the passage of time. The data presented is a
simplification of actual conditions encountered.

SAMPLES

9/19/27

9

122

9/12/19

12

111

10/21/35

10

122

15/19/27

12

108

OTHER

±1125

140 lbs / 30 in

DRY UNIT WT.
(pcf)

Ground Surface Elevation (ft):

Driving Weight and Drop:

SM

Checked By:

MOISTURE

CME 75/ 8" HSA

CG

BLOWS

Logged by:

BULK

Equipment:

5/30/2012

DRIVE

Dates Drilled:

FILL:
SILTY SAND (SM): fine to medium-grained, dark brown.

5

10

15

ALLUVIUM (Qal):
SILTY SAND (SM): fine to medium-grained, brown.

ds

End of boring at 16.5 feet.
No groundwater encountered.
Borehole backfilled loose with soil cuttings on 5/30/12.
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Commercial And Multi-Family Development
Planning Area 4; Approximately 43 Acre Site
City of Temecula, Riverside County, California
For: Cal-Paseo Del Sol, LLC

Project No.

Drawing No.

12-81-173-01

A-8

Log of Boring No. BH- 8

Depth to Water (ft):

NOT ENCOUNTERED

Graphic
Log

Depth (ft)

SUMMARY OF SUBSURFACE CONDITIONS
This log is part of the report prepared by Converse for this project
and should be read together with the report. This summary applies
only at the location of the boring and at the time of drilling.
Subsurface conditions may differ at other locations and may change
at this location with the passage of time. The data presented is a
simplification of actual conditions encountered.

SAMPLES

FILL:
SILTY SAND (SM): fine to coarse-grained, few silt,
brown.

5

CLAYEY SAND (SC): fine-grained, dark brown.

15/17/21

5

111

5/9/20

19

103

OTHER

±1124

140 lbs / 30 in

DRY UNIT WT.
(pcf)

Ground Surface Elevation (ft):

Driving Weight and Drop:

SM

Checked By:

MOISTURE

CME 75/ 8" HSA

CG

BLOWS

Logged by:

BULK

Equipment:

5/30/2012

DRIVE

Dates Drilled:

ma,max
ei

10

15

ALLUVIUM (Qal):
CLAYEY SAND (SC): fine-grained, some organics, dark
brown.

6/8/11

15

102

9/13/19

18

111

End of boring at 16.5 feet.
No groundwater encountered.
Borehole backfilled loose with soil cuttings on 5/30/12.
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Project ID: 12-81-173-01.GPJ; Template: LOG

Commercial And Multi-Family Development
Planning Area 4; Approximately 43 Acre Site
City of Temecula, Riverside County, California
For: Cal-Paseo Del Sol, LLC

Project No.

Drawing No.

12-81-173-01

A-9

Log of Boring No. BH- 9
CME 75/ 8" HSA

Ground Surface Elevation (ft):

±1093

CG

Driving Weight and Drop:
Depth to Water (ft):

DRY UNIT WT.
(pcf)

SAMPLES

MOISTURE

This log is part of the report prepared by Converse for this project
and should be read together with the report. This summary applies
only at the location of the boring and at the time of drilling.
Subsurface conditions may differ at other locations and may change
at this location with the passage of time. The data presented is a
simplification of actual conditions encountered.

8/12/35

11

112

10/18/20

10

116

ALLUVIUM:
SANDY SILT (ML): fine-grained sand, dark brown.

5/7/19

22

103

SAND (SP): fine to coarse-grained, brown.

6/8/6

6

95

BLOWS

Graphic
Log

140 lbs / 30 in

NOT ENCOUNTERED

SUMMARY OF SUBSURFACE CONDITIONS
Depth (ft)

SM

Checked By:

OTHER

Logged by:

BULK

Equipment:

5/30/2012

DRIVE

Dates Drilled:

FILL:
SILTY SAND (SM): fine to coarse-grained, brown.

5

10

15

ca,er
ma,r

End of boring at 16.5 feet.
No groundwater encountered.
Borehole backfilled loose with soil cuttings on 5/30/12.

Converse Consultants
Project ID: 12-81-173-01.GPJ; Template: LOG

Commercial And Multi-Family Development
Planning Area 4; Approximately 43 Acre Site
City of Temecula, Riverside County, California
For: Cal-Paseo Del Sol, LLC

Project No.

Drawing No.

12-81-173-01

A-10

Log of Boring No. BH-10

Depth to Water (ft):

NOT ENCOUNTERED

Graphic
Log

Depth (ft)

SUMMARY OF SUBSURFACE CONDITIONS
This log is part of the report prepared by Converse for this project
and should be read together with the report. This summary applies
only at the location of the boring and at the time of drilling.
Subsurface conditions may differ at other locations and may change
at this location with the passage of time. The data presented is a
simplification of actual conditions encountered.

SAMPLES

7/7/10

26

98

5/10/12

11

113

col

11/10/11

6

113

ds

5/4/9

21

98

OTHER

±1096

140 lbs / 30 in

DRY UNIT WT.
(pcf)

Ground Surface Elevation (ft):

Driving Weight and Drop:

SM

Checked By:

MOISTURE

CME 75/ 8" HSA

CG

BLOWS

Logged by:

BULK

Equipment:

5/30/2012

DRIVE

Dates Drilled:

FILL:
SILTY SAND (SM): fine to coarse-grained, brown.
SANDY SILT (ML): fine-grained sand, light brown.

5

10

15

ALLUVIUM:
SILTY SAND (SM): fine to coarse-grained, dark brown.

SANDY SILT (ML): fine-grained sand, dark brown.
End of boring at 16.5 feet.
No groundwater encountered.
Borehole backfilled loose with soil cuttings on 5/30/12.
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Project ID: 12-81-173-01.GPJ; Template: LOG

Commercial And Multi-Family Development
Planning Area 4; Approximately 43 Acre Site
City of Temecula, Riverside County, California
For: Cal-Paseo Del Sol, LLC

Project No.

Drawing No.

12-81-173-01

A-11

Log of Boring No. BH-11

Graphic
Log

SUMMARY OF SUBSURFACE CONDITIONS
Depth (ft)

39.5

Depth to Water (ft):

This log is part of the report prepared by Converse for this project
and should be read together with the report. This summary applies
only at the location of the boring and at the time of drilling.
Subsurface conditions may differ at other locations and may change
at this location with the passage of time. The data presented is a
simplification of actual conditions encountered.

SAMPLES

10/14/19

6

121

10/12/17

8

118

12/17/11

3

102

OTHER

±1098

140 lbs / 30 in

DRY UNIT WT.
(pcf)

Ground Surface Elevation (ft):

Driving Weight and Drop:

SM

Checked By:

MOISTURE

CME 75/ 8" HSA

CG

BLOWS

Logged by:

BULK

Equipment:

5/30/2012

DRIVE

Dates Drilled:

FILL:
SILTY SAND (SM): fine to coarse-grained, light brown.

5

10

ALLUVIUM:
SILTY SAND (SM): fine to coarse-grained, light brown.

ma,max

15

20

25

30

SANDY SILT (ML): fine-grained sand, organics, dark
brown.

4/6/13

SILTY SAND (SM): fine to coarse-grained, brown.

4/8/9

SANDY CLAY (CL): fine-grained sand, dark brown.

5/6/9

SILTY SAND (SM): fine to coarse-grained, dark brown.

4/8/12

Converse Consultants
Project ID: 12-81-173-01.GPJ; Template: LOG

Commercial And Multi-Family Development
Planning Area 4; Approximately 43 Acre Site
City of Temecula, Riverside County, California
For: Cal-Paseo Del Sol, LLC

24

83

wa

22

100

wa

Project No.

Drawing No.

12-81-173-01

A-12a

Log of Boring No. BH-11

Graphic
Log

SUMMARY OF SUBSURFACE CONDITIONS
Depth (ft)

39.5

Depth to Water (ft):

This log is part of the report prepared by Converse for this project
and should be read together with the report. This summary applies
only at the location of the boring and at the time of drilling.
Subsurface conditions may differ at other locations and may change
at this location with the passage of time. The data presented is a
simplification of actual conditions encountered.

SAMPLES

SILTY SAND (SM): fine to coarse-grained, some clay,
dark brown.

40

CLAYEY SAND (SC): fine to coarse-grained, brown.

45

3/9/31

114

22

106

22/32/35

13/15/26

50

18

OTHER

±1098

140 lbs / 30 in

DRY UNIT WT.
(pcf)

Ground Surface Elevation (ft):

Driving Weight and Drop:

SM

Checked By:

MOISTURE

CME 75/ 8" HSA

CG

BLOWS

Logged by:

BULK

Equipment:

5/30/2012

DRIVE

Dates Drilled:

20/30/36

End of boring at 51.5 feet.
Groundwater encountered at approximately 39.5 feet.
Borehole backfilled loose with soil cuttings on 5/30/12.
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Log of Boring No. BH-12
CME 75/ 8" HSA

Ground Surface Elevation (ft):

±1094

CG

Driving Weight and Drop:
Depth to Water (ft):

DRY UNIT WT.
(pcf)

SAMPLES

MOISTURE

This log is part of the report prepared by Converse for this project
and should be read together with the report. This summary applies
only at the location of the boring and at the time of drilling.
Subsurface conditions may differ at other locations and may change
at this location with the passage of time. The data presented is a
simplification of actual conditions encountered.

7/12/17

13

112

ALLUVIUM:
SANDY SILT (ML): fine to medium-grained sand, dark
brown.

6/10/15

17

114

SAND (SP): fine to coarse-grained, gray.

8/11/11

3

105

5/8/9

3

104

BLOWS

Graphic
Log

140 lbs / 30 in

NOT ENCOUNTERED

SUMMARY OF SUBSURFACE CONDITIONS
Depth (ft)

SM

Checked By:

OTHER

Logged by:

BULK

Equipment:

5/30/2012

DRIVE

Dates Drilled:

FILL:
SILTY SAND (SM): fine to coarse-grained, brown.

5

10

15

End of boring at 16.5 feet.
No groundwater encountered.
Borehole backfilled loose with soil cuttings on 5/30/12.
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APPENDIX B
LABORATORY TESTING PROGRAM
The following laboratory testing was performed during our previous investigation of the
site (Converse, 2012).
Tests were conducted in our laboratory on representative soil samples for the purpose
of classification and evaluation of their relevant physical characteristics and engineering
properties. The amount and selection of tests were based on the geotechnical
requirements of the project. Summaries of the various laboratory tests conducted are
presented below.
Moisture Content and Dry Density
Results of moisture content and dry density tests performed on relatively undisturbed
ring samples in accordance to ASTM Standard D2216 were used to aid in the
classification of the soils and to provide quantitative measurement of the in situ dry
density. Data obtained from this test provides qualitative information on strength and
compressibility characteristics of site soils. For test results, see the Logs of Borings in
Appendix A, Field Exploration.
Collapse Test
To evaluate the moisture sensitivity (collapse potential) of the encountered soils, two (2)
representative ring samples were loaded to approximately two (2) kips, allowed to
stabilize under load, and then submerged. The test was performed in accordance to
ASTM Standard D5333. The test result is presented in the following table.
Table No. B-1, Summary of Collapse Test Results
Boring No.

Depth (feet)

Soil Description

Percent Collapse (-) Swell (+)

BH-3

5-6.5

Silty Sand (SM), brown

- 1.6

BH-10

5-6.5

Sandy Silt (ML), brown

-0.4

Expansion Index Test
Two (2) representative bulk samples were tested to evaluate the expansion potential of
material encountered at the site. The test was conducted in accordance with ASTM
Standard D4829. Test results are presented in the following table.
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Table No. B-2, Summary of Expansion Index Test Result
Boring No.

Depth
(feet)

Soil Description

Expansion
Index

Expansion
Potential

BH-4

5-10

Silty Sand (SM)

18

Very Low

BH-8

5-10

Clayey Sand (SC), dark brown

33

Low

Soil Corrosivity Tests
Two (2) representative soil samples were tested to determine minimum electrical
resistivity, pH, and chemical content, including soluble sulfate and chloride
concentrations. The purpose of these tests was to determine the corrosion potential of
site soils when placed in contact with common construction materials. These tests were
performed by HDR/Schiff in accordance to Caltrans Test Methods CT643, 422 and 417.
Test results are presented in the table below and included at the end of this appendix.
Table No. B-3, Summary of Soil Corrosivity Test Results
Boring No.

Depth
(feet)

pH

Chloride
(ppm)

Sulfate
(ppm)

Minimum Electrical
Resistivity (ohm-cm)

BH-5

0-5

8.0

7

26

2,964

BH-9

0-5

8.3

33

299

1,500

R-value Tests
R-value tests are performed to provide a relative measure of the soil strength for use in
calculating the thickness of the pavement structural sections. Three (3) representative
bulk samples were tested to determine the R-value of the near surface soil materials.
The test was performed in accordance with ASTM Standard D2844. The test result is
presented in the following table.
Table No. B-4, Summary of R-value Test Results
Boring No.

Depth(feet)

Soil Description

R-value

BH-1

0-5

Silty Sand (SM)

17

BH-5

0-5

Silty Sand (SM)

18

BH-9

0-5

Silty Sand (SM)

52
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Percent Finer than Sieve No. 200
The percent finer than sieve No. 200 test was performed on two (2) representative soil
samples to aid in the classification of the on-site soils and to estimate other engineering
parameters. Testing was performed in general accordance with the ASTM Standard
D1140 test method. The test results are presented in the following table.
Table No. B-5, Percent Passing Sieve #200 Results
Boring No.

Depth (feet)

Soil Classification

Percent Passing Sieve
No. 200

BH-11

20.21.5

Silty Sand (SM), brown

31.7

BH-11

30-31.5

Silty Sand (SM), brown

38.7

Grain-Size Analyses
To aid in classification of the soils, mechanical grain-size analyses was performed on
five (5) representative soil samples. Testing was performed in accordance with the
ASTM Standard C136 test method. For test results, see Drawing No. B-1, Grain Size
Distribution Results.
Laboratory Maximum Density Test
Laboratory maximum dry density-optimum moisture content relationships test were
performed on three (3) representative bulk samples. The test was conducted in
accordance with the ASTM Standard D15570 test method. The test results are
presented in Drawing No. B-2, Moisture-Density Relationship Results, and are
summarized in the following table.
Table No B-6, Summary of Moisture-Density Relationship Results
Boring
No.

Depth
(feet)

Soil Description

Optimum
Moisture (%)

Maximum Density
(lb/cft)

BH-1

0-5

Silty Sand (SM), brown

7.0

133.5

BH-8

5-10

Clayey Sand (SC), dark brown

8.5

125.5

BH-11

10-15

Silty Sand (SM), brown

4.5

122.1

Direct Shear Test
Three (3) direct shear tests were performed on representative undisturbed soil samples.
For each test, three (3) ring samples were used and all samples were tested at soaked
moisture conditions. The samples were placed, one at a time, directly into the test
apparatus and subjected to a range of normal loads appropriate for the anticipated
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conditions. Each sample was then sheared at a constant strain rate of 0.01 inch/minute.
Shear deformation was recorded until a maximum of about 0.25-inch shear
displacement was achieved. Ultimate strength was selected from the shear-stress vs.
deformation data and plotted to determine the shear strength parameters. For test data,
including sample density and moisture content, see Drawings No. B-3 through B-5,
Direct Shear Test Results, and are summarized in the table below.
Table No. B-7, Summary of Direct Shear Test Result
Peak Strength Parameters

Boring No.

Depth
(feet)

Soil Description

Friction Angle
(degrees)

Cohesion
(psf)

BH-3

5.0-6.5

Silty Sand (SM)

30

100

BH-7

5.0-6.5

Silty Sand (SM)

31

150

BH-10

10.0-11.5

Silty Sand (SM)

30

100

Sample Storage
Soil samples presently stored in our laboratory will be discarded 30 days after the date
of this report, unless this office receives a specific request to retain the samples for a
longer period.
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U.S. SIEVE OPENING IN INCHES
6

100

4

3

2

1

1.5

3/4

U.S. SIEVE NUMBERS
1/2

3/8

3

6

4

8

10

14

16

20

30

40

50

HYDROMETER
60

100

140

200

95
90
85
80
75

PERCENT FINER BY WEIGHT

70
65
60
55
50
45
40
35
30
25
20
15
10
5
0

100

10

1

0.1

0.01

0.001

GRAIN SIZE IN MILLIMETERS

COBBLES
Boring No.

GRAVEL
coarse

fine

SAND
coarse

medium

SILT OR CLAY

fine

Depth (ft)

Description

BH- 1

0-5

SILTY SAND (SM)

BH- 4

5-10

SILTY SAND (SM)

BH- 8

5-10

CLAYEY SAND (SC)

BH- 9

0-5

SILTY SAND (SM)

BH-11

10-15

SILTY SAND (SM)

Boring No.

Depth (ft)

D100

D60

%Gravel

%Sand

BH- 1

0-5

9.5

0.268

1.8

61.2

37.0

BH- 4

5-10

9.5

0.343

1.1

67.5

31.4

BH- 8

5-10

9.5

0.136

0.4

53.5

46.1

BH- 9

0-5

9.5

0.216

0.4

68.0

31.6

BH-11

10-15

9.5

0.576

0.8

84.0

15.2

D30

0.206

LL

D10

PL

PI

Cc

%Silt

Cu

%Clay

GRAIN SIZE DISTRIBUTION RESULTS
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150
Curves of 100% Saturation
for Specific Gravity Equal to:

145

2.80
2.70
2.60

140

135

DRY DENSITY, pcf

130

125

120

115

110

105

100

95
90
0

5

10

15

20

25

30

WATER CONTENT, %

SYMBOL

ASTM
TEST METHOD

OPTIMUM
WATER, %

MAXIMUM DRY
DENSITY, pcf

SILTY SAND (SM), brown

D1557 - A

7

133.5

5-10

CLAYEY SAND (SC), dark brown

D1557 - A

8.5

125.5

10-15

SILTY SAND (SM), brown

D1557 - A

4.5

122.1

BORING NO.

DEPTH (ft)

BH- 1

0-5

BH- 8
BH-11

DESCRIPTION

MOISTURE-DENSITY RELATIONSHIP RESULTS
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4,000

3,500

SHEAR STRENGTH, psf

3,000

2,500

2,000

1,500

1,000

500

0
0

1,000

2,000

3,000

4,000

SURCHARGE PRESSURE, psf

BORING NO.

:

BH- 3

DESCRIPTION

:

SILTY SAND (SM)

COHESION (psf)

:

100

FRICTION ANGLE (degrees) :

30

11.0

DRY DENSITY (pcf)

114.0

MOISTURE CONTENT (%)

:

DEPTH (ft)

:

:

5.0-6.5

NOTE: Ultimate Strength.

DIRECT SHEAR TEST RESULTS
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4,000

3,500

SHEAR STRENGTH, psf

3,000

2,500

2,000

1,500

1,000

500

0
0

1,000

2,000

3,000

4,000

SURCHARGE PRESSURE, psf

BORING NO.

:

BH- 7

DESCRIPTION

:

SILTY SAND (SM)

COHESION (psf)

:

150

FRICTION ANGLE (degrees) :

31

11.7

DRY DENSITY (pcf)

111.5

MOISTURE CONTENT (%)

:

DEPTH (ft)

:

:

5.0-6.5

NOTE: Ultimate Strength.

DIRECT SHEAR TEST RESULTS
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4,000

3,500

SHEAR STRENGTH, psf

3,000

2,500

2,000

1,500

1,000

500

0
0

1,000

2,000

3,000

4,000

SURCHARGE PRESSURE, psf

BORING NO.

:

BH-10

DESCRIPTION

:

SILTY SAND (SM)

COHESION (psf)

:

100

FRICTION ANGLE (degrees) :

30

10.6

DRY DENSITY (pcf)

108.8

MOISTURE CONTENT (%)

:

DEPTH (ft)

:

:

10.0-11.5

NOTE: Ultimate Strength.

DIRECT SHEAR TEST RESULTS
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APPENDIX C
LIQUEFACTION AND SETTLEMENT ANALYSES
The following liquefaction and settlement analyses were performed during Converse’s
previous geotechnical investigation of the site.
The subsurface data obtained from exploratory borings were used to evaluate the
liquefaction potential of the subject site. The boring logs are presented in Appendix A,
Field Exploration.
Liquefaction analyses were performed using the SPT data collected from hollow stem
auger borings (BH-1 and BH-11) in accordance with the method suggested in Special
Publication No. 117A (CGS, 2008) and methods published by Southern California
Earthquake Center (SCEC, 2008). Recorded non-standard penetration resistance from
California sampler were converted to SPT blow counts by applying a conversion factor of
0.6 as suggested in Foundation Engineering Handbook (Fang, 1991). A disaggregated
mean earthquake magnitude of M7.1 and peak ground acceleration (PGA) of 0.415g,
where g is the acceleration due to gravity, was selected for this analysis. PGA was
calculated equal to Sds/2.5 per the California Building Code. Groundwater depths of 40
feet bgs in boring BH-1 and 15.0 feet bgs in boring BH-11 were used.
Analysis for seismically induced settlement for the proposed site was performed utilizing
SPT data in the LiquefyPro computer program (CivilTech, 2011). The results of our
analyses are summarized in the following table.

Boring Number

Total Depth
Explored
(feet)

Approximate
Depth of Major
Liquefaction
(feet)

Dynamic
Settlement
(inches)

BH-1

51.5

Below 45

0.52

BH-11

51.5

20 to 25

0.80

In general, the analysis indicates that liquefaction may occur within the proposed site at
the depth shown on the above table. Settlement due to liquefaction is expected during a
sufficiently large seismic event. The estimated dry settlement is negligible and the postliquefaction settlement is in the range of 0.52 to 0.80 inches. Differential settlement can be
estimated to be one half of the total settlement. Plate C-1 and C-2 shows the results of the
liquefaction analysis.
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LIQUEFACTION ANALYSIS
Liquefaction Analysis
Hole No.=BH-11

(ft)
0

Soil Description
SM

CL

Water Depth=40 ft

Raw Unit Fines Shear Stress Ratio
SPT Weight %
0
11 135

SM

20

M agnitude=7.1
Acceleration=0.415g
2

Factor of Saf ety
0 1
5

Settlement
0 (in.)

15 141 NoLq

6

10

Surface Elev.=1102

122 NoLq

15 130

14

35

21 131

30

25

35

21 129

40

23

35

24 128
f s1=1.30

LiquefyPro

CivilTech Software USA www.civiltech.com

50

17

35

CRR
CSR f s1
Shaded Zone has Liquef action Potential

S = 0.52 in.
Saturated
Unsaturat.

60

70

CivilTech Corporation

Commercial and Multifamily Development T emecula

Plate C -1
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LIQUEFACTION ANALYSIS
Liquefaction Analysis
Hole No.=BH-11

(ft)
0

Soil Description
SM

Water Depth=15 ft

Surface Elev.=1102

Raw Unit Fines Shear Stress Ratio
SPT Weight %
0
21 128

M agnitude=7.1
Acceleration=0.415g
2

Factor of Saf ety
0 1
5

Settlement
0 (in.)

18 127

18 105 15

10

ML

20

SM

CL

30

SM

12 103

17

9

32

122 NoLq

20

39

25 135

40

SC

67

26 129
f s1=1.30

LiquefyPro

CivilTech Software USA www.civiltech.com

50

66

CRR
CSR f s1
Shaded Zone has Liquef action Potential

S = 0.80 in.
Saturated
Unsaturat.

60

70

CivilTech Corporation

Commercial and Multifamily Development T emecula

Plate C -2
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APPENDIX D
RECOMMENDED EARTHWORK SPECIFICATIONS
We recommend that the following be incorporated into the project earthwork
specifications.
D1.1 Scope of Work
The work includes all labor, supplies and equipment required to construct the proposed
pipeline residential development in a good, workman-like manner, as shown on the
drawings and herein specified. The major items of work covered in this section include
the following:
•

Site Inspection

•

Authority of Geotechnical Engineer

•

Site Clearing

•

Excavations

•

Preparation of Fill Areas

•

Placement and Compaction of Structural Fill

•

Trench Backfill

•

Observation and Testing

D1.2 Site Inspection
1.

The Contractor shall carefully examine the site and make all inspections
necessary, in order to determine the full extent of the work required to make the
completed work conform to the drawings and specifications. The Contractor shall
satisfy himself as to the nature and location of the work, ground surface and the
characteristics of equipment and facilities needed prior to and during prosecution
of the work. The Contractor shall satisfy himself as to the character, quality, and
quantity of surface and subsurface materials or obstacles to be encountered. Any
inaccuracies or discrepancies between the actual field conditions and the
drawings, or between the drawings and specifications must be brought to the
Owner's attention in order to clarify the exact nature of the work to be performed.

2.

This Geotechnical Investigation Report may be used as a reference to the surface
and subsurface conditions on this project. The information presented in this report
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is intended for use in design and is subject to confirmation of the conditions
encountered during construction. The exploration logs and related information
depict subsurface conditions only at the particular time and location designated on
the borings. Subsurface conditions at other locations may differ from conditions
encountered at the exploration locations. In addition, the passage of time may
result in a change in subsurface conditions at the exploration locations. Any review
of this information shall not relieve the Contractor from performing such
independent investigation and evaluation to satisfy himself as to the nature of the
surface and subsurface conditions to be encountered and the procedures to be
used in performing his work.
D1.3 Authority of the Geotechnical Engineer
1.

The Geotechnical Engineer will observe the placement of compacted fill and will
take sufficient tests to evaluate the uniformity and degree of compaction of filled
ground.

2.

As the Owner's representative, the Geotechnical Engineer will (a) have the
authority to cause the removal and replacement of loose, soft, disturbed and other
unsatisfactory soils and uncontrolled fill; (b) have the authority to approve the
preparation of native ground to receive fill material.

3.

The Civil Engineer and/or Owner will decide all questions regarding (a) the
interpretation of the drawings and specifications, (b) the acceptable fulfillment of
the contract on the part of the Contractor and (c) the matters of compensation.

D1.4 Site Clearing
1.

Clearing and grubbing shall consist of the removal from structure areas to be
graded of all existing utilities and vegetation.

2.

Organic materials resulting from the clearing and grubbing operations shall be
hauled away from the areas to be graded.

D1.5 Excavations
1.

Based on the results of our field exploration, surface and subsurface soil materials
for the proposed development are expected to be excavatable by conventional
heavy-duty earth moving equipment. Although oversized materials were not
encountered during drilling, scattered cobbles and possible boulders may be
encountered during grading.

2.

All undocumented fill soils shall be excavated to expose dense, undisturbed,
previously documented, compacted fill or native alluvium.
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3.

The surface of the compacted fill, where not overlain by undocumented fill, may be
locally loose, dry, or disturbed. Such areas shall be excavated to expose dense,
undisturbed fill.

4.

Any loose sediment deposited in the bottom of the retention basin and drainage
channel shall be excavated to expose dense, undisturbed alluvium. The depth and
limits of the overexcavation should be determined by the geotechnical consultant
based on the field conditions encountered.

5.

Any surface with an existing slope steeper than 5:1 (horizontal:vertical), which is to
receive additional fills, should be benched to expose dense compacted fill and to
create a horizontal surface for fill placement. The lowest bench should be at least
15 feet in width and tilted at least 2 percent into the slope. Subsequent benches
should not exceed 4 feet in height. Benches should be widened as needed to
maintain a fill width equal to or greater than the width of the compaction equipment
in use in order to facilitate compaction of all portions of the fill.

6.

If loose, dry, or otherwise unsuitable materials within the fill or alluvium are
exposed by the remedial grading, those materials shall be excavated. The depth
and limits of the overexcavation shall be determined by the geotechnical consultant
based on the field conditions encountered.

7.

If required by the design grades, the soils underlying building footings shall be
overexcavated to provide a compacted fill thickness of at least 3 feet and the soils
underlying slabs-on-grade shall be overexcavated to provide a compacted fill
thickness of at least 1 foot. Over-excavations shall extend at least five (5) feet
outside building footprints or a distance equal to the actual depth of removal,
whichever is greater.

8.

If required by the design grades, the soils underlying asphalt concrete or Portland
concrete paving, including driveways, access roads, sidewalks, street areas, curbs
and gutters and other flatwork shall be overexcavated to provide a compacted fill
thickness of at least 2 feet. Such over-excavation shall extend at least two (2) feet
beyond the pavement edges.

D1.6 Preparation of Fill Areas
1.

The sub-grade in all areas to receive fill should be observed and approved by
qualified geotechnical consultant. If any loose, soft, and unsuitable materials
encountered during grading should be removed from the site.
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2.

The sub-grade in all areas to receive fill shall be scarified to a minimum depth of
twelve (12) inches, the soil moisture adjusted to within three (3) percent of
optimum moisture content for granular soils and up to two (2) percent above
optimum moisture content for fine-grained soils, then compacted to at least 90
percent of the laboratory maximum dry density as determined by ASTM Standard
D1557 test method.

3.

For shallow foundations and slab-on-grade, the upper 24 inches of the sub-grade
soils should be non-expansive (expansion index less than 20).

D1.7 Placement and Compaction of Structural Fill
1.

Compacted fill placed for the support of footings and slabs-on-grade will be
considered structural fill. Structural fill may consist of approved on-site soils or
imported fill that meets the criteria indicated below.

2.

Fill consisting of selected on-site earth materials or imported soils approved by the
Geotechnical Engineer shall be placed in layers on approved earth materials. Soils
used as compacted structural fill shall have the following characteristics:
a.

All fill soil particles shall not exceed three (3) inches in nominal size, and shall
be free of organic matter and miscellaneous inorganic debris and inert rubble.

b.

Gravel larger than 1-inch should not be placed within the top one (1) foot of
compacted fill below footings and slab-on-grade.

c.

Rocks larger than one (1) inches in the largest dimension should not be
placed within the upper 18 inches of sub-grade soil under asphalt concrete
paved area.

d.

Imported fill materials shall have an Expansion Index (EI) less than 20. All
imported fill should be compacted to at least 90 percent of the laboratory
maximum dry density (ASTM Standard D1557) and moisture conditioned to
within three (3) percent of optimum moisture content for granular soils and up
to two (2) percent above optimum moisture content for fine-grained soils.

3.

Fill soils shall be evenly spread in maximum 8-inch lifts, moisture conditioned as
necessary, mixed and compacted to at least the density specified below. The fill
shall be placed and compacted on a horizontal plane, unless otherwise approved
by the Geotechnical Engineer.

4.

All fill placed at the site shall be compacted to at least 90 percent of the laboratory
maximum dry density as determined by ASTM Standard D1557 test method.
Coarse-grained soils shall be moisture conditioned to within three (3) percent of
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the optimum moisture content and up to two (2) percent above optimum moisture
content for fine-grained soils. At least the upper 12 inches of sub-grade soils
underneath the concrete apron and asphalt concrete should be compacted to at least
95 percent of the laboratory maximum dry density.
5.

The upper 12 inches of soil below footing should be compacted to at least 95
percent of laboratory maximum dry density.

6.

Slopes shall be constructed with fill placed in horizontal lifts, and compacted to the
slope face. Finished slopes shall be compacted by appropriate means to achieve
at least 90 percent compaction at the slope face.

7.

Representative samples of materials being used, as compacted fill will be analyzed
in the laboratory by the Geotechnical Engineer to obtain information on their
physical properties. Maximum laboratory density of each soil type used in the
compacted fill will be determined by the ASTM Standard D1557 test method.

8.

Fill materials shall not be placed, spread or compacted during unfavorable weather
conditions. When site grading is interrupted by heavy rain, filling operations shall
not resume until the Geotechnical Engineer approves the moisture and density
conditions of the previously placed fill.

D1.8 Trench Backfill
The following specifications are recommended to provide a basis for quality control during
the placement of trench backfill.
1.

Trench excavations to receive backfill shall be free of trash, debris or other
unsatisfactory materials at the time of backfill placement.

2.

The final sub-grade surface should be level, firm, uniform, and free of loose
materials and properly graded to provide uniform bearing and support to the entire
section of the pipe placed on bedding material. Protruding oversize particles larger
than two (2) inches in dimension, if any, should be removed from the trench bottom
and replaced with compacted on-site materials.

3.

Pipe design generally requires sand equivalent of 30 or greater for bedding
materials. Specifications for bedding materials including required backfill
requirements surrounding the pipe should be specified by the design engineer in
accordance with the pipe manufacturer guideline.

4.

Excavated site soils free of oversize particles greater than 3 inches and deleterious
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materials may be used to backfill the trench zone up to the sub-grade level.
5.

Rocks larger than one (1) inch should not be placed within 12 inches of the top of
the pipeline or within the upper 12 inches of pavement or structure sub-grade. No
more than 30 percent of the backfill volume shall be larger than 3/4-inch in largest
dimension diameter and rocks shall be well mixed with finer soil.

6.

Trench backfill shall be compacted to a minimum of 90 percent of the laboratory
maximum dry density as per ASTM Standard D1557 test method.

7.

At least the upper one (1) foot of trench backfill underlying pavement should be
compacted to at least 95 percent of the laboratory maximum dry density as per
ASTM D1557 test method.

8.

Trench backfill shall be compacted by mechanical methods, such as sheepsfoot,
vibrating or pneumatic rollers, or mechanical tampers, to achieve the density
specified herein. The backfill materials shall be brought to within three (3) percent of
optimum moisture content for coarse-grained soils and up to two (2) percent
optimum moisture content for fine-grained soils, then placed in horizontal layers.
The thickness of uncompacted layers should not exceed eight (8) inches. Each
layer shall be evenly spread, moistened or dried as necessary, and then tamped or
rolled until the specified density has been achieved.

9.

The Contractor shall select the equipment and processes to be used to achieve the
specified density without damage to adjacent ground and completed work.

10.

The field density of the compacted soil shall be measured by the ASTM Standard
D1556 or ASTM Standard D2922 test methods or equivalent.

11.

Observation and field tests should be performed by Converse during construction to
confirm that the required degree of compaction has been obtained. Where
compaction is less than that specified, additional compactive effort shall be made
with adjustment of the moisture content as necessary, until the specified compaction
is obtained.

12.

It should be the responsibility of the Contractor to maintain safe conditions during cut
and/or fill operations.

13.

Trench backfill shall not be placed, spread or rolled during unfavorable weather
conditions. When the work is interrupted by heavy rain, fill operations shall not be
resumed until field tests by the project's geotechnical consultant indicate that the
moisture content and density of the fill are as previously specified.
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D1.9 Observation and Testing
1.

During the progress of earthwork for construction of the project, the Geotechnical
Engineer will provide observation of the fill placement operations.

2.

Field density tests will be made during earthwork operations to provide an opinion
on the degree of compaction being obtained by the Contractor. Where compaction
of less than specified herein is indicated, additional compactive effort with
adjustment of the moisture content shall be made as necessary, until the required
degree of compaction is obtained.

3.

A sufficient number of field density tests will be performed to provide an opinion to
the degree of compaction achieved. In general, density tests will be performed on
each one-foot lift of fill, but not less than one for each 500 cubic yards of fill placed.
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DEFINITIONSȱOFȱCOMMONLYȱUSEDȱTERMSȱINȱNOISEȱCONTROLȱ
ȱ
Theȱ definitionsȱ thatȱ followȱ areȱ inȱ generalȱ agreementȱ withȱ thoseȱ containedȱ inȱ publicationsȱ ofȱ
variousȱ professionalȱ organizations,ȱ includingȱ theȱ Americanȱ Nationalȱ Standardsȱ Instituteȱ
(ANSI);ȱ theȱ Americanȱ Societyȱ forȱ Testingȱ andȱ Materialsȱ (ASTM);ȱ theȱ Americanȱ Societyȱ ofȱ
Heating,ȱ Refrigeratingȱ andȱ Air-Conditioningȱ Engineersȱ (ASHRAE);ȱ theȱ Internationalȱ
Organizationȱ forȱ Standardizationȱ (ISO);ȱ andȱ theȱ Internationalȱ Electrotechnicalȱ Commissionȱ
(IEC).ȱȱȱ
ȱ
TERMINOLOGYȱ
ȱ
acoustic;ȱ acoustical:ȱ ȱ Acousticȱ isȱ usuallyȱ usedȱ whenȱ theȱ termȱ beingȱ qualifiedȱ designatesȱ
somethingȱthatȱhasȱtheȱproperties,ȱdimensions,ȱorȱphysicalȱcharacteristicsȱassociatedȱwithȱsoundȱ
wavesȱ(e.g.,ȱacousticȱpower);ȱacousticalȱisȱusuallyȱusedȱwhenȱtheȱtermȱwhichȱitȱmodifiesȱdoesȱnotȱ
explicitlyȱdesignateȱsomethingȱthatȱhasȱtheȱproperties,ȱdimensions,ȱorȱphysicalȱcharacteristicsȱofȱ
soundȱ(e.g.,ȱacousticalȱmaterial).ȱ
ȱ
ambientȱnoise:ȱȱTheȱall-encompassingȱnoiseȱassociatedȱwithȱaȱgivenȱenvironmentȱatȱaȱspecifiedȱ
time,ȱ usuallyȱ beingȱ aȱ compositeȱ ofȱ soundȱ fromȱ manyȱ sourcesȱ arrivingȱ fromȱ manyȱ directions,ȱ
nearȱandȱfar;ȱnoȱparticularȱsoundȱisȱdominant.ȱȱȱ
ȱ
attenuation:ȱȱTheȱdecreaseȱinȱlevelȱofȱsound,ȱusuallyȱfromȱabsorption,ȱdivergence,ȱscattering,ȱorȱ
theȱcancellationȱofȱtheȱsoundȱwaves.ȱ
ȱ
averageȱsoundȱlevelȱ(Leq):ȱȱTheȱlevelȱofȱaȱsteadyȱsoundȱwhich,ȱinȱaȱstatedȱtimeȱperiodȱandȱatȱaȱ
statedȱlocation,ȱhasȱtheȱsameȱA-weightedȱsoundȱenergyȱasȱtheȱtime-varyingȱsound.ȱȱ
Unit:ȱdecibel.ȱ
ȱ
A-weightedȱ soundȱ levelȱ (LA):ȱ ȱ Theȱ soundȱ levelȱ measuredȱ withȱ aȱ sound-levelȱ meterȱ usingȱ A-ȱ
weighting.ȱȱUnit:ȱdecibelȱ(dBA).ȱȱȱ
ȱ
backgroundȱ noise:ȱ ȱ Theȱ totalȱ noiseȱ fromȱ allȱ sourcesȱ otherȱ thanȱ aȱ particularȱ soundȱ thatȱ isȱ ofȱ
interestȱ (e.g.,ȱ otherȱ thanȱ theȱ noiseȱ beingȱ measuredȱ orȱ otherȱ thanȱ theȱ speechȱ orȱ musicȱ beingȱ
listenedȱto).ȱ
ȱ
decibelȱ (dB):ȱ ȱ Aȱ unitȱ ofȱ levelȱ whichȱ denotesȱ theȱ ratioȱ betweenȱ twoȱ quantitiesȱ thatȱ areȱ
proportionalȱtoȱpower;ȱtheȱnumberȱofȱdecibelsȱcorrespondȱtoȱtheȱlogarithmȱ(toȱtheȱbaseȱ10)ȱofȱ
thisȱ ratio.ȱ ȱ [Inȱ manyȱ soundȱ fields,ȱ theȱ soundȱ pressureȱ ratiosȱ areȱ notȱ proportionalȱ toȱ theȱ
correspondingȱpowerȱratios,ȱbutȱitȱisȱcommonȱpracticeȱtoȱextendȱtheȱuseȱofȱtheȱdecibelȱtoȱsuchȱ
cases.ȱȱOneȱdecibelȱequalsȱone-tenthȱofȱaȱbel.]ȱ
ȱ
equivalentȱ continuousȱ soundȱ levelȱ (averageȱ soundȱ level)ȱ (Leq):ȱ ȱ Theȱ levelȱ ofȱ aȱ steadyȱ soundȱ
which,ȱinȱaȱstatedȱtimeȱperiodȱandȱatȱaȱstatedȱlocation,ȱhasȱtheȱsameȱA-weightedȱsoundȱenergyȱ
asȱtheȱtime-varyingȱsound.ȱȱUnit:ȱdecibelȱ(dBA).ȱ
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frequencyȱ(ƒ):ȱȱOfȱaȱperiodicȱfunction,ȱtheȱnumberȱofȱtimesȱthatȱaȱquantityȱrepeatsȱitselfȱinȱoneȱ
second,ȱi.e.,ȱtheȱnumberȱofȱcyclesȱperȱsecond.ȱȱUnit:ȱhertzȱ(Hz).ȱ
ȱ
noise:ȱȱAnyȱdisagreeableȱorȱundesiredȱsound,ȱi.e.,ȱunwantedȱsound.ȱ
ȱ
noiseȱ level:ȱ ȱ Sameȱ asȱ soundȱ level.ȱ ȱ Usuallyȱ usedȱ toȱ describeȱ theȱ soundȱ levelȱ ofȱ anȱ unwantedȱ
sound.ȱ
ȱ
noiseȱreductionȱ(NR):ȱȱTheȱdifferenceȱinȱsoundȱpressureȱlevelȱbetweenȱanyȱtwoȱpointsȱalongȱaȱ
pathȱofȱsoundȱpropagation.ȱ
ȱ
sound:ȱȱȱ(1)ȱAȱchangeȱinȱairȱpressureȱthatȱisȱcapableȱofȱbeingȱdetectedȱbyȱtheȱhumanȱear.ȱȱȱ
ȱ
(2)ȱTheȱhearingȱsensationȱexcitedȱbyȱaȱchangeȱinȱairȱpressure.ȱ
ȱ
soundȱlevel:ȱȱTenȱtimesȱtheȱlogarithmȱtoȱtheȱbaseȱ10ȱofȱtheȱsquareȱofȱtheȱratioȱofȱtheȱfrequencyweightedȱ (andȱ time-averaged)ȱ soundȱ pressureȱ toȱ theȱ referenceȱ soundȱ pressureȱ ofȱ 20ȱ
micropascals.ȱȱTheȱfrequency-weightingsȱandȱtime-weightingȱemployedȱshouldȱbeȱspecified;ȱifȱ
theyȱ areȱ notȱ specified,ȱ itȱ isȱ understoodȱ thatȱ A-frequency-weightingȱ isȱ usedȱ andȱ thatȱ anȱ
averagingȱtimeȱofȱ0.125ȱisȱused.ȱȱUnit:ȱdecibelȱ(dBA).ȱ
ȱ
ȱ
ȱ
ȱ
ȱ
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SYMBOLS,ȱABBREVIATIONS,ȱANDȱACRONYMSȱ
ȱ
ADTȱ
ANSIȱ
AMȱ
ASTMȱ
CEQAȱ
CNELȱ
dBȱȱ
dBAȱ
EPAȱ
FHWAȱ
HVACȱ
Hzȱ
INCEȱ
Ldnȱ
Leqȱ
Lmaxȱ
Lminȱ
Ldnȱ
Leqȱ
MPHȱ
N/Aȱ
PMȱ
SPLȱ
TNMȱ2.5ȱ
ȱ
ȱ
ȱ
ȱ
ȱ
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EXECUTIVEȱSUMMARYȱ
ȱ
Thisȱ acousticalȱ assessmentȱ analyzesȱ potentialȱ mobileȱ noiseȱ impactsȱ forȱ noise-sensitiveȱ usesȱ
withinȱTentativeȱTractȱMapȱNo.ȱ36483ȱ(TTMȱ36483)ȱofȱtheȱproposedȱPaseoȱDelȱSolȱproject.ȱȱTheȱ
projectȱ siteȱ isȱ locatedȱ atȱ theȱ northwestȱ cornerȱ ofȱ theȱ intersectionȱ ofȱ Temeculaȱ Parkwayȱ andȱ
ButterfieldȱStageȱRoadȱinȱtheȱCityȱofȱTemecula,ȱCalifornia.ȱȱTheȱproposedȱprojectȱconsistsȱofȱ173ȱ
single-familyȱdwellingȱunitsȱwithinȱTTMȱ36483,ȱincludingȱaȱneighborhoodȱparkȱandȱopenȱspaceȱ
drainageȱchannels.ȱȱ
ȱ
Theȱ Federalȱ Highwayȱ Administration’sȱ (FHWA)ȱ Noiseȱ Predictionȱ Modelȱ (RD-77-108)ȱ andȱ
TrafficȱNoiseȱModel,ȱVersionȱ2.5ȱ(TNMȱ2.5)ȱwereȱutilizedȱtoȱcalculateȱtheȱforecastȱnoiseȱlevels.ȱȱ
Utilizingȱ Averageȱ Dailyȱ Trafficȱ (ADT)ȱ Levelȱ ofȱ Serviceȱ (LOS)ȱ “C”ȱ designȱ capacitiesȱ forȱ theȱ
CountyȱofȱRiverside,ȱexistingȱmobileȱnoiseȱlevelsȱwouldȱrangeȱfromȱ66.8ȱtoȱ67.1ȱdBAȱalongȱDeȱ
PortolaȱRoad,ȱButterfieldȱStageȱRoad,ȱandȱTemeculaȱParkway.ȱȱInȱorderȱtoȱreduceȱmobileȱnoiseȱ
levelsȱatȱtheȱprojectȱsiteȱtoȱwithinȱtheȱCounty’sȱdaytimeȱexteriorȱnoiseȱstandardȱofȱ65ȱdBAȱforȱ
single-familyȱ residences,ȱ theȱ projectȱ proposesȱ aȱ soundȱ wallȱ toȱ beȱ constructedȱ alongȱ theȱ
northern,ȱ eastern,ȱ andȱ southernȱ boundariesȱ ofȱ theȱ projectȱ site.ȱ ȱ FHWA’sȱ TNMȱ 2.5ȱ modelȱ wasȱ
utilizedȱtoȱdetermineȱtheȱappropriateȱsoundȱwallȱheightȱrequiredȱtoȱpreventȱmobileȱnoiseȱfromȱ
exceedingȱ theȱ County’sȱ daytimeȱ exteriorȱ noiseȱ standard.ȱ ȱ Modeledȱ resultsȱ indicateȱ thatȱ
minimumȱ soundȱ wallȱ heightsȱ ofȱ six,ȱ seven,ȱ andȱ eightȱ feetȱ areȱ requiredȱ toȱ ensureȱ proposedȱ
residentialȱ unitsȱ withinȱ TTMȱ 36483ȱ areȱ notȱ exposedȱ toȱ soundȱ levelsȱ inȱ excessȱ ofȱ theȱ County’sȱ
daytimeȱexteriorȱnoiseȱstandardsȱforȱsingle-familyȱresidences.ȱȱȱȱȱ
ȱ
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1.0ȱ

INTRODUCTIONȱANDȱPROJECTȱSUMMARYȱ

ȱ

Theȱpurposeȱofȱthisȱacousticalȱanalysisȱisȱtoȱevaluateȱpotentialȱmobileȱnoiseȱimpactsȱforȱnoisesensitiveȱ usesȱ thatȱwouldȱ beȱ affectedȱbyȱ theȱ proposedȱ Paseoȱ Delȱ Solȱ Tentativeȱ Tractȱ Mapȱ No.ȱ
36483ȱ (TTMȱ 36483),ȱ locatedȱ inȱ theȱ Cityȱ ofȱ Temecula,ȱ California.ȱ ȱ Mobileȱ noiseȱ impactsȱ wereȱ
assessedȱ inȱ accordanceȱ withȱ applicableȱ laws,ȱ ordinances,ȱ andȱ guidelinesȱ establishedȱ byȱ theȱ
CountyȱofȱRiversideȱDepartmentȱofȱEnvironmentalȱHealth.ȱȱ
ȱ

1.1ȱ

PROJECTȱLOCATIONȱ

ȱ

TheȱprojectȱsiteȱisȱlocatedȱatȱtheȱnorthwestȱcornerȱofȱtheȱintersectionȱofȱTemeculaȱParkwayȱandȱ
Butterfieldȱ StageȱRoadȱinȱtheȱCityȱofȱ Temecula,ȱCalifornia;ȱreferȱtoȱ Exhibitȱ1,ȱRegionalȱVicinity.ȱȱ
Theȱprojectȱsiteȱisȱaȱvacant,ȱ42-acreȱlotȱwithinȱtheȱCity’sȱPalomaȱDelȱSolȱSpecificȱPlan,ȱPlanningȱ
Areaȱ(PA)ȱNo.ȱ4;ȱreferȱtoȱExhibitȱ2,ȱSiteȱ
Vicinity.ȱ
ȱ

1.2ȱ

PROJECTȱCHARACTERISTICSȱ

ȱ

Theȱprojectȱproposesȱdevelopmentȱofȱ173ȱsingle-familyȱdwellingȱunitsȱwithinȱTTMȱ36483;ȱreferȱ
toȱ Exhibitȱ 3,ȱ SiteȱPlan.ȱ ȱTheȱ projectȱ alsoȱ includesȱ anȱ approximateȱ two-acreȱ neighborhoodȱ parkȱ
locatedȱ inȱ theȱ centerȱ ofȱ theȱ projectȱ siteȱ andȱ openȱ spaceȱ drainageȱ channelsȱ locatedȱ alongȱ theȱ
southernȱportionȱofȱtheȱprojectȱsite.ȱȱTheȱprojectȱproposesȱnineȱinternalȱroads,ȱwithȱprimaryȱsiteȱ
accessȱprovidedȱatȱtheȱnorthernȱboundaryȱofȱTTMȱ36483ȱalongȱtheȱproposedȱ“StreetȱA”ȱviaȱtheȱ
existingȱDeȱPortolaȱRoad.ȱȱAȱsecondaryȱaccessȱpointȱ forȱtheȱprojectȱsiteȱwouldȱbeȱprovidedȱatȱ
theȱwesternȱboundaryȱofȱTTMȱ36483ȱalongȱtheȱproposedȱ“StreetȱJ”ȱviaȱtheȱexistingȱCenonȱWayȱ
thatȱconnectsȱPAȱNo.ȱ3ȱtoȱtheȱprojectȱsite.ȱȱȱ
ȱ
ȱ
ȱ
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2.0ȱȱ NOISEȱSCALESȱANDȱDEFINITIONSȱ
ȱ

Humanȱ responseȱ toȱ soundȱ isȱ highlyȱ individualized.ȱ ȱ Annoyanceȱ isȱ theȱ mostȱ commonȱ issueȱ
regardingȱ communityȱ noise.ȱ ȱ Theȱ percentageȱ ofȱ peopleȱ claimingȱ toȱ beȱ annoyedȱ byȱ noiseȱ willȱ
generallyȱ increaseȱ withȱ theȱ environmentalȱ soundȱ level.ȱ ȱ However,ȱ manyȱ factorsȱ willȱ alsoȱ
influenceȱ people’sȱ responseȱ toȱ noise.ȱ ȱ Theȱ factorsȱ canȱ includeȱ theȱ characterȱ ofȱ theȱ noise,ȱ theȱ
variabilityȱ ofȱ theȱ soundȱ level,ȱ theȱ presenceȱ ofȱ tonesȱ orȱ impulses,ȱ andȱ theȱ timeȱ ofȱ dayȱ ofȱ theȱ
occurrence.ȱ ȱ Additionally,ȱ non-acousticalȱ factors,ȱ suchȱ asȱ theȱ person’sȱ opinionȱ ofȱ theȱ noiseȱ
source,ȱ theȱ abilityȱ toȱ adaptȱ toȱ theȱ noise,ȱ theȱ attitudeȱ towardsȱ theȱ sourceȱ andȱ thoseȱ associatedȱ
withȱ it,ȱ andȱ theȱ predictabilityȱ ofȱ theȱ noise,ȱ willȱ allȱ influenceȱ people’sȱ response.ȱ ȱ Asȱ such,ȱ
responseȱ toȱ noiseȱ variesȱ widelyȱ fromȱ oneȱ personȱ toȱ anotherȱ andȱ withȱ anyȱ particularȱ noise,ȱ
individualȱresponsesȱwillȱrangeȱfromȱ“notȱannoyed”ȱtoȱ“highlyȱannoyed.”ȱ
ȱ
Soundȱisȱdescribedȱinȱtermsȱofȱtheȱloudnessȱ(amplitude)ȱofȱtheȱsoundȱandȱfrequencyȱ(pitch)ȱofȱ
theȱ sound.ȱ ȱ Theȱ standardȱ unitȱ ofȱ measurementȱ ofȱ theȱ loudnessȱ ofȱ soundȱ isȱ theȱ decibelȱ (dB).ȱȱ
Sinceȱ theȱ humanȱ earȱ isȱ notȱ equallyȱ sensitiveȱ toȱ soundȱ atȱ allȱ frequencies,ȱ aȱ specialȱ frequencydependentȱratingȱscaleȱhasȱbeenȱdevisedȱtoȱrelateȱnoiseȱtoȱhumanȱsensitivity.ȱȱTheȱA-weightedȱ
decibelȱ scaleȱ (dBA)ȱ performsȱ thisȱ compensationȱ byȱ discriminatingȱ againstȱ frequenciesȱ inȱ aȱ
mannerȱapproximatingȱtheȱsensitivityȱofȱtheȱhumanȱear.ȱ
ȱ
Decibelsȱareȱbasedȱonȱtheȱlogarithmicȱscale.ȱȱTheȱlogarithmicȱscaleȱcompressesȱtheȱwideȱrangeȱinȱ
soundȱ pressureȱ levelsȱ toȱ aȱ moreȱ usableȱ rangeȱ ofȱ numbersȱ inȱ aȱ mannerȱ similarȱ toȱ theȱ Richterȱ
scaleȱ usedȱ toȱ measureȱ earthquakes.ȱ ȱ Inȱ termsȱ ofȱ humanȱ responseȱ toȱ noise,ȱ aȱ soundȱ 10ȱ dBAȱ
higherȱthanȱanotherȱisȱjudgedȱtoȱbeȱtwiceȱasȱloud,ȱandȱ20ȱdBAȱhigherȱfourȱtimesȱasȱloud,ȱandȱsoȱ
forth.ȱ ȱ Everydayȱ soundsȱ normallyȱ rangeȱ fromȱ 30ȱ dBAȱ (veryȱ quiet)ȱ toȱ 100ȱ dBAȱ (veryȱ loud).ȱȱ
ExamplesȱofȱvariousȱsoundȱlevelsȱinȱdifferentȱenvironmentsȱareȱillustratedȱonȱExhibitȱ4,ȱCommonȱ
Environmentalȱ
Noiseȱ
Levels.ȱ
ȱ
Manyȱ methodsȱ haveȱ beenȱ developedȱ forȱ evaluatingȱ communityȱ noiseȱ toȱ accountȱ for,ȱ amongȱ
otherȱthings:ȱ
ȱ
• Theȱvariationȱofȱnoiseȱlevelsȱoverȱtime;ȱ
• Theȱinfluenceȱofȱperiodicȱindividualȱloudȱevents;ȱandȱ
• Theȱcommunityȱresponseȱtoȱchangesȱinȱtheȱcommunityȱnoiseȱenvironment.ȱ
ȱ
Numerousȱ methodsȱ haveȱ beenȱ developedȱ toȱ measureȱ soundȱ overȱ aȱ periodȱ ofȱ time;ȱ referȱ toȱ
Tableȱ1,ȱNoiseȱ
Descriptors.
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Source: Melville C. Branch and R. Dale Beland, Outdoor Noise in the Metropolitan Environment, 1970.
Environmental Protection Agency, Information on Levels of Environmental Noise Requisite to Protect Public Health and
Welfare with an Adequate Margin of Safety (EPA/ONAC 550/9-74-004), March 1974.
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Tableȱ1ȱ
NoiseȱDescriptorsȱ
Term
Decibel (dB)

A-Weighted Decibel (dBA)

Equivalent Sound Level (Leq)

Maximum Sound Level (Lmax)
Minimum Sound Level (Lmin)
Community Noise Equivalent Level (CNEL)

Day/Night Average (Ldn)

Exceedance Level (Ln)

Definition
The unit for measuring the volume of sound equal to 10 times the
logarithm (base 10) of the ratio of the pressure of a measured
sound to a reference pressure (20 micropascals).
A sound measurement scale that adjusts the pressure of
individual frequencies according to human sensitivities. The
scale accounts for the fact that the region of highest sensitivity for
the human ear is between 2,000 and 4,000 cycles per second
(hertz).
The sound level containing the same total energy as a time
varying signal over a given time period. The Leq is the value that
expresses the time averaged total energy of a fluctuating sound
level.
The highest individual sound level (dBA) occurring over a given
time period.
The lowest individual sound level (dBA) occurring over a given
time period.
A rating of community noise exposure to all sources of sound that
differentiates between daytime, evening, and nighttime noise
exposure. These adjustments are +5 dBA for the evening, 7:00
PM to 10:00 PM, and +10 dBA for the night, 10:00 PM to 7:00
AM.
The Ldn is a measure of the 24-hour average noise level at a
given location. It was adopted by the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA) for developing criteria for the evaluation
of community noise exposure. It is based on a measure of the
average noise level over a given time period called the Leq. The
Ldn is calculated by averaging the Leq’s for each hour of the day
at a given location after penalizing the “sleeping hours” (defined
as 10:00 PM to 7:00 AM), by 10 dBA to account for the increased
sensitivity of people to noises that occur at night.
The A-weighted noise levels that are exceeded 1%, 10%, 50%,
and 90% (L01, L10, L50, L90, respectively) of the time during the
measurement period.

Source: Cyril M. Harris, Handbook of Noise Control, 1979.
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3.0ȱ

LAWS,ȱORDINANCES,ȱREGULATIONS,ȱANDȱSTANDARDSȱ

ȱ
Landȱ usesȱ deemedȱ sensitiveȱ byȱ theȱ Stateȱ ofȱ Californiaȱ (State)ȱ includeȱ schools,ȱ hospitals,ȱ restȱ
homes,ȱ andȱ long-termȱ careȱ andȱ mentalȱ careȱ facilities.ȱ ȱ Manyȱ jurisdictionsȱ alsoȱ considerȱ
residentialȱusesȱparticularlyȱnoise-sensitiveȱbecauseȱfamiliesȱandȱindividualsȱexpectȱtoȱuseȱtimeȱ
inȱ theȱ homeȱ forȱ restȱ andȱ relaxation,ȱ andȱ noiseȱ canȱ interfereȱ withȱ thoseȱ activities.ȱ ȱ Someȱ
jurisdictionsȱmayȱalsoȱidentifyȱotherȱnoise-sensitiveȱusesȱsuchȱasȱchurches,ȱlibraries,ȱandȱparks.ȱ
Landȱ usesȱ thatȱ areȱ relativelyȱ insensitiveȱ toȱ noiseȱ includeȱ office,ȱ commercial,ȱ andȱ retailȱ
developments.ȱ ȱ Thereȱ isȱ aȱ rangeȱ ofȱ insensitiveȱ noiseȱ receptorsȱ thatȱ includeȱ usesȱ thatȱ generateȱ
significantȱnoiseȱlevelsȱandȱthatȱtypicallyȱhaveȱaȱlowȱlevelȱofȱhumanȱoccupancy.ȱȱȱ
ȱ
ThisȱnoiseȱanalysisȱwasȱconductedȱinȱaccordanceȱwithȱFederal,ȱState,ȱandȱlocalȱcriteriaȱdescribedȱ
inȱtheȱfollowingȱsections.ȱ
ȱ

3.1ȱ

U.S.ȱENVIRONMENTALȱPROTECTIONȱAGENCYȱ

ȱ
Theȱ U.S.ȱ Environmentalȱ Protectionȱ Agencyȱ (EPA)ȱ offersȱ guidelinesȱ forȱ communityȱ noiseȱ
exposureȱinȱtheȱpublicationȱNoiseȱ
Effectsȱ
Handbookȱ
–ȱ
Aȱ
Deskȱ
Referenceȱ
toȱ
Healthȱ
andȱ
Welfareȱ
Effectsȱ
ofȱNoise.ȱ ȱ Theseȱ guidelinesȱ considerȱ occupationalȱ noiseȱ exposureȱ asȱ wellȱ asȱ noiseȱ exposureȱ inȱ
homes.ȱȱTheȱEPAȱrecognizesȱanȱexteriorȱnoiseȱlevelȱofȱ55ȱdecibelsȱday-nightȱlevelȱ(dBȱLdn)ȱasȱaȱ
generalȱgoalȱtoȱprotectȱtheȱpublicȱfromȱhearingȱloss,ȱactivityȱinterference,ȱsleepȱdisturbance,ȱandȱ
annoyance.ȱ ȱ Theȱ EPAȱ andȱ otherȱ Federalȱ agenciesȱ haveȱ adoptedȱ suggestedȱ landȱ useȱ
compatibilityȱ guidelinesȱ thatȱ indicateȱ thatȱ residentialȱ noiseȱ exposuresȱ ofȱ 55ȱ toȱ 65ȱ dBȱ Ldnȱ areȱ
acceptable.ȱ ȱ However,ȱ theȱ EPAȱ notesȱ thatȱ theseȱ levelsȱ areȱ notȱ regulatoryȱ goals,ȱ butȱ areȱ levelsȱ
definedȱ byȱ aȱ negotiatedȱ scientificȱ consensus,ȱ withoutȱ concernȱ forȱ economicȱ andȱ technologicalȱ
feasibilityȱorȱtheȱneedsȱandȱdesiresȱofȱanyȱparticularȱcommunity.ȱ
ȱ

3.2ȱ

CALIFORNIAȱENVIRONMENTALȱQUALITYȱACTȱ

ȱ

Theȱ Californiaȱ Environmentalȱ Qualityȱ Actȱ (CEQA)ȱ wasȱ enactedȱ inȱ 1970ȱ andȱ requiresȱ thatȱ allȱ
knownȱenvironmentalȱeffectsȱofȱaȱprojectȱbeȱanalyzed,ȱincludingȱenvironmentalȱnoiseȱimpacts.ȱȱ
UnderȱCEQA,ȱaȱprojectȱhasȱaȱpotentiallyȱsignificantȱimpactȱifȱtheȱprojectȱexposesȱpeopleȱtoȱnoiseȱ
levelsȱ inȱ excessȱ ofȱ standardsȱ establishedȱ inȱ theȱ localȱ generalȱ planȱ orȱ noiseȱ ordinance.ȱȱ
Additionally,ȱunderȱCEQA,ȱaȱprojectȱhasȱaȱpotentiallyȱsignificantȱimpactȱifȱtheȱprojectȱcreatesȱaȱ
substantialȱ increaseȱ inȱ theȱ ambientȱ noiseȱ levelsȱ inȱ theȱ projectȱ vicinityȱ aboveȱ levelsȱ existingȱ
withoutȱtheȱproject.ȱȱIfȱaȱprojectȱhasȱaȱpotentiallyȱsignificantȱimpact,ȱmitigationȱmeasuresȱmustȱ
beȱ considered.ȱ ȱ Ifȱ mitigationȱ measuresȱ toȱ reduceȱ theȱ impactȱ toȱ lessȱ thanȱ significantȱ areȱ notȱ
feasibleȱ dueȱ toȱ economic,ȱ social,ȱ environmental,ȱ legal,ȱ orȱ otherȱ conditions,ȱ theȱ mostȱ feasibleȱ
mitigationȱmeasuresȱmustȱbeȱconsidered.ȱȱȱ
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3.3ȱ

LOCALȱJURISDICTIONȱ

CountyȱofȱRiversideȱGeneralȱPlanȱ
ȱ

Theȱ Noiseȱ Elementȱ ofȱ theȱ CountyȱofȱRiversideȱGeneralȱPlanȱ(Generalȱ Plan)ȱdatedȱ Decemberȱ 9,ȱ
2014,ȱ isȱ aȱ mandatoryȱ componentȱ ofȱ theȱGeneralȱ Planȱ pursuantȱ toȱ theȱ CaliforniaȱPlanningȱandȱ
ZoningȱLaw,ȱSectionȱ65302(f).ȱȱTheȱNoiseȱElementȱprovidesȱaȱsystematicȱapproachȱtoȱidentifyingȱ
andȱ appraisingȱ noiseȱ problemsȱ inȱ theȱ community;ȱ quantifyingȱ existingȱ andȱ projectedȱ noiseȱ
levels;ȱ addressingȱ excessiveȱ noiseȱ exposureȱ andȱ communityȱ planningȱ forȱ theȱ regulationȱ ofȱ
noise.ȱ ȱ Additionally,ȱ theȱ Noiseȱ Elementȱ includesȱ policies,ȱ standards,ȱ criteria,ȱ programs,ȱ
diagrams,ȱaȱreferenceȱtoȱactionȱitems,ȱandȱmapsȱrelatedȱtoȱprotectingȱpublicȱhealthȱandȱwelfareȱ
fromȱ noise.ȱ ȱ Theȱ StateȱofȱCaliforniaȱOfficeȱofȱPlanningȱandȱResearchȱNoiseȱElementȱGuidelinesȱ
(Guidelines)ȱ includeȱ recommendedȱ interiorȱ andȱ exteriorȱ noiseȱ levelȱ standardsȱ forȱ localȱ
jurisdictionsȱtoȱidentifyȱandȱpreventȱtheȱcreationȱofȱincompatibleȱlandȱusesȱdueȱtoȱnoise.ȱȱTheseȱ
Guidelinesȱdescribeȱtheȱcompatibilityȱofȱvariousȱlandȱusesȱwithȱaȱrangeȱofȱenvironmentalȱnoiseȱ
levelsȱinȱtermsȱofȱdBAȱCNEL.ȱȱȱ
ȱ
Residentialȱusesȱareȱnormallyȱunacceptableȱinȱareasȱexceedingȱ70ȱdBȱCNEL;ȱandȱconditionallyȱ
acceptableȱbetweenȱ55-70ȱdBȱCNELȱforȱlowȱdensityȱsingle-familyȱdwellingȱunits,ȱduplexes,ȱandȱ
mobileȱ homes,ȱ andȱ betweenȱ 60-70ȱ dBȱ CNELȱ forȱ multiple-familyȱ units.ȱ ȱ Schools,ȱ libraries,ȱ
hospitals,ȱ andȱ nursingȱ homesȱ areȱ treatedȱ asȱ noise-sensitiveȱ landȱ uses,ȱ requiringȱ acousticalȱ
studiesȱ withinȱ areasȱ exceedingȱ 60ȱ dBȱ CNEL.ȱ ȱ Commercial/professionalȱ officeȱ buildingsȱ andȱ
industrialȱ landȱ usesȱ areȱ normallyȱ unacceptableȱ inȱ areasȱ exceedingȱ 75ȱ dBȱ CNEL,ȱ andȱ areȱ
conditionallyȱacceptableȱwithinȱ67ȱtoȱ78ȱdBȱCNELȱ(forȱcommercial/professionalȱofficesȱonly).ȱ
ȱ
Tableȱ2,ȱLandȱUseȱCompatibilityȱforȱCommunityȱNoiseȱExposure,ȱindicatesȱtheȱrangeȱofȱacceptableȱ
noiseȱlevelsȱforȱvariousȱlandȱusesȱinȱtheȱCounty,ȱasȱestablishedȱbyȱtheȱGeneralȱPlan.ȱȱTheȱnoiseȱ
levelȱrangesȱshownȱinȱtheȱTableȱshouldȱbeȱconsideredȱguidelinesȱwithȱrespectȱtoȱtheȱplacementȱ
ofȱlandȱusesȱinȱtheȱCity.ȱȱ
ȱ
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Tableȱ2ȱ
LandȱUseȱCompatibilityȱforȱCommunityȱNoiseȱExposureȱȱ
ȱ
Community Noise Exposure Level (Ldn or CNEL, dBA)
Land Use Category
Residential-Low Density
Single Family, Duplex, Mobile Homes
Residential-Multiple Family
Transient Lodging-Motels, Hotels
Schools, Libraries, Churches, Hospitals, Nursing
Homes
Auditoriums, Concert Halls, Amphitheaters
Sports Arena, Outdoor Spectator Sports
Playgrounds, Neighborhood Parks
Golf Courses, Riding Stables, Water Recreation,
Cemeteries
Office Buildings, Businesses, Commercial, and
Professional
Industrial, Manufacturing, Utilities, Agriculture

Normally
Acceptable

Conditionally
Acceptable

Normally
Unacceptable

Clearly
Unacceptable

< 60

55 - 70

70 – 75

75 >

< 65
< 65

60 - 70
60 - 70

70 - 75
70 - 80

75 >
80 >

< 70

60 - 70

70 - 80

80 >

N/A
N/A
< 70

< 70
< 75
N/A

65 >
70 >
67 - 75

N/A
N/A
74 >

< 75

N/A

70 - 80

80 >

< 70

67 - 72

N/A

75 >

< 75

70 - 80

N/A

75 >

Normally Acceptable: Specified land use is satisfactory based upon the assumption that any buildings involved are of normal conventional
construction, without any special noise insulation requirements.
Conditionally Acceptable: New construction or development should be undertaken only after a detailed analysis of the noise reduction requirements
is made and needed noise insulation features included in the design. Conventional construction, but with closed windows and fresh air supply
systems or air conditioning will normally suffice. Outdoor environment will seem noisy.
Normally Unacceptable: New construction or development should generally be discouraged. If new construction or development does proceed, a
detailed analysis of the noise reduction requirements must be made with needed noise insulation features included in the design. Outdoor areas must
be shielded.
Clearly Unacceptable: New construction or development should generally not be undertaken. Construction costs to make indoor environmental
acceptable would be prohibitive and the outdoor environment would not be usable.
Source: County of Riverside General Plan, Noise Element, December 9, 2014.

ȱ
ȱ
Theȱ followingȱ policiesȱ fromȱ theȱ County’sȱ Generalȱ Planȱ Noiseȱ Elementȱ areȱ applicableȱ toȱ theȱ
proposedȱproject:ȱ
ȱ
• Policyȱ
Nȱ
1.
4:ȱDetermineȱifȱexistingȱlandȱusesȱwillȱpresentȱnoiseȱcompatibilityȱissuesȱwithȱ
proposedȱprojectȱbyȱundertakingȱsiteȱsurveys.ȱ
ȱ
• PolicyȱNȱ2.
2:ȱ Requireȱ aȱ qualifiedȱ acousticalȱ specialistȱ toȱ prepareȱ acousticalȱ studiesȱ forȱ
proposedȱnoise-sensitiveȱprojectsȱwithinȱnoiseȱimpactedȱareasȱtoȱmitigateȱexistingȱnoise.ȱȱ
ȱ
• Policyȱ
Nȱ
2.
3:ȱMitigateȱexteriorȱandȱinteriorȱnoisesȱtoȱtheȱlevelsȱlistedȱinȱTableȱ3,ȱResidentialȱ
Stationaryȱ
Noiseȱ
Standards,ȱtoȱtheȱextentȱfeasible,ȱforȱstationaryȱsources:ȱ
ȱ
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Tableȱ3ȱ
ResidentialȱStationaryȱNoiseȱStandardsȱ
ȱ
Land Use

Time

Interior Standards

Exterior Standards

Residential

10:00 PM to 7:00 AM
7:00 AM to 10:00 PM

40 Leq (10 minute)
55 Leq (10 minute)

45 Leq (10 minute)
65 Leq (10 minute)

Note: These are only preferred standards; final decision will be made by the Riverside County Planning Department and Office
of Public Health.
Source: County of Riverside General Plan, Noise Element, December 9, 2014.

•

•

•

•

•

•

ȱ
ȱ
PolicyȱNȱ8.
3:ȱ Requireȱ developmentȱ thatȱ generatesȱ increasedȱ trafficȱ andȱ subsequentȱ
increasesȱ inȱ theȱ ambientȱ noiseȱ levelȱ adjacentȱ toȱ noise-sensitiveȱ landȱ usesȱ toȱ provideȱ
appropriateȱmitigationȱmeasures.ȱȱ
ȱ
Policyȱ
Nȱ
8.
6:ȱRequireȱthatȱallȱfutureȱexteriorȱnoiseȱforecastsȱuseȱLevelȱofȱServiceȱC,ȱandȱbeȱ
basedȱ onȱ designedȱ roadȱ capacityȱ orȱ 20-yearȱ projectionȱ ofȱ developmentȱ (whicheverȱ isȱ
less)ȱforȱfutureȱnoiseȱforecasts.ȱȱ
ȱ
PolicyȱNȱ8.
7:ȱ Requireȱ thatȱ fieldȱ noiseȱ monitoringȱ beȱ performedȱ priorȱ toȱ sitingȱ anyȱ
sensitiveȱlandȱusesȱalongȱarterialȱroadways.ȱȱNoiseȱlevelȱmeasurementsȱshouldȱbeȱofȱatȱ
leastȱ 10ȱ minutesȱ inȱ durationȱ andȱ shouldȱ includeȱ simultaneousȱ vehicleȱ countsȱ soȱ thatȱ
moreȱaccurateȱvehicleȱratiosȱmayȱbeȱusedȱinȱmodelingȱambientȱnoiseȱlevels.ȱȱ
ȱ
PolicyȱNȱ12.
1:ȱ Minimizeȱ theȱ impactsȱ ofȱ constructionȱ noiseȱ onȱ adjacentȱ usesȱ withinȱ
acceptableȱpractices.ȱȱ
ȱ
PolicyȱNȱ12.
2:ȱ Ensureȱ thatȱ constructionȱ activitiesȱ areȱ regulatedȱ toȱ establishȱ hoursȱ ofȱ
operationȱ inȱ orderȱ toȱ preventȱ and/orȱ mitigateȱ theȱ generationȱ ofȱ excessiveȱ orȱ adverseȱ
noiseȱimpactsȱonȱsurroundingȱareas.ȱȱ
ȱ
PolicyȱNȱ12.
3:ȱ Conditionȱ subdivisionȱ approvalȱ adjacentȱ toȱ developed/occupiedȱ noisesensitiveȱ landȱ usesȱ byȱ requiringȱ theȱ developerȱ toȱ submitȱ aȱ construction-relatedȱ noiseȱ
mitigationȱ planȱ toȱ theȱ Countyȱ forȱ reviewȱ andȱ approvalȱ priorȱ toȱ issuanceȱ ofȱ aȱ gradingȱ
permit.ȱȱTheȱplanȱmustȱdepictȱtheȱlocationȱofȱconstructionȱequipmentȱandȱhowȱtheȱnoiseȱ
fromȱ thisȱ equipmentȱ willȱ beȱ mitigatedȱ duringȱ constructionȱ ofȱ theȱ project,ȱ throughȱ theȱ
useȱofȱsuchȱmethodsȱas:ȱ
ȱ
a. Temporaryȱnoiseȱattenuationȱfences;ȱ
b. Preferentialȱlocationȱofȱequipment;ȱandȱ
c. Useȱofȱcurrentȱnoiseȱsuppressionȱtechnologyȱandȱequipment.ȱȱ
ȱ
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•

•

PolicyȱNȱ12.
4:ȱ Requireȱ thatȱ allȱ constructionȱ equipmentȱ utilizesȱ noiseȱ reductionȱ featuresȱ
(e.g.,ȱ mufflersȱ andȱ engineȱ shrouds)ȱ thatȱ areȱ noȱ lessȱ effectiveȱ thanȱ thoseȱ originallyȱ
installedȱbyȱtheȱmanufacturer.ȱȱ
ȱ
Policyȱ
Nȱ
13.
1:ȱEnforceȱtheȱCaliforniaȱBuildingȱStandardsȱthatȱsetsȱstandardsȱforȱbuildingȱ
constructionȱ toȱ mitigateȱ interiorȱ noiseȱ levelsȱ toȱ theȱ tolerableȱ 45ȱ CNELȱ limit.ȱ ȱ Theseȱ
standardsȱareȱutilizedȱinȱconjunctionȱwithȱtheȱUniformȱBuildingȱCodeȱbyȱtheȱCounty’sȱ
Buildingȱ Departmentȱ toȱ ensureȱ thatȱ noiseȱ protectionȱ isȱ providedȱ toȱ theȱ public.ȱ ȱ Someȱ
designȱfeaturesȱmayȱincludeȱextra-denseȱinsulation,ȱdouble-panedȱwindows,ȱandȱdenseȱ
constructionȱmaterials.ȱ

ȱ
CountyȱofȱRiversideȱNoiseȱOrdinanceȱ
ȱ
Ordinanceȱ No.ȱ 847,ȱ RegulatingȱNoise,ȱ statesȱ thatȱ noȱ personȱ shallȱ createȱ anyȱ sound,ȱ onȱ anyȱ
propertyȱ thatȱ causesȱ theȱ exteriorȱ soundȱ levelȱ onȱ anyȱ otherȱ occupiedȱ propertyȱ toȱ exceedȱ theȱ
soundȱlevelȱstandardsȱsetȱforthȱinȱTableȱ4,ȱGeneralȱ
Soundȱ
Levelȱ
Standards.ȱȱ
ȱ
Additionally,ȱ soundȱ emanatingȱ fromȱ constructionȱ projectsȱ locatedȱ withinȱ one-quarterȱ mileȱ orȱ
moreȱfromȱanȱinhabitedȱdwellingȱisȱexemptȱfromȱOrdinanceȱNo.ȱ847,ȱprovidedȱthatȱconstructionȱ
doesȱnotȱoccurȱbetweenȱtheȱhoursȱofȱ6:00ȱPMȱandȱ6:00ȱAMȱduringȱtheȱmonthsȱofȱJuneȱthroughȱ
September,ȱorȱbetweenȱtheȱhoursȱofȱ7:00ȱPMȱandȱ7:00ȱAMȱduringȱtheȱmonthȱofȱOctoberȱthroughȱ
May.ȱȱ
ȱ
ȱ
ȱ
ȱ
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Tableȱ4ȱ
GeneralȱSoundȱLevelȱStandardsȱ
ȱ
General Plan Land Use Designation

Maximum Decibel Level
7:00 AM – 10:00 PM

10:00 PM – 7:00 AM

55
55
55
55
55
55
55
55
65
65
65
65
75
75
65
65
55
65
75
75
45
45
45
45
45
45
45
45
45
75

45
45
45
45
45
45
45
45
55
55
55
55
55
75
45
45
45
55
55
75
45
45
45
45
45
45
45
45
45
45

Estate Density Residential
Very Low Density Residential
Low Density Residential
Medium Density Residential
Medium High Density Residential
High Density Residential
Very High Density Residential
Highest Density Residential
Retail Commercial
Office Commercial
Tourist Commercial
Community Center
Light Industrial
Heavy Industrial
Business Park
Public Facility
Specific Plan – Residential
Specific Plan – Commercial
Specific Plan – Light Industrial
Specific Plan – Heavy Industrial
Rural Residential
Rural Mountains
Rural Desert
Agriculture
Conservation
Conservation Habitat
Recreation
Rural
Watershed
Mineral Resources

Source: County of Riverside Ordinance No. 847, Regulating Noise, Amended July 19, 2007.

ȱ
ȱ
ȱ
ȱ
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4.0ȱȱ METHODOLOGYȱANDȱEXISTINGȱCONDITIONSȱ
ȱ

4.1ȱ

METHODOLOGYȱ

ȱ
NoiseȱPredictionȱModelȱȱ
ȱ
Priorȱ toȱ theȱ releaseȱ ofȱ theȱ Federalȱ Highwayȱ Administration’sȱ (FHWA)ȱ Trafficȱ Noiseȱ Modelȱ
(TNM)ȱ 2.5,ȱ theȱ FHWAȱHighwayȱ Trafficȱ NoiseȱPredictionȱ Modelȱ (RD-77-108),ȱ orȱ “108ȱ model,”ȱ
wasȱ inȱ useȱ forȱ overȱ 20ȱ years.ȱ ȱ Althoughȱ anȱ effectiveȱ modelȱ forȱ itsȱ time,ȱ theȱ “108ȱ model”ȱ wasȱ
comprisedȱ ofȱ acousticȱ algorithms,ȱ computerȱ architecture,ȱ andȱ sourceȱ codeȱ thatȱ datedȱ toȱ theȱ
1970s.ȱ ȱ Sinceȱ thatȱ time,ȱ significantȱ advancementsȱ haveȱ beenȱ madeȱ inȱ theȱ methodologyȱ andȱ
technologyȱforȱnoiseȱprediction,ȱbarrierȱanalysisȱandȱdesign,ȱandȱcomputerȱsoftwareȱdesignȱandȱ
coding.ȱ ȱ Givenȱ theȱ factȱ thatȱ overȱ $500ȱ millionȱ wereȱ spentȱ onȱ barrierȱ designȱ andȱ constructionȱ
betweenȱ1970ȱandȱ1990,ȱtheȱFHWAȱidentifiedȱtheȱneedȱtoȱdesign,ȱdevelop,ȱtest,ȱandȱdocumentȱaȱ
state-of-the-artȱhighwayȱtrafficȱnoiseȱpredictionȱmodelȱthatȱutilizedȱtheseȱadvancements.ȱȱThisȱ
needȱforȱaȱnewȱtrafficȱnoiseȱpredictionȱmodelȱresultedȱinȱTNMȱ2.5.ȱȱȱ
ȱ
Perȱ instructionȱ fromȱ theȱ Countyȱ ofȱ Riverside,ȱ RD-77-108ȱ wasȱ utilized,ȱ togetherȱ withȱ roadwayȱ
andȱ siteȱ parameters,ȱ toȱ predictȱ mobileȱ noiseȱ alongȱ roadwaysȱ inȱ theȱ immediateȱ vicinityȱ ofȱ theȱ
projectȱ site.ȱ ȱ Theseȱ parametersȱ determineȱ theȱ projectedȱ impactȱ ofȱ vehicularȱ trafficȱ noiseȱ andȱ
includeȱtheȱroadwayȱcross-sectionȱ(suchȱasȱtheȱnumberȱofȱlanes),ȱroadwayȱwidth,ȱADT,ȱvehicleȱ
travelȱ speed,ȱ percentagesȱ ofȱ autoȱ andȱ truckȱ traffic,ȱ roadwayȱ grade,ȱ angle-of-view,ȱ andȱ siteȱ
conditionsȱ (“hard”ȱ orȱ “soft”).ȱ ȱ Roadwayȱ trafficȱ volumesȱ wereȱ modeledȱ usingȱ ADTȱ LOSȱ “C”ȱ
designȱ capacitiesȱ foundȱ inȱ theȱ Circulationȱ Elementȱ ofȱ theȱ County’sȱ Generalȱ Plan.ȱ ȱ Theȱ modelȱ
doesȱnotȱaccountȱforȱambientȱnoiseȱlevelsȱ(i.e.,ȱnoiseȱfromȱadjacentȱlandȱuses)ȱorȱtopographicalȱ
differencesȱbetweenȱtheȱroadwayȱandȱadjacentȱlandȱuses.ȱ
ȱ
TrafficȱNoiseȱModelȱ
ȱ
InȱMarchȱ1998,ȱtheȱFHWAȱreleasedȱTNM,ȱVersionȱ1.0.ȱȱItȱwasȱdevelopedȱasȱaȱmeansȱforȱaidingȱ
complianceȱwithȱpoliciesȱandȱproceduresȱunderȱFHWAȱregulations.ȱȱSinceȱitsȱreleaseȱinȱMarchȱ
1998,ȱ Versionȱ 1.0aȱ wasȱ releasedȱ inȱ Marchȱ 1999,ȱ Versionȱ 1.0bȱ inȱ Augustȱ 1999,ȱ Versionȱ 1.1ȱ inȱ
Septemberȱ 2000,ȱ Versionȱ 2.0ȱ inȱ Juneȱ 2002,ȱ Versionȱ 2.1ȱ inȱ Marchȱ 2003ȱ andȱ theȱ currentȱ version,ȱ
Versionȱ2.5ȱinȱAprilȱ2004.ȱȱTNMȱ2.5ȱwasȱutilizedȱtoȱdetermineȱtheȱnoiseȱresultingȱfromȱvehicularȱ
activityȱalongȱtheȱsurroundingȱroadways.ȱȱ
ȱ
TNMȱisȱaȱstate-of-the-artȱcomputerȱprogramȱusedȱforȱpredictingȱnoiseȱimpactsȱinȱtheȱvicinityȱofȱ
highways.ȱȱItȱusesȱadvancesȱinȱpersonalȱcomputerȱhardwareȱandȱsoftwareȱtoȱimproveȱuponȱtheȱ
accuracyȱ andȱ easeȱ ofȱ modelingȱ highwayȱ noise,ȱ includingȱ theȱ designȱ ofȱ effective,ȱ cost-efficientȱ
noiseȱbarriers.ȱ
ȱ
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TNMȱcontainsȱtheȱfollowingȱcomponents:ȱ
ȱ
• Modelingȱofȱfiveȱstandardȱvehicleȱtypes,ȱincludingȱautomobiles,ȱmediumȱtrucks,ȱheavyȱ
trucks,ȱbuses,ȱandȱmotorcycles,ȱasȱwellȱasȱuser-definedȱvehicles;ȱȱ
• Modelingȱ ofȱ bothȱ constant-flowȱ andȱ interrupted-flowȱ trafficȱ usingȱ aȱ 1994/1995ȱ fieldmeasuredȱdataȱbase;ȱȱ
• Modelingȱ ofȱ theȱ effectsȱ ofȱ differentȱ pavementȱ types,ȱ asȱ wellȱ asȱ theȱ effectsȱ ofȱ gradedȱ
roadways;ȱȱ
• Soundȱlevelȱcomputationsȱbasedȱonȱaȱone-thirdȱoctave-bandȱdataȱbaseȱandȱalgorithms;ȱȱ
• Graphically-interactiveȱnoiseȱbarrierȱdesignȱandȱoptimization;ȱȱ
• Attenuationȱover/throughȱrowsȱofȱbuildingsȱandȱdenseȱvegetation;ȱȱ
• Multipleȱdiffractionȱanalysis;ȱȱ
• Parallelȱbarrierȱanalysis;ȱandȱȱ
• Contourȱ analysis,ȱ includingȱ soundȱ levelȱ contours,ȱ barrierȱ insertionȱ lossȱ contours,ȱ andȱ
sound-levelȱdifferenceȱcontours.ȱȱ
ȱ
Theȱ TNMȱ 2.5ȱ databaseȱ isȱ madeȱ upȱ ofȱ overȱ 6,000ȱ individualȱ pass-byȱ eventsȱ measuredȱ atȱ fortyȱ
sitesȱacrossȱtheȱcounty.ȱȱItȱisȱtheȱprimaryȱbuildingȱblockȱaroundȱwhichȱtheȱacousticȱalgorithmsȱ
areȱ structured.ȱ ȱ Theȱ modelȱ hasȱ beenȱ testedȱ forȱ accuracyȱ withȱ modeledȱ andȱ actualȱ measuredȱ
noise.ȱ ȱ Inȱ cooperationȱ withȱ theȱ FHWA,ȱ theȱ Volpeȱ Centerȱ Acousticsȱ Facilityȱ (Volpe)ȱ hasȱ
conductedȱmultiple-phaseȱstudiesȱtoȱassessȱtheȱaccuracyȱandȱmakeȱrecommendationsȱofȱtheȱuseȱ
ofȱ theȱ TNMȱ 2.5ȱ model.ȱ ȱ Theȱ study,ȱ TNMȱversionȱ2.
5ȱAddendumȱtoȱValidationȱofȱFHWA’
sȱTrafficȱ
Noiseȱ
Model:
ȱ
Phaseȱ
Iȱ
(datedȱJulyȱ2004),ȱincludedȱ100ȱhoursȱofȱtrafficȱnoiseȱdataȱwereȱcollectedȱatȱ
seventeenȱ highwayȱ sitesȱ aroundȱ theȱ country.ȱ ȱ Theȱ sitesȱ hadȱ characteristicsȱ ofȱ thoseȱ mostȱ
commonlyȱ modeledȱ byȱ TNMȱ users.ȱ ȱ TNMȱ 2.5ȱ wasȱ usedȱ toȱ modelȱ andȱ compareȱ theȱ predictedȱ
noiseȱoverȱtheȱmeasuredȱnoise.ȱȱTheȱstudyȱdeterminedȱthatȱtheȱmodelȱincludesȱaȱ0.5ȱstandardȱ
deviationȱofȱmeasuredȱnoiseȱtoȱmodeledȱnoise.ȱȱ
ȱ
TNMȱ2.5ȱisȱalsoȱmoreȱuserȱfriendlyȱcomparedȱtoȱitsȱpredecessorȱSoundȱ2000.ȱȱTNMȱ2.5ȱallowsȱ
theȱuserȱtoȱimportȱcomputer-aidedȱdesignȱ(CAD)ȱfilesȱtoȱdetermineȱpreciseȱlocationsȱofȱtheȱnoiseȱ
atȱsurroundingȱsensitiveȱreceptors.ȱȱPerȱinstructionȱfromȱtheȱCountyȱofȱRiverside,ȱTNMȱ2.5ȱwasȱ
utilizedȱ toȱ calculateȱ noiseȱ levelsȱ atȱ theȱ project’sȱ proposedȱ residentialȱ propertiesȱ fromȱ mobileȱ
noiseȱ sourcesȱ alongȱ roadwaysȱ inȱ theȱ immediateȱ vicinityȱ ofȱ theȱ projectȱ site.ȱ ȱ Roadwayȱ trafficȱ
volumesȱwereȱmodeledȱusingȱAverageȱDailyȱTrafficȱ(ADT)ȱLevelȱofȱServiceȱ(LOS)ȱ“C”ȱdesignȱ
capacitiesȱfoundȱinȱtheȱCirculationȱElementȱofȱtheȱCounty’sȱGeneralȱPlan.ȱȱAdditionally,ȱTNMȱ
2.5ȱ wasȱ utilizedȱ toȱ determineȱ theȱ appropriateȱ soundȱ wallȱ heightȱ requiredȱ toȱ preventȱ mobileȱ
noiseȱfromȱexceedingȱ theȱ County’sȱ daytimeȱexteriorȱ noiseȱ standardȱ ofȱ 65ȱ dBAȱ atȱ theȱ project’sȱ
proposedȱ residentialȱ properties.ȱ ȱ Aȱ soundȱ wallȱ isȱ proposedȱ toȱ beȱ constructedȱ alongȱ theȱ
northern,ȱeastern,ȱandȱsouthernȱboundariesȱofȱtheȱprojectȱsiteȱ(referȱtoȱExhibitȱ3,ȱSiteȱ
Plan).ȱȱ
ȱ
ȱ
ȱ
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RiversideȱCountyȱNoiseȱGuidelinesȱ
ȱ
Theȱ Countyȱ ofȱ Riversideȱ Departmentȱ ofȱ Environmentalȱ Healthȱ hasȱ establishedȱ guidelinesȱ forȱ
determiningȱ andȱ mitigatingȱ mobileȱ noiseȱ impactsȱ fromȱ trafficȱ onȱ residentialȱ structures.ȱ Theȱ
followingȱguidelinesȱwereȱusedȱinȱdevelopingȱthisȱacousticalȱanalysis.ȱȱ
ȱ
• Theȱexteriorȱnoiseȱlevelȱshallȱnotȱexceedȱ65ȱLdn/CNEL.ȱ
ȱ
• Requiredȱ Noiseȱ Predictionȱ Modelȱ –ȱ Trafficȱ Noise:ȱ FHWAȱ RD-77-108ȱ Highwayȱ
PredictionȱModel,ȱSoundȱ32ȱorȱtheȱequivalent.ȱ
ȱ
• AllȱroadwaysȱmustȱbeȱmodeledȱusingȱADTȱlevelȱ“C”ȱdesignȱcapacities.ȱȱ
ȱ
• ForȱCountyȱroads,ȱassumeȱanȱaverageȱtrafficȱspeedȱofȱ40ȱmph.ȱ
ȱ
• Itȱ isȱ assumedȱ thatȱ standardȱ residentialȱ designȱ (withȱ windowsȱ closed)ȱ willȱ provideȱ noȱ
moreȱthanȱ20ȱdBAȱofȱattenuation.ȱ
ȱ
• Noiseȱ levelsȱ mustȱ beȱ estimatedȱ atȱ theȱ exteriorȱ faceȱ ofȱ theȱ nearestȱ residenceȱ atȱ anȱ
elevationȱofȱfiveȱfeetȱaboveȱtheȱfinishedȱpad.ȱ
ȱ

•

RequiredȱVehicleȱFleetȱMix:ȱ
ȱ
Vehicle
Auto
Medium Truck
Heavy Truck

Overall
Percent
92
3
5

Day
(7:00 AM – 7:00 PM)
69.5
1.44
2.4

Percent
Evening
(7:00 PM – 10:00 PM)
12.9
0.06
0.1

Night
(10:00 PM – 7:00 AM)
9.6
1.5
2.5

ȱ
•

4.2ȱ

Initialȱcalculationsȱshallȱbeȱbasedȱonȱaȱreceiverȱheightȱofȱfiveȱfeetȱaboveȱtheȱground.ȱȱIfȱ
theseȱ calculationsȱ resultȱ inȱ aȱ barrierȱ lessȱ thanȱ orȱ equalȱ toȱ sixȱ feetȱ inȱ height,ȱ noȱ furtherȱ
barrierȱcalculationsȱareȱnecessaryȱandȱthisȱshallȱbeȱselectedȱasȱtheȱrequiredȱwallȱheight.ȱ
However,ȱifȱtheȱresultingȱbarrierȱheightȱisȱcalculatedȱtoȱbeȱgreaterȱthanȱsixȱfeet,ȱitȱshallȱbeȱ
re-calculatedȱ usingȱ aȱ receiverȱ heightȱ ofȱ threeȱ feet.ȱ ȱ Theȱ resultingȱ re-calculatedȱ wallȱ
heightȱshallȱbeȱthenȱselectedȱasȱtheȱrequiredȱwallȱheight.ȱ

EXISTINGȱCONDITIONSȱ

ȱ
NoiseȱMeasurementsȱ
ȱ
Inȱorderȱtoȱdetermineȱtheȱambientȱnoiseȱlevelsȱwithinȱtheȱprojectȱarea,ȱnoiseȱmeasurementsȱwereȱ
takenȱ byȱ RBFȱ Consulting,ȱ aȱ Michaelȱ Bakerȱ Internationalȱ Companyȱ (RBFȱ Baker)ȱ onȱ Aprilȱ 14,ȱ
2015;ȱreferȱtoȱTableȱ5,ȱNoiseȱ
Measurements.ȱȱTheȱnoiseȱmeasurementȱsitesȱwereȱrepresentativeȱofȱ
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typicalȱexistingȱnoiseȱexposureȱatȱtheȱprojectȱsite;ȱreferȱtoȱExhibitȱ5,ȱNoiseȱ
Measurementȱ
Locations.ȱȱ
Ten-minuteȱmeasurementsȱwereȱtakenȱatȱeachȱsite,ȱbetweenȱ3:00ȱPMȱandȱ4:00ȱPM.ȱȱInȱadditionȱ
toȱnoiseȱmeasurements,ȱtrafficȱcountsȱwereȱconductedȱsimultaneouslyȱtoȱfurtherȱunderstandȱtheȱ
impactȱofȱmobileȱnoiseȱinȱtheȱvicinityȱofȱtheȱprojectȱsite.ȱȱMeteorologicalȱconditionsȱwereȱclearȱ
skies,ȱ coolȱ temperatures,ȱ withȱ lightȱ windȱ speedsȱ (>ȱ 5ȱ milesȱ perȱ hour),ȱ andȱ lowȱ humidity.ȱȱ
Measuredȱnoiseȱlevelsȱduringȱtheȱdaytimeȱmeasurementsȱrangedȱfromȱ58.7ȱtoȱ74.3ȱdBAȱLeq.ȱȱȱ
ȱ
Tableȱ5ȱ
NoiseȱMeasurementsȱ
Site
No.

1

2

Location
Project site
boundary along
Butterfield Stage
Road.
Residential
community to the
west of the project
site.

Time

Duration

Leq
(dBA)

Lmin
(dBA)

Lmax
(dBA)

Peak
(dBA)

3:16 PM

10 Minutes

74.3

45.4

84.1

102.9

3:36 PM

10 Minutes

58.7

45.0

69.7

95.3

Source: RBF Baker field measurements, April 14, 2015.

ȱ
ȱ
Noiseȱ monitoringȱ equipmentȱ usedȱ forȱ theȱ ambientȱ noiseȱ surveyȱ consistedȱ ofȱ aȱ Brüelȱ &ȱ Kjærȱ
Hand-heldȱAnalyzerȱTypeȱ2250ȱequippedȱwithȱaȱ4189ȱmicrophone.ȱȱTheȱmonitoringȱequipmentȱ
compliesȱwithȱapplicableȱrequirementsȱofȱtheȱAmericanȱNationalȱStandardsȱInstituteȱ(ANSI)ȱforȱ
Typeȱ Iȱ (precision)ȱ soundȱ levelȱ meters.ȱ ȱ Theȱ resultsȱ ofȱ theȱfieldȱ measurementsȱ areȱ indicatedȱ inȱ
Appendixȱ A,ȱ NoiseȱMeasurementȱData.ȱ ȱ Theȱ measuredȱ noiseȱ levelsȱ andȱ correspondingȱ trafficȱ
countsȱwereȱusedȱtoȱcalibrateȱtheȱnoiseȱmodels.ȱ
ȱ
ȱ
ȱ
ȱ
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Exhibit 5

Noise Measurement Locations
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5.0ȱ

ACOUSTICALȱANALYSISȱ

ȱ

PREDICTEDȱTRAFFICȱNOISEȱLEVELSȱȱ
ȱ
RD-77-108ȱNoiseȱPredictionȱModelȱȱ
ȱ
Theȱ County’sȱ Generalȱ Planȱ setsȱ anȱ exteriorȱ noiseȱ standardȱ ofȱ 65ȱ dBAȱ forȱ single-familyȱ
residentialȱuses.ȱȱNoiseȱmodelingȱwasȱconductedȱtoȱdetermineȱnoiseȱperceivedȱatȱtheȱfirstȱrowȱofȱ
proposedȱresidentialȱunitsȱalongȱsurroundingȱroadwaysȱthatȱwouldȱaffectȱtheȱprojectȱsite.ȱȱȱ
ȱ
TheȱmajorityȱofȱtheȱexistingȱnoiseȱatȱtheȱprojectȱsiteȱisȱgeneratedȱfromȱmobileȱsourcesȱalongȱDeȱ
Portolaȱ Road,ȱ Butterfieldȱ Stageȱ Road,ȱ andȱ Temeculaȱ Parkway.ȱ ȱ Utilizingȱ RD-77-108,ȱ existingȱ
mobileȱ noiseȱ wasȱ modeledȱ basedȱ onȱ theȱ County’sȱ Generalȱ Plan,ȱ ADTȱ LOSȱ “C”ȱ designȱ
capacities.ȱȱBasedȱonȱtheȱCounty’sȱGeneralȱPlan,ȱADTȱLOSȱ“C”ȱdesignȱcapacitiesȱforȱtheȱthreeȱ
modeledȱ roadwaysȱ surroundingȱ theȱ projectȱ siteȱ areȱ 28,700ȱ ADTȱ forȱ Deȱ Portolaȱ Roadȱ andȱ
ButterfieldȱStageȱRoad,ȱandȱ43,100ȱADTȱforȱTemeculaȱParkway.ȱȱVehicleȱfleetȱmixesȱprovidedȱinȱ
theȱ County’sȱ noiseȱ modelingȱ guidelinesȱ wereȱ assumedȱ andȱ areȱ summarizedȱ aboveȱ inȱ Sectionȱ
4.1.ȱȱȱ
ȱ
AsȱshownȱinȱTableȱ6,ȱModeledȱ
Mobileȱ
Noiseȱ
Levels,ȱexistingȱmobileȱnoiseȱsourcesȱinȱtheȱvicinityȱofȱ
theȱ projectȱ siteȱ rangeȱ fromȱ 66.8ȱ toȱ 67.1ȱ dBA,ȱ andȱ exceedȱ theȱ County’sȱ daytimeȱ exteriorȱ noiseȱ
standardȱofȱ65ȱdBA.ȱȱTherefore,ȱTNMȱ2.5ȱwasȱutilizedȱtoȱdetermineȱtheȱappropriateȱsoundȱwallȱ
heightȱ requiredȱ toȱ preventȱ mobileȱ noiseȱ levelsȱ fromȱ exceedingȱ theȱ County’sȱ daytimeȱ exteriorȱ
noiseȱstandardȱatȱproposedȱresidentialȱunitsȱwithinȱTTMȱ36483.ȱ
ȱ

Tableȱ6ȱ
ModeledȱMobileȱNoiseȱLevelsȱ
ȱ
Existing Conditions

Roadway Segment

De Portola Road
West of Butterfield Stage Road
Butterfield Stage Road
Between De Portola Road and Temecula Parkway
Temecula Parkway
West of Butterfield Stage Road

ADT

dBA @ 100
Feet from
Roadway
Centerline

28,700

Distance from Roadway
Centerline to: (Feet)
60 CNEL
Noise
Contour

65 CNEL
Noise
Contour

70 CNEL
Noise
Contour

67.1

558

177

56

28,700

66.8

559

177

56

43,100

68.4

839

265

84

ADT = average daily trips; dBA = A-weighted decibels; CNEL = community noise equivalent level

ȱ
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TrafficȱNoiseȱModelȱ
ȱ
Roadwaysȱ andȱ sensitiveȱ receptorsȱ wereȱ digitizedȱ inȱ TNMȱ 2.5ȱ basedȱ onȱ theȱ lotȱ layoutsȱ withinȱ
TTMȱ 36483ȱ (referȱ toȱ Exhibitȱ 6,ȱ ModeledȱReceptorȱLocations).ȱ ȱ Theȱ modelȱ alsoȱ accountedȱ forȱ theȱ
elevationȱ differencesȱ betweenȱ theȱ roadwayȱ andȱ eachȱ receptor,ȱ noiseȱ shieldingȱ byȱ residentialȱ
buildingȱrowsȱwithinȱTTMȱ36483,ȱandȱtheȱproposedȱsoundȱwallȱatȱvaryingȱelevations.ȱȱ
ȱ
Pursuantȱ toȱ theȱ County’sȱ noiseȱ modelingȱ guidelines,ȱ TNMȱ 2.5ȱ wasȱ initiallyȱ modeledȱ usingȱ aȱ
soundȱ wallȱ elevationȱ ofȱ sixȱ feetȱ andȱ aȱ sensitiveȱ receptorȱ heightȱ ofȱ fiveȱ feet.ȱ ȱ Asȱ indicatedȱ inȱ
Tableȱ7,ȱExteriorȱ
Mobileȱ
Noiseȱ
Levelsȱ
forȱ
Fiveȱ
Footȱ
Sensitiveȱ
Receptors,ȱmobileȱnoiseȱlevelsȱgeneratedȱ
fromȱ trafficȱ alongȱ Deȱ Portolaȱ Road,ȱ Butterfieldȱ Stageȱ Road,ȱ andȱ Temeculaȱ Parkwayȱ wouldȱ
rangeȱ fromȱ 54.3ȱ toȱ 71.1ȱ dBA,ȱ andȱ exceedȱ theȱ County’sȱ daytimeȱ exteriorȱ noiseȱ standardȱ ofȱ 65ȱ
dBAȱatȱsensitiveȱreceptorsȱ11ȱthroughȱ31ȱandȱ35ȱthroughȱ42ȱwithȱaȱsixȱfootȱsoundȱwall.ȱȱNoiseȱ
levelsȱwouldȱbeȱlowerȱatȱtheȱreceptorsȱcloserȱtoȱtheȱinterior,ȱasȱtheyȱwouldȱbeȱfurtherȱawayȱfromȱ
theȱroadwaysȱandȱwouldȱalsoȱbeȱshieldedȱbyȱtheȱfirstȱrowȱofȱhomes.ȱ
ȱ

Tableȱ7ȱ
ExteriorȱMobileȱNoiseȱLevelsȱforȱFiveȱFootȱSensitiveȱReceptorsȱ
ȱ
Location

Receptor No.

Exterior Noise Levels
(dBA Ldn)

Exceed County Exterior
Noise Standard of 65 dBA

Along De Portal Road

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

61.0
61.6
61.0
61.1
61.4
61.4
60.6
60.2
60.3
60.3
67.2
66.7
65.5
65.3
66.7
67.1
68.9
69.2

No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

19

68.8

Yes

20

71.1

Yes

21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29

69.9
69.4
69.2
69.2
68.7
67.1
66.8
66.1
65.9

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Intersection of De Portola
Road and Butterfield Stage
Road

Along Butterfield Stage
Road
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Tableȱ7ȱ(continued)ȱ
ExteriorȱMobileȱNoiseȱLevelsȱforȱFiveȱFootȱSensitiveȱReceptorsȱ
Location

Intersection of Butterfield
Stage Road and Temecula
Parkway

Along Temecula Parkway

Along Western Boundary of
Project Site

Receptor No.

Exterior Noise Levels
(dBA Ldn)

Exceed County Exterior
Noise Standard of 65 dBA

30
31
32
33
34
35

65.6
65.1
64.3
64.7
64.5
66.3

Yes
Yes
No
No
No
Yes

36

67.0

Yes

37

70.5

Yes

38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77

71.3
71.2
68.0
65.9
65.0
64.4
64.5
63.9
63.3
62.6
62.1
61.2
60.4
57.1
56.5
56.7
56.8
56.4
57.1
57.2
57.0
57.1
56.3
55.6
54.6
54.3
57.1
56.3
55.2
54.7
54.4
54.3
54.4
54.6
54.9
55.4
56.1
56.9
58.1
59.6

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No

Notes:
1. Refer to Exhibit 6, Modeled Receptor Locations, for receptor locations and Appendix B, Modeling Data, for detailed
modeling outputs.
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AsȱdepictedȱinȱTableȱ7,ȱaȱsixȱfootȱsoundȱwallȱwouldȱnotȱsufficientlyȱreduceȱnoiseȱlevelsȱtoȱwithinȱ
theȱCounty’sȱdaytimeȱexteriorȱnoiseȱstandardȱatȱallȱsensitiveȱreceptorsȱwithinȱTTMȱ36489.ȱȱTNMȱ
2.5ȱ wasȱ remodeledȱ forȱ sensitiveȱ receptorsȱ 11ȱ throughȱ 31ȱ andȱ 35ȱ throughȱ 42ȱ usingȱ soundȱ wallȱ
elevationsȱofȱsevenȱandȱeightȱfeetȱinȱheight,ȱandȱaȱsensitiveȱreceptorȱheightȱofȱthreeȱfeetȱperȱtheȱ
County’sȱ noiseȱ modelingȱ guidelines.ȱ ȱ Asȱ indicatedȱ inȱ Tableȱ 8,ȱ ExteriorȱMobileȱNoiseȱLevelsȱforȱ
ThreeȱFootȱSensitiveȱReceptors,ȱ noiseȱ levelsȱ generatedȱ fromȱ trafficȱ alongȱ Deȱ Portolaȱ Road,ȱ
Butterfieldȱ Stageȱ Road,ȱ andȱ Temeculaȱ Parkwayȱ wouldȱ beȱ withinȱ theȱ County’sȱ exteriorȱ noiseȱ
standardȱofȱ65ȱdBAȱatȱallȱproposedȱresidentialȱdevelopmentsȱwithinȱTTMȱ36483ȱwithȱanȱeightȱ
footȱsoundȱwall.ȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱ
ȱ

Tableȱ8ȱ
ExteriorȱMobileȱNoiseȱLevelsȱforȱThreeȱFootȱSensitiveȱReceptorsȱ
ȱ
Sound Wall Height
7 Feet
Location

Along De Portal Road

Intersection of De Portola
Road and Butterfield Stage
Road

Along Butterfield Stage Road

Intersection of Butterfield
Stage Road and Temecula
Parkway

Along Temecula Parkway

8 Feet

Exterior Noise
Levels
(dBA Ldn)

Exceed County
Exterior Noise
Standard of
65 dBA

Exterior Noise
Levels
(dBA Ldn)

Exceed County
Exterior Noise
Standard of
65 dBA

11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

62.8
62.5
62.2
62.2
62.6
63.0
64.2
64.5
65.8

No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
Yes

61.9
61.7
61.5
61.5
61.9
62.3
63.3
63.7
64.4

No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No

20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
35
36

66.2
65.6
65.2
64.9
64.6
64.3
64.1
63.8
63.5
63.4
63.3
63.0
62.6
63.5

Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No

65.0
64.8
64.3
64.1
63.9
63.6
63.4
63.2
62.9
62.8
62.7
62.5
62
62.8

No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No

37
38
39
40
41
42

65.0
65.0
64.1
63.5
62.5
62.1

Yes
Yes
No
No
No
No

63.6
63.8
63
62.6
61.7
61.4

No
No
No
No
No
No

Receptor No.

dBA = A-weighted decibel; Ldn = day/night average
Notes:
1.
Refer to Exhibit 6, Modeled Receptor Locations, for receptor locations. Refer to Appendix B, Modeling Data, for detailed modeling outputs.
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6.0ȱ

CONCLUSIONȱȱ

Thisȱ acousticalȱ analysisȱ assessedȱ theȱ potentialȱ mobileȱ noiseȱ impactsȱ forȱ sensitiveȱ receptorsȱ
withinȱ TTMȱ 36483ȱ ofȱ theȱ proposedȱ Paseoȱ Delȱ Solȱ project.ȱ ȱ Existingȱ mobileȱ noiseȱ levelsȱ wereȱ
modeledȱ utilizingȱ FHWA’sȱ RD-77-108ȱ model,ȱ andȱ wereȱ projectedȱ toȱ rangeȱ fromȱ 66.8ȱ toȱ 67.1ȱ
dBAȱalongȱDeȱPortolaȱRoad,ȱButterfieldȱStageȱRoad,ȱandȱTemeculaȱParkway.ȱȱInȱorderȱtoȱreduceȱ
mobileȱnoiseȱlevelsȱatȱtheȱprojectȱsiteȱtoȱwithinȱtheȱCounty’sȱdaytimeȱexteriorȱnoiseȱstandardȱofȱ
65ȱdBAȱforȱsingle-familyȱresidences,ȱtheȱprojectȱproposesȱaȱsoundȱwallȱtoȱbeȱconstructedȱalongȱ
theȱnorthern,ȱeastern,ȱandȱsouthernȱboundariesȱofȱtheȱprojectȱsite.ȱȱFHWA’sȱTNMȱ2.5ȱmodelȱwasȱ
utilizedȱtoȱdetermineȱtheȱappropriateȱsoundȱwallȱheightȱrequiredȱtoȱpreventȱmobileȱnoiseȱfromȱ
exceedingȱtheȱCounty’sȱdaytimeȱexteriorȱnoiseȱstandard.ȱȱAsȱsummarizedȱinȱTableȱ9,ȱMinimumȱ
SoundȱWallȱHeightȱRequirements,ȱmodeledȱresultsȱindicateȱthatȱminimumȱsoundȱwallȱheightsȱofȱ
six,ȱseven,ȱandȱeightȱfeetȱareȱrequiredȱalongȱtheȱnorthern,ȱeastern,ȱandȱsouthernȱboundariesȱofȱ
theȱprojectȱsiteȱtoȱensureȱproposedȱresidentialȱunitsȱwithinȱTTMȱ36483ȱareȱnotȱexposedȱtoȱsoundȱ
levelsȱ inȱ excessȱ ofȱ theȱ County’sȱ daytimeȱexteriorȱ noiseȱ standardsȱ forȱ single-familyȱresidences.ȱȱ
Referȱ toȱ Exhibitȱ 7,ȱ MinimumȱSoundȱWallȱHeightȱRequirements,
ȱforȱ aȱ depictionȱ ofȱ theȱ requiredȱ
soundȱwall.ȱȱȱȱȱ
ȱ

Tableȱ9ȱ
SoundȱWallȱHeightȱRequirementsȱ
ȱ

Location

Receptor No.

Minimum Sound Wall
Height Required (Feet)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
8
8
8
8
7
7
7
7
7
7

Along De Portal Road

Intersection of De Portola Road and
Butterfield Stage Road

Along Butterfield Stage Road
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Tableȱ9ȱ[continued]ȱ
SoundȱWallȱHeightȱRequirementsȱ
Location

Receptor No.

Minimum Sound Wall
Height Required (Feet)

29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77

7
7
7
6
6
6
7
7
8
8
7
7
7
7
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6

Along Butterfield Stage Road
[continued]

Intersection of Butterfield Stage Road
and Temecula Parkway

Along Temecula Parkway

Along Western Boundary of Project Site

Notes:
1. Refer to Exhibit 6, Modeled Receptor Locations, for receptor locations. Refer to Appendix B, Modeling Data, for detailed modeling
outputs.
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APPENDIXȱB:ȱȱMODELINGȱDATAȱ
ȱ
ȱ

Federal Highway Administration RD-77-108
Traffic Noise Prediction Model (CALVENO)
Project Name:
Paseo Del Sol
Scenario: Other
Analyst:
Adam Furman
146071
Job #:
De Portola
Roadway:
Road Segment:
West of Butterfield
PROJECT DATA
SITE DATA
0
Road Grade:
0
Centerline Dist to Barrier
Barrier (0=wall, 1= berm):
0
Average Daily Traffic:
28,700
Receiver Barrier Dist:
0
Peak Hour Traffic:
2870
Centerline Dist. To Observer:
100
Vehicle Speed:
40
Barrier Near Lane CL Dist:
0
Centerline Separation:
18
Barrier Far lane CL Dist:
0
NOISE INPUTS
Site conditions HARD SITE
Pad Elevation:
0.5
Road Elevation:
0
FLEET MIX
Observer Height (above grade):
0
Type
Day
Evening Night
Daily
Barrier Height:
0
Auto
0.695
0.129
0.096
0.92
Rt View:
90
Lft View:
-90 Med. Truck
0.0144
0.0006
0.015
0.03
NOISE SOURCE ELEVATIONS (Feet)
Heavy Truck
0.024
0.001
0.025
0.05
Autos:
0
Medium Trucks:
2.3
Heavy Trucks:
8
UNMITIGATED NOISE LEVELS (No topographic or barrier attenuation)
Vehicle Type

Autos:
Medium Trucks:
Heavy Trucks:
Vehicle Noise:

Peak Leq

Leq Day

56.4
65.3
70.2
72.5

Leq Evening

64.4
41.7
51.0
64.7

Leq Night

63.1
33.9
43.2
63.2

57.0
43.1
52.3
58.8

Ldn

65.5
49.2
59.8
66.6

CNEL

66.1
49.3
59.9
67.1

MITIGATED NOISE LEVELS (With topographic or barrier attenuation)
Vehicle Type

Peak Leq

Leq Day

Leq Evening

Leq Night

Ldn

CNEL

Autos:
Medium Trucks:
Heavy Trucks:
Vehicle Noise:
Roadway Centerline Noise Contour

558
177
56

-382
800
-121
600
-56
400

382
121
56

200
Feet

CENTERLINE NOISE CONTOUR
Unmitigated
60 dBA
-558
65 dBA
-177
70 dBA
-56
Mitigated
60 dBA
65 dBA
70 dBA

0
-200
-400
-600
-800

Roadway Centerline

Federal Highway Administration RD-77-108
Traffic Noise Prediction Model (CALVENO)
Project Name:
Paseo Del Sol
Scenario: Other
Analyst:
Adam Furman
146071
Job #:
Butterfield
Roadway:
Road Segment:
South of Portola
PROJECT DATA
SITE DATA
0
Road Grade:
0
Centerline Dist to Barrier
Barrier (0=wall, 1= berm):
0
Average Daily Traffic:
28,700
Receiver Barrier Dist:
0
Peak Hour Traffic:
2870
Centerline Dist. To Observer:
100
Vehicle Speed:
40
Barrier Near Lane CL Dist:
0
Centerline Separation:
35
Barrier Far lane CL Dist:
0
NOISE INPUTS
Site conditions HARD SITE
Pad Elevation:
0.5
Road Elevation:
0
FLEET MIX
Observer Height (above grade):
0
Type
Day
Evening Night
Daily
Barrier Height:
0
Auto
0.695
0.129
0.096
0.92
Rt View:
90
Lft View:
-90 Med. Truck
0.0144
0.0006
0.015
0.03
NOISE SOURCE ELEVATIONS (Feet)
Heavy Truck
0.024
0.001
0.025
0.05
Autos:
0
Medium Trucks:
2.3
Heavy Trucks:
8
UNMITIGATED NOISE LEVELS (No topographic or barrier attenuation)
Vehicle Type

Autos:
Medium Trucks:
Heavy Trucks:
Vehicle Noise:

Peak Leq

Leq Day

56.1
65.0
69.9
72.3

Leq Evening

64.1
41.4
50.7
64.4

Leq Night

62.8
33.6
42.9
62.9

56.7
42.8
52.1
58.5

Ldn

65.2
48.9
59.5
66.3

CNEL

65.8
49.0
59.6
66.8

MITIGATED NOISE LEVELS (With topographic or barrier attenuation)
Vehicle Type

Peak Leq

Leq Day

Leq Evening

Leq Night

Ldn

CNEL

Autos:
Medium Trucks:
Heavy Trucks:
Vehicle Noise:
Roadway Centerline Noise Contour

559
177
56

-382
800
-121
600
-56
400

382
121
56

200
Feet

CENTERLINE NOISE CONTOUR
Unmitigated
60 dBA
-559
65 dBA
-177
70 dBA
-56
Mitigated
60 dBA
65 dBA
70 dBA

0
-200
-400
-600
-800

Roadway Centerline

Federal Highway Administration RD-77-108
Traffic Noise Prediction Model (CALVENO)
Project Name:
Paseo Del Sol
Scenario: Other
Analyst:
Adam Furman
146071
Job #:
Temecula
Roadway:
Road Segment:
West of Butterfield
PROJECT DATA
SITE DATA
0
Road Grade:
0
Centerline Dist to Barrier
Barrier (0=wall, 1= berm):
0
Average Daily Traffic:
43,100
Receiver Barrier Dist:
0
Peak Hour Traffic:
4310
Centerline Dist. To Observer:
100
Vehicle Speed:
40
Barrier Near Lane CL Dist:
0
Centerline Separation:
45
Barrier Far lane CL Dist:
0
NOISE INPUTS
Site conditions HARD SITE
Pad Elevation:
0.5
Road Elevation:
0
FLEET MIX
Observer Height (above grade):
0
Type
Day
Evening Night
Daily
Barrier Height:
0
Auto
0.695
0.129
0.096
0.92
Rt View:
90
Lft View:
-90 Med. Truck
0.0144
0.0006
0.015
0.03
NOISE SOURCE ELEVATIONS (Feet)
Heavy Truck
0.024
0.001
0.025
0.05
Autos:
0
Medium Trucks:
2.3
Heavy Trucks:
8
UNMITIGATED NOISE LEVELS (No topographic or barrier attenuation)
Vehicle Type

Autos:
Medium Trucks:
Heavy Trucks:
Vehicle Noise:

Peak Leq

Leq Day

57.7
66.6
71.5
73.9

Leq Evening

65.8
43.0
52.3
66.0

64.4
35.2
44.5
64.5

Leq Night

58.4
44.4
53.7
60.1

Ldn

66.8
50.5
61.2
67.9

CNEL

67.4
50.6
61.2
68.4

MITIGATED NOISE LEVELS (With topographic or barrier attenuation)
Vehicle Type

Peak Leq

Leq Day

Leq Evening

Leq Night

Ldn

CNEL

Autos:
Medium Trucks:
Heavy Trucks:
Vehicle Noise:
Roadway Centerline Noise Contour

839
265
84

-574
1000
-181
800
-84
600
Feet

CENTERLINE NOISE CONTOUR
Unmitigated
60 dBA
-839
65 dBA
-265
70 dBA
-84
Mitigated
60 dBA
65 dBA
70 dBA

400
200
0
-200
-400
-600
-800
-1000

574
181
84
Roadway Centerline
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MEMORANDUM


To:

StevenT.Uhlman,CIH,RiversideCountyDepartmentofEnvironmentalHealth



From:
AchillesMalisos,MichaelBakerInternational


Date:
November12,2015

Subject:
PaseodelSolTentativeTract#36483AcousticalAssessment–SupplementalInformation


InOctober2015,MichaelBakerInternational(MichaelBaker)preparedanAcoustical Assessmentthat
evaluatedpotentialmobilenoiseimpactstosensitiveusesproposedbythePaseodelSolTentativeTract
Map No.36483 (TTM36483), located in the City ofTemecula, California. Mobile noise impacts were
assessed in accordance with applicable laws, ordinances, and guidelines established by the County of
RiversideDepartmentofEnvironmentalHealth.Theanalysisidentifiedsoundwalllocationsandheights
necessaryInordertoreducemobilenoiselevelsattheprojectsitetowithintheCounty’sdaytimeexterior
noisestandardof65dBAforsingle-familyresidences.Modeledresultsindicatedthatminimumsound
wallheightsofsix,seven,andeightfeetwererequiredtoensureproposedresidentialunitswithinTTM
36483arenotexposedtosoundlevelsinexcessoftheCounty’sdaytimeexteriornoisestandardsfor
single-familyresidences.

SincecompletionoftheJune2015AcousticalAssessmentandCountyapprovalonJuly2,2015,theproject
hasundergoneminormodifications.Themodificationsinvolvetheremovalofanemergencyfireaccess
(adjacent to Lot 37) to add in a pedestrian walkway, the addition of a second entrance from De
PortolaRoad,theadditionofanentrancemedianontheEasternEntrance,andincreasedthelandscape
zoneonButterfieldStageRoad.

MichaelBakerhasreviewedtheminormodificationstotheTentativeTractNo.36483anddetermined
that the conclusions of the June 2015 Acoustical Assessment would remain unchanged.  The minor
modifications to the emergency fire access, eastern access, and entrance to De Portola Road would
requiremodificationstotherecommendedsoundwalls.However,asdepictedintherevisedExhibit7,
Sound Wall Height Requirements, these minor modifications would not affect the overall location or
heightoftheperimetersoundwalls.Therefore,withimplementationofthesoundwallsdepictedonthe
revisedExhibit7,residentialunitswithinTTM36483wouldnotbeexposedtosoundlevelsinexcessof
theCounty’sdaytimeexteriornoisestandardsforsingle-familyresidences.




14725 Alton Parkway | Irvine, CA 92618
Office: 494.472.3505 | Fax: 949.472.8373

NOT TO SCALE
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– 6-foot Sound Wall
– 7-foot Sound Wall
– 8-foot Sound Wall

Exhibit 7

Sound Wall Height Requirements

ACOUSTICAL ASSESSMENT
PASEO DEL SOL TENTATIVE TRACT NO. 36483
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